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Volume I of this report is written specifically for the designer with
the intent of providing combustion stability information which may be applied
directly during a program's design phase. 	 This volume (Volume II), on the
other hand, is to provide the tools by which the analyst may characterize the
combustion stability of a system. 	 The combustion model which provided the
basis for this analytical technique is the Sensitive Time Lag theory first'
developed by Dr. L. H. Crocco and later extended by Dr. F. H. Reardon.
	 This
volume provides description of a computer program, written in FORTRAN V, which
may be utilized in characterizing a variety of combustion systems.
	
The program
appearing in this edition has been updated to include a high Mach number
analysis
  ,,,hence the original edition of Vol. II is superceded by this revision.
The work on this edition was conducted by the Engine Components {	 "'
Department, Aerojet Liquid Rocket Company, with Dr. N. E. Van Huff, program
manager; Mr. J. M. McBride project manager; and,Mr. W. W. Howard and
Mr. W. B. Bakken, project engineers.
Special acknowledgement is given to Mr. R. C. Waugh for his contribu-
tion in the development of analytical models, Mr. D. P. Dudley for programing
and conversion of the computer program, Mr. R. K. Turner for the reduction of
s
combustion stability theory into design criteria and analysis and correlations
Mr.of test data, and Mr. R. J. Wondra and	 N. B. Davidson for preparation and
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u ti n instabilityroblem usinThis program solves the comb s ;, ;o 	 p	 g the
sensitive time lag theory. This amounts basically to solving the non-homogeneous
Helmholtz equation for the condition of neutral stability. The non-homogeneous
terms in the Helmholtz equation account for the mean flow and combustion effects.
The program considers longitudinal and transverse modes of oscillation. It
includes effects of non-uniform injection, velocity effects, and non-linear
combustion response.
The program is divided into several subprograms which can either
be run together or separately. These subprograms include analyses of nozzle
admittance, concentrated combustiony and distributed combustion with a transverse
mode -- as well as those which calculate describing functions for combustion
response and nonuniform injection parameters.
B. TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
1.	 The Nature of Combustion Instability
It is well known that the processes occurring within _a liquid
is
rocket combustion chamber are never entirely smooth. 	 Even when the mean oper-
ating conditions are constant, fluctuations around these mean values occur in
all of the quantities that characterize the flow. 	 The nature of the fluctua-
tions can vary widely from one combustor to another and in a single combustor-
j for different operating conditions. 	 If the fluctuations are random and of
small amplitude, this unsteadiness is referred to as "combustion noise ".	 With
random fluctuations of large amplitude, the operation of the rocket is said to
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I, B. Technical Description (cont.)
Much more serious than rough operation is the problem of
x combustion instability, also termed unstable combustion, oscillatory com-
bustion, or resonant combustion. 	 Whereas rough combustion refers to random
fluctuations, combustion instability consists of organized oscillations that
are maintained and amplified by the combuo.,on process itself. 	 The various
types of combustion instability can be classified roughly into three categories:
low frequency, intermediate frequency, and high frequency. 	 However, the
classification is not based simply on frequency alone. 	 Just as electrical and
mechanical systems respond to specific frequencies-depending on the type of
coupling, so also liquid rocket systems exhibit representative frequency and
amplitude patterns.
The basic coupling mechanisms for the three general types of
x mco bustion instability found in liquid propellant rocket  	 e gines are illustrated	 	 	 g
in Figure 1.	 For the low frequency ("chugging") type, interaction between the
propellant feed system and the combustion chamber places the frequency generally
less than 200 Hertz.	 The coupling is effected by the oscillating propellant
i feed rates.	 In the case of intermediate frequency combustion instability
(sometimes referred to as entropy wave instability),,the injector character-
istics (especially the internal injector manifolding and orifice impedances)
account for part of the interaction, with the mean gas flow and pressure wave
propagation in the combustion chamber completing the process.	 Typical frequencies
e	 e several hundred Hertz range.ar  in th	 	 	 g	 ;
:f
In this report, attention will be focused on the third type of
combustion instability, namely, high frequency instability. 	 This type depends ~&
b	 thb	 t'	 ce	 a	 and flow oscillat i ons in theupon _a coupling etween a co m us ion pro ss s 	
combustion chamber. Such coupling requires no input from the feed system,
	
i	 although it is possible for the feed system to have an effect when the combustion
chamber is 'large and acoustic frequencies are reduced to several hundred cycles




range for most current engines;.	 j:
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1st radial 0 1
2nd radial 0 2
3rd radial 0 3
lst tangential 1 1
2nd tangential 2 1
1
t 3rd tangential 3 1
4th tangential 4 1
5th tangential 5 1
6th tangential 6 1
i
1T9 1R combined 1 2
2T, 1R combined 2 2
3T, 1R combined 3 .2
4T 9 1R combined 4 2




i s B. Technical Description (cont.)
The combustion chamber geomLry is an important factor in high
frequency combustion instability because the possible frequencies depend on
the internal geometry. 	 Since it is effectively closed at one end by the
I
injector and has a choked-flow exhaust nozzle at the other end, the chamber
acts acoustically much as a double closed-end cavity.	 For instance, for purely
longitudinal modes, an approximate point of effective reflection in the nozzle
can be determined theoretically; between that point and the injector face. r
standing patterns of acoustic waves can be established.	 Similarly in the
transverse plane, tangential modes of the spinning or standing types,as well
as radial todes 1 may be established:	 Frequencies correspond approximately to
4
those of the acoustic modes, either the fundamental or higher harmonics.
Modes containing combinations of tangential, radial and longitudinal oscilla-
tions may also exist, each characterized by its own frequency.	 Pressure and
patterns for several transverse modes are illustrated in Figurevelocity 	 2.g
However, despite the similarity of the modes and the closeness of frequencies,
k
{
the continuous generation of gases produces effects that do not exist in a-
closed chamber.	 In a closed chamber, the only source of damping originates
from the friction on the walls.	 This source of damping is active of course 4	 ;:..t^
t
also in the combustion chamber, but it plays a vary modest, role compared to r
other, more powerful sources of damping. 	 In6eed, the very existence of the
r
nozzle produces damping in the case of pure or combined longitudinal modes'
because the reflection of waves from the convergent (subsonic) portion of
the nozzle departs from that of the ideal closed end.	 For purely transverse
t
waves this source of damping is missing, and actually is replaced by a slight
source of amplification.
The most important source of damping, however, is related to
the process of gas generation itself, and consists of two parts of approxi-
j
mately equal importance. The most obvious comes from the fact that, from t e
conditions of the steady propellant injection flow (steady, of course, only if
P





I, B. Technical Description (cont.)
acquired, at the moment of generation, the perturbed momentum corresponding to
the oscillatory flow. The acquisition of this momentum demands a certain work
which must be absorbed from the system. The fact that momentum exchanges due
to the drag of the droplets can take place prior to the moment of generation
can only add additional damping,,
f
	
	 The other, more subtle source of damping comes from the fact
that at the moment of generation the volume of the propellant must change from
its practically negligible liquid volume, to°the full volume of the burned
gases. To.this change of volume corresponds a certain "pumping work" propor-
tional to the local instantaneous pressure. Hence, more work must be absorbed
from the system when the pressure is higher, and less when it is lower, thusY	 P	 g	 >	 >
providing an effective damping mechanism.
The significance of the preceding discussion is that, from the
f	 point of view of instability, each combustion system is characterized by certain
well-defined proper frequencies at which the gases can oscillate in well-defined
modes, and by certain damping mechanisms which absorb energy from the oscillating
system. It is clear that self-sustained oscillations can exist (and instability
appear) only if the combustion process is able to generate, at any one of the
proper frequencies, enough feedback combustion energy (in excess of the steady-
state conditions) to restore continually the amount which is being lost.
1
Suppose, for a moment, that the amount of combustion feedback energy
is independent of frequency. Then the only important factor in the balance would
be the energy damping corresponding to each mode, that (or those) mode(s) becoming
unstable which correspond(s) to the lowest level of damping. Experience shows
that this is not the case, and that, fora given injector, the selection of the 	 r






I, B, Technical Description (cont.)
longitudinal and for transverse forms of instability.
	 It has been demonstrated
experimentally that the frequency at which combustion oscillations become
organized is more closely related to the combustion process (the driving
mechanism) than it is to the chamber geometry (the resonating chamber).
	 When
a chamber that became unstable in the fundamental mode was lengthened so that
the frequency of the fundamental mode now became a harmonic mode, the combustion r
oscillations continued to organize at the same frequency. 	 Since the
physical length of the harmonic wall length provides considerably more viscous
damping than that of the fundamental mode
	 it would seem logical that
	 	 	 as	 ,	 	 	 	 the
K
oscillations would organize in the fundamental mode.
	
It is not our purpose to tf
discuss here the details of the transition from one
	
mode to the other (it does k
not take place suddenly),	 but rather to point out that the transition occurs in
r
such a way as to maintain the oscillation frequency within a well-defined narrow
range.
The only logical interpretation of this observation is that combustion
energy must be fed into the chamber in a narrow range around one, well defined, R	 `
frequency.	 The reason for the energy being confined to this narrow range is V ' F r
complicated -- it depends on several geometrical, physical, and chemical conditions
but it's existence is the only logical explanation for the driving frequency being
of sufficient magnitude to overcome the viscous damping associated with the
increased wave length of the harmonic frequencies.
L
The empirically observed existence, for a given combustion system,
of one narrow frequency range in which instability can appear can be ;interpreted
by stating that, among the features characteriz i-:,ng the response of a given
combustion system to oscillatory conditions, one can single out a "characteristic
time" simply proportional to the reciprocal of frequency, such that only when its
ratio to the.oscilla.tion period is around a certain value, maximum feedback can
be generated and, possibly, instability produced.
This behavior has similarities to that of a resonant system, which is
able to oscillate at certain natural frequencies with amplitudes that depend on
the value'of the frequency of the exciting forces compared to those of the











I, B, Technical Description (cont.)
force due to the unsteady combustion processes is characterized by its own
frequency (or its characteristic time), and maximum ampltidues are to
be expected where there is coincidence with one of the proper frequencies.
However, there is an important difference,residing in the fact that the
exciting force is not independently applied from the outside, but is produced
(in a sort of feedback loop) by the oscillations themselves, with the result
that considerations of stability appear and take fundamental importance, and
that the eventual oscillatory situation is determined by nonlinear effects.
Nevertheless the terms "resonance" and "resonant" are often applied also to
this case.
It appears that the knowledge of the characteristic time asso-
ciated with a particular combustion system would be of primary importance in
the design of new rockets, since it determines in which mode instability is
able to appear. Such a knowledge could,-for instance, allow the choice of the
chamber and injector geometry in such a way that all of the proper frequencies
would be too high to become unstable. Unfortunately, even assuming the
characteristic time to be known, the choice of the propellant combination, as
well as the chamber and basic injection system geometry, has always been
fixed in the past during the early stages of development programs based on
other stringent requirements of size, weight and performance, and there is very
little chance that even in the future the designers may base their designs only
on stability requirements. Therefore, a more sophisticated approach to the
problem of stability is necessary, in which the second condition for appearance
of instability, that of the energy balance, is also taken into consideration.
In other words, even if it is impossible to avoid having some of the proper
frequencies fall in the range where they may become unstable for the given
combustion systemyone should make sure that for the corresponding modes the
combustion feedback is not sufficient to balance the damping.
Clearly there are two ways in which this balance can be
improved in favor of stability: one is the depression of the combustion
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I, B. Technical Description (cont.)
second has been favored in recent times because it is better understood and
hence easily controlled. Such damping devices as baffles or acoustic liners
have been introduced, to the cost of more or less profound design complications,
and have been very effective in producing substantial levels of damping, due
to the dissipation caused by the devices. At the same time these devices also
entail a change of the proper frequencies, and, in view of the previous discussion,
this change can also have an effect on the balance.
On the other hand, the solution of depressing the combustion
feedback has not been used in any consistent and systematic fashion, but only
by looking for injector designs which, fortuitously or nearly so, result in the
most stable operation on the test stand.
It may be added that a third, and the most effective solution,
clearly_ consists in applying simultaneously the two solutions above, by (1)
using an injector as stable as possible, and (2) adding a certain amount of





The difficulty with a systematic application of the second
and third solutions has been that knowledge of the behavior of combustion
systems under oscillatory conditions is still very limited. Thuz, it is
impossible, starting from the fundamental physico-chemical processes involved,
to predict the value of the characteristic time, the magnitude of the energy
feedback, or -- with any certainty
	 even the direction in which these quantities
are affected by a change in design, a	 4
However, a less fundamental approach exists, which may still help
2
9
the`desi ner consderabl	 that is based u on the idea of establishiny ,	 P	 g empirical:
correlations between the characteristic time and the energy feedback on one side'
and, on the other side, a certain number of appropriate combinations of,para-

















I, B, Technical Description (cont.)
operating conditions. The feasibility of such an approach is offered by the
sensitive time lag concept, introduced by Crocco in 1951 (Ref. 1). Although
originally formulated with the sole intent of gaining an insight into the
essential features of the high frequency instability phenomenon, the sensitive
time lag combustion model was later found to predict accurately the quantitative
behavior of the system in quite a few cases. In fact, this was beyond the expec-
tations for such a heuristic approach.
This is indeed the primary advantage of the sensitive time
lag concept, that the complexity of the actual combustion process can be avoided
through the use of a very small number of lumped parameters. This is not to
say that phenomena, such as droplet breakup, vaporization, mixing, chemical
reactions, etc., are not important in determining stability and performance
characteristics, but rather that, lacking such specific knowledge, the general
nature of the coupling between the chamber conditions and the combustion process
may still be described.
According to the Crocco model, the dynamic aspects of the
injection-combustion process that are of significance in high frequency
instability are characterized by a time lag which is sensitive to the local,
instantaneous7 values of pressure, temperature, gas velocity, etc. 	 The degree
of sensitivity is measured by one or more interaction indices. 	 The sensitive i
time lag, then, plays the role of the above discussed characteristic time,
while the interaction indices, properly combined, hold the key to the magnitude
of the energy feedback.	 Thus, the occurrence of high frequency combustion_
instability is seen to result from the matching ofthe sensitive combustion time
-lag with one of the proper frequencies of the combustion chamber, provided that
i
the degree of sensitivity of the combustion is sufficiently large to offset the	 f.
i
damping	 in	 The	 then beeffects preservt	 the chamber.-	 stability conditions can
expressed only in terms of the time lag and the interaction indices, and the	 1


















I, B, Technical Description (cont.)
2.	 The Sensitive Time Lag Concept
The liquid propellant combustion process may be represented
schematically as in Figure 3, which shows the volume of a propellant element
from the instant of injection until conversion to final combustion products is
accomplished. Initially, in the liquid state, the volume is small. The con-
version to gaseous products takes place more or less gradually, depending on
the degree of atomization, the intensity of mixing, the chemical nature of
the reactants, and so on. This gradual change is replaced, for analytical
simplicity, by a step function, as shown in Figure 3. This is not to say that
the combustion process is thought to occur instantaneously, but that such
simplification may reasonably describe the essential nature of the combustion
process from a dynamic point of view. The step function approximation of the
overall combustion process defines a characteristic time, called the "total
time lag" for the propellant element considered and denoted by TT. This time,
of the order of a few milliseconds, is not representative of the characteristic
times of high frequency instability. Rather, the total time lag is basic to
the low frequency type of combustion instability. However, the total time lag,
together with the velocity history of the injected propellants, determines
the space lag, that is, the location in the chamber at which combustion of
•' the particular propellant element is taking place.	 It is this aspect of the
total time lag that cannot be disregarded when considering high frequency
instability.	 This point will be discussed further in a later section.	 It
4 suffices to say here that the step function approximation, is compatible with
any combustion distribution in the chamber_, since TT can be different for
different propellant elements.
The lower diagram of Figure 3 illustrates the important concept
that not all of the processes that occur during the combustion of liquid
propellants are equally affected by the combustion environment. Consider first
E










I, B. Technical Description (cont.)
Initially, only liquid streams, ligaments, or relatively large droplets are
available in conditions unfavorable to combustion. It is to be expected that
pressure perturbations interact only slightly with propellants in that degree
of preparation. In the later portion of the preparation phase (as the nominal
TT value is approached), droplets are small and interspersed; moreover fuel and
oxidizer species are mixed. Hence, burning rates are readily influenced by
instantaneous pressure changes. This increased sensitivity to disturbances
in pressure and temperature is represented on the figure by a higher instan-
taneous "pressure interaction index", n. The portion of the total time lag that
is associated with this high sensitivity can be assigned an approximately
constant mean value of the interaction index and is called the "sensitive time
lag", denoted by T. The early portion is referred to as the "insensitive time
lag", Ti, and the corresponding interaction index is taken to be zero. Again,
the step-function approximation is useful to reach a simple anal ytical descrip-
tion. The sensitive time lag is of the order of a few tenths of a millisecond
(an order of magnitude smaller than the total time lag). It plays the role in
the frequency combustion instability of the "characteristic time" discussed
previously. 	 energy 	 g	 pressure oscillations can be	 The ^r. .feedback. resultin  from
calculated in terms of T and the interaction index, n. Similarly the energy
feedback resulting from gas velocity oscillations can be calculated in terms
of a velocity-sensitive time lag (which may coincide with the one already
defined) and of an appropriate "velocity interaction index", and the same would
apply to the interaction with other possible physical quantities.
In the schematic representation just discussed1 two (or more)
combustion parameters have been defined that are of key importance to further
discussions of high frequency instability. The first is the sensitive time
lag, T, which places the combustion process in proper perspective with the
i
times corresponding to the various acoustic modes associated with the chamber
geometry. The second parameter, the interaction index, n (and, possibly, other 	 r
parameters, representing the additional interaction indices ofrelevance), must
exceed a certain minimum level if the damping is to be balanced and self;
s	 I





I, B, Technical Description (cont.)
These points are further clarified (where only one interaction
index is relevant) by a stability diagram using T as the abscissa and n as the
ordinate (Figure 4), relative to the first tangential (1T) mode. As already
observed, the resonant behavior of the system is such that the maximum amount
of energy feedback is obtained when the ratio of the characteristic time to
the oscillation period (in this case of the 1T mode) is around a certain value
(which for the present simple combustion model is 1/2). At the corresponding
value of T, evidently, the damping processes can be balanced with the minimum
value of 
n 
min ' At other values of T the effectiveness of the feedback process
decreases, and hence larger values of n are required to reach the balance, the
values increasing with increasing deviations of T from the value of maximum
effectiveness. The curve of Figure 4 represents, for the given mode, the n-T
combinations for which a balance between feedback and damping is obtained. If,
for given T, n is smaller than the value which produces the balance, perturba-
tions will decay as a result of the excessive damping; if on the contrary n is
larger, perturbations will amplify as a resu,it of the excessive feedback.
Hence the curve provides the stability boundary between the stable region of
Figure 4 (under the curve) and the unstable region (above the curve).
A given combustion system is characterized by a certain value
of the interaction index. If this value is less than 
nmin no instability at all
is possible. If the interaction index is just equal to n min , then instability
is possible, but only if the matching of the proper time of the chamber and the
characteristic combustion time is perfect-. For n ' nmin the time-matching
requirement is less stringent, i.e., a certain mismatch of the times will still
result in instability. As the value of n increases, the amount of allowable
t	
mismatching also increases.
For other modes than the 1T mode the stability boundary^...m.
	
	
^	 y	 y can be
represented in a_similar way, the scale of T properly shifted. Putting the
^_"	
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I, B. Technical Description (cont.)
in Figure 5, where an overall stability region, regardless of mode, is now
evident. Plots of this kind are fundamental to the methods to be discussed
extensively in this report. However, two remarks, to be substantiated later,
should be made.
The first remark is that such a clearcut boundary between
stability and instability is obtained only if the perturbations are assumed to
be of small amplitude. This is indeed the assumption on which most of the
theoretical developments on combustion instability have been based. Within
this assumption all effects of the perturbations can be assumed to vary
Linearly with the perturbation amplitudes, the mathematical treatment is
accordingly substantially simpler, and the (linear) stability boundary
unequivocally defined, the linearly unstable region being practically inter-
preted as that in which oscillations grow spontaneously out of the random
combustion noise. However, in real practice the perturbations are not
necessarily limited to the range where all of their effects vary linearly with
the amplitude, and when the contrary happens important nonlinear effects may
appear. Some effects of nonlinearity can be derived theoretically, at the
cost of substantial mathematical complexities. But what is important to the
present qualitative discussion is that, while the linearly unstable region
always remains a region of instability, the corresponding statement for the
linearly stable region is not true. In other words, a system corresponding
in the n -z plane to a point of the linearly stable region may be triggered
into amplifying or self-sustaining oscillations by a perturbation (for instance,
a pulse) of sufficiently large amplitude. Only if the pulse remains under a
certain critical-level do the resulting -oscillations decay - in agreement with the
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I, B, Technical Description (cont.)
The second remark is that the curves of Figures 4 and 5 depend
not only on the chamber and nozzle geometries, but also on the transverse and
longitudinal distributions of combustion, the first being substantially deter-
mined by the distribution of the injection flux across the injector, the second
by the details of the individual combustion processes (such as atomization,
evaporation, mixing and chemical reactions, recirculation flow, etc.). The
significance of the total time lag TT in this connection has been mentioned
already. Large values of T T, other factors being equal, will spread the com-
bustion toward the nozzle end of the chamber. If the total time lag is too
large for the chamber in question, performance will suffer because of incomplete
burning prior to the nozzle entrance. Since the region of maximum combustion
is closely associated with the region where propellants have reached the sensi-
tive state in the preparation process, it is in this general location that
interaction between the combustion process and the acoustic modes reaches a
maximum level.
For the fundamental longitudinal mode, pressure antinodes are
found at the injector and the nozzle end of the chamber, as shown in Figure 6.
Higher harmonics will have additional pressure antinode locations.	 If com-`
distributed from one end of the chamber to the other,bustion is uniformly 	 	 ^.	 ,
} maximum instability coupling cannot take place since there is a region (or
regions, in the harmonics) in which a pressure nodal environment is approached..
If the wave is sinusoidal, a true node is found; otherwise, only an oscilla-
tion with reduced amplitude will be observed. 	 The limiting ,case of a non-
sinusoidal wave is that of _a shock wave, the amplitude variation of _which is
shown in Figure 6.	 In the nodal region, even with proper time phasing, too
little energy is available from the increased burning rate to cause the pressure
oscillations to be amplified.	 However, if combustion is concentrated at the
i













































































































I, B, Technical Description (cont.)
The steady state combustion rate is approximately proportional
to the rate of change of axial gas velocity with distance from the injector.
Typical velocity profiles are shown in Figure 7. Two extremes are apparent:
(1) the concentrated combustion case in which near-maximum gas velocities
are produced within a short distance from the injector, as shown by curve "A",
and (2) the nearly uniform combustion case in which the axial velocity curve
is nearly linear, as represented by curve "B". Rocket experience has shown
that the actual velocity distributions fall within these extremes. Thus,
combustion concentrated near the nodal point and combustion concentrated near
the antinode at the nozzle end are both unrealistic situations.
The transverse modes may also be discussed on a somewhat
similar basis. Experimental measurements at a number of laboratories have
shown that maximum amplitudes for the tangential modes are always found at the
injector end. Thus, to reduce coupling, axially distributed combustion can
offer considerable improvement as compared to the concentrated combustion case,
just as was found for the longitudinal mode. In the radial direction the com-
bustion distribution picture is more complicated. As shown in Figure 8, pres-
sure oscillation amplitudes vary radially, and the vibration is strongly depend-
ent on the mode. The first and second tangential modes are similar to each
other but quite different from the first radial mode. To promote instability
in the first tangential mode, assuming that the n, r values are suitable, one
would choose an injector design that would provide rapid burning (i.e., small
rT , to -keep the combustion near the injector face) and would have the injection
orifices concentrated at the outer radii. Either spreading the combustion
axially or moving the injection toward the center of the chamber would reduce
the degree of coupling. If the first radial mode is also considered, then a
compromise location near the half-radius point would prove to be the best
injection point. This principle has been verified in an investigation of a
number of injection distributions by the Aerojet-General Corporation using



















































I, B, Technical Description (cont.)
The qualitative discussion just given is based on the assump-
tion that there is only one relevant interaction index. When more than one has
to be taken into account, the effect of each additional interaction index
produces a displacement of the stability boundaried in the n
-T plane, and the
interpretation becomes correspondingly more difficult. Effects of this kind
are found, for instance, when the combustion rates are sensitive to the txans-
verseu,velocity perturbations characteristic of transverse oscillations. One can
visualize important coupling mechanisms related to the inequities in the dis-
placements of liquid drops and propellant vapors that are produced by such
oscillations. The local mixture ratio can be altered, with resulting changes in
the burning rate, if one of the propellants is displaced with respect to the other.
It is interesting in this connection to observe that this
effect may be particularly intense in the region immediately adjacent to the
injector where one can expect droplets and vapors to be present in abundance,
and in very unmixed conditions. Thus, it is clear that in the use of baffles
and liners there must be a consideration of the combustion distribution in the
chamber. In general, it has been found that for tangential modes the oscilla-
tion amplitudes are greatest a.t the injection end of the chamber, combustion
rates are maximum a few inches from the injector and coupling between the
combustion process and tangential waves is greatest in the outer regions of
the injector face. If the chamber volume is subdivided by baffles, the
dimensions of the cavities between baffles determine the period of oscillation.
Combining these principles, it is concluded that if baffles are to be used to
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protect the preparation zone found in the first few inches downstream of the
injector, they must extend as close as possible to the chamber wall, and the
circumferential blade spacing must be small enough to prevent cavity modes
from existing.	 Similarly, acoustic liner orifices are most effective near the
injector end of the chamber, and liner absorption characteristics must be
designed to match the resonance properties of the chamber and the combustion
process, as described by the sensitive time lag theory.
I
3.	 Development of
	 he Sensitive T'	 Teo
	 t 	 Time Lag he ry
The historical background	 the development
	 theof	 of	 sensitive
time lag theory is important to the understanding of the concepts described in
t the preceding section.	 The earliest published paper on combustion instability
theory was that of Gunder and Friant (Ref 3) in 1950, with a subsequent discus-
sion by Yachter (Ref 4).
	
Probably the most important contribution of these
early treatments was the introduction of the concept of a combustion time lag
(conceived independently, but not published, by other groups) between the
instant of injection of a propellant element and the succeeding instant of
burning, in which the propellant element is transformed into hot gas capable
a of contributing to the chamber pressure.
Interest at Princeton University in the problem of combustion
instability in liquid propellant rocket motors was given impetus by a Bureau
of Aeronautics Symposium held at the Naval Research Laboratory in December,
1950.	 This interest resulted in theoretical analyses by Professors Summerfield
and Crocco.
{
Professor Summerfield's work (Ref 5) considered the effects of
	 1F
inertia in the propellant feed lines and the capacitance!of the combustion
x
chamber, assuming a constant combustion_ time lag. His analysis treated the ^a
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Professor Crocco advanced the concept of the pressure
dependence of the combustion time lag. His paper (Ref 1) presented the
fundamentals resulting from this concept. In his paper, Crocco treated the
case of low frequency instability in a bipropellant rocket, and also the case
of high frequency instability with combustion concentrated at the injector
end of the combustion chamber.
The analytical work on the high frequency case was continued
by S. I. Cheng under the direction of Professor Crocco. His studies of the
effects of the axial distribution of combustion (on the longitudinal modes)
were published as his Ph.D. thesis. A thorough discussion of these and other
aspects of the theory was published by Crocco and Cheng in 1956 as an AGARD
monograph (Ref 6). The general theories of low and longitudinal high frequency
instability, the effects of the combustion distribution, the influence of the
exhaust nozzle, as well as the (scarce) experimental evidence substantiating
the analyses were all discussed at length. A brief discussion of the trans-
verse modes of combustion instability was included, and general adherence
to the sensitive time lag model was predicted.
The extension to the transverse modes was initiated by
S. M. Scala (Ref 7). Following Crocco's pressure dependence model, he determined
the fundamental behavior of the transverse modes, including the influence of
the nozzle. In addition, Scala treated the case of intermediate frequency
instability, in which the coupling_ mechanism consists of entropy perturbations,
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The study of transverse instability was continued by
F.	 developedH. Reardon (Ref 8), who 	 several extensions to the basic theory
to explain certain experimental results (which are discussed in the following
section).	 The sensitive time lag concept was extended to include sensitivity
to the transverse components of the oscillating gas velocity. 	 The effect on
the combustion rate was visualized in the oscillatory displacement of the
vapors of one propellant with respect to the liquid droplets of the other.
In addition, Reardon introduced an approximate treatment of the effects of
nonuniform distribution of propellant injection on the transverse modes, and
applied the modified theory to a sector-shaped combustor, which simulates the











The simplifying assumptions on which the mathematical
treatment of combustion instability is based are the following:
( )	 The substance contained in the combustion chamber
is either in the form of liquid propellants, of practically zero volume, or
in the form of complete combustion gases. 	 It will be noticed that this assump-
tion disregards the contribution of the propellants in vapor form, and of the
r	
intermediate products of combustion. 	 Hence the assumption is equivalent to
saying that not only the liquids, but also the vapors and the intermediates
occupy a negligible volume compared to the final products of combustion.	 This
w
assumption (first used by Crocco in Ref. 1) is actually in agreement with the
step-function combustion model discussed in Section I l B,2.	 Laren more important'
it represents quite well the actual conditions in rockets where indeed, with
the exception of the region immediately adjacent to the injector, practically
the same gas temperature is observed throughout the chamber. 	 Of course, it
is clear that the above is true when using liquid propellants, and not for the
combustion of gaseous propellants.	 The difference is that while in the latterj
case there is a constant mass flux with energy addition, in the case of liquid
propellants the gas flow has a variable mass flux with energy addition being
produced through an addition of mass to the gaseous flow. t
(2)	 The combustion gases are of constant composition,
they obey the perfect gas law and have constant specific heats.
(3)	 Frictional effects on the walls are neglected, and
only those are taken into account which result in the liquid droplet drag.
Page 28
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Also, Reynolds stresses associated with the high turbulence level caused by
M
combustion are neglected, in spite of the fact that they may play an important
role with respect to the uniformity assumption (Assumption 5).
(4) The flow of injected propellants is unaffected by
oscillations in the chamber, and hence the injection flux and velocity are
always the same as in steady conditions. 	 This assumption is not necessarily
verified in actual rockets where, especially for large rockets, the possibility
of matching the wave propagation times in the feed lines and in the chamber
may lead to interactions.	 However, the assumption is rather good if matching
is avoided, and substantially simplifies the treatment by making the chamber
behavior independent of the feed system varieties and complexities. 	 The
resulting instability problem has been termed "intrinsic instability' of the
combustion chamber.
(5)	 The steady-state gas flow is uniform across any
chamber section.	 This is possible partly because the previous assumption
allows the boundary layer formation on the walls to be disregarded.
	 However,
I' it involves more.	 For instance, it would require the injected propellants tof,
be uniformly distributed so as to produce no recirculation. 	 Of course, this
°t is not the actual situation, and the uniform flow considered in the theory
should be interpreted as an _average flow from which the actual flow can depart
substantially if the injection is far from being uniform. For large rockets
the injection systems are generally rather uniform, and hence the uniformity
assumption can be quite accurate. However, it will be seen in the _following
that transverse stability conditions can be improved by using particular non-
z uniform injection systems. It is felt that the contradiction that results in
these cases is not very important for not too large flow Mach numbers because
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(6) In steady-state, the total energy (internal and
kinetic) of the droplets remains constant. Obviously this is not exactly true,
because of the meat exchanges affecting the internal energy and the droplet
drag affecting the kinetic energy in ways that are not so simply related. The
assumption has, however, the advantage of providing a substantial simplifica-
tion of the treatment, and it is believed not to hide any of the fundamental
effects.
(7) The steady-state flow in the nozzle is one-dimensional.
Although not true, this assumption is known to result in very accurate predic-
tions concerning the steady flow itself. Here, however, the same assumption
is extended to the treatment of the oscillatory nozzle flow obtained when the
steady flow is perturbed. It should be observed that this assumption is con-
sistent with that of uniform steady flow in the chamber (Assumption 5).
(8) The unsteady, oscillatory quantities in the chamber
and in the nozzle can be obtained by superposing small perturbations to the
steady-state quantities. By "small" is meant as usual, that only "linear"
(first order) terms in the perturbations are to be retained, while terms
containing products or powers of perturbations (second and higher order) are
to be neglected. The great advantage of this assumption is of a mathematical
nature, since the resulting equations, being linear, can be treated in a much
simpler way. One of the simplications is that a harmonic time dependence can
be chosen, as discussed under Assumption 10. But, of courses the disadvantage
is that only the linear effects can be accounted for, all the nonlinear effects
being left out. Under the small perturbation assumption only the "linear"
stability problem can be attacked.
(9) In the distributed combustion analysis the gas
w Mach number is always sufficiently small so that theflo 	 y	 Ysquare can beq
_	








be applied to thrust chambers in which the Mach number exceeds 0.3. Such is
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e
not an essential assumption; its relaxation leads only to complexity. This
assumption does not apply to the concentrated combustion analysis.
(10) The time dependence of the perturbations can be
expressed in complex form as exp (at) where a = ). + iw is the same complex
quantity for all perturbations. Here w is the angular frequency and a the
amplification coefficient. As usual when using the complex representation
each perturbation is obtained by multiplying the above exponential by a
corresponding complex amplitude factor which is a function of the space
;j coordinates only, and by taking the real part of the result. The assumption
	z	
of exponential time dependence is common in problems of linear stability. It
does not affect the generality of the result, since within the linear frame-
work the development of the most general perturbation can be obtained from the
superposition of independent components each behaving exponentially, and since,
WIT
	
at	 from the point of view of stability, the only thing that matters is that no
single component should show amplification. Hence all the information required
f	
is the behavior of exponentially varying perturbations when the frequency is
made to change over all possible values.
b. Governing Equations
	
Ui7^ 	(1) General. Equations
The equations governirig the unsteady, two-phase
flow in the combustion chamber are derived fiom . the principles of conservation
'i of mass, momentum, and energy, and the equation of state, according to the
assumptions discussed in the previous section. It is convenient to work with
the a uations in nondimensional form. The reference
	
i	 q	 quantities for the non-
dimensionalization are taken as the stagnation gas properties at the injector
face (pressure, temperature, density, and speed of sound) together with a
Page 31:
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a:
reference length, which is the chamber radius for transverse modes. (The chamber








P a rr + Pq • 0 q + Y OP = (Q + K PL ) (qy- Q)
Conservation of energy,
P a as 
+ Pq - o h - Y-1 t= Q (h - h)t	 s	 Y at	 Ls	 s
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i	 The symbols used in these equations are defined in
Section I.D.
	-L	 It is necessary to express the governing Equations,
(1) to (6), in steady state form and perturbed form. The separation is
rQil accomplished by writing all the dependent variables, as the sum of a steady
state solution and an unsteady solution. For example,
_ —
	 6tP P + P e	 (7)
Uu u + u^ ea
t
It is noted that the perturbed portion of each
parameter is harmonic with respect to time.
(2) Steady State Equations
The steady state solution is assumed to be one
dimensional, although the perturbations are considered in three dimensions.
Therefore, the steady state vectorial components of gas velocity, q,and liquid
velocity, gLiare given by the following relationships:
	
N
q 	 qL -uL
1
r
v -w = vL -wL =O	 (8)
2
where u, uL are the axial components, v, vL are the radial components, and
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Substituting the relationships given by (7) and (8) into (1) to (6) and
neglecting the time dependen6d yields the following system of steady state
equations:
Conservation of mass
dZ (P u) - Q = -	 (P P uL L)
Conservation of momentum
dZ (P u2) 
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It should be noted that at Z= 0, u = 0 and p = p = 1
because of the nondimensionalizing scheme. At Z = L c , combustion is assumed to
be complete so that p  = 0 and Q = 0.
(3) The Perturbation Equations: Wave Equations
The perturbed equations are considered in three
dimensional form in cylindrical coordinates and the resulting system of
equations is linearized. That is, the perturbed quantities are considered to
be small, and therefore, all products of two or more perturbed terms are
considered to be zero. Substituting Equations (7) and (8) into Equations (1)
to (b) yields the following system of equations.
+
du	 + u ap , +	 u  + — 3v' + v'(a	 dZ) P	 3Z	 dZ	 P ( ar	 r




P = n (1-e-6T) , R = r (1-e-Q T) = 
In 
p, and T	 18	 ('-eCTT) = n P
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Conservation of radial momentum
_	 _	 _	 _ dp
 
du
(6p + p dZ + u dZ °^ + (° pL + p L dZ + UL dZ ) "L
av , _ _ avL
	 1
+ p u aZ + P L UL aZ	 Y Dr	 .
Conservation of tangential momentum
_ _	 _	 _ 	 du _ dp
(6p + P dZ + u d) w^ + (opL + p L dZL + UL (EL) WL
+ p 
u 
aw'	 8w+ p u
	
L _ - 1 aP
aZ	 L L aZ
	 Yr a8
Conservation of energy and equation of state, combined
(oP + Q_ u a ) p , + p u p _ (Y-1) p u (up + Q+ p du) u i
dZ
- (Y-1) (p u) 2 aZ
	
(cr p + Q u dp ) p' + p u Al
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Z
vL = K (1-e C ) v' - K e-E J 
aZ dZ0
Z




 , — ap'du ,	 L ,	 a^	 L(o + dZ ) P + (o + 
_j Y;
 
) pL + u aZ + uL aZ
_	 ^	 ,	 t	 ^	 av'	 v'8v v 1 W 
tz
	 —	 L L
	
+ p Dr + r + r M + 	 + p L ar + r
	
1 awL avL ~	 d	 dpL
	
+ r 80 +8Z	 +dZu
r




In general, separation of variables is not possible
with these equations. A solution can be obtained by writing each quantity in
a series such that each successive term in the series is less than its prede -
cessor. Therefore, the pressure perturbation is written in the form
p' = PO +P 1 +p 2 +P3 +	 Pn+	 (11)
where pO can assume any magnitude within the restrictions of the analysis.
Then_p l = 0 (ue '
 PO)) P2 0 (ue - PO ) and Pri 0 (e • PO) where u  is
essentially the chamber Mach number. Applying this approach to X'juations (10a)
through (10i) , collecting terms of like order, and solving for the pressure
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ae) — Q 2 
du 








For a cylindrical chamber the solutions of (12a) and (12b) are given by
PC	 (z, r ,	 8)=P	 cosh (S2 Z	 (r)	 0 (C) (13a)00
P1 (z, r, 8).P	 ( ril P + riC)	 (r) 0 (0) (13b)00
where
V^	 (r) = Jv ( s vn	 r) (130
cos v 8	 STANDING MODE (13d)
0 
(0)
-vee 	 SPINNING MODE








1 (-6Y A	 + n	 B	 +	 C	 s nh [Q (Z-^) d (13e)vn vn	 n	 vn	 O
where z
SZ 2
 = 62 + s'Vn
the factors A, B and C	 are discussed in Section I.B. 4&b (5) ^ p. 61.
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Z
r10	





+ 2 f dZ (^) sink [St (Z- C) J d 
0
Z




These solutions depend on the following boundary
r = 1,	 v' = 0
r= 0, 	 V  <CO
To complete the analysis, the combustion terms must
be considered in detail, and the boundary condition at the nozzle entrance
(viz., the nozzle admittance condition) must be specified.
The preceding analysis has been for distributed
combustion and has been limited to low Mach numbers. The extension of this
analysis of high Mach numbers is so difficult it has not been successfully
completed. An analysis at high Mach number has been performed using the
simplifying assumption that the combustion is concentrated at a plane. Using
this assumptionythe conservation equations across the combustion front can be
written as follows: (The + indicates before combustion and the - indicates
after combustion)
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Conservation of mass 'M
u+	 +	 mb=
	 P' u_	 +	 P_ u' (14a)
j	 Conservation of momentum
p+	 p	
2=	 u_	 P-	 +	 2P_ u_ u_ 	-	 m^ uY	
L
(14b)
Conservation of energy M
2 3 2u u _ u
P+ h+ u+	 +	 mb (hL + (Y- 1 )	 2)	 =	 (Y- 1 ) ( 2	 P_	 + P_	 2	 u! + P_ u_2 u')
+ h
	










h'	 _	 T' (14e)
Upstream of the combustion front the mean velocity is zero.	 If the interaction
between the gas and drops is neglected the dynamics of the region upstream of the
combustion is governed by the homogeneous Helmholtz equation:,
92p'	 -	 Q2 p'	 _	 0 (14f)
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For an annular chamber the modification to the
cylindrical chamber analysis imposed by the annular geometry enters through
the solution for * (r). The differential equation for ^ (r) is the classic
Bessel equation which results in the following general solution:
where J  is the Bessel function of the first kind, Y  is the Bessel_ function
of the second kind, and sVIII (where v specifies the order of the Bessel equation)




Applying this *condition to (16) yields
C
^ t =0=J', (s • r )+ 2 X 1 (s	 ' r)V	 v vn c	 Cl v vn	 c
at the outer wall, rc
 1, equation (17) reduces to




For the cylindrical chamber case, equation (18) reduces to
J, (svn) 	 0
since B must be zero because Y  becomes infinite at r 0. The solution of
equation ( 19) serves to define the transverse acoustic mode nuutber, s vn ,`y for
74	 cylindrical combustion chambers.
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The annular chamber has its inner wall located in
the range 0<ri <1. Therefore, for the inner wall, equation (17) is written:
Cis (s 	 + C2 Yw (s vn	 r) = 0, @ r	 ri	(20)1
whereas at the outer wall, r = 1 and equation (18) is still applicable.
Solution of (18) and ( 20) simultaneously yields
V)
 Y' (s	 • i't) - J' (s	 F R) Y' (s ) = 0	 (21)
v vn v vn	 v vn	 v vn
The solution of equation (21) defines the transverse acoustic mode number, sVn,
for annular chanters= Fortunately, equation (21) has been solved in
Reference (9) and the values of 
svn 
are listed as a function of R,where R
r/ro ,on Table II.
Thus the use of an annular chamber will alter the
frequencies of the transverse modes. The extent of the alteration is illustrated
in Figure 9. In addition, radial injection distribution effects will. be
minimized by the use of the annular chamber so that in most cases the distri-
bution coefficients AVn , Bvn, and Cvn can be assumed to be unity.
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(Radius) Inner	 IT	 2T	 3T	 4T	 5i	 6T
(Radius) Outer




-° 0.833 1.092	 2.1846
	 3.27672 4.368	 5.4588 6.5496
0.667 1.209	 2.412	 3.61 4.80	 5.98 7.14






0.333 1.54	 2.91	 4,17 5.31	 6.42 7.5
0.286 1.60	 2.99	 4.18 5.31	 6.42 7.5
0.250 1.64
	 3.00	 4.18 5.31 	 6.42 7.5
0.222 1.67
	 3.02	 4.18 5.31	 6.42 7.5
0.200 1.70	 3.025




1. Figure 9 gives the frequency ratio viz. annular
for different chamber geometries. (s`^n) cylindrical
2. Calculation of annular chamber tangential frequencies
yC* (S	 )	 1
°	 vn annular12f* = i
r ;: 2w r*
L,
c
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(4) Combustion Response
r
	 (a) General Formulation
In Equation 103 combustion terms are written.
r
It is necessary now to provide a mathematical formulation for the combustion
terms in the flow equations in terms of the chamber conditions. As discussed
previously our quantitative understanding of the actual combustion processes
is not sufficient to provide a mathematical model. Fortunately the heuristic
formulation based on the sensitive time lag concept seems to provide a good
representation of the actual combustion response. The relation betwean time




of propellant burning at a certain station in a time interval dt must have
been injected during the interval d (t - T T) . If, then I  and I  are the
corresponding burning and injection rates we must have
mbdt - mi d(t - TT)
i
In steady.-state T does not vary with time, and hence, if the injection
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where, in accordance with the definition of sensitive time lag, the variation
of TT with time is entirely due to the variation of T, and where T has
been assumed to be the same for all propellant elements, and hence independent
of the space coordinates.
Turning to the evaluation , of dT/dt, a
satisfactory mathematical description is obtained if one imagines that during
the sensitive time lag certain preparatory processes, which need not be more
precisely defined, take place at a rate depending on the local, instantaneous
values of quantities representing the state and the motion of the gas and
droplets. When these preparatory processes, integrated over the duration of
the sensitive time lag, reach a certain fixed level, the conversion into hot
gases takes place abruptly. It is clear, then, that when the state and the
motion conditions vary, also the duration of the sensitive (and hence, the
total) time lag will vary, resulting in a variable rate of gas production.
The quantitative formulation follows at once.
If the rate of the preparatory processes is given by a function f (p ) T. v,....)
of the pertinent values of the pressure, temperature, any representative
velocity v (for instance the radial gas velocity), and possibly other quantities
representing the conditions In the chamber, the sensitive time lag T for
an element burning at time twill be given by the equation
t.
f	 f (p T v ....)dt = const.
t-T
where tl represents the burning time. Here the values of p, T, v, ...
must be evaluated not only at time t l , but also at the position where the
particular propellant element: finds itself at that time. Since the above
relation must be satisfied also in steady operation, indicating the steady
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t	 t
t-T f (Ps T. v, ....) dtl = t-T f (P q T. v, ....)dtl	(23)
Now we introduce theerturbations such thatP	 ^
p - p + p', T - T + T', v	 v + v'	 ....
k^
and expand the rate function in a Taylor series
f(p, T. v,	 ....) = f + fp p' + f T +-f	 v' + ....T	 v
where f = f (p, T, v, ... ) and similarly for the partial derivatives fP,
_ fT, f 	 of f'with respect to the subscripts. 	 Observe that, under the small
perturbations assumption, the Taylor series must be stopped after the first
order terms.
4
If it is assumed that the temperature is a
function only of the pressure (for instance, through the isentropic defining
relation),T' = p' (dT/dp).	 Then, defining the nondimensional interaction
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t-T	 t _








Here the integration interval at the L.H.S. of Equation. (23) has been split 	 }
into two parts. The first interval, from t - T to t - T is of duration
T - T and hence of the order of the perturbation of the time lag. Hence,
j°
compared with the other two integrals, the first integral is^'.)f the order
of a perturbation. As a result in its evaluation one can disregard in the
r
integrand the terms containing the perturbations which, in view of the small
perturbation assumption, would result in a negligible second order contri-
bution. Then, simplifying, the above equation becomes
f
t_	 - t	 x
f	 f di





In the combustion zone p is approximately constant, and if v is the radial
gas velocity, so that v = 0Y then f (p, v) is a constant, and'so are n and 1.
Then we obtain simply
t	 t
T-T=n f _	 p' dt1+lf-v'dtl+...
t-T	 t-T I













dt ^' n	 p^ (t) - p' (t - T) + 1 v' (t) - v t (t - T)	 + .... (25)
Again, it must be specified that while p'(t) is evaluated at the conversion
instant t at the location where the conversion takes place, p'(t - T) must
be evaluated not only at time t - T, but also at the location where the
propellant was at that time. However, the displacement of the propellant
during the time T produces an effect of second order in Equation (25).
As a reasonable approximation, therefore, both p'(t) and p'(t - T) can be
evaluated at the station when the conversion into burned gases takes place.
And, of course, the same applies to the velocity effect in Equation (25),
and to other possible effects.
In Equation (25) only the pressure sensitivity
and the radial velocity sensitivity are explicitly considered. Concerning
the last it must be added that other components of the gas velocity can be
treated in exactly the same fashion. If one is interested, for instance,
in the effect of the transverse non-uniformity of the gas composition,
then also the tangential velocity component is relevant, and correspondingly
another velocity sensitive term must appear in Equation (25), which becomes,
in the absence of other interactions
dT
	
dt	 n	 P' (t)	 p' (t	 T)	 +1 r	 v' (t)	 V, (t	 T)
+ 1 w' (t) - w' (t	 T )	 (26)
x
It must be observed that actually, when onl the^	 Y^	 Y
effects of the nonuniform gas composition on the burning rate are sought, 	 i
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rather than the relative velocity. This can be formalized by writing,
for instance, instead of Equation (26).
dT	 n
C P'	 r(t) - p' (t - ^) ] + m C 61 r (t)   - S' r (t - T)dt	 L
+ me F 6 e (t) - S' (t - T)]
	 (2T)L
where m  and me are two displacement indices relative to the radial and
tangential displacements S r , S 8 respectively. The two formulations (26)
and (27) are closely correlated, because of the relations existing between
velocities and displacements.
If the time dependence of the perturbations in





- (P p' + R v' + T w') or	 (Pp' + RS
	dt	 v	 v 61  + TS S' e)	 (28)
where the quantities defined by
P _ R	 T	
Rs	
TS = 1 -e
-QT	 (o = A + iw)	 (29)
n - 1
: _ 1	 m	 m
r	 e	 r	 e
are to.be
 interpreted as feedback factors. In this case
the relation between velocities and displacements is simply v' = a V r,
w' = QS'
e 
so that the same expression can_be used for -` dtf or velocity
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velocity effects are those resulting from the radial and tangential components
of the gas velocity perturbation. In the case of purely transverse modes,
the longitudinal velocity perturbation component is always much smaller than
'	 s	 the transverse components. In addition, the longitudinal component vanishes
at the injector face and has its smallest magnitude in the early combustion
zone, the region which appears to have the greatest significance for trans-
verse modes. It is possible that in certain combustion chambers the axial
spreading of the combustion will result in sizable longitudinal velocity
oscillations for higher order longitudinal or combined transverse-longitudinalg	 g	 g
modes. However, in such cases 1 the pressure perturbation will become
X
correspondingly small in that region, thus, the decreased pressure effect
will cancel the increased velocity effect. In the present analysis, therefore,
only the effects of the transverse velocity oscillations will be considered
i
in the combustion response.
{
Of the various intermediate processes occurring
during the combustion of liquid bipropellants, those most sensitive to velocity
are 	 vapori zation of the li uid droplets and the mixing of the vaporized th^
	 r	 ^	 g	 r
c	 propellants that must precede chemical reaction. The theoretical study of
unsteady vaporization by Wieber and Mickelsen (Ref. 10) indicates that the
1.,4	 evaporation, rate is dependent on the absolute magnitude of the relative
C:
velocity between droplet and gas; therefore, the vaporization velocity effect
is seen to be -5sentially nonlinear, and cannot be treated within the frame
U
work of a linearized theory. On the other hand, the mixing of the propellants
by the oscillating velocities may be linearized, and gives rise to important
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Consider first the mixture of gaseous combustion
products, vaporized propellants (oxidizer and fuel), and liquid propellant
droplets at some axial station downstream from a fuel-on-oxidizer impinging
doublet injector element. 	 Since liquid mixing is imperfect, some stratifica-
tion will exist in the mixture. 	 For concreteness, assume that the line of
centers of the doublet is aligned tangentially (i.e., normal to a radius).
Then the stratification is almost entirely in the tangential direction, as
shown schematically in Figure 10 by the lines of constant mass fraction of
vaporized oxidizer in the mixture Y .	 The exact shape of the constant Yp	 px	 x
contours will be dependent on the injector design, operating conditions,
and propellant characteristics.	 Because of the turbulence in the combustion
chamber, the stratification pattern shown represents only a mean condition.
As a droplet evaporates, the vapor diffuses
away and must mix with the other vaporized propellant in the propellant
proportions for chemical reaction. 	 In a rocket combustor, the transport
and mixing are most likely to be carried out by turbulence rather than by
molecular difflusion.	 The overall burning rate of a fuel-rich droplet will,
therefore, be a function of the amount of oxidizer vapor near the droplet.
In the presence of small, periodic tangential gas velocity oscillations
(w,eiWt) the gaseous mixture will be displaced relative to the droplets,
causing oscillations of the local mass fractions of both oxidizer and fuel.
Since a fuel droplet is in an oxidant-deficient region, a velocity perturbation
wb-ich increases the oxidizer fraction in the vicinity of the droplet will
increase the contribution of that droplet to the overall burning rate.	 The
opposite is true for an oxidizer-ri^2h droplet subject to the same perturbation,.
since an oxidizer fraction increase corresponds to a fuel fraction decrease.
Thus, the effects of the same velocity perturbation on the two droplets will
tend to cancel, unless the propellants have significantly different vapori-
zation rates.	 In the latter case, at any axial s tation, there will be a
Report 20672-•p3D
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I, B, Technical Description (cont.)
of the velocity effect over all of the droplets in the spray will result
in a net contribution to the burning rate. This contribution will clearly
depend on the amplitude of the velocity as well a!- its direction. For
small perturbations, and for the doublet spray shown in Figure 10a, the
burning rate contribution can be written in the form




where 1 is a velocity interaction index analogous to the pressure inter-
action index defined by Crocco. In the case of an arbitrarily oriented
spray, such as shown in Figure 10b, the burning rate perturbation due to
velocity effects becomes
..r
It is clear that this linearized expression
will not be valid for all types of injection patterns. For example,
approximately linear effects can be expected with a fuel-on-oxidizer
i
PP	 -	 y	 P	 doublet..
and for a Like-on-like pattern if the spacing between unlike fans is
sufficiently small. However, for large spacings, nonlinear velocity effects
must be taken into consideration.
At present, the magnitudes of the velocity
indices cannot be calculated because of the lack of quantitative knowledge




v' + 1 aw' )e icvtr
	
(30)
so that, in general, two velocity indices are necessary.
eE
i	 I, B, Technical Description (cont.)
It is also possible to formulate the above
d'	 discussion in terms of displacement interaction indices. Letting the radial
and transverse components of the displacements be 6' reiWt and 6' 0eiWt , the net
{	 combustion process rate perturbation can be written
f' 	 (mra'r + me61 )eiwt	 (31)
!	 It is clear that mr = iwlr me = iw1 8 1 Thus, the displacement indices present
at 90 phase shift with respect to the velocity indices.
{ The analysis of the effects of velocity
(or displacement) sensitivity on the stability of a combustor is considerably
ME	
simplified by assuming that the velocity effects occur during the ` same timeIs
interval (the sensitive time lag) as the pressure effects. In this case,
the burning rate perturbation becomes
a





R _ lr (1-e-QT)
T = 1(1-e QT)
In Equation (32), additional simplifications
have been introduced by assuming that all propellant elements have equal
mean sensitive time lags, and that the space lag associated with the sensitive
time lag is a negligible fraction of the wave length. In general, of course,
the mean sensitive time lag varies from one propellant element to another.
Crocco and Cheng,have shown that this nonuniformity of the sensitive time lag
leads to increased stability of the combustor. Therefore, the assumption






I, B, Technical Description (cont.) 	
i
It would be possible to generalize the burning
rate expression to allow for different time lags for pressure and velocity
effects. However, both mathematical and physical considerations indicate
the desirability of the simpler formulation.
G
(c) Approximate Treatment of Nonlinear Combustion 	 e
Response	
i
Nonlinearities associated with oscillatory
combustion chamber operation can derive from two sources; (1) the fluid
mechanical behavior of the gases in the chamber, and (2) the dynamics of the 	 i
combustion process. It is clear that significant interactions between the
two kinds can also occur. The studies of Priem and Guentert have shown that
combustion process nonlinearities can be important even for oscillation ampli- 	 , r
tudes less than 20% of the mean chamber pressure. Thus, it is worthwhile to
consider nonlinearity of the combustion response while retaining the linearized
fluid mechanical analysis with its attendant simplification.
To insert the nonlinear combustion dynamics
	 E}
into the framework of the linear theory, some method of equivalent lineariza-
tion must be used. The method selected in this analysis is the describing
function" method.
When a sinusoidal signal is input to a
element, the 'output will not, in general, be sinusoidal. Fouriernonlinear	 ,
analysis of the output will reveal many frequency components, among which
is one (the fundamental) that corresponds to the frequency of the input signal.
Page 56
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I, B. Technical Description (cont.)
n
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For the analysis of stability, only the fundamental frequency component is
required, as shown by Reardon (Ref 8). An equivalent linear transfer function
for the nonlinear element can be defined as the ratio of the fundamental
component of the output to the input. Thus, if
I (t) = Ieiwf t
is the input, and
0(t) = O1
 (w f)e iWf t + EOj eijwf t	 (33)
A
J	 1






For nonlinearities that can be treated by
this method, linear behavior is obtained for limiting values of the input (e.g.,




where (TF)LIM is the limiting linear transfer function. 	 Thus, a linear
analysis can be extended to include isolated nonlinear effects by replacing'
the linear transfer function of the nonlinear element by F(w) 	 (TF)LIM'
In applying this approach to the combustion_













I, B, Technical Description (cont.)
are those associated with the response of the combustion process to pressure
and velocity perturbations. Three describing functions are required,
corresponding to the combustion response to pressure, radial velocity, and
tangential velocity perturbations. Thus, the combustion rate perturbation
becomes
Q 	 Q	 FP(p') Pp' + FR(v') Rv' + FT (w') 7w'
	
(35)
In the above expression, the dependence of the describing functions on the
perturbation (input) amplitude is shown explicitly. This dependence on
amplitude introduces complications into the solution of the perturbation
equations. In general, the input amplitude is a function of the axial, as
well as the transverse, space coordinate. To obtain a solution, it is
necessary to introduce the additional simplification of neglecting the
axial variation of perturbation amplitude in the evaluation of the describing
function. For purely transverse modes, this is not an unreasonable
approximation, and it breaks down significantly only for higher-order
longitudinal modes. The error made by using the perturbation amplitudes
at the injector face will be small,
14,
i
^9CTo calculate the describing unctions, i t
is necessary to know the shape of the combustion response to each perturbation.
Since it is assumed that the effects are independent of each other, the
burning rate perturbation can be written
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I, B, Technical Description (cont.)
The procedure for calculating each describing function is the same; there-
fore, it is necessary only to discuss one, say, the pressure-effect describing
function.
The input perturbation is p' = Po cosX





P (Po )	 Tr	 J	 ^P (P	 cos X) e ix dX r-
C	 Tr	 o
Thus, the describing function is given by F
VIA
C+Tr
F	 =	 1 ,	 ^'	 f	 (P	 cos X)e-1xdX 	 (36)
P	 7TP0 (Tip) LIM	 C-Tr	 P	 ° t
I
In the expressions above, C is an arbitrary constant, and (TF)LIM is a rhh,
suitable normalizing factor, such that F*1 for equivalent linear operation..
The choice of( TF) LIM
	
pde ends on the characteristics of each nonlinear
response function, and a general rule does not appear feasible.
The describing function method applies well
{
to nonli.nearities with odd symmetry (Figure'lla). 	 It is not applicable to
response functions with even symmetry, such as the velocity effect on E
vaporization, since there is no contribution to the fundamental term of the -
-	 Fourier series.	 An intermediate case is that of asymmetric response
function (Figure llb). 	 In this case, there will be a. significant contribution
to the fundamental oscillation, but a change in the mein burning rate as well.
This change in the mean burning rate occurs only during the sensitive portion







I, B, Technical Description (cont.)
In general, the describing function is
complex; that is, the nonlinear combustion response introduces a phase
shift as well as an amplitude change. However, for response functions with
odd symmetry, the fundamental component of the output is in phase with the
input, so that the describing function is real.
(5) Effect of Non-Uniform Injection
The non-uniformity of mass injection in the
r and A direction can be characterized by a burning rate distribution function
u(r, 8) which is the ratio of the local injection density to the mean injection
density so that
1 27T
7T a f J	 prdrd9.
0 0
When Q is multiplied by u in Equations 12b terms on the right hand side are
known functions of r and A l as well as Z.	 The solution of this type of
inhomogeneous differential equation can be expressed as a Bessel-Fourier
series as follows:
f P. _ (A,	 P	 +B	 P	 +C	 P	 +P	 )_
	
e	 +1	 )'1	 vn	 b vTi	 da vn	 vn	 c vn	 vn	 v
E E	 (A	 P	 + BPb	 + C	 P	 )	 T	 8
Pq	aPq	Pq	 pq	 pq	 cpq	 pq	 P
P
Ain q # n
where the subscript a indicates pressure effects (associated with P) b
radial velocity effects (associated with R), c tangential velocity effect









I, B, Technical Description (cont.)
When the orthogonality property of the functions T and 8 is used on the
system characteristic equation the coefficients AVT19 Bvn and Cvn are found
to be
1 27r
f f u ( r , e )	 `Y2vn 0 0 * r dr dev v
Q	 =	 0 0
vn	 1 27r





dr	 vrt 8	 8* r dr d6v	 v	 (3'7)B	 =vn	 1 27r
fo
of




f	 u(r,e) Y2 (r,8)
d 6







Vn ev^^ r dr de o o
In section I,B,4,b (7) it is seen how these coefficients affect the characteristic
equation.	 It should be noted that l if the energy addition follows a non-
t _	 _ _ _ '1 --A
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I t B. Technical Description (cont.)
(6) Nozzle Admittance
In any rocket combustion instability analysis,'it
E
`	 is desirable to apply a boundary condition at the nozzle entrance to describe
the effect of the nozzle upon wave motion in the combustion chamber. In a
linearized analysis, this boundary condition is written in'the form of an
admittance relation; that is, a linear relation between the perturbations'of
I	 two thermodynamic properties and of the velocity components. The coefficients
in this relation are termed admittance coefficients and are calculated by
means of an analysis of the oscillatory flow in the nozzle. In this section,
.^	 the analysis and numerical integration which lead to the determination ofy	 g
these coefficients are discussed.
The divergent portion of the supercritical nozzle
need not be analyzed; all that is pertinent is the subsonic flow in the con-
vergent portion since any disturbances to the supersonic flow cannot propagate
x
upstream through the throat. Therefore, disturbances in the subsonic portion'
y
of the nozzle and in the chamber are neither affected nor caused by distur-
bances in the supersonic region. (The opposite, however, is not true.) 	
4
To date, two types of nozzles have been analyzed:
axisymmet.ric designs and two-dimensional designs. The axisymmetric case is
presently the one of the most practical significance and is the one to be
discussed here. The two-dimensional: case applies to thin annular chambers
ti. and to certain experimental configurations. The analyses of the two cases
are similar; details of ,both are given in Referenced 11 and 12.
The unperturbed, or steady-state, flow is con-
sidered to be one-dimensional in order to simplify the analysis. The per-









I, B, Technical Description (cont.)
assumed to be completed before the flow enters the nozzle so that there are
a^1
no source terms in the differential equations of motion. The equations do
allow for the occurrence of entropy waves and vorticity waves in the nozzle
due to the combustion chamber.
The three-dimensional coordinate system (Figure 12) 	 b
employs the values of the velocity potential ^ and the stream function ^ of
the unperturbed flow in addition to the azimuthal angle, with
q = 8s
r  q - do
x
where s is the streamline direction and n is the direction normal to the
streamline. Since the value of the stream function is a constant at the
nozzle walls where the boundary conditions are applied, separation of vari-
ables is allowed.
Under the usual assumption of small-amplitude
oscillations, linear partial differential. equations are obtained that govern
the perturbations.	 These equations are separated under the assumption that
the nozzle is sufficiently long that the cosine of the semi-angle of con-
vergence may be approximated by unity. 	 The time and azimuthal dependencies
are given by sinusoidal functions.	 The radial dependencies are given in terms
of Bessel functions of the first kind and their derivat i ves.	 The axial
dependencies are related to the solution to a certain second-order linear ^.w
ordinary differential equation with complex-variable coefficients which can



























I, B, Technical Description (cont.)
This second-order differential equation is
singular at the throat; one of the homogeneous solutions will be regular
1
there and the other one w'll be singular. The singular solution is cast
away. This procedure has been demonstrated to be equivalent to disallowing
perturbations to propagate upstream from the supersonic portion of the
i
nozzle (Ref 6).
It has been shown that the admittance coefficients
are functions of the solutions to certain first order equations that are
obtained by reduction of the original second-order equation. So, while it
would be necessary to integrate the second-order equation in order to deter-
mine the variation of the flow properties, it is not necessary for the purpose
of determining the admittance coefficients. Since the interest lies in the
prediction of global stability characteristics and not in the details of the
flow itself, only the equations immediately needed to determine the admittance
coefficient will be presented. The derivations and additional analyses may
be found in Reference 11.
The admittance coefficients for a given geometry
are determined as functions of the axial coordinate or, equivalently, of the
local mean-flow Mach number. This implies that, when the admittance coeffi-
cient at the nozzle entrance is desired, the axial coordinate at the entrance
or the entrance Mach number must be known before the admittance coefficients
can be determined.
The linear admittance condition is given by
U+ AP +B V+ Cs 0	 (38)
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where U, P, V, and S are the axial dependencies of the nondimensional per-
r





The annular nozzle analysis used in this program
is based on Reference 11. It contains certain inconsistencies which should
be aired. The current analysis is an approximation to an annular nozzle
analysis which is expected to be exact for a certain case.
The cylindrical nozzle analysis postulates the
i
existence of streamlines and a velocity potential. The equations of motion
are written in terms of stream functions and velocity potentials. The
limits of integration in the radial direction must be written in terms of
these streamlines. For a conventional nozzle these limits are the nozzle
centerline and the outer wall 1 which are both streamlines. To make an
annular analysis from the conventional nozzle analysis with a minimum of
fuss) a different streamline can be chosen for the inner boundary. A new
corresponding value of s
	 also be determined. It is clear that once
the outer boundary is chosen the number of possible inner boundaries is





The nozzle admittance analysis requires  table
of the square of the velocity versus the velocity potential. For a, general
'	 annular: nozzle inner and outer contour this can be calculated by first calcu-
lating area ratios versus distance Y then veloci*ies versus distance^arcd the
	
^3
velocity potential from velocity and distances. As this program is written
the table of velocity squared versus velocity potential is calculated for a
very general annular nozzle configuration. It should be clear from the
discussion above that the configuration for which the admittance is obtained







I, B, Technical Description (cont.)
Basic changes to the nozzle admittance analysis are
F
L




Solution of the perturbation equations gives the
4
pressure perturbation in the form of a Bessel-Fourier series:
,
p'	 = P	 [P	 (Z) y
	
( r) e	 (e) + E E P	 (Z)	 {r) 8	 (e)00	 vrI	 vn	 v	 Pq	 pi	 p
P	 v
qn
In this expression the indices v and n refer to the fundamental term, that is,
to the oscillatory mode under consideration.	 The other terms in the series
account for the distortion introduced by flow, injection distribution, velocity
effects, and nonlinear combustion response.	 For values of the indices p, q
different from v, rl, each term in the series includes an integration constant.
However, the integration constant for the fundamental term can be shown to be
of order M3 , and so can be neglected in the present analysis. 	 The constant
P	 represents the perturbation amplitude level; in this linearized analysis,
00
the amplitude has no effect on the stability solution.-
s_
Since the perturbation solution is obtained in the s




For each p, q	 v, n, the nozzle boundary condition can be
used to determine the integration constant.	 Application of the remaining
condition,
U	 (Z ) + AP	 (Z ) + T V	 (	 )Z	 +	 CS ( Z ) = p	 (39)
vn	 e	 e Avn	 e	 vr1	 e
results in an eigenvalue problem. 	 That is, this equation is the character-
in





I, B, Technical Description (cont.)
1
J
and for a given value of the combustion parameters n, T, 1  and 1e , the
characteristic equation can, in principle, be used to determine the frequency
of oscillation w and the growth rate A of the perturbation amplitude.
However, since the coefficients of the character-
istic equation are function of the variable a, it is more convenient to regard
a as one of the independent variables. Considerable simplification results if
X = 0, that is, a = iw, which is interpreted physically as an oscillation,
the amplitude of which neither grows nor decays with time. The neutral condi-
tion is clearly the boundary between stable and unstable operation, and is
sometimes referred to as the stability limit.
For neutral oscillations, regarding the frequency
as an independent variable, the characteristic equation becomes a relation
between the combustion parameters. Since the equation is complex, two of the
combustion parameters can be determined in terms of the other two. It is
natural to select the sensitive time lag T and the pressure interaction index
n as the dependent variables, because these parameters are significant to all
modes of oscillation. Following this procedure, the characteristic equation
can be written in the form:
n (1 - e- wT) =	 h (W) I	 1 = hr + i hi	 (40)i	 ^	 8A +n YW (Bvn n + Cvn n
IReport 20672-P3D	
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t
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where T is determined to within an additive constant 2Tr
A typical solution for ri (w) and T (w) for assumed
values of the velocity indices is shown in Figure 13. This solution applies
at the stability limits, where A = 0. It can be seen that for any value of
•r, only one value of n is consistent with neutral oscillations. For the same
T, a larger n correspor<ds to instability (X > 0) and a smaller n to stability
(a < 0). In the case of transverse modes, for values of n in the range of
interest (< 2), the frequency varies over a very narrow range, and is very
nearly equal to the corresponding acoustic frequency. For longitudinal modes,
both the frequency range and the departure from the acoustic-mode frequency
are somewhat larger. The narrow frequency range result is related directly
to the fact that high frequency instability involves the interaction of the
combustion chamber. The chamber acoustics are somewhat modified by the
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1.	 ^Program A-Distributed Combustion Analysi s
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J	 Q2 (Z) cosh [Q
e
(Ze-Z)] dZ 4 iWE	 ! Qz (z) sinh EQ (Ze-Z)] dZ
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 C. Equations (cont.)
F	 '
2.	 Program B-Concentrated Combustion Analysis
The perturbation equations in this program are solved using
matrices as shown here.
{{	 I





a31	 v'	 i b
-	 3
a41 p'	 + ''	 b	 0+	 n'b	 4





a41 - 1	 f;..
a12 = - v-	 a42 -1
a =- pa --1
13	 -	 45	 !
a = - 1	 a -21	 Y	 51
-2	 Y P -a	 r=-v
22	 -
a55 = -1
a	 AL 3 - _ ' 
a = + ?	 a56 - T-
24	 Y	 -3v
a32	 (^y-1) 2- h v	
a61	 (when S
vn	 0 A61 Ay)
a63 Y
a(y-1) 3 p_ v-	 h_ p_	 a	 Cy I33	 2	 66




I, C, Equations (cont.)'
(a2 + Sv 2 ) 1/2
nY = - tanh
2	 2
(a	 + Svn )	 x where a = jway







 = vL , b3 = hL
 +
v
(y-1)	 Z , b 4 = 0, b 5 = 0, b 6 = 0.
The a ' s and b's must be evaluated from the following input parameters:
Svn * w^ f x* 9 E ( two ) , C(W) 9 v- 9 vL , co , rc , w* 	 Y p Po
as well as the conditions:
P+ 1 ,, P+	 1, h+ ^' 1 , hL 1 f
The following equations can be used to determine other variables:
_*	 2 _*






; P_ = 1 Y (P- v2 - P- V- vL)-; I,

















I, C, Equations (cont.)
r
;Y
After the matrix equation is multiplied by the inverse of matrix
(a), it represents a series of equations relating each perturbation variable to
i
b+ first and fourth of these relate p! and p+ to mb.	 A characteristic
equation is formed by combining these equations.
p+
z_



















I, C. Equations (cont.)
3. C	 AdmittanceProgram	 - Nozzle
i Nozzle admittance is calculated for an axisymmetric conventional
or annular nozzle.with an inner wall radius r 
	 and outer wall radius ro .	 These
radii are functions of axial distance Z from the nozzle throat which are defined
as follows:
*)	 VR 2*	 2r* (Z = R*	 + R*	 -	 - Z*, 0 < Z*
o	 ATo	 CTo	 CTo	 — < Z*—	 to
where 
Z*lo = RCTo sin ao
i
Z* - Z*
r* (Z*) = R*	 + Z* °"*o_ (R*	 - R*	 ) Z* '10 Z* <	 Zee20o	 STlp	









 Z10 + (R*	 R*
 
RSTlo) Cot ao
RST20	 RACo	 RCCo (1 -Cos ao)
r* (Z*) _ R*	 R*	 +	 R*2 	y kZ *	 _ Z*)2	 Z2o < Z	 < Z30
o ACo	 CCo	 CCo
	
30
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I, C, Equations (cont.)
r*o (Z*) = R**	 Z3o< Z*
r* (Z*) = R*	 + R*	 - v R* 2 - Z* 2 0 < Z* < Z*i ATi	 CTi	 CTi li
R*CTi 0








where Z li - RCTi sin ai
Z*	 Zli
r*i (Z*) R*	 +STli	 Z*	 Z* Zli (R*ST21_ - R*STli) Z*li <	 ,< Z*	 Z*—	 2i
l




Z 21 - Zli + (RST2i
	 RSTli) Cot ai i
f












I, C, Equations (cont.)
r* (Z*) = R* - R*
	
* 	 Z*)2i 	 RA*
	 CCi+V^CCT^(9*^i -
*	 *	 *2	 _	 2r*i (Z*)	 RAC	 • R CCi ' RCCi - (Z3i Z*)
where Z3i Z2i + RCCi sin ai
'	 Z2i < Z* < Z3i
RCCi 0
Z2i ` Z* < Z3i
RCCi < 0
RATo' RATi' RCTo' RCTi' RACo' RACi' RCCo' RCCi' ao and ai are
input data defined by Figures 14 and 15.
From the nozzle radius calculate the nozzle area a*.
2	 *2




Mach number	 (Z can be ob tained	 creating table of	 , M  ):	 	 by 	 a o	 M





a* (Z)	 = 1	 [( 2 ) (1 +	 M2




The velocity divided by the speed of sound at the throat, q,
(commonly called M*) is given by
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d	 -2 ^ (1)	 1	 2	 -2	 (1)
q	 (Y+l) (1-Q )
2
" 2
+ 2	 Svrt ( c, ` )
Y+l	 4	 q




I, C. Equations (cont.)
The velocity potential, which is the independent variable for
the equations of motion in the nozzle, is given by
"
Z
(Z*) = R* K
 ! q (Z*) dZ*	 (43)
ATo 0
Auxiliary functions	 (l),(2), f3 which are required to









 C. Equations (cont.)
The equations for t; (1) , (2) , and are singular at the throat,
0. The solutions to these equations at the throat can be found using a series
expansion about the throat. The numerical integration can be started at some
A	 A	 n
small value of _ Vi i. At i the initial values are:
c2 f3 = 0.5 ^i
2 svn2
(1-q2) ^ (1) = y+1 4 A
1 + i w 2y + 1
A
(1






,.	 2where	 w2 - svn _ i (y-1) w
a =	 ..0	 4,' ^ + iw )
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I, C, Equations (cont.)
The nozzle admittance coefficients can be defined from the
auxiliary functions at the desired value of Z.











	 2 2^ (l)










2	 11 2 3(1 - q2 ) (1) - iw (2) + f3
C= IY+l q 










I, C, Equations (cont.)
4•	 Program D - Expansion of Results of Programs A & B
P
Take h from Program B
h =	 h
B 1R C 1®
A +i vn n	 vn n
vn	 yw	 yw
5• Program E - Injector Nonuniformity Coefficients
For standing mode
27r1f	 r	 r
f	 O u(r,e) Fp(r,6) Jv2 (svn r) Cos t ve r dr d6
`	
Avn	 0 27T 1 2	 2	 (50)
f2 Jv (svnr) Cos ver dr d6
27	 1




27r 1	 ;2j	 j J	 (s	 r) Cost v6 r dr d6













i t C, Equations (cont.)
Dave
a(r,6) is the injection density (weight flow per unit area)
Dave is the total weight flow divided by the total injector
area
6. Program F - Stability Zone Mapping
n (1 - e-iw-r) = h
7. Program I - Nonlinear Combustion Response
For non-linear combustion response, input tables of burning
rate versus pressure, radial velocity, and tangential velocity, ^P' R' 1-
Additional data needed are: P oo (amplitude of pressure oscillation being
considered divided by the mean chamber pressure) TFLP, TFLR, and TFLT (the
linear transfer functions for equivalent linear operation associated with the
pressure, radial velocity and tangential velocity dependent nonlinear element.)
A describing function is calculated at each point on the injector.
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I, C, Equations (cont.)
	
where ^R(wT,r,e) =	 R(v')




	 v Jv (sv
n 
r) - 
sv Jv+l (svn r)	
cos veI
	









W (TF ) J ^T (wT,r,e) Cos (wT) d(4)T)0 	 LT -7r
where
4T(wT,x,e) = 0T(W')
W = W Cos WT0
V 0 Jv (svn r) v sin veWo	 (	 r
8.	 Program J. Injected Mass Distribution Effects
This program calculates mass flow distribution u(r, 8 ) used in the
program for calculating the w as , Evn and Cvn. It also calculates useful design
Elk
parameters such as pressure drops, injection velocities, mixture ratios, and flow
areas. Input consists of type and location of elements, description of each
element type in terms of orifice diameters and number of orifices, and overall
ud , 	 densities orifice d sc	 ecoefficients,h
	
iinformation incl ing propella ti , 	 i harg	 . 	 r.
x; amount of film cooling, injector radius, total flow ra ges and total mixture
ratio.
First the total orifice area, .AT, for each propellant is
calculated: i

















I, C, Equations (cont.)
Then the area of the film coolant orifices, AFCT' is calculated
AFCT -	 0.7853891 d 2i	 i
Total flows of oxidizer and fuel are then calculated. The equations used depend
on how the information on the film coolant is input.
If percent film coolant is given; Pffc' percent fuel film
coolant;pxfc percent oxidizer film coolant, the total fuel flow rate in
injector matrix, WfT , is given by:
WT
WfT	 MR+1 (1 Pffc)
:^	
4
The total oxidizer flow rate in the injector matrix, W XT , is given by:
W,r
WXT	 WT MR+1 (l - Pxfc)
If the number and size of the film cooling orifices are given in terms of the
fuel hole area in the matrix AF , oxidizer hole area in the matrix A,-, fuel
film coolant hole area 
AFFC' 










I, C, Equations (coast.):
WEi
 is used in Program E as follows:
r
WEi
f XM XN = ui for each element.
W
` T
See Equations 51 to 53.
2	 1{




where Cd is the orifice discharge coefficient, A is the orifice area in in. 2 , W is
3the orifice flog* rate in lbm/sec and p is the propellant density in lbm/ft	 Injec-








D. DEFINITION OF TERMS
a*(z*) Area of annular nozzle, in.2
AFi Area of the ith fuel element, in.2
Axi Area of the ith oxidizer element, in.2
AA Total area of oxidizer film coolant orifices, in-. 2
G
FXFC
AFFC Total area of fuel film coolant orifices, in.2
^.
AXT Total area of oxidizer orifices excluding film coolant, in.2
Total area of fuel orifices excluding film coolant, in.2__FT
AF CT Total film coolant area, in.2
AT Total orifice area, in.2
A Factor measuring the effect of nonuniform injection on 1
stability (see Equation 37) ^s
b Variable used in nozzle analysis
B Term used in longitudinal analysis
Bin the effect of nonuniform injectionFactor measuring	 ^ on
stability (see Equation 37)
c Speed of sound nondimensionalized by the stagnation speed of
sound in the chamber analysis or the throat speed of sound in
the nozzle analysis
C Term used in longitudinal analysis
is
Cd Injector orifice discharge coefficient
CSTAR Characteristic Exhaust Velocity, ft/sec
!3..
!
Co* Dimensional stagnation gas speed of sound, feet per second
i
Cth* Dimensional speed of sound at the nozzle throat, feet per
second
C1, C2 Constants in radial dependent factor of pressure in an annular
chamber
CVTJ Factor measuring the effect of nonuniform injection on
stability (see Equation 37) (complex number, CvnR + i CVnI)
di Diameter of the ith orifice, in.
dFC. Diameter of the ith film in coolant orifice, in.
D Term used in longitudinal analysis





T, D. Definition of Terms (cont.)
e	 Base the natural logarithms
E	 Term used in longitudinal analysis
f*	 Dimensional frequency in Hertz
f 3






f( )	 Rate of preparatory processes before burning
F Term used in longitudinal analysis
F(w) Describing function defined by Equation 34
F 
Describing function for pressure oscillations
F
R
Describing function for velocity oscillations in the radial
direction
FT Describing function for velocity oscillations in the
ti
tangential direction
g Variable used in nozzle analysis
A
h Variable used in nozzle analysis
h Part of characteristic equation which includes all acoustic
effects (Equation 40) can also be viewed as.a chamber
admittance (complex number,
	
h _ hr.+ i hi)
hi Imaginary part of h
hr Real part of h
h Includes acoustic and nonuniform injection effects in the
characteristic equation (see Equation 40)
ti
hi Imaginary part of h
hr Real part of h m
hs Total enthalpy of gas nondimensionalized by R* -To*1
i Unit imaginary number	 -1
I Input to a nonlinear element





I, D. Definition of Terms (cont.)
Variable used in nozzle analysis
J	 Term used in the longitudinal analysis
Jv ( )	 Bessel function of the first kind of order v
JI(_)	 Derivative with respect to the argument of the Bessel
function of the first kind of order v
k	 Variable used in nozzle analysis
K	 Velocity gradient at the throat 1 nondimensional (see
Equation 45)	
.
K	 Factor involving droplet drag on frequency defined in
Equation 10 P
K1	 Term used in longitudinal analysis
lr	 Velocity interaction index measuring the amount of interaction
between gas velocity in the radial direction and the burning
rate
le	 Velocity interaction index measuring the amount of interaction
between gas velocity in the tangential direction and the burning
rate
L	 Term used in longitudinal analysis
Lc*	 Chamber length, in.
mb Mass burning rate, lbf-sec/ft
mi	 Mass injection rate, lbf^-sec/ft
m	 Displacement interaction index measuring the amount of inter
action between gas displacement in the radial direction and 4
the burning rate
me	 Displacement interaction index measuring the amount of inter-
action between gas displacement in the tangential direction
and the burning rate	 j
M	 Mach number	 !i
M1	 Term used in longitudinal analysis
r
M	 Mach number at nozzle entrance
e
MR	 Mixture ratio
n	 Pressure interaction index measuring the amount of interaction
between pressure oscillations and burning rate oscillations 	 „r
nmin	 Minimum value of the pressure interaction index for a particular
mode
N	 Term used in the longitudinal analysis
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I, D. Definition of Terms (cont.)
0	 Output of.a nonlinear element
01
	Component of output of a nonlinear element at the input
frequency w 
Oj
	Component of output of a nonlinear element of a frequency
jwf ; j = 2 5
 3, 4, etc.
p	 Pressure nondimensionalized by the stagnation gas pressure
Po
°
order solution for pressure.
	 Defined by Equations 11
and 12a
Pi First order solution for pressure defined by Equations 11
and 12b
P Z dependent factor in pressure perturbation
Po Amplitude of pressure oscillation, lbf/in2
Poo Constant coefficient measuring amplitude of pressure defined
in Equation 13a
Pffc Percent fuel film coolant
Pxfc Percent oxidizer film coolant}
q Velocity nondimensionalized b	 the stagnation	 as speed ofy	 y	 g	 g	 P
sound, Co* in chamber. 	 In the nozzle it is nondimensionalized
by the speed of sound at the throat C




for transverse or longitudinal modes.
c
r Coordinate in the radial direction. 	 Nondimensionalized by thetj chamber radius r c*
r * Dimensional chamber radius in inches
c_
rd* Droplet radius, feet
r.* Inner radius of an annular chamber, feetl
ro* Outer radius of an annular chamber, feet
E!
R* Gas constant, ft-lbf/lbm-°R
R Ratio of inner radius and outer radius of an annular nozzle	 r
R*
Radius of inner contour of an annular chamber at the chamber
Aci
entrance, inches (see Figures 14,15)
R*
Radius of outer contour of an annular chamber at the chamber
Aco




I,	 D, Definition of Terms (cont.)
RATi Radius of the throat of the inner contour of an annular nozzle,inches (see Figures 14,15)
RATo Radius of the throat of the outer contour of an annular nozzle,
w.]
inches (see Figures 14,15)
R* Radius of curvature at the chamber entrance of the inner
contour of an annular nozzle, inches (see Figures 14•,15)
R^Co
r
Radius of curvature at the chamber entrance of Lhe outer
contour of an annular nozzle, inches (see Figures 14,15)
RCTi Radius of curvature atthe throat of an inner contour of an
annular nozzle, inches (see Figures 14,15)
R*CTo Radius of	 a curvature	 t the throat of the outer contour of an
annular nozzle, inches (see Figures 14,15)
R9Tli
Radius of inner contour of annular nozzle at *transition between
throat curvature and tangent, inches [ri* (Z
id]
R*STlo Radius of outer contour of annular nozzle at transition between .
throat curvature and tangent, inches [r * (Z*0
RST2i Radius of inner contour of annular nozzle at transition between
chamber curvature and tangent, inches [r h* (Z2i)l
R*ST2o Radius of outer contour of annular nozzle at transition between 
chamber curvature and tangent, [r o* (Z20)J
S Z dependent factor in entropy perturbation
svn Mode number for a transverse mode defined by Equations 19 thru
21 tabulated for a cylindrical chamber in Table I
A
s Mode number used in nozzle analysis (see Equation 45)
vn.
t time nondimensional as T.
T Temperature nondimensionalized by .To
T1 Term in longitudinal analysis
To* Stagnation gas temperature, °R
TF Equivalent linear transfer function (see Equation 33)
(TF)LIM Limiting linear transfer function
U Gas velocity in the'axial direction nondimensionalized by Co*
u 
Mean value of the gas velocity at the nozzle entrance non-
dimensionalized by the stagnation gas speed of sound
u 
Axial velocity of liquid drops,-ft/sec
uLo Liquid injection velocity, ft/sec (see Equation 75)
U Z dependent factor in axial velocity perturbation
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I, D. Definition of Terms (cont.)
v Gas velocity in the radial direction nondimensionalized by Co*
V Amplitude of radial velocity oscillation
V00 Constant coefficient measuring the amplitude of radial velocity
V Z-dependent factor in radial velocity perturbation
w Gas velocity in the tangential direction nondimensionalized by
C
oW Amplitude of tangential velocity oscillation
WT Total propellant weight 	 flow rate, lb/sec
WfT Total fuel flow rate excluding film coolant, lb/sec
WXT Total oxidizer flow rate excluding film coolant, lb/sec
WEi Flow rate of the ith element, lb/sec
1
YV( ) Bessel function of the second kind of order v
Y'( ) Derivative with respect to the argument of the Bessel function
( of the second kind of order v
Y Mass fraction of vaporized oxidizer
YVYVY3 Variables used in transverse analysis
Z Length along the chamber axis nondimensionalized by the chamber
length L * for a longitudinal mode or by the chamber radius r
for a transverse mode 	 c
Z Axial plane at nozzle entrance
MM
Z*ii Axial distance from throat to first transition from curve totangent for inner contour of an annular nozzle, feet
Zlo Axial distance from Throat to first transition from curve to
tangent for outer contour of an annular nozzle, feet
ZZi Axial distance from throat to second transition from tangent to
curve for inner contour of an annular nozzle, feet
Z* Axial distance from throat to second transition from tangent to2o
curve for outer contour of an annular nozzle, feet
Axial distance from throat to transition from chamber to nozzleEl Z31 of the inner contour of an annular nozzle, feet








	Real part of derivative of ^ at throat
a 
	 Real part of C at throat
S	 Angle of orientation relative to the E3 coordinate (see
Figure 10)
^ l Imaginary part of derivative of ^ at throat
$N Longitudinal admittance coefficient for entropy,complex,
aN = aN	 + i SNi
Imaginary part of ^ at throatO
Y Ratio of specific heats
t Z-dependent factor in the first order solution for pressure
defined by Equation 13
6 Displacement of gas in the radial direction due to pressure
oscillations
S e Displacement of gas in the tangential direction due to pressure
oscillations
6 Term used in longitudinal analysis
6m Term used in longitudinal analysis
OP Injector pressure drop,'lb/in.2
Variable in Z direction used in various integrals
A
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I, D, Definition of Terms (cont.)
a 
	 Convergence angle of outer contour of an annular nozzle (see
Figure 14)
a i
	Convergence angle of inner contour of an annular nozzle (see
Figure 14)
Auxiliary function in nozzle analysis complex
rl Index numbering the zeros in the derivative of the Bessel
function
E3 Coordinate in the tangential direction
E3 1 Term used in longitudinal analysis
E)F;.Fuel angle of injection measured from Z axis
8X Oxidizer angle of injection measured from Z axis
0 6 dependent factor in the solution for pressure defined in
Equation. 13
0 * Complex conjugate of
	
0
K Momentum interchange coefficient between droplets and gas
9	 u	 Co	 C°
,.* -
nondimensionalized b
	 ory	 for trans-2	 r	 rc*	 Lc*




I, D. Definition of Terms (cont.)
X Real part of complex frequency a
P cBurning rate distribution function = a
mean
Viscosity in lb-sec/ft2u*
Order of the Bessel, function which indicates the number of
cycles of pressure ascillation when traversing in the tan-
gential direction at.'a fixed radius, axial length and time
V Fuel injection velocity, ft/sec
V Oxidizer injection velocity, ft/sec
Factor involving droplet drag, frequency and liquid inertance
defined in Equation ltd
El Distance from injector to concentrated combustion front non-
dimensionalized by chamber length
L Term used in longitudinal analysis
E(1) Auxiliary function in nozzle analysis (complex)
t (2) Auxiliary function in nozzle analysis (complex)
P Density of chamber gases nondimensionalized by the stagnation
gas density po*
2	 4
pi *	 Density of liquid droplets, lb-sec /ft





T i	 Portion. of time lag which is inssensitive to pressure oscilla
tio*ns nondimensionalized by Co* fora longitudinal mode and
r
c
-c—* for a transverse mode
0
T	 Mean sensitive time lag l nondime-nsional as T 
T 	
Total time delay between injection of proF311ant and burning
of that same propellant 1nondimensional as 'r
r*	 Sensitive time lag, milliseconds
Velocity potential in the exhaust nozzle















I, D. Definition of Terms (cont.)
t
^R Function relating input radial velocity to the combustion to
the output (burning rate)"
^T Function relating input tangential velocity to the combustion
to the output (burning rate)
Term used in longitudinal analysis A
X wt
Stream function in the exhaust nozzle
T r dependent factor in the solution for pressure defined by
Equation 13 c
w Imaginary part of complex Laplace variable a
2f*r*
For a transverse mode in chamber 	 w	 C * 12
o
2f*L* x
For a longitudinal mode in chamber
	 w =	 cCo* 12
2 f* R*AT oFor the nozzle	 w =
Cth 12
wf Frequency of input signal to a nonlinear elementq	 Y	 P	 g
w Nondimensional frequency used in nozzle analysis (see
Equation 44)
SZ (s	 2 - w2)1/ 2
4	 I
vn
A Nozzle admittance coefficient (see Equation 38) (complex ?
number	 A = Ar + i Ai)
B Nozzle admittance coefficient (see Equation 38) (complex
€'
number	 B - Br + i Bi)
x
C Nozzle admittance coefficient (see Equation 38) (complex
number	 C= Cr+iC.)
B Combined nozzle admittance coefficient defined by Equation 49
(complex number B = Er + i E )
P
i
Pressure sensitive combustion response defined as n(1-ewoT)
R Radial velocity sensitive combustion response defined by
1r(1-e aT)
Ra Radial displacement sensitive combustion response defined by
m (1-e-cr)
t..




I	 I, D, Definition of Terms (cont.)
T	 Tangential velo-ity sensitive combustion response defined by
.16 (1-ems T)
A bar over a variable indicates it is a mean quantity and does
not depend on time
A prime on a variable indicates it is a perturbation quantity
+	 A (+) when used as a subscript, means before the combustion front











The stability solution of any given liquid rocket engine must
consider the three main portions of that engine: (1) the injector, (2) the	 r^
combustion chamber, and (3) the exhaust nozzle. It is clear that these con-
siderations serve as the basis for building the computer program.
The complete program consists of nine separate subprograms which
may be used independently or in various combinations depending upon the data j
Ip
available and the information required by the designer.
	 Figure 16 shows the
interrelationships of the programs and the optional routes for proceeding with
the calculation. The individual programs are:
A. Distributed Combustion Analysis for Transverse 'nodes
(not combined with longitudinal)
B. Concentrated Combustion Analysis Valid for any Mode K
C^ ' Nozzle Admittance.	 Here the resistive effects of the nozzle
are calculated for both longitudinal and transverse modes. T
D., Expansion of Results from Programs A and B by interpolation
and add nonuniformity and velocity effects.
E. Injector Nonuniformity Coefficients.	 Calculates modulating
coefficients for the effects resulting from uneven injection
distribution and nonlinear combustion response.
F. Stability Zone Mapping (n, T)
J
G. Not in use
H. Not in use
I. Nonlinear Combustion Response.	 Input to Program E.






































General Flow Diagram of the Computer Program
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I, E, Special Options (cont.)
To assure that the proper subprograms are requested it is necessary
to introduce a regulatory device that monitors the course of the entire
program as it proceeds from one portion of the engine to another. This
	 Ij
regulatory device is called MAIN CONTROL and serves to direct the flow of
the solution in a consistent manner. Figure 16 illustrates the basic frame-
work of the computer program. The dipmond-shaped symbols can be considered
as switches that are turned on if the particular item is to be analyzed by
the program or turned off if the item is not needed. It is the function of
MAIN CONTROL to turn these switches on or off according to the dictates of the
problem.
The versatility of the program is illustrated in Figure 16 by the
various flow-paths that can be constructed. For example, if the required
injector and nozzle data were known beforehand, one could determine the
transverse stability of the engine by merely running the combustion chamber
program. If, on the other hand, all the data were unknown, proper use of
MAIN CONTRCYI would initiate the injector, nozzle, and chamber programs. There-
fore, the program is as suitable for parametric studies as it is for analysis
of specific designs.
The injector requires programs J, I, and E to Evaluate the
injector parameter, that affect stability. The chamber analysis requires A or B.






I, E, Special Options (cont.)
Following is an outline which will help determine which programs are to
be run when evaluating an engine design.
I.	 Stability evaluation of an engine.
A.	 Is the mode a pure transverse mode?
Yes - either program A or B can be used.
No - program B only must be used.
B. Is the Mach number greater than about .3?
Yes - program B must be used:.
No - programs A or B can be used.
C.	 Is injection distribution 1,miform?
Yes - A or B is all that is necessary.
No - run (A or B) and D.
1.' Are distribution coefficients known?
a. Yes - run (A or B) and D.
b. No - run (A or B) and D and E.
(1) Is injection distribution known?
(a) Yes run (A or B) and D and E.
(b) No - run (A or B) and D and E and J.
(2) Are non-linear effects desired?
(a) Yes - run (A or B) and D and E and
(b) No - run (A or B) and D and E.
D.	 Are nozzle admittance coefficients known?
A. Yes - run A or B
B. No - run (A or B) and C
I74	 Evaluation of Nozzle Admittance Only.
Run program C alone.
There are many more possible combinations of programs that can be run but this





F.	 NUMERICAL METHODS OF SOLUTION*
As seen in Section C, the nozzle admittance coefficieats are
defined in terms of a system of non-linear differential equations which must
be integrated from the throat to the nozzle entrance. These equations are
integrated using Adams-Bashforth integration. Adams-Bashf'orth integration,
as developed at Aerojet, uses several subroutines: ADSET, ADINT, ADCOR,
ADFM and ADPAR. A description of Adams-Ptashforth integration, which is
reproduced from an Aerojet manual, follows:
PURPOSE




Adam's method of integration is used. Accurate computation of ,fundtional
values between integration steps is possible using partial step integration.
The set of differential equations must be written as a system of first
order equations in the form.:
dy`l	 =	 fl
 ( X) Yl .' Y2^ .... , ynj
dx
dxn = fn (x,'  1' y2, .... , yn)d
*Nomenclature in this section does not correspond to the rest of the report.
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I, F, Numerical Methods of Solution (cont.)
USAGE
This subroutine has five separate entries:
1.	 The initial setup of the integration which specified number of equa-
tions and storage locations is done at the beginning of the program
with the statement:
CALL ADSET (N, F, D, P, T, X, H, E)
with
N = number of first order differential equations to be integrated.
F = location of integrated yl' y2' yn'
D = location of derivatives dyl dy2 dyndx dx ' dx
P = location of interpolated or partial step
ylp , y2p , ..., ynp.
T = temporary storage having 8N cells
X = independent variable
H = integration step (initially set at approximate value)
E = location of de::'Oired accuracy, E (1) = accuracy of y l ...





I, F. Numerical Methods of Solution (cont.)
2. To integrate forward a single integration step use:
CALL ADINT 4
100	 D(1) - •••
D(2)	 ...
D (N) _ .. .
CALL ADCOR (& 100)
The ADINT entry will predict values of y l , ..., yn
 at x+h and the
ADCOR corrects these values. After the CALL ADOOR statement one
has available the values of yl , Y2 ' yn at the new value of x.
3. To obtain functional values y l ,	 yn at a discontinuity or print
point xp use the statement:
CALL ADPAR (XP)
This will compute ylp , .. ynP and put these values in the P(N) array.
This will not affect the values in F. D, T.
4. To restart the integration such as at a discontinuity:
CALL ADRES
This will zero out the difference table, compute new values for desired
accuracy (e.g., if numbers in E have been changed) and set a flag to
restart the integration.
^	 1
The following two equations are the predicter and corrector equations 	 t





(x) +Hf1+I V+ 5_ 02+3 03+251 V4 dyn (xk)yn xk+l










I, F, Numerical Methods of Solution (cont.)
y c (x ) = y (x ) + H 251 dyn (xk+l) + 469 + 109 0
n	 k+l	 n k	 720	 dx	 720 720
+ 49 02 + 32 p3 dyn (xk)
720	 720	 dx
The predictor and corrector are in addition modified to account for the previous
error. This effectively increases the order of the predictor and corrector.
In these equations the integration error is controlled by changing H, the
integration step size. The table of backward differences is modified when-
ever the integration step is changed. This table of backward differences is
also used to interpolate for intermediate values of the function by using a
4th order interpolating polynomial.
Also in the nozzle admittance calcul.at br4 a table of velocity
potential is calculated by integrating the steady state velocity profile
(Equation 43). Simpson's one third rule is used to evaluate this integral.
This method approximates the curve to be integrated by a parabola.
In calculating the sensitive time lag T an inverse tangent func-
tion of a .fraction is required (Eq. 42). The inverse tangent in the computer
library picks an angle between plus ninety degrees and minus ninety degrees.
The correct quadrant of T is determined by the signs of the numerator and





I, F, Numerical Methods of Solution (cont.)
Boole's Integration
The Boole's integration subroutine for evaluating a definite integral
in program A uses two entries: INTGR, INTGS. This subroutine uses Boole's
formula and Simpson's rule to find the integral of a function between known
limits. Boole's formula is used to extrapolate two Simpson's rule values
with H = OX and 2 OX to obtain an answer for the integral which is more
accurate than either of the two alone.
b
y dx= IH = 3 y (xo) + 4 y (x l) + 2 y (x2) + 4 y (x3 ) + - - - - -
a
---y (x k)]
I	 = I+ I  = AX IH = 2AX
Boole	 H = 'AX	 15




CALL INTGS 4 100,F,Y,E,M)
A = Lower limit of independent variable
B = upper limit of independent variable
X = independent variable
N = initial number of increments
F = integrand
Y = integral
E = allowable'relative error
M = final number of increments used
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I, F, Numerical Methods of Solution (cont.)
Bessel Functions
The BESJ subroutine computes the J Bessel function for a given argument
and integer order by using the recurrence relationship:
Fn+1(x) + Fn-1 (x) = (xn) Fn(x)







 (x) + 2 E F2m(x)
M-1
M is initialized at M0.
M0 is the greater of MA and MB where:
[X+6] for X < 5
MA =
[1.4X--+ 60/X] for X > 5
MB = [n+x/4+2]
FM-2' FM-3' .. ' 0 F2' F1' F0 is evaluated using the recurrence relationship
above with FM = 0 and FM-1 = 10-30.
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I, F, Numerical Methods of Solution (cont.)
a and Jn (x) are then computed.
The computation is repeated for M+3.
The values of Jn (x) for M and M+3 are compared,
If I Jn (x) M - Jn (x) M+3 I	 S 9 Jn(x)M+3
this value is accepted as J
n 
W; if not, the computation is repeated by
adding 3 to M and using this as a new value for M. If M reaches MMAX before
the desired accuracy is obtained, execution is terminated. M^ is defined as:
2
[20+lOx- X3 1 for  < 15
MMAX,
[90 + x/21
	 for x > 15
The BESY subroutine computes the Y Bessel function for a given argument
x and order n. The recurrence relation:
11+1(x) - xnY	 () . Y  (x) - Yn-1(x)




I, F r Numerical Methods
	
Solution (cont.)of
For x > 4
1/2
YO (x) _ ( 7	 PO (x) sin	 x -Tr2x 4
+ TrQO
 (x) cos	 i x - 4
`Y1 W - 1
1/2
IT2x	
-P1(x) cos	 ( x - 4Tr  1
+ Q1 (x)sin	 x - 4
P O (x), QO (x), P 1 W, and Ql (x) are:
1 PO t	 =	 0.3989422793	 - 0.0017530620t2Y 2	 Tr
+0.0001734300t'4 - 0.0000487613t6
+0.0000173565t 8 - 0.0000037043t10
q 1 4 0.0004564324t2
QO
= -0.124669441	 +
t	 2	 Tr t
-0.0000869791t4 + 0.0000342468t6
'
-0.0000142078t 8 + 0.00000323121 10
I	 P 1 4 	 0.3989422819	 + 0.0029218256t2







A^ I, Problem (cont.)
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This program and its predecessors have been used to analyze many
engines and proposed engines. The parts of the program concerned with velocity
effects and non-linear response have not been used since not enough is known




of the program are intended to be research tools.
One of the major programs on which this program has been used is




effect of nonuniform injection on combustion stability was demonstrated. A
series of contracts (NAS81-4003, NAS8-11741 9
 NAS8-20672) which were concerned
with the stability characteristics of hydrogen - oxygen at high chamber pressures
(500 to 2500 psi) used this program to help correlate stability data. The
program was also used on Apollo (NAAI-M6J7XAA-400000A), M-1 (NAS3-2555) and





INT4(x, Y, Xi, yo)




TRAWS( BIN, XOTJT, CB, K )






































































(Program E & I) Y^
Annular Chamber 124 i'
l	 I













a	 II, A, Program Subroutines (cont.)
' Header Subroutine Description Page
SUB27 CCC Nozzle Admittance 126
SUB28 BTLDA Term in Nozzle Admittance 126
SUB29 ORTHLS Curve Fit 127
SUB30 COEFS Curve Fit 135
CGJR CGJR Salves Simultaneous Equations 141
BESJ BESJ(X,N,BJ,D,IER) Calculates Function 144
BESSEL BESSEL(.J,Y,V,X,K) Calculates Function 148
BESY BESY(X,N,BY,IER) Calculates Function 149
^a
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3.	 SUB02 - no longer used
	




Table interpolation in a table given by a set of x's and






X is the first location of the table real; input
of X values
Y is the first location of the table real; input
of Y values
XI is the input X real; input




II, A, Program Subroutines (cont.)
l
The end of the table is sensed when both x = 0 and y = 0.
	 Thus in setting up
the tables of x and y the last entry should be followed by a zero.
(2)	 Restrictions
There must be at least 3 points in the table.
	 The last point
_
r
in the table should be followed by a 0,0 point.
(3)	 Mathematical Method
The interpolation is done using an interpolating function giving
a continuous function and a continuous derivative. 	 Consider	 n
	 a	 example of six
points.	 For a general interior point, such as between 3,4, a cubic interpolating
polynomial is used passing through 3 and 4 and having the average of the slopes
2-3 and 3-4 at the point 3 and the average of the slopes 3-4 and 4-5 at the point
4.	 For the end regions, a quadratic interpolating polynomial is used passing
through the two outermost points and having the average slope at the interior
of the two.





M23 - (Y3-Y2) /X3-X2)
M34 - (Y4-Y3 ) / (R4-x3)
w A 2 Y 2	 A 1 Y 3(Al) (A2) 2	 (A2) (Al) 2(M	 ) +	 _
	
+
Y =	 -M	 (M	 _M 23)
2D2	 1223	 2D2	 34 	 D	 D
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Y = (Al) (A2) ( 
Y3-Y2 - 




This subroutine interpolates in a table given by a set of x's








X	 is first location of x table
	 real; input
Y	 is first location of y table
	 real; input
XT is input x	 real; input
YO is interpolated y	 real; input




A minimum of 3 points on the curve is required. Last
point in table should be followed by a 0,0 point.
(3) Mathematical Method
See writeup for SUB04.
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	 Numerical value associated with
	 Floating point; input




Calculates characteristic function for chamber with
concentrated combustion.
Report 20672-.P3D





BIN Input variables (see program
listing)
XOUT Chamber admittance
CB	 Used to control amount of
output






















DOUT See XOUT SUB09
CD	 See C$ SUB09
NER	 See KER SUB09
ERR













FIN	 See BIN SUB09
FOUT	 See ROUT SUB09




W	 No longer used
13.	 SUB15
a.	 Purpose
Determines quadrant of T
b.	 UserP rocedure














X	 Value to be dumped
N	 Number of dumps





































Calculates table of velocity potential vs square of velocity




























See Section I,F for description of terms and methods of use
21. SUB25
a.	 Purpose






























II, A, Program Subroutines (cont.)
25. SUB29 (Ref 16)
a. Purpose
This subroutine finds the least squares polynomial which best approxi-






X is the array of N data points
for the independent variable.
Y is the array of N data points
for the dependent variable.
W is the array of N weights for
the data points.
N is the number of elements in the
X,Y, and W arrays.
	
Also, N is
the number of elements in the
Tl, T2 and T3 arrays.
L is the weight switch:
= 0 if weights are all set
equal to one;
= 1 if weights are input in
the W array.
J is the number of low-order
coefficients to be set equal
to zero
















II, A, Program Subroutines (cont.)
DESCRIPTION TYPE
ALPHA is the computed a array. floating-point array;
output
BETA is the computed S array. floating-point array;
output
K is the maximum degree of the FORTRAN integer; input
polynomial to be fitted.	 Also,
K + 1 is the number of elements
in the C array and K is the num-
ber of elements in the ALPHA and
BETA arrays.
T1 is an array of N elements used floating-point array
for temporary storage by ORTHLS.
Its contents upon return from
ORTHLS are of no significance
to the user.
T2 is an array of N elements used floating-point array
for temporary storage by ORTHLS.
The contents upon return from
ORTHLS are of no significance
to the user.
T3 is an array of N elements for floating-point array
temporary storage by ORTHLS.
The contents upon return from
ORTHLS are of no significance
to the user.
IND1 is the error indicator: FORTRAN integer:
_ -1, when J > K. output
_ +1, when J < K.
(2)	 Restrictions
(1) J < K
(2) N > K, since a minimum of N + l data points are required to fit








(a) If L = 1 in the calling sequence (i.e., non-unit weights), the
input data points, X and Y, are altered when ORTHLS is executed.
(b) Since there are K + 1 coefficients for a Kth degree polynomial,
the C array must be dimensioned for a minimum of K + 1 elements





ck ... C (K + 1)
(4) Error Returns
If, upon entering ORTHLS, J > K:
(a) the error indicator IND1 is set equal to -1;
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II, A, Program Subroutines (cont.)
(b) all the elements in the C, ALPHA and BETA arrays
are set equal to zero.






y	 E C. P .(X)	 (55)j=0 J J
where Pj (x) is a polynomial of degree j. To obtain the best fit in
the weighted least-squares sense to the set of data points (Xi,Yi),
i = 1,2,...N with positive non-zero weights (W i), i = 1,2,...N, then
N 2	 K	 2
E W.	 Y - E Cj Pj (X.)	 = minimum	 (56)J
i=1	 i	 0	 1
By letting;
N











II, A, Program Subroutines (cont.)
A set of normal equations of the following form is obtained.
K
Sj
 = E Cmrjm
m=0
Equation (59) consists of a set of K + 1 simultaneous equations with
K + 1 unknowns. However, suppose that the polynomials P i (X) can be
chosen to be orthogonal in the summation; i.e.,
0	 for j	 m
r. _	 (60)jm
N
E W2 P2 (Xi )	 for j = m
:i=1
Under the condition of orthogonality, the unknown coefficients Cj
can now be evaluated by
S.
C. = --i	 j = 0,1,2...K
rjj
Consequently, the use of orthogonal polynomials makes the least--
squares analysis appear as if each parameter were the only one used.
Also, the coefficients C  are independent of each other; as K is
increased, the previously calculated C  do not change. However, the





II, A, Program Subroutines (cont.)
The polynomials P j (X) are defined recursively as
P_1 (X) = 0
P O
 (X) = 1
P1 (x) = (X - a%)PO (X) - ^OP_1(X)
	
(62)
PJ+1(X)	 (X aj+l )Pj (X)	 3jPj-1(X)
with R0 = 0. The a and S must be chosen in such a way that the
polynomials P0 (X), P1(X),...Pj(X) are all orthogonal to each other
in the sense of Equation (60).
The (J + 1)th polynomial is defined as
PJ+1(Xi) = (Xi - a. +1	 i	 ^ ^)P(x ) - ^.P._1 i(x)^
Multiplying Equation (63) through by W2P.(X.) and summing over all
i yields
	










The term on the left-hand side of Equation (64), is zero since
j + 1 0 j and Equation (60) requires the summation to vanish for




II, A, Program Subroutines (cont.)
N
E W  (Xi - a j+1) P i (Xi) - 0i=1











By multiplying Equation (63) through by WiP j-1 (Xi ) and again using










j = 0,1,2...K - 1
	 (67)
Multiplying Equation (63) through by WiP j+l (Xi ) and summing over all
i, yields the identity
E W i2P	 i? (X) = E W i2XP. i(X )P. (X )	 (68)i=1	 +1	 i=l i	 +1 i
Thus, substituting Equation (68) into Equation (67) a j may be com-







j = 0,1,2...K - 1	 (69)
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II, A, Program Subroutines (cont.)
(2) Prop"',' ,ming Method
The subroutine ORTHLS has the option of placing certain constraints
on the form of the fitted polynomial, that is, if J is a non-zero
positive integer, then the fitted polynomial has the form:
K-J
Y = E C. Pj(X)
j=0
where the P.(X) are defined recursively as
J
P- ., (X) = 0
1
PO (X) = XJ
P l (X) = (X - 
a1 )P 0  (X) - R 0P-1(X)
s
P . (X) _ (X - a . ) P (X) - . P . (X)
^+1	 3+1 j	 J ^ -1
It can be shown that the set P09PI'...P
7+l, 
are orthogonal by
requiring that a and ^ satisfy the same relations (Equations (66)
and (67))as before. These constraints allow the first J coeffi-
cients in Equation (70) to be set equal to zero thus forcing the
fitted polynomial and its first J - 1 derivatives to be zero at X = 0.
The subprogram ORTHLS uses Equations (61), (66) s and (69) to compute
the orthogonal coefficients C. refined by Equation (55) and the
parameters a  and IRV respectively.





II, A, Program Subroutines (cont.)
(3) Storage
ORTHLS	 285
NEXT 5 $	 33
Total Storage: 318 positions.
(4) Nomenclature
B is the recursive R used in computing the polynomials.
I is the index used for summing over all the data points.
II is the index used to determine the successful completion
of the calculation.
KJ1 is the value of `K - J + 1.
R is the parameter defined by Equation (57).
RO is the previous value of R.
S is'the parameter defined by Equation (58)..
SUM is the initial value of R0.
SUMPS is the numeration of Equation (66).
TEMP is the variable used for computing the (j + 1)th poly-
nomial from the j th 'an,d ( j - I) th polynomials.
All other variables are defined in paragraph II.A.25.b.(1).
26. SUB30 (Ref 16)
a.	 Purpose
This subroutine computes the coefficients of the least-squares poly-
nomial which best approximates the weighted set of data points.
Given the coefficients, cj , and the orthogonality parameters of the
polynomials Pj (x) for the equation
K-J




II, A, Program Subroutines (cont.)
COEFS computes the coefficients a  for the equation
K







J	 is the number of low-order
coefficients to be set equal
to zero.
C	 is the array of KC + 1 poly-
nomial coefficients.













BETA is the R array of KC elements.
KC is the degree of the polynomial
for which the coefficients are
to be found.	 Also, KC + 1 is
the number of elements in the
arrays C, A, T1, T2, and T3.
KC is also the number of ele-
ments in the ALPHA and BETA
arrays.
A is the computed coefficient
array with KC + 1 elements.
T1 is an array of KC + 1 elements
used for temporary storage by
COEFS.	 The contents upon
return from COEFS are of no




II, A, Program Subroutines (coat.)
DESCRIPTION TYPE
T2	 is an array of KC + 1 elements floating-point array
used for temporary storage by
COEFS.
	 The contents array upon
return from COEFS are of no
significance to the user.
T3	 is an array of KC + 1 elements floating-point array
used for temporary storage by
COEFS.	 The contents array upon
return from COEFS are of no
significance to the user.
IND2	 is an error indicator. FORTRAN integer;
= -2, when J > KC output
= +2, when J < KC
(2) Restrictions
(a) J<KC.
(b) KC < K, where K is the maximum degree of the polynomial used
by subprogram ORTHLS.
(3) Special Considerations
(a) The value of J used by COEFS must be the same as that used by
subprogram ORTHLS in computing the coefficients c i , and the
parameters a  and Sa.
(b) The C, A, T1, T2, T3 arrays must be dimensioned for a minimum
of KC + 1 elements in the calling program. The input coeffi-
cients should be stored as:
c0 ... C(1)
C1	C(2)










y = E	 C 
J





II :, A, Program Subroutines (cont.)
The computed coefficients are stored as:
a0 ... A(1)
al ... A(2)
aKC ... A(KC + 1)
(4) Other Subprograms Required
The subprogram COEFS requires that the subprogram ORTHLS be executed
first. ORTHLS computes the coefficients, c j , and the parameters aj
and R  used by COEFS in computing the coefficients aj.
(5) Error Returns
If, upon entering COEFS, J > KC:
The error indicator IND2 is set equal to -2; all elements in the
A array are set equal to zero; control returns to the calling pro-








II, A, Program Subroutines (cont.)






P1(x) _ (x - 
a1)PO (x) - SOP-1 (x) (73)
1 PJ+1(x)	 (x	 aJ+l ) Pi (x)	 S^ Pj -1 (x)
with SO = 0.
Given the coefficients Ci , and the parameters J, aj , s^ and
KC, COEFS computes the coefficients, a , of the equation
. 
KC





J COEFS:	 198 positions.
r
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II	 A	 Program^	 ^	 g Subroutines ( cont.) 
(4)	 Nomenclature
'I
B is the recursive a value used in computing the
coefficients.
II is the index used to determine the successful completion
of the calculations.
-	 KCJ1 is the value of KC - J + 1.
N1 is the index used in arranging the coefficients properly
if J > 0.
N2 is the index used in arranging the coefficients properly
if ,T	 > 0.
MIT is the index used in accumulating the coefficients.







II, A, Program Subroutines (cont.)
27. CGJR - (Ref 16)
a. Purpose
This subroutine solves simultaneous equations, computes a determinant, or
inverts a matrix or any combination of the three above by using a Gauss-






A	 is the matrix whose inverse or determinant complex array;
is to be determined.	 If simultaneous equa- input and output
Lions are solved, the last MC - N columns
of the matrix are the constant vectors of
the equations to be solved.	 On output, if
the inverse is computed,it is stored in
the 'first N columns of A. 	 If simultaneous
equations are solved, the last MC - N
columns contain the solution vectors.
NC	 is the maximum number of columns of the FORTRAN integer;
array A




N	 is the number of rows of the array A. FORTRAN integer;
input
MC	 is the number of columns of the array A. FORTRAN integer-;
This entry is a dummy argument, if sumul- input











II, A, Program Subroutines (cont.)
DESCRIr''ION 'TYPE
k	 is a statement number in the calling pro- input
gram to whi.cli control is retuLtied if an
overflow is detected.
	 It must be pre-
ceded by $ in the calling sequence.
JC	 is a one-dimensional permutation array of FORTRAN integer
N elements used for permuting the rows and array; input and
columns of A if an inverse is computed. output -
If an inverse is not computed this argu-
ment must have at iea^:t one cell for the
error return identif;.-cation. 	 On output,
the first element of the array is N if
control is returned normally.	 If an over-
flow is detected, the first element is j
the negative of the last correctly com-
pleted row of the reduction. 	 If matrix
singularity is detected, the entry con-
tains the value of the last row before ?t
the singularity was detected.
V	 on input REAL (V) is the option ind:i-- complex variable; r
cator, its values are set as follows: input and output
^ REAL (V)
iOperation
	 i 1.	 2.	 3.	 4.	 5.	 6. 7._




	 no	 yes	 no	 yes	 no ye
!Solve Equations
	 no	 no	 no	 yes	 yes	 yes yes
i
On normal return from the program V con-
tains the value of the natural logarithm
of the determinant. If an error return
is made and the determinant to b;^ com-
puted is set to (0,0), or if an overflow
return was made, V contains the last cor-










II, A, Program Subroutines (cont.)
C. Special Considerations
(1) If the matrix is singular or ill-conditioned, roundoff error
may cause large discrepancies in the results.
(2) In the case of a singular matrix, return may not be made through
the singularity exit because of roundoff error.
(3) See 7.1.2.3. Ref 16 for notes on usage of the row-dimension arguments
N and NR.
d. Error Returns
(1) If a singularity is detected, the first element of the array JC
is set to the number of the last correctly completed row; and V
is set to (0.,0.), if the determinant was to be computed. Con-
trol is then returned to the calling program at the statement
-number specified.
(2) If an overflow is detected, JC(1) is set to the negative of the
last correctly completed row of the reduction. Control is then
returned to the calling program at the statement number
specified.
e. Mathematical Method
F" For any matrix A, if a matrix B exists such that BA = AB I, where I
	
-;	 is the unit matrix, then B A71.
If AX = C where A is n by n, X is n by p, and  isnbyp, then the
	







II, A, Program Subroutines (cont.)
The determinant of A is defined by the following equation
N
A = E (-l) f (j 1, ... , jN)	 TT	 ai j
i=1	 i
where
aij is the (i,j)th element of the matrix A; f(jl,...jN) is the number
of transpositions required to transform (1,...,N) to (ji " ...O,jN);
and the summation is over all permutations Q 1 ,...,jN) of the
integers (1,...,N).
The solution to all of these problems is found by using a Gauss-
Jordan elimination scheme with maximal pivoting by columns. More





(1) For each diagonal, the program searches for a pivotal element
for each column below the diagonal by finding the element of
maximum norm in the remaining rows of the column. The norm is
defined as Norm (Z) = jXI + IYI, where a complex number is
represented as Z = X + iY.
(2) This row is interchanged with the row of the diagonal.
(3) Each of the elemerls of the pivotal row is divided by the pivot











II, A, Program Subroutines (cont.)
(4) All other rows of the array are changed by the formula
aij aij aik'kj
where
akk is the pivotal element. If i = k, a ij is replaced by 0.
(5) When this process has been completed for each diagonal of the
array, the columns of the matrix are repermuted to give the
inverse in the first N columns of the array A.
(6) If the determinant is to be found, each permutation of rows and
columns changes the value of its sign. The complex natural
logarithm of the absolute value of the diagonal element is
summed after step 2.
(7) Only the computations necessary for the options specified are
carried out
g. Storage
GJR 557 positions, not including the Library Subroutines OVERFL,
CLOG, NERR$2, and NCDP$.
h. Nomenclature
ANQRM	 is used for storing the complex norm of elements of the
matrix A.
IBIT	 is the number of sign changes in the calculation of the
determinant.
IFL	 is the arflow test indicator.
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II, A. Program Subroutines (cont.)
IW is the FORTRAN integer value of the option indicator.
.
KD is the option key for determinant evaluation. w
KI is the option key for matrix inversion.
L is the column control for solution of simultaneous
equations.
M is the column control for matrix inversion.
MU is a dummy variable.
S is the sign control for determinant evaluation.
X is as dummy variable.
XC is a dummy complex variable used in the permutation
of rows of the matrix A.
Z is a complex variable used to store the value of
CLOG(A(I,I)). F
All other variables are either simple loop indices or as defined














II, A. Program Subroutines (cont.)
28.	 BESJ
a.	 Purpose
To calculate the Bessel function of the first kind
b.	 User Procedure









BJ value of Bessel floating
function point;
output
D error criteria floating
point
i input
ER error code integer, r
output
5a













J	 Bessel function of lst kind ,floating
point;
output


















II, A, Program Subroutines (cont.)
30. BESY
a. Purpose













BY value of Bessel floating
function point;
output
IER error code integer;
output
t
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AS138 READ CHAMBER NOZZLE DATA
FOR NEW CASE
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SAVE CROMER DATA ON SCRATCH TAPE
(14) AS THE DATA AREA WILL BE WRITTEN
OVER BY A Kgq LINK.
I
F	 RUN
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II, C, Flow Charts (cont.)
	
170
Page 2 of 3
Restore Chamber Data which






Move A	 , B	 , C	 from Upper Common





Set Up Input Data for 1100011
CCC Calculate Nozzle t_ _ _ _ _
Admittances
A Run	 T Move Output
or of CCC to Input















II, C, Flow Charts (cont.)
f Page 3 of 3 y
Lyry
T





Av	 = 1.0 Read Data or Take
from E Program
d
DDD Expand Table of








:.; (::.FFF: Solve  for n,-r and
nmin
IF

















= 0	 <O LONGITUDINAL MODE IF SNH IN-
u
y^'
T (1) PUT NEGATIVE; GENERATE FRE-
QUENCIES ABOUT ABSOLUTE ITA TI
S = Tl AND SET SNH	 = 0.0
S	 _w (1)
S = W(1) w(1) =0
i
GENERATE TEN FREQUENCIES
0.9 S < w!s l .1 S
INDICATES FREQUENCIES







II, C, Flow Charts (cont.)
ENTRY
Report 20672-P3D






AyR , BV; , Cvq are FunctionsA(8}_	 of Frequency and are
from E or Input
01 
<99	 299


































VELOCITY POTENTIAL 	 DESIRED MACH NO.	 MACH NO. WILL BE
TABLE AND MACH N0.	 IS INPUT TO	 CALCULATED BY



































FOR EACH OF KN STATIONS Z,
CALCULATE RADIUS R (Z),
AND AREA A (Z) FROM INPUT
NOZZLE GEOMETRY.
CALCULATE TABLE AP VS. M
(AREA VS. MACH NO.) loll
FROM 'ISENTROPIC FLOW
RELATIONS
FOP EACH A (Z) INTERPOLATE IN
AP, AM TABLE TO FIND CORRES-
PONDING MACH NUMBER.
DETERMINE SQUARE OF REDUCED




-A i -1 .17T" ^9^
0
I



























T	 1tan (7-ZA 7r
(CHECK OUADRANT)





BUTIT) TABLE OF d n	 vs cru
d
INTERPOLATE FOR
W	 =. W-	 (^Ln	 = 0)
m	 dw
A.	 A
DETERMINE h	 (w) , _h .	 (w
r	 mI	 m





















INPUT DATA	 CASE HAS BEEN SAVEDON SCRATCH TAPE (13)
E
x
AS 138	 READ INJECTOR_ ^. _ DATA
1
1
SAVE DATA ON SCRATCH	 k
TAPE (13) AS PART OF
INPUT AREA MAY BE
DESTROYED
F




















CALCULATE OX, FUEL AREAS
FOR EACH ELEMENT TYPE
DETERMINE RADII SUCH THAT
EACH ANNULAR SECTOR HAS
EQUAL AREA
CALCULATE 1nTEIG HT FLOWS
(l)	 OVERALL
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ENTRY m INJDIS




















	 F	 i^P'	 R' T
'i
NDE  OF ELEMENTS LOOP RETURN
FOR NEXT ELEMENT OR CONTI P
CALCULATE AVn r, Bvn j, 
- — — — — - --	 END O 'FRMUENCY LOOP
10
CE










UouuUl COiKAON	 /PKOLOG/ LOGIK(50 ) v SLIP SUP EORJ sees 10
UODUU2 LOGICAL	 LUGIKt SLIP	 SUP	 EORJ •••• 20
Uuuuu.i C e s e s
30
40









UUuuG7 C 15 TO qE CALLED... INJCTR DETERMINLS WHICHe WRITES SCRATCH sees 70




ouou10 CALL	 INJCTR sees 110
F
0Cuu11 C sees 120 G
























,siky	 ^	 11^^^,	 Y'F^^Y e 	 6 ^^
.^ fpv
^	






II, D, Program Listing (cont.)
r
w ELT 5Ut3UlP1.69U7U2• 33250
UODU01 BLOCK DATA BLOK 1'30
ODUUO2 C BLOK 40
UUUUO3 COMMON	 /PHOLOG/ LOGIK(50)t SLIP SUP EORJ 8LOK 50
OOUuU4 LOGICAL
	 LUMP SLIP	 SL2r	 EORJ ULOK 60
UODU05 C BLOK 70
DA TA	 SL1, SL2 /	 .FALSE.t	 .FALSE.
	 / ► 	 BLOK 80
t
000uU6

































II, D, Program Listing (cont.)
,w ELT SU002r19690702. 3325Q
00uU01 SUUROUTINE OUTASB(ARK)
OODUO2 DIMENSION A(12) QUT
UUUUO3 #RITE(6r10)(A(I)rI=1rK) Q T





















II, D, Program Listing (cont.)
4
lz
w ELT SUL04r1P6907179 38451
UO0001 suaHoUTWE INT4(X#Y#XIPYO) INTO 10
DUUVO2 uIMEN5ION	 X(9)PY(9) ► XC(4) ► YC(4) INT4 20
UUUUO3 EOUsVALENCE	 ( XC( 1)r Xl)r(XC(2)rX2)r(XC(3)PX3)P(XC(4)PX4)r(YC(1)PYI)INT4 30
UO0004 lr(YC(2)tY2)P(YC(3)PY3)r(YC(4)•Y4) INTO 40
UUUUOb 10 NAZI
U0uu0b J=2 INT4 60
OUuuU7 U=Xi INT4 70
UUUuUb 2u IF(X(J).NE*O..OR*Y(J)*NE.O.)	 GO TO	 (90#150)PNA
UUUUU9 IF(i.GT*2)	 GO TO 7U
uOUulu YE=U.
uuuu11 Go	 TO 180 *NEWIN
UUUu12 70 1,40=1 **-1
UODU13 J=J-1 INT4 150
UUUU14 80 X1=X(J) INT4 160
ODUul5 X2= A(J-1) INT4 170
00UU16 X3=X(J-2) INT4 180
UOuul7 YI=Y(J) INT4 190,
u0uulb Y2=Y(J-1) INT4 200
UGUU19 O=Y(J-2) INT4 210
uuuu2U GO TO	 (150•170)PNB
UOUu21 9U lF(X(J)--B)120rl00ol00 INT4 230
UUUU22 IUU	 • 1F(J.LE.2)	 GO TO 130
OODU23 110 14A=2
00uu24 120 J=J+1 INT4 260
uuu.,2!.) GO TO 20 INT4 270
Uuuu2t) 130 uU 140 J=1r3 INT4 2BO
00Uuz7 XC(J)=X(J) INT4 290
0Uuu2cs 140 YC(J)=Y(J) INT4 300
ODUU29 150 D=X2-X1 INT4 310
UUUU30 Al=U-X1 INT4 320
UUuU31 A2=t3-X2 INT4 330
U-0uU32 YE=AI*A2/2*0/0*((Y3- Y2)/(X3-X2)- (Y2-Y1) /D)-A2 /D*Y1+A1/D*Y2 INT4 340
ODUU33 GO TO 180 INT4 350
00uu34 lbu wB=2
INT4 370GO0U3:) Gu TO 80




0Uuu3t, ll=AJ-X2 INT4 400
UODU39 Al=3-X2 INT4 410
OOuu4u A2=i3-X3 INT4 420
OODU41 XM12=(Y2-Y1) /(X2-Xl) INT4 430
004ju42 xM23= (Y 3-YL) /D INT4 440
UOuUw3 XM34=(Y4- Y3)/(X4-X3) INT4 450
UODU44 YE=AI* A2* s2/2.0/U* *2*(XM12-XM23) +A2*Al **?/2 O/D**2*(XM34-XM23)-A2*INT4 460 1
UUuu45 lY2/u+A1*Y3/D INT4 470 +;
10004b 180 YO=YE 11474 480
UODU47 RETUI4N INT4 490
i^r
Report 20672-P3D
li t D, Program Listing (cont.)
1
^« ELY 5UU05 # 1 r 690717 # 38453
111U01 SUBROUTINE	 INT41)(1lrYt•XI,Y^#DY) INT40 It
OUOUO2 UIMENSION X(9) ► Y(9 ) PXC(4 ) #YC(4) INT4D ''20 t
UUUUO3 EOUIVALENCL	 (XC(1)•X1)•(XC(2')rX2) ► (XC(3)PX3)#(^XC(4)PX4)P(YC(1)rYl)INT4D 30





UUUU07 g=XI INT40i 70
00uu08 20	 IF(X(J)-NE•0.*OR.Y(J).NE-909);60 TO	 (90r160)#NA
GuUUJ y 1F(J-G7.2)	 GO TO 70
00UU30 YE=ue
r;UOuull u0 TO 180 *NEW
UUUU12 ii:^	 i^E3= 1 **^1
ODUU13 J=J-1 INT4DI50
000U14 80 X1 =k(J)' INT4DI60




i v oUUu19 Y3=1(J-2) INT4D210 i^
.U^.1UUz0 1`O	 (	 5	 P170)tNv0,	 1	 U	 8 .
UUUU21 90	 1F(X (J)-B)120r,10Ur100	 ,,	 , i	 INT4D230 -.
U0Uu22 10;,IF(J-LE.2)	 GO TO 130
tJUUU23 110	 JlA=Z
OODU24 120 JcJ+l INT4D260
<. UUuu25 60 10 20 INT4D270
UUUU26 130 UO 140 J=-1r3 INT40280
UUUU27 XC (J) =X (J)-__, INT4D290
n UU0u2r3- 140	 YC (J)=Y (J) INT4D300 .
OUOU29 150 L)-X2-X1, INT4D310
INT4D320u0UuJ0 Al=0-.X144
UO0u31 A2=d-X2 INT4D330yI OUu u,l2 XM23'= (Y3-Y2) / (X3-X2) I NT4a340
UODU313 x112=(Y2-Y1)/( X2-X1 ) INT4D350
0UUU34 XM26= (XM23-XMi2)/2.0/D INT4U360
QU61035 YO=Al*A2*XNi'2B-A2*Y1/ D+A1*Y2 /t) INT4t1370
-;^ UUUU36 ,)Y=AN12B*(A1+A2)+ XMl2 I.NT4D380
00i(437 ' GO	 TO	 186--- INT40390
000u38 160'	 14B=2
+ UODU39 60 TO 80 INT40410
1 OUuU40 17Q X4=X(J-3) TNT4D420




u0uU4,5 Xml?—= (Y2-Y l) / (X2-Xl) INT4D470
UODU4b XF2S= (Y3-Y2) /D	 _ INT4fJ4805
UUUU47 Xt)34=(Y4-Y3)/(X4-X3) I;NT4D490
000U4F AM2=A2* (Xml2-XM23)	 _.. _. LNT4[ 500 }
O'Ouu49 Ah11= Al*()(MS4 -XM23 ) If4T4D510
Oouu5u Y0=(A1*A-2/2.0/D* ( APIZ+AM1) -A2*Y2+A1*Y3)/D INT40520
1,
_uuuu :,	 UY=(AM2*(2.O*A1+A2)+AM1* (2.O*A2+Al))/2.0/Q**2+XM23 INT0530
UOuu52` ''	 9180 RETURN LNT40540
j UOuu53 IaJU INT4D550





LI q D, Program Listing (cont.)
s
i







00 ;0003 c	 I'jEAU MOVED TO /PROLOG/ AND PAGE:14ODIFIED TO PRINT HEAD 25JUL 67 PAGE 30
U(JiUUU4 : C PAGE 40
UuuuOt) COM,AUN	 /PROLOG / 	LOGIK ( 38) ► HEAD(12)• SLIP SL2. EORJ PAGE 50`
uu, UU06 U1MLNGION 	 TODAY (2) PAGE 60'
uuUu07 L)ATA -_ KPG /	 o / PAGE 70
000uUd c PAGE 80
UUuual9 IF (L.IIJES='6U)20vl0#10 PAGE 90
0Uuu10 10 L=2 PAGE 100
00 UU11 uU TO 60 PAGE 11Q
uu'uu12 2O'K=L +LI^JES PAGE 120,
0U• uu'13 'LF (K-60)30r3Ur50 PAGE 130I'
l,U6u14 30 L=K PAGE 140
UU'UU15 4U RE TURN PAGE 150
00uulo C PAGE 160
uuuUll 50 L=LIWES+2 PAGE 170
oduuld 6U IF	 (KPG.EG .0)	 GO TO 90 I *NEW
09UU19 70 KN	 = KPG + 1G PAGE 190**-1
uouu2U NRITE (6#B U) 	 TODAYt HEADr KPG PAGE
PAGE'
200
210(AUU21 ' 12A6 ►80 FORMAT ( lHi 3X 6HGATE	 2A6r 12X	 11X 5HPAGE 15 ; )	 ; X
UGUU22 ki0	 f0 40
'
PAGE 220
U 6Uu2s 90	 1'UUAY (1) =611 *NEW -
uUUU24 TOUAY`(2)=61i *NEW
u0uU1^ (;ALI. DATE	 (12•TODAY) *NEW
OUuu2b (;0	 ^f0 70 *NEW







i.	 ^	 }	 y ^ t^^ ^	 ^^4
	 a^^ Ifs	 6^ ^{















 D, Program Listing (cont.)
:
t
I w ELI 5Uu07P1r70U722P 38212 }
00000-1 SUBROUTINE	 CHAMOR CHAM 10	
IUUUUt)G C CHAM 20
ODUUO3
000uu4






u0UUU 5 LOGICAL _LUGIKP ARUNPBRUNPCRUNPDRUN.ERUNPFRUNPGRUNrHRUNPIRUNrJRUN CHAM 50	 a
Ouuuub LOGICAL	 'SLIP SL2r EORJ CHAM 60
UODU07_. REAL	 MACH CHAM 70
_ uuuuoi3 COM14ON	 / / CHAM 80

















UUUU14 uli'404SION	 X(133)rY(133)#Q(134)#STOW(222)PSTOOAT(4607) CHAM 140	 -	 I









QUuulti EGlU1VALENCE ( EXTRA# DINPP STODAT ) CHAM 180







► 	 ARUN)P	 (LOGIK(2)	 P	 BRUN) P 	(LOGIK(3)	 P	 CRUN) r
2	 (LOGIK(4)	 r	 DRUN)r	 (LOGIK(5)	 P	 ERUN)r	 (LOGIK(6)	 r	 FRUN) P























uuuu27 EQUIVALENCE	 (DID'JP(1)rA)P(DINP(3001)PB)P(DINP(3401)PD) P CHAM 270
UODU28 1(D'INP(3501) PG) P ( DII4P(3801) PC) r (EXTRA(21) rWC	 'i	 (B(4).UE)	 'CHAM 280
a	 ., U0uud9
UUuu O






















2	 P	 (5T0W(214)PJ)P	 (STOW(21'5)PNE)r
	
(STOW(216)PYL)P	 (STOW(217)PK1)CI'(AM
3	 r	 (STOvi(218)0N)P	 (STOW(219)PKER)r	 (STOW(220)PXH),	 -_CHAM
4	 r	 (STOW-(221)PKQUAD)r	 (STOW(222)PXL)	 CHAM
5	 r	 (EXiRA(51) P 	DIISTL) P 	(EXTRA(71)P	 DISTM	 )	 CHAM
6	 r	 (EXTkA(10)PCJ)0	 (EXTRA(21) ►SNH )#'(EXTRA(12)P	 MACH )	 CHAM










uouu l+o , C***** ********,*******,^x*****##*#******##*****#**#*#*******##*#**#**#* CHAM 400









A	 B	 C•	 D	 E	 F	 G	 H	 CHAM
1_I	 J	 // 3XP (lOFb.0))	 CHAM
20 FORNIAT(/// ► 9XPlU8H************************ THE FOLLOWING MAIN CONTCHAM
1^OL DA A ,SILL BE USED IN THIS CASE *****#****#*#*********** 	 P //frCHAM










3CH NUMBER = PE12.5 ► 26H (=O IF BEING CALCULATED)' //45X 	 17HCHCHAM





`P//r45XP	 17HSPEED OF SOUND	 .bo` y ii-(INCHES)	 =	 oF103P	 9H	 (FT/SEC:) P// ►`CHAM
745XP 27HCiiAM13ER- MOUE DESCRIPTION = PF89551 1 28H (_0 FOR LONGITUDINALCHAM'500
490





30 FtjRi4AT(///•33Xr48H*,********* CHAMBER FREQUENCIES_ 	 (WC) *#***#**##	 CHAM
1	 P //r)	 CHAM
40 h.Oit;^iAT(5F2U.5r/	 )	 CHAM




















(i0Uu5 .7 	 2# 14x t 7HCHANIBER#15X # 4F(MACHF / #12Xt6iiLEhIGTHF11XF12NDISTRIBUTiIONF1IXt, CHAM , 570
UUuub8
	
3DHLENGTHF11XF12llUISTKIBUT10N # 11Xt6HLENGTHF11XF12HOISTRIBUTIONi /*) •CHAM 580
OOuU59	 60 FORMAT(b(luXFF10.5))	 CHAM 590
uouui3O
	
65 FORMAT ( 11XF42HDISTANCE FROM INJECTOR TO COMBUSTION FRONT F3X•
u0uuo1	 1F1U,5F6HINCHES)
u0uU62	 C* ***** ,«**** ***********r****************,.************************** CHAM 600
UUuu63	 C*.*************f******************************************************* CH01 610
00uuo4	 C	 CHAM 620
UUuuu5	 1F ( 5L2 ) _	 GO TO 170	 CHAM 630
0 uuu60
	 C	 CHAM 640
00(10 0
	 SL?-	 .TRUE.	 CHAM. 650	 r	 ;
(UODUob
	
UU 70 1	 lr 4300	 CHAM 660
00uU!')9	 7U	 UINP (1) = 0 * 0	 CHAM 670
UODU70
	
GO TO 110	 CHAM 680




_	 CHAM 710	 E




90 CALL EXIT	 CHAM 730
Uuuu^16	 100 FOROAT (1HU10X17HINPUT ERROR # NE	 1.3F 19HF HENCE TERMINATION )	 CHAM 740
U O DU 77^	 C**	
,	 CHAM 750
I{	 ***#************************************************************ CHAM 760
U0001.9	 C^***:* ► **** ** **************^k********#*************** ************** CHAM 770
UU ijutsU	 C	 CHAM 780
OGuui}1	 110 KEK	 0	 _i	 ',	 CHAM 790
0, 0uub2	 CALL DVCHK (KCHK)	 CHAM 800
u0uuiiS	 C CHAP 1110
U00Uit4	 DO 120 I	 1, 10	 CHAM 820
UOuU65'
	
120	 OINO(I)	 0.0	 CHAM 830
UOuulsb	 CALL'--AS113b (-DINP( 1)r HEAD ( 1)r NE )	 CHAM 840
UUuij87'	 IF ( NE=..P.E. 1 )	 GO TO 80	 CHAM? 950
O O u U'r	 ARU14 = CA * 14E * U. 0	 CHAM- E360
00u up,
 9	 iSRUtJ = CE3 -.NE. 0.0	 CHAM 870
OUJu,9U
	
CRUid = . --CC .NE. 090	 CHAM 890
UUuU',31	 DRUM	 CD .NE. 000	 CHAM 890
000U^)2
	
ERUNJ =-CE *NE. 00	 _	 CHAM 900
000 , 1)3`	 FRPw =' CF . NE. O.0	 CHAM 910
u U 1,0,94I);Ui J =' C I	 NE. 0.0. _	 ,	 _	 CHAM 920
UOuu;95'	 JRUN = CJ .NE * it * 0	 CHAM 930
00uU90'	 OGRU14 =	 DINP(22) L£ * 0,0	 CHAM -940
u0uu97'	 1	 .Arab* ( ARUN *-OR. BRUN .OR. CRUN .OR IRUN ) 	 CHAM 950
0 U u u ^9B ,	 C	 ;; CHAM 960
0UuU99 : 	C	 PR1,gT`NEW MAIN CONTROL DATA	 CHAM 970
UOO100	 CHAM 980
00ulul	 CALL PAGE ( 60 )	 CHAM 990
OOulUZ	 rjRITE-( 6o1U )	 (UINN( I)F I=1#10)	 C'HAM1000
000103	 wRITE ( 6#20) DINP ( 11)F ` MACHF DINP ( 14)F DINP(15)F DINP(16)F SNH	 CHAM1.010
00u104'	 C************+*;***«*'x*,•**************************** ****************** CHAM1020
U0Lil05	 C	 APE FREiIUE'NCIES,TO BE CALCULA TED * 	 IF 'SOF CALCULATE AND PRINT:	 CHAM1030
GUulUo	 G****»************* r.*********************************************** CHAM1040
000107	 IF ( .NOT, GRUN ) 	 GO To 130	 CHAM1050
OUulod	 _.CALL GE14VLG l WC ( 1`) )	 CHAM1060
Uuul09	 IF ( CRUN -)	 CC	 CC + 11,0	 CHAM1080	 ="	 ?
OOU11J	 130 JOMEGA =AI3S(EXTRA ( 22))+22 . 0001	 CHAM1090	 *y
G0u111	 wkITE -( 600)	 CHAM1100
000112.AlI	 (6F4U)(EXTRA(I)FI=23#JOMEGA)	 :,	 CHAM1110
00ki113	 IF( (. NOT . ARUN) '.AND. (,NOT. BRUN)) GO TO 132	 *NEW	 T`



















UOU179	 ZZ(2)=EXTI:A(15)	 _	 CHAM'1730
	
UUul <sJ 	 ZZ(3) =EXTRA (16)	 CHAM1740
	
Ouuljil	 OI,4P(3805) = EXTRA(14)
	 CHAM1750
	
UUUle32	 {;Il4P(3803) N61HAF	 CHAM1760
	
GOul83	 IF ( DINP(6809)` * EW9 0 * 0 )	 DINP(3809) a 101.0	 CHAM1770
	





















' f	 1 Uuu193	 IF(t;C71.CG.0.) itCT1=1. 	 ,


























000,.U4	 RURL = EXTRA(15)	 CHAM1860







00u207	 SNuL = SNfiZGt2AD	 CHAM1900
1








Uuuell	 UIWP(NN) = ZAVE* WC(KN) /RORL	 CHAM1940
	
U?OuL12	 L)INP(NN+l) = SNOZ	 CHAM1950
	
UUu213	 u11-4N (NN +2) = MATCH, 	 CHAM1960
	UUU214	 K=K+3	 CHAM1970
	
UOue-15	 290 CONIINUE	 CHAN11980
	
ODUc16	 U,1NP(NN)=ZAVE*('WC(NOMEG+ 2)/EXTRA (14))	 CHAM1.990
	UOu?-17	 300 CALL CCC(G(1),_.rZZ(1)•WC(l) ► CC ► KER)'	 CHAM2000
?f
	





0GuG2o	 310 v4RITE (bo,32U)	 CHAM2030




G `UU222	 CALF CORE(C(1)x_420 ► CC)	 CHAM2050
Lu "ue25uO TO 90	 CHAMP-0-60
	i`Oue24	 330 60 T0'360
	
GUue25	 :S6U cow fINUE
	
UUuc2`u	 C****»**+*****#***************************************************** CHAM2270





UIOUz2g	 370 UO 380 1=188200	 CHAM2-300
	
UUucSU	 3130 v l 1:) =l_Z ( I)	 CHAh12310
	












II, D, Program Listing (cont.)
IW L L r SUB09 1 r 7UU 717,	 49711)
UODUul SUBROUTINE
	
CONC (BINr XOUTr CUP KE{2 )
UOUt;02 C HYMN 30
UOuuu3 C	 CALCULATES COMBUSTION PARAMETERS
	 HRr -HI HYMN- 40
-; OOuuGlt C	 THIS PROGRAM WAS MUUIFIED MAR, 1970 BY R. KAVGH AND Do BENNETT TO'
UUuJuS CINLOHPORATE A HIGH MACH NUMBER ANALYSIS RE bRTEO IN AGC REPORT
u0uU o C	 14Ut-luER 20672-09 DATED 13 JANUARY, 1970
ODUU07 C HYMN 100
i
UUuuUti C***s**********«r*t*v******* ► **«***«t*#*****************#********* HYMN X10
uuuuu9 C HYMN 120 l
1	 G(luulu LOGICAL	 LOGIKr ` HRUN ►, CK.OUTr	 SIMPL•	 KNOTr	 LIMITr	 TABLR HYMN 140
Ufiuull C HYMN 150
UUuUl2 COMMON	 /PROLOG/	 LOGIK(38)r HEAU(12)r SLIP SL2r EORJ HYMN 160
UUUU13 COA,olUN	 /AUCOF / DIN	 (4300) `HYMN 170
Uuuu14 1	 ► SNACE(222)
U0uu15 UIMENSION
	
8(2:40) PT11R	 (30) ► THI	 (30) v
UOuulb Jli•IENSION
UU ju1T i	 iiIfd	 1	 C40	 )	 r	 XUUT	 (	 lUQ	 )	 r	 WC	 (	 28	 )	 ► HYMN 320..
uuuult 2	 ^r=T	 (	 31)	 )	 r	 ERT
	
(	 30	 )	 r	 EIT	 (	 30	 )	 r HYMN 330 I
UUUU19 3	 CRT	 (	 30	 )	 r	 CIT
	
{	 30	 } {
OUuu2U !_dUIVALENCk HYMN 360 j
E	 UUuU21 1	 (	 HRUN .r	 LOGIK(	 U))r(	 CKOUTr	 LOGIK(13))r(	 SIMPLr	 LOGIK(14)) ► HYMN 370
01JuuG2 2	 (	 KNOT,'r	 LOGIK(15) ). (	 LIMIT ► 	 LOGIK(16) ), (	 TA13'^LRr	 LOGIK(17)) HYMN 380
Uuuu23 ,
UG^)U24 cQULVALENcL1	 (	 H(1)	 r	 SNH
	
)r(DIN(14)	 r	 RCH	 )0(8418)	 r	 XNE	 )t HYMN'
390
}
UUUU ,^ L) 3	 (	 BCl9)
	
r	 XNW	 )v
00uu26 4	 _	 (	 B(4)	 r	 OE	 ) r(	 B(170)	 i	 WC	 )r(	 8(20)	 r	 WET	 ) ► HYMN 430
GUUu27 5	 (	 b(5)	 r	 SOUNU	 ) r(	 B(50)	 r	 ERT	 )r
OOuu"t( b	 i	 B( 6) 	 r	 ULM
	 ) r ( _B(80)	 r - EIT	 )
j	 OOUO29 7	 (	 B(7)	 r	 XK	 )r(	 8(110)	 r CRT
	
)r HYMN 460
UUuu30 B	 (	 B(6)	 r	 XCMPL	 ) r(	 B(140)	 a	 CIT	 )	 ;; HYMN, 470
GUuu31 EWUIVALENCE HYMN 480
OUuU32 1	 ( DIN(11) r
	
GAM^^A	 ,') r (
	 DIN(14) r
	
RCGTAR	 ) r (	 i7IN;(16) r. CEiARO'^	 )o
UUUO33 2	 t	 U N ( 1 7 ) r 	 VLs1VRLS	 )r(	 DIN(21) r 	SNUETA	 )r(	 DIN(51) r 	 PBAROS	 )r
UOuu34 3	 (	 DII!(52) r	 XSTAk	 ) r (	 DIN(53) r	 VBARM	 ) r (	 DII4(54) r .WfiARS	 )
Uuuu35' COiAPLEX	 A 	 F_OMEGArC0MEGArYrHrKI K?.t_S !DUMVrV
^UUUU30 DIMENSION N(6r7)	 rJG(6)
UUUU37- (JATA	 A	 /42*(0. r0.)/ 1
00uu68 DATA	 P13AIJPrRHOL3RPrH8 ARP PHBARL/4*1.0/
UODU69; C****	 ». * ►***** *** 4 HYMN -550
UUUU40 C HYMN 560	 -
1UUuU41' 10 FORHAT;( / 65H TRANSVERSE STABILITY PROGRAM... , CALCULATES	 HRr HI HYMN 570
UUuu42 1	 )'_
I UOuU43; - 2	 FORAAl` ' ( // 11H INPUT DATA// 9X3HSNH12X2HZE1OX5HGAMMA9X2HUE9X HYMN 590 j
0OUu44, 1	 14fiSOUND	 (FT/SEC)	 2X13Jt ULM
	
(FT/SEC)// F15.8rF44.8r	 F12.5r F14. ii
00uQ45 G. ^ r	 F16.2 r 	 2k	 F15.6	 //)
I UOuu4& 30 FORMAT	 (	 / = 2 11 `ROZZLE ADMITTANCES INPUT//	 15X9HOMEGA(CH) 12X HYMN 630
UUuu47! i	 311ERT	 17X3HEIT	 17X^ihII:RT	 ^7X3HCIT // ) HYMN 640




OUuu.)U` 50 F0RriAT; (	 9,KF15.7#2E,20;8	 )	 _ HYMN 680 ^	 f.
000051 60	 f ;Oi2^4ItT	 (	 9XF15.7r4E20.8	 ) H'YMN 690
UUuu52 110	 FORi•1AT; t	 6ht ERROR	 bX6E18.8	 ) HYMN 740
U0'uu-j3: 160	 FO'tj,vlAT	 (	 7E1,F.8	 ) HYMN 830._ ^;?
U j`uU.)4 C HYMN 840'





II, D, Program Listing (cont.)
I
UODU56 C******+**#*+******************************s******s*sss**s**ts******* HYMN 860
UUUU57 UO 170 1 = 1r 240 HYMN 910
00uuE3,3 170 B(I)	 = bIN(I) HYMN 920
UOuuSa 180 CONTINUE
UUUuGu 190 CALL	 PAGE	 t	 70 ) HYMN 940
000061 r(our = 2 HYMN 950 tiUODU62 NET = XNE HYMN 960
' (JUUU63 raa fE	 (6010) HY14N 970
OODUE,4 IF	 ( Cb-10U.0 )	 220#200#200 HYMN 980




eIRI'I'E	 (b ► 6U)	 (	 WET(I ) 0	 ERT ( I)tEIT ( I)v	 C.RT ( I)rCIT ( De, 	I=1•NET	 )
HYMN1000**-1
HYMN1010
OOuu6d LKOUT =	 ( CB .GT * 200.0 )'	 _ H_YMN'1020
b o u u	 ) C HYMN234Q
DOUu7U C******** * *** ******_********* ************************************** HYMN2350









RHuJi.M=Wf3Ai S/(RHbRU.,* 101_._.065 *RCSTAR*RCSTAR *CBAROS*VBARM)
PbAR 1=1.-c Jt,%1P1A*(RHOBRM*VBARm2-RFIOBRM*VBARM *Vf3ARL)
 '
OODU8 0 I-1BARM=1* +VbARL2/2,-VBARM2/2*





UUUU64'.;, 222 X=XfaTAR /DIN(15)
UDUU35 c; 223 TBARM=HBARM
Ouuuou ; iJW=Xtdw+.1
OU u u 17 UO 't320	 I w=1 r NW
UUuutib UO 85 LLL=1 942 r,^-	 1
00DU69 85 N(LLL)=(O.rU*)





OODU93 i1	 7)=V0AkL s:
00uu94 A (1 2) _-Vt3NRM
UUuu95 A (1 r 3) =--RHGI3RM





r } 6, 0u1G1 A(3r3 )---GAM*3•* RfIOURM*VBARM2/29-HBARM*RHOBRM'







008109 ''=; 1% (6#3)
UUf^i1U C HYMN2420 ,,
OQulll
_..
CALL	 INT4.-	 (	 WLTv ERTr	 Wr ER ) HYMN2430
UOU412 ;' CALL	 INT4 '	(' WLT•	 EIT9 , WO	 EI	 ) _' HYMN2440
GUu113 C = HY:MN4240






II, D, Program Listing (cont.)
0Uull5 CALL
	 INT4	 (	 WET. , CITP	 Wr	 CI	 ) HYr'J` 4?60'"`
0o011b C HYMNJ427000u117 L.OMiEGA=CMPLX (ER 	 P EI	 )
uOul l5 COMEGA=CMPLX (CR r CI
	 )
UOU119 S=CrAPLX(0, Pw)
000120 UUMV=CS(4R7 (S*S +SNUETA*SNUETA)
00u.121 Y_-GTANH(DUMV*X) *OUMV/(5*GAMMA)'
UUUir_'L A (IP4)=Y
UOU123. q (3# 4 ) =Y *L- t IUJ F:P*H13tiLlF'
ODU12=4 A(5rl)	 EO!.'LGA *NEWGUU 125 IF( arJUETA) 120.120 ► 121
UUU 126 120 A (b P 1) =E0t'LGA*GAM, *NEWUOU127 121 C0111114UE. * *•1OUi)12 i A(c)o6)=GA'•iMA*C0h1EGH
UQU1,SU	 -,. CALL CGJR	 (Ar7P6P6P7r$123PJCPV)





0OUI63 125 F(il-HAT	 (/1X 1 0VERFL0W 9
 r/-(6E2b.6/)) JI'
UUu 134 124 1<1=-A(4 ► 7)





GOU1.40 C FIYMN7080OOU141 (H1(	 (IW)=HR
Jua 4, (H1	 (IW)=111
UOU143 80 1-	 COWTINUL HYMN7090U0u144 C END	 OF	 W-LOOP HYMt171c'd
outllib C*********^+*+* +*******************************_************************ HYkjfJ711U_ODU 144 C` HYM^17120
0JU1 :17 KER = Nw HYMN7130
F,
UOU14(3 cUUri (9)
	 =	 XNW _ HYMN7140`
UOU149 C HYMN7150UOul' U C, HYININ7170'
OOui`^1 )U 630 IW = 1 r	 NW HYlAN7180
UuultJ2 XOU7 (IW+ 9)	 = WC	 (IW) HYMN7190
0Uu1t)3 X01JT(IW+69)
	 =	 THf2(IW) HYMN7200`
0oui54 XOUT(IW+69)
	 =	 THI(IW) HYMN7210
UOU155 630 CONTINUt HYMN"7220
0Gva5b ti4U 1F	 (	 CKOUJ	 )	 CALL PAGE
	 (	 7U	 ) FiYr4N7240UUU15 7 RITE	 (6r4U) HYMti7250'0oUl5c^ 61RI'(`E	 ( 6 r5u)	 (	 WC(I)r
	 THR(I)^' Tli I (I) i.	 NW	 ) IIYPir172.6U ,lUOU159 C HYr^1p172t30
: j uu16U C HYMN7490
00Ulp I,. C HYMN7500
00u1b2 C HYMN7510
UUu163 C THIS SUbRQUTINE HAS CALCULATED HR AND HI. NO I^4JECTION DISTRIBUTIO
uUUio i4 i	 C N Uri `VELOCITY EFFECTS HAVE BEEN INCLUDED. THESE EFFECTS CAN BE
YG.(lulo5 r.	 C ADDED IN SUbROUTINL DDD WHICH MUST .(3E
-RUN TO GET AN; No -
 TAU PLOPU G'^ I bb ^j^	 C HYMN7570-OUlfltr7 ;1 C HYMN7590




;	 (390 RETURN HYMN1600
uUu170 1^ ENO_ HYMN7610
Page 182 ;
a	 ^
eReport 206 i 2-P3D
II, D, Program Listing (cont.)_
`	 iW	 ELI' SUislurl ► 70070b# 29419
e
f	 ;









i	 OODU04 C	 ;20 SEP 67	 MODIFIED FOR TABULAR INJECTOR COEFFICIENTS -HTNT 40
=	 u0UU05 C HTNT 50








COMN^ON	 /AbCaF /	 EXTRA(100)•	 AEiLOK(600)• 'A-	 r B r SPACE(3556) r
1	 pr1T(17)r	 AVN(17)•	 f3VN(17)rCVNR(17)•	 CVNI(17)
bIMENSION Ult•1(1)rDUUT(1)rA(133)P_E}.(133)rOMEG_A_(1)•HR(l ) rHl%* l)














t ERUN) • ( LOG IK (17) r TABLR) *NEW
 . ( N H) )	D(A (U2)	 O ) IK A(3 1 )Ec,UlVALE JCE	 (AOl IK•	 (:	 )'r A	 •	 )	
3	







1(!x(5) PGAP4;aA :.) • (A(6) ► XLRN) • (A(7) rXLON) • (A(9) ► 'XNW) • (A(10) •OMEGA) r
2(A(40)'PFiF;)•(A(7U)rHi)r(B(9)•OPIW) r(B(10 )-POMGA)•(13(bl)rHTRINT) ►
3 (Lj(92) ► HTIlNT)	 ► 	 1 OMEGAr	 DOM	 )
C


















i	 1 A  	 _





UUUU22 3U FOk, ,AAT ( /3 38H INJECTOR DISTRIBUTION COEFFICIENTS * .. // HTNT 220
'	 uDuU23	 _ 1 17X5HOh1EG/t	 11X3FiANi(' 12X3HBNH llX6HCNH RE 9X6HCNH IM // 	 (9X5F15.7) )HTNT 230
00uU24 40 FURPIAT	 (IHUr	 19XP8H0MEGA(C)•9X3H HRr13X3H HI	 ) HTNT 240









-bU FORmAT(1H rl0X•3F16.6)	 HTNT
70 F01414AT (1HU r20H PROGRAM	 D	 OUTPUT	 // 19Xr8HOMEGA(C) 9X	 HTNT
1611
	
HTR' •l0X•6fFI	 HTI	 //	 )	 HTNT
80 FORMAT (91HOALL VALUES OF_HTR ARE _NEGATIVE- ( I.E. OUT OF RANGE OFHTNT
1iNf"REST- WILL PROCEED TO NEXT_ CASE)) 	 HTNT












1 TAOLE GIVw4 ABOVE	 )
100 FORMAT (lgX•t)H OMEGA	 r9X6H.4TRINT•10)('r6HHTIINT 	 )
















































IF(ijER)140 ► 140 160
100 '6RITE (6.lb0)NER





,DWI	 = A ( 8)	 ± 0.01
IF	 (	 NWI	 .GT.,.	 2	 )	 !	 GO TO 180
;(SSIGN 280 TO	 NT
TAULR = .FALSE.
;`	 ANH = AVPJ	 (l)
























II,D, Program Listing (cont.)
00uU50 '	 cNHRE	 CVNR(1) 	 HTUT 560
UOuu:57	 CNHIM	 CViJI (1)	 !(Tt1T 570
UUuU58	 GO To 190	 HIMf 80
OODU59
	 180 ASSIGN 270 To NT	 HTNT 590
00utiou
	 TAULR	 .THIJE .	 HTNT 600
ODUU )l	 190 IF (CD-99.(1)260.2.6ov?-00 , 	t{ ,-i (110
Oouui)2	 200 CALL. PAGE ( 60 )
	
HTNT 620




	 COwT I NUE
	 *NEW
00uuo5	 IF ( TAULP )	 GO TO 210	 HTNT 650**-1
_uouu«b
	 "MITE (6#2U) AWH,• BNH# CNHRE P CNNIM
	
HTNT 660
UUUUtj7	 GO TO 220	 HTNT 670
UUuuOd	 210 WHITE (6.3U)	 ( WIT(I). AVN(I)• BVN(I) ►
 CVNR(I) ► CVNI(I)#	 HT ► JT 680
000Uu9	 1	 I = 1 # NWI ,)	 HTNT 690
UOU070	 220 ,,I^ITE (6r4U)	 HTNT 700
UUUU:71	 (,U TO 240	 H'rNT 710
UODU72	 240 IJU 250 I = 1rNER	 HTNT 730**-1
600073	 ?-bU aRITE (6•i)U)0MEGA( 1)?HR ( I)#HI(I )	 HTNT 740
00uU74	 C	 HTNT 750
UGuu75	 260 1 F ( (.NOT DRON) .AND. 4 aNOT. ERUN)) GO TO 350° 	 *NEW
UUUU7o	 LO 940 I=1•1,JE=R	 HTNT 770**-1
ODUu77	 OMEGA(1)	 HTNT 7AO
UODU 16	 GU TO NT • ( 270.21)0)	 HTNT 790
OUuU7 13	 270 CALL INTO ( WITv AVN # W ► ,;NH
	 )	 HTNT 800
UUuu(,10	 CALL 1'NT4	 ( WIT# BVN # W# BNH,
	 )	 HTNT 810
uuuutil	 CALL INTO ( WIT # CVNR# W.# C14HRE )	 HMT 820
UUiiuh?-	 CALL INTO ( WIT# CVNI * W# CNHIM )	 HTHI 830
UUuut13
	
280 uEN = GA-',41A*,11
	
jimT !1110
UUuUC,4	 X = ANH' — CfdHIM/JEN*XLON
	
t1T14T 850
OUuuc)5	 Y	 BNH / UEI! * XLRN + CNHHE * XLON /,DEN 	 HTIJT 860
OODUc;o	 swu _ X + X + Y * Y	 HTNT 870
OOuut)7	 ) ITJC(I 1 = (X * HR ( I ) + Y * HIM)` ) /SOD	 HTNT 880
uouut6	 I( I)	 (X * HI (I - Y * HRtI) ) /- SOD"
	
HT11T 1190
UUUU69 _	 CALL DV'ib1K (KOOOFX)	 HTNT 900
uUt)u9U	 bO TO (31U, 290) , KOOOFX	 HTNT 910
ODUU91	 290 IF (CD-10.u) 340 ► 3UUP300
	
HTNT 1120
00uu92	 300 IF (I-1): 390x320?`330	 I1THT 930
UUUU93	 310 C=iu.0	 NTHT 940
j	 UOUu94	 320 LIN=NiER+6	 HTNT 950
OODU95	 CALL PAGE (L'IN)	 HTNT 960
uuwu9t)
	
t,tti T	 (6 ► 7u)	 HTNT 970
UODU97	 33U wR1TE (6.6U)D0M(I.)# HTR(IhHTI(I) 	HT14T 980	 1
0Ou098	 340 CONIINUE	 HTNT 990j	 UOU,U99




UUU101	 350 DU 360 L = 1rNER	 HTHT1n20
0091U2	 HTI ( I)	 HI (I)	 HTNT103U	 u
UOU103	 3b0 HTR{ I)	 th(k ( I )	 HTNT 1 040
UOu104	 37U joMiir-Gl	 0	 HTNT 1050
UUUlUS	 J0hl1r G2=0'	 HTHT1 0,60
00ji0b	 IF ( CU ,LL. 99.01	 CALL PAGE (60)	 HTNT1065
UUulu7	 UO 390 L =1•NER	 HTNT 1070
UOUIUti	 IF (HTR(`I)) 390.390#380
	
HTHT1080
0OU109	 3BU JOMEGI	 I	 H7NT1090
066110
	
GO TO 410	 HTNT110'0
00U111	 390- CULT I14UE	 HTNT1110
UOU112	 IF (J0N1LG1)400 ► 40U•410	 HTHT1120
06u`11.3	 400 t,.R i TE (6;98U) :	 HTNT113G"




11 9 jig rrogram Listing (coat.)
j
7
UUui,l` b 60 TO 520 HIM 1150




ow{ OOuilB 420 JONILG2 = J H1'NT11E,30
UUUIVI) GO TO 440	 _ HTNT1190
UUuac'i 430 L014TINUE Hi'NT1200
u0ui2i .JOylEG2 =NE+; HTNT1210
OOUi22 440 UL1'mEG = (UOM(JOME62) -DOM(JOMEGI))/ 39.0 HTNT1220
ODU123 L=NLRti HTNT1230





U^IuA (1)	 -,)UM (JOMEGI-)
HTNT1260'
FITNT1270
UUul2u JO 490	 I=1;x44 FlTNT1280
0,OU129 CALL-INT4	 (U0M(1)PHTR (1)OOMGA ( I)'PHTRINT(I)_) HTNT1290
U,Uu130 CALL INTO	 (UOM(1)rHTI(1) ► OMGA(I)PHTII;NT(l)	 ) HTlIT1300
000131 IF	 (CO-10,0480#45U ► 450 HTNT1310
Uuu132 450, IF	 (_I-1	 )	 470v4b0#470 HTNT1320 1
UUU133 4bO 'CALL PAGE .(60) *NEW 1
0UU16 ,+ WRITE








Uul1.37 48U UM" A (I+1) = UMGA (I) - + OLTMEG ?HTNT1370
OUul3ts 490 ColuflINUE_ HTGJT1380 r
ODU169 GU t)OU	 I=1 p 133 HTNT1390
GOU140 500 UOUT	 (I)	 _ b(I) HTIJT1400
' UOU.&4 IF (C)	 510 620r510 HTNT1410
`u U U 142 510 [JER=A HTNT 1420

















II, D, Program Listing (cont.)
UOUO13 CALL PAGE(70) NTAU 130
uouult) 10 00 20	 I=IP133 NTAU 150
00OU21 30 CALL PAOE	 (44) NTAU 210
u u u u.!3 40 F01^,-IAT	 (1HUP50H PROGRAM	 F	 INPUT	 SOLVE irOR N('W)	 AND TAU(W) NTAIJ 230
GOUU26 7U 'CONTINUE NTAU 280
uouu;_1 9 DO 120	 1	 =1,40 NTAU 290
U4b Do 130	 I=lP100





'zrM'C,	 we"'..:.Tama 'aft	 ^ .r
Report 206.72-P3D
Y





000056 180 i{TI1NT011)	 = 0.0 -NTAU 560
OOuu57 HTFtlNT(41)=0.0 NTAU 570









OOuubl 190 FORtaIAT ( 36Xo5l iNMINcoF10 . 5.P/36X•BHTAU(MS)=oF10.5r/36Xc9H(OMEGA)b=#F1NTAU 610





UGuu;*,4 200	 CALL INT4U(OMX(-1.)PXN(1) ►OMX(I)•SAVNOT.XNNEW(I)) NTAU 640
ODU U05 X Nl4L4 (41) =U -. J NITA1) 650
UOU1766 CALL INT4l:XNNEW(1)POMX(1) •O.OPDOMMIN) NTAU 660
Ubuuo7 F'CMIN=CONST*00MMIN NTAU 670
Upuuod CALL	 INT4 ( Flccp5(1) PHTRINT ( 1) ► FCNMINPHTRI) NTAU 680
i UODU09 CALL INT4(FCCPS(1)PHTIINT(1)•FCMINPHTI1) NTAU 690
` .OUuU7U tiTitfII(4=(li7li1*1(TR1+fHTI1-'HTI1)/(2.0*HTR1) NTAU 700
UODU 71 UNU.'A=HTRMIi'J—liTRl NTAU 710
ODUU72 CALL UUAD(b 'NOMPHTIlPTAUMIN) NTAU - 720
OOOU13 TAUA1W=( TA UMIN*A(1)*83.333333)/(A(2)#DOMNIN) NTAU 730 tt UUuu 74 CALL 'PAGE W NTAU 740
UUuu75 %k10E '(6x210) NTAU 750
u'UUU7b 210 FUR,4AT (//21Xv58H THE FOLLOWING ARE VALUES INTERPOLATED AT SLOPE OFNTAU 760
i UUuU7'7 1 N-U.0	 r/) NTAU 770
UUuu78 ,yRITE	 (6r190)11TRMIlitTAUMINoDOMMINPFCMIN NTAU 780
' UUGU79 220 RLTUkN ` NTAU '740












II, D, Program Listing (cont.)
I
d LL ( SU,3 1 5,1.6 9 U'702 r	 39149
00Ju01 5U3ft0UT'INE QUAD	 (AOBPANGLE)	 _ QUAD 10
OUuuu2 IF Q0	 10r5U ► t10 QUAD 20
u0uuj3 10 IF(A)	 20v3Ur40 QUAD 30
'0000 14 20 t1O FATE = 3.1415927 QUAD 40
ODUUuS 60 To 110 QUAD 50
UUuu0b 3U lliv(^(.E	 =_'4.7123890 QUAD 60
000uu7 a,u	 1'0	 120 QUAD 70
UouuUb 4U i;uT;^TF = E,•2831853 QUAD 80 "~
O0uuu9 GO	 LCD	 110 QUAD 90
uo6u1U 5U IF	 (A)	 60e711v70 OUAQ 100-
u0uuil 60 ANULE. = 3.1415927 QUAD 110
u0uul2 CO
	
10	 120 QUAD 120= 4
0uUu13 7U ,%N(aLE = o u QUAD 130 ....
UUU614 GO	 TO 120 QUID 11+0
oupu15 60 IF (A)'	 20 ► 9Ur100 QUAD 150-
UUUU16 90 'Af4GLE =	 1.b707963 QUAD 160
u0uu17 GO TO 120 QUAD 170
not u18 1UU` ROTATE _ ,0*0 QUAD IAA
:00uU14 11U %lg GLE = ATA(J(B/A)•+ ROTATE QUAD 190
UUUu2u 12U - KEIURN QUAD- 200
=r









II, D, Program Listing (cont.) f
E
I
-	 w ELT SU317.1 ► b9U7U2r	 39151
uuuuul S,LIBHOUTINE	 INJCTR INJ 10
UODUO2 C INJ _20
UUuu03 COM,4014	 /PROLOG/	 LOGIK(38) ► 	 HEAD(12)r SLIP	 SL2 ► EORJ	 INJ 30
uuuou'+
UuuuUS C




uuuuj(' LoUIVALENCL	 (LOGIK(5)PERUN)	 v	 (LOGIK(10)#JRUN ) r	 (LOGIK(9)PIRUN)INJ 60
UUUuU7 LOV1CAL	 LUGIK ► ERUN ► JRUNP SLIP SUP EORJ• IRUN IIJJ 70
00uUU6 U I i*iU 1dS10N	 HLADI(12) INJ 80'
uuuuu) G INJ 90
Uuu01u, IF	 (	 SL1	 )	 GO TO 20 INJ 100
uuuull p0 1.0	 I	 = lo	 9600 Ilgj 110





G U TO 30 INii 140 ;.:.
UUuulS C IIJJ 150









UUUU19 IF	 (	 NF.i,:E.	 1	 )	 CALL	 EXIT INJ 190 }
uuuu2u WRITE	 (13)	 _EJDATA INJ 195
UODU?I BALKSF ACE.	 13 1W 19f)
G00022 IF	 (	 .NOT, JRUN )	 GO TO 40 1 14 200
UUuu23 CALL	 JJJ `INJ 10
=,
UUUU2;4 40 IF	 (	 ERUN .OR.	 IRUN')	 CALL	 INJDIS INJ 220















 D, Program Listing (cont.)
W tLT SULf18r i r 690108 r 48741
000u01 SUBROUTINE JJJ JECT 10
00uuu2 C JECT 20	 s
000003 C	 ************	 DECK MOD,'IFIED 20 AUG 67
	 ********************* JECT 30
OODU04 C JECT 40
00uu05 DIMENSION	 THET1(1450)► RI(1450)r
	
TMU(1000) JECT 50
UUuuub DIMENSION	 - NELE ( 1000 =) rX(1000 ) rY(1000 ) rNTYPEE(1000 ) PR(22)JECT 60
UODU07 lrTHETA(182)#AS(20)rWTE(1000-)rAAX(1000)rAAF(1000)rNBAND(1000) ► XMRE(JECT 70
OUuuoa 210UU)rXMUTUT(20)rAXTY(200)rAFTY(200)rXX(1000)rYY(1000) JECT 80
UUUU09 COMmON	 /JLCTOR/	 DATA ( 96:00) JECT 90
u0uu10 C JECT 130
uuuull LQUIVALENCE	 ( DATA(3)rXM)r	 (DATA (4)rXN) JECT 140
UU0012 EQUIVALENCE
	
(DATA(1021)tTHETI)r(DATA(2471)rRl) ► (DATA(3921)rTMU) JECT 150
ODU013 EQUIVALENCL	 (NTYPEErDATA(2001)),`(AXTY#DATA( 1'001 ))P(AFTYPOATA (1201 )JECT 160
UOUul4 l)r	 (DATA(1921)rXX)r(DATA(2921)rYY)P(DATA( l192.1)rXMUTOT) JECT 170-
00Uu15 C JECT 180
00Uul6 i4ERROR =0 JECT 200
k OUuul7 SECT=UATA(b) JECT 210	 !"
UODU16 WT=UATA(9573) JECT 220-







' UUUU22 OFFc=DATA(9577) JECT 260
UUUU23 14T=I)ATA(9570)+00001 JECT 270
UUUU24 p0LAR=DATA(9572) __ JECT 280
Uuuu2S NE=0ATA(9571)+90001 JECT 290
UUUU26 ROA=DATA(^4579) JECT 300
UOuu27 HOF=DATA(9580) JECT 310







` uuuu31 CUX=DATA (9565) JECT 350	 .•va,,F 00uU32 CDF=DATA(9686)
	
= JECT 360	 xUODU33 AFC_DA TA (9b91) 	 _. JECT 370
., UODU34, i)XFC=UATA(9592) JECT 380,
UOD035 PFFC = DATA(9589)/100,0 JECT 390
uuuu36 HXFC = UA,TA(9590)/100,0 JECT 400'
UOUu37 IF	 (XM	 Eoo
	
0 * 0 )	 XM 'c 20 * 0 JECT 410
UUuu38 iF ( XN * EU.
	 0 * 0-)	 XN = 180.0 JECT 420
UUUU39 10 K=319	 y JECT 430
Uuou4u •f14Ff4L=6.2jj6l,853/SECT JECT 440
00uu41 IF( UATAC322) )20 ► 30r30 JECT 450
uuuu42 20' KO(ATE=3.1415926/SECT JECT 460
UODU43 GU j: TO	 40 JECT 470;
lull UODU44 30 kO'fATE=O.0 JECT "480UUuu45 40- IF ('P-OLAR) aU r 180. r 50 JECT 490
UUUU4b 50	 IF(5ECT-1,00)BU r 80r60 JECT 500
Irl UODU47 60 UU 7Q. I=1=r WE JECT 510'
OODU48 KK=K+.1	 _ JECT 520-_
OODU49 rXLECI)=DalA(KK)+ 0001 JECTI530







uuuuJ3 SAVL=50RT(X(I)*X(I)..+Y(IY*Y(I)) JECT 570
UODU54 -Y(1)'=(ATAtJ(Y(I)/X('I)))+ROTATE JECT 5130





II, D, Program Listing (cont.)
UODU56 K=K+t1 JECT 600
ODUU57 70 CONTINUE JECT 610
UUuu58 G0 TO 220 JCCT 6PO
UUutJ59 80 UO 170 I=1PNE JECT 630
UOuutjo KK=K+1 JECT 64-0
uuuut)1 iJELL(l)=DATA( KK) ♦.0001 JECT 650 IV
Uuuut)2 x (1)=DATA(KK+1) JECT 660
U6uub3 Y(I_)=DATA(KK +2) JECT 670
00uut)4 i4TYNEE(I)=UATA(KK+3)#.0001 JECT 080
OODU65 C THE FOLLO;•.LNG SEGMENT OF CODING REPLACES SUBROUTINE MOVXY,.,,	 JECT 690
000066 IF	 (	 Y(1)	 )	 90r130r140 JECT 700
06OU67 90 IF	 (	 X(L)
	
)	 1000110t120 JECT 710
uuuuuh Lou ido,rAIE =
	 3.1415927 JEC1	 720 s
OODUv9 GO	 TO 160 JECT 730
UuUU7U 110 X(1)	 —
	
1.OE-15 JECT 740 ft	
1
UUUU71 120 ROTATE = 6,28131853 JECT 750
UUUU72 GU TO 160 JPCT 760
UU 03 130 KOTATE = 0.0 JECT 770
UUUU74 GO TO 160 JECT 78,0
00001) 14U IF
	 (	 X(l)	 )	 100 ► 15pr1,30 JECT 790
UUUU7o_ 15U X (I)	 =	 1.0E-15 JECT £#U0
UUuu77 KOTATE = 0.0 JECT A1-0
uuUU16 160 aAVL	 =	 SO;{'T	 (	 X( I)*X(I) +Y(I)*Y(I)	 ) JECT 820
UOuU79 ,;AVE_=S(jR,r (X(I)*X ( I)+Y(I)*Y(I)) JECT
	
83:0 —..
0000,30 r (1) = (ATAt! (Y (I) /X,(I))) +ROTATE JECT 840 #
u0uu6l X(I)=SAVE JECT 850GGUUO2 K=K+4 JECT 8360 3Ouu6ij3 17U UUiJ f 1NUE JECT 8170
uu64 „0	 fO 22 0 JECT 880
UOuucdS 160 IF(5F•CT-1,U)190r19Ur200 JECT 890 j
UUuucio 190 ( t0 CATE=0.0 JECT 900




Uuuutjd RCN=K+1 JECT 920
{	
u0uuu9 NELt(I)=DATA(KK)+,0001 JECT 930 ^>
UUuu')u X(I)=DATA(KK+I) JECT 940
000091 t((1)=(DATA(KK+2)*,U174532)+ROTATE JECT 950
0Ouu-)2 tJTYPEE: (I ).=UATA ( KK+3) +,0001 JECT ' 960
OUuU'M K=K+4 JECT 970' i
UUuu94 210 CONTINUE JECT 9b'U
uuuu9b CCCCCLCCCCCCCCC(,CCCCCCCCC:CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC000CGCCJECT 990 i,.
Ut;b-96 C CALCULATi ►;u AREAS` OF ELEMENTS JECT1000
UOOu97 CCCCCLCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCJECT101'U
'UOUu ,) d 220 ,4N=49441 JECT1020
UODU99 J0 280 - I =1,NT JFCT1'030
UUulUU KK=iJI•J+1; JECT104'0
uuulul NST=DATA(KK)+.0001 JECT 1050
00-162 , KKI,=KK+1
	 - JECT1060
UUu103 JJ=t(K1	 -= JECT1070
`UOul U4 IJX=DATA: (`Kv l) +.0001 JECT 10810
.UOu 105 OkXT Y (NST ) --0  0 0 JEC T I O90
! UOu	 Jo - IF(r4X)230.c50r230 JECT110'0
U0uIu7" ' 230 DO 240 JX_ l-rh)X JECT1110
ODU	 Od: JJ=KKI+JX JECT11'20
;000109 AXfY(NST)=NXTY(NST)+t.7853891*(DATA(JJ)*DATA(JJ))) JECT1t30
'OUuII0 240 CONTINUE JECT1140
U U U l l l 25U Nt4l=JJ+1 =	 JECT 1150
U O u 112 tJIJ=iJN i JECT 1160








	 ^ Y S^ cyan,	 _y	 a
I1 9











UOOI19 270 C014FINUC JECT1230
0DU12U 280 CONTINUE JECT1240
UOU121 Ax TUT=0.0 _	 JECT1250
GOU122 AFTO=U.O JECT1260
UUU123 UO 230 I=IONS JECT1270
LOU124 NNZIMPLE(I) JECT1280
OUu12b' AAX(I)=AXTY(NN) JECT1290
ODU12b RAF(I)=AFTY(NN) JECT1300	 i.
Uuu127 AXTUT=AXTUT+AAX(I) JECT1310
UOU126 AFTUT=AFTOI+AAF(T) JECT1320





000133 C	 CALCULATIr,G RADII .ANU ANGLE SOUNDRIES JECT1-370
UUU134 CCGCCCCCCCCCCCC-CCCCCf4CCCCCCC000CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCJECT1380
	
- t000135 3UU i, p,rS=18u,,O/ , 'rCt JECT1390
uOUlj6 TPj=NPTS JECT1400¢ UOUi37 UELTII=THFrIL/TPS JEC71410
} UUU138UOU139 AREA = 3 * 141592 * RINJ**2= JECT1420ASECT	 AREA/(XM*XN) JECT1430




ANP = ASECT * 180U / 3,141592
UO 31U I = 2#21
JECT1450
JE:CT1460	 f












" Ouu16O THEfA(J)=pELTHXNUM- JECT1540
UUU151 320 CONTINUE JECT1550
UUu152 GCCCCCCCt:CCCCCCGtCCCCCCCCCCCCCCOCCCCGCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCJECTi560
' uUU153 C :	 CALCULATIt.iG WEIGHT FLOW
	
- JECT1570
- UGui4 CGCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC^CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCJECT15A0i 00u1S5 vFT1=WT/(XMR+l;oO) JECT1590-
UUU156 4XTI=WT—WFT1 JECT1600L	
' UUui57 +FT2=WFT1 JECT1610




LUU100 33U nFT2=WFT1*(1 * 0-PFFC) JECT1640
` uUU161 340	 I,F(PXFC)36U ► 360r35U JECT3650
UOU162 350	 yiX •T2=WXT1*;(1.0-P)(FG)	 _	 = JECT1660.;
UuUlv3 360 !,'1GMEN= ►.T/(3.141592*RINJ*RIND) JECT1'_670
UJU164 370 AXTI.AAX= AXTUT JECT1680
UUJ16J AX1MIN =AXT.UT JECT1690
UOUln6 AF1NIAX=AFTUT JECT1700
UOU167 AFTMIN=AFTUT JECT1710
ii 0oui66 380 AFFC=0 * 0 .JECT1.720OOUI09 AXFC=0.0 ^'' i^ JECT1730	 .'
UUU17U IF(UFFC)4i1Ur40Ur39U JECT1740
UGui71 390 AFFC=FFC*6785398*DFFC*DFFC JECT1`i50
GUul7c lN=AF I;/iAFT+^IIt •I-AFFC JECT1760	
)












LT, D, Program Listing ( cont.) #i<	 II
`	 UUU174	 400 IF(UXFC)42UP420«416
	 JECT1780
`	 000175	 410 ikXFC=XFC*.7a5398*UXFC*DXFC
	 JE=CT179000u17b	 AXTMIN=AXT IV, i'I-AXF !JECT 11110000177 AX'f, ll1X=AXTMAX°AXFC 	 JEC"I"LA1 0	 I
i	 UUu178
	 420 ,+XNO %,l= (AXTiMAX+AXTMIN) /2.0




OUu181	 430 yrXT2= (WXT2*AXNOM)/(AXNOM+AXFC )	 JECT1E35'1'	 =
000182	 4F12=(WFT2*AFNOiA)/(AFNOM +AFF' )	 JECTIA60	 E000183	 440 XMKI=V;XT2/vvFT2
	 JECTIA70UU0184	 450 't1uF=0.0	 JECT11390Y	 0001d5
	 LTFF=0.0	 JE=CTIBiGUUI^ b'	 OX=WX12/AXTUT
	 JECT1900	 '^ }UOuIu7
	 JF=riF'1'2/AF I UT
	 JECT191.0
uUuiksb	 CALL UVCFIK (KOUOFX) 	 JECT1920UOU1,84-	 460 UO 480 I=1vNE








	 JECT1980UUU1 114	 )(MM (I)=WXtl/WFE1
	 JE=CT1990







	 JEi.T?Ol.0Guu197	 CALL DVC.NK (KUUUFX)
	 JEC'T2n20
u0U196
	 GU TO (47Uv480) sKUUOFX
	 Jf CT?O;iOUUU199	 470 jA.MJ)(I )=-1 	 JECT?.013-0UUuc:UU	 480 CONTINUE JECT21150
uQukul	 ETur=SE('F*LTOF
	 JECT20 0







	 WF I"2. = E1 FF	 JECT2110
0Uu..::U7	 WXT2 = ETUFJECT212Q
I	 UUU^k)6	 ^FT1 W+ T2/ (1.0
—
PF'FC)	 ^w	 JECT21.30
€	 GUU?U9	 jXT 1=WXT2,/ (1.0 —PXF0
	 JE CT2140UUue-lu	 WFVI =` WF F1*AFFT'T/AFTOT
	 JECT2150
0uue11	 WX'T1 = WX ' 11*AXXTT/AXTOT








UUu^17	 UPF3=D/#20F	 i	 JECT2220








QUu^21	 TFFC _ `WF,f 1*(1.0 — PFFC)
	 JECT2260
UUu 22	 TFFC = (TFFC*(AFFTT - AFFC))/AFFTT
	 JECT2270	 "!
UuUe-23
	 'TFFC = WFI1' —
 TFFC	 JECT2280OOuc:24	 VINJX=SGRT( (9273.6*DPX1 /ROX))
	 JECT2290	 ..600225 dIIJJF=SORT((9273.6*GPl /ROF))	 JEC1"230:0U0ue-25
	 XXY=TPS*SIGMEN *SE.CT 	 JECT2310
UUUP27	 490 ,NRI'fE (6.820)	 JE'CT232'0
JOU228 .
	 60 TO - - 5Q0	 JECT2330




	 4RI'TE (6x77U)WTOTPWMRELMPXMRINJ•ETOF.ETFF•TOFCF.TFFC® :WXTlr` . WFT1 PJECT2350
UUu[31 1 v IfvJX V I N J F	 ;_




















UOU239 uo 540 I=1#NE JECT2440
^l OUu240 IF041)GE-I1520 r520#530 JECT2450 i
,! 7 UUU241 52U CALL PAGE (7U) JECT2460
a OUtj d42 JECT2470
U'UUG43 jRuE (6010) JECT2480 >a
U'UU`44 530 oEUREE=Y(I)/.0174532 JECTP490
UOU445 ^_	 _ JECT2500i' OUu24b A=X(I)*CO	 (Y(l)).. JECT2510 )iGUUr-47 vifRITE	 (6 ► t; U U) NELE(I).NTYPEE( I)rX(I)POEGREErA •E3 JECT2520UUU143 540 CONTINUE JECT?530
OUu249 CALL PAGE(70) JECT?_540 si
O,U uebo NPGL=46- JECT2550uuu^51 JCO?)T=0 JECT2560^. OOU,^ ,2 4,1ME	 (6tti4U) JFCT'2570
0OU 254 } IuO 67U ! =1 vIN'TUUu254 JECT2590OUue55 hK=1111+1	
- , JECT2600 };
uuu^56 IjST=DATA(KK)+,0001- JECT2610 I
UUUeb7 KKl-KK+1 JECT2620 !
OUue.5d ,1J=KK1 JECT2630Uuu^59 i4XzUATA(KK1)+.0001 JECT2;40 ij Duue6o JCUIJT=JCOIIT+IJX+l JECT2650 iu o u co l IF 04PGF.-JC UNT) 550 # . 550 # 560
- JECT2660 !	 ^;
j




U U U c64
(6.840)
JCUiJ =O
JECT2680 if JEC T2690
of 00u-,b5 560 AXMAX=0.0 JECT2700 ^•i UUULts6 AFIAAX=0.0 JECT2710 r
j 00U467 wFL1=0.0
	- JECT2720 1'j Uou,- (,O WXE1 =000 JECT2730
Uuucc)y aRI fE
	 (6 p 8b0)NSTrNX	 -
UOuc70 ^,(F(NX)570v590r570 	 ^ JECT2750
.JECT?750UOu2, 71 570 00 580 JX=1rNX JECT2160
t
UUue72 JJ=KKI+JX JECT2770
tiOue-73 A,=97855891*DATA(JJ)*DATA(JJ) JECT2780 -i;(r:)ic74
VOu27J
b=A*QXof TE- (6,8 0)DATA(JJ) rArB JECT2790 .JECT21300 -
uUu276 AXMAX=AXMAX+A JECT2810
OOU2 t'1 - wXE1=wXEl+b JECT2820
0OU27iJ 580 CONTINUE JECT2830UOU279 590
'
4Nl=JJ+1 JECT?840
uUU2^iU NN=1JN1	 , , JECT2`850
uou1_cll vjF =DATA (NPJ1) +.0001 JECT2860,
OUu,!62 • jtONT=JCONT+NF+2 JECT2876
Uuue-86 tF (IJ.PGE-JCUNT)600r60Or610 JECT2880.
OOU284 6UO ci)LL PAGE (70) JECT2890 -UOUc65 (6#840) JECT2900
000286 JCuwT=O JECT2910
UOueO ,:	 bl0 jvi kITE	 (6,87O)NF` JECT2920
UU(Y2t d IF(llF )620tb40 -#620 JECT2930L) uu^C, S9 620 UG u30 JF=l/NF JECT2940
U;(Jue-9u	 .. tvf^=r^111'+JF	 <. JECT2950
Ouu2y 1 A`=9'7853891*DATA(NNI*DATA('NN) JECT2960
It
Page 195 l -
Report 20672-P3D , 	 t




OOu292 1 	U_A*QF	 JECT2970
UUU493
	 ,;RITE	 (b+880) DATA (NN)	 A 	 JE;CTP980
0Uuc94	 /,F,'-1AX=AFMAX+A	 CTr9`a0
00ue95'
	 wF E1=wFEl+Es	 JECT3000	 .^
UUUr- 96	 630 (_ONrINUE
	
JECT301,01	
t00je9l	 640 ,,TUTI=WXE1+WFE1	 JECT3020	 f'
UUue g"I	 IF(:lFE1)66Uv65Or66U	 JECT.3030	 i
000L:99
	
bb0	 nhI I'E	 (6F9U0)AXMAXrAFMAXrWTOT1	 JECT3040,	 j
Uou6uu'
	 U0	 10 670	 JECT3050	 l	 t
UUu^)Ul	 660	 XVtHl=WXf:_1/6F,E l	 JE:CT3060
'	 L,0u302	 ;, R 1 rE:	 (6 r 890 ) AXMAX v AFMAX • WTOT1 r XMR1	 JE:CT1070	 „> f
00Qa03	 b70 CUHrINUE	 JECT3080
UUUjU4	 68U	 itf'_AU	 (13)	 DATA	 JECT15090	 I
uu06ut)
	 t3ACK`!'	 CE	 13	 JECT.3100 ^#	 E








`	 00u,ju i	 DU '70U - J =	1#14E 	 JFCT 3130
uuuaU y 	Ih'U(J)	 'niE(J)*AJ5	 JECT3140 3
UUu310	 IF	 (LINKNI	 .GT.	 0)	 GO TO 690	 JECT3150
,i	 -UOu311	 CAUL F'AOL-: (70)	 JECT 3160
u0u.)12	 (6010)	 JE=C.T.5,170
000.)13
	 rjfl	 'TL	 (606U)	 ,	 JECT3180
000.)14
	
LINNNT = 5U '	 JECT3190	 ?	 E
uUU315	 U90	 11E(6 ► 92t1)	 Jr	 X(J) r	 Y(J) r	 TMU(J)	 JECT32110
UUUSlo	 L,INKNT = LI14KNT — 1	 JLCT 5210
UUu 17	 700 CUtVTINUE	 JECTV20
ouU.)ld	 UO	 705	 I	 = 'le	 NE	 JECT3??2
UUu.519_ `	Ax(I)	 = X(I)	 JECT 224
OUu^<u
	
705	 vY(I)	 =	 Y(I)	 -	 JECT.5225
UUu322	 RITE	 (1^1)	 DATA '	 JECT3?30
UOU312	 13AC'KSPACE	 13	 JECT3PI40
0Uu323	 Xh'Ui,iAX=0.0	 JECT3250}	 00uj24	 AJS = AJS*SECT/XN	 JECT32-60
00u325 - '	 UO 730 'J=1 r 20	 JL"CT3270
0DUj2o
	
TO'TW =0.0 	 ECT3280
uUu^27	 XXX = XXY * ASECT 	 JECT3290
UUU326	 UO 710 1 =1rNE	 JECT3310**-1
0uus29	 IF'(X(I)	 * LE.	 R(J+i)	 . AND.






UUu331	 X;AUTOT(J)	 = TOTvd*AJS	 JECT3340
JUOU332	 IF(X,^SUTOT(J)-XMUHAX)730.730 r 720	 JECT3390
GG uS33	 72U XMUMAX=Xt^1UTOT(J) 	 JECT3360




UUU i36	 vaRl TF	 (6r790)	 JECT3390	 :.
UUU337	 u0 740 J=1#20	 JEC'f3400






740 COfV f ItJUE	 -	 JECT3430
UG^i3=a1	 fttT4)I2h1	 JECT3440	 a*r :^
U0u^42	 7bU FOIt, vIAT(32X ► Fb.3r,14XrF7.3r13XrF6,4)	 JECT3450
UUU343
	
760 F0WlAT(//r5Xr28HA....FROPELLENT ORFICE A.REASr//r9Xr34HELEMENT TOTAJECT3460
ODU344	 iL OXIDIZER AREA	 arF11.8r8H'SQ.	 IN P15XP30HELEMENT TOTAL FUEL JECT3470
UUuJ45	 2AREA	 #F11.8.8H SQ,.	 IN.r/r9X ► 34HTOTAL OXID I ZER FILM COOLING AJECT3480	 .
00u3.46	 3!tEA =rFll.bo 8H SQ.	 IN	 r15X ► 30HTOTAL FUEL; FILM COOLING AREA =rF11,8JECT3490._'
UUj J4 7 	4rdH- SO.	 ItJ. r1r9X ► 34HIMJECTOR TOTAL OXIDIZER AREA	 =vFl1 . 8r8H S O JECT3500
G U0 J4^	 a,	 ^. r 15X r .SOkI INJE 'C `I OR TOTAL FUEL AREA
	
= r F,l 1.8 a 8H 50.	 IN. r // r - 5XJEC T;i510
U^iu3t y	 &054 3,.•.`, INJECTOR PRESSURE DROPS FOR AF30VE INJECTOR DESIGNr // r9X. JECT3b20








 D. Program Listing (cont.)
OOU.551 btF6 . 1r4H PSIr /// r5Xr71HC.._. .PROPELLANT FLOWS AND INJECTOR VELOCITIJECT3540
ODU352 9ES FOR ABOVE INJECTOR DESIGN. /) 	JECT3550
UOU653 770 FOR,AAT( / r4bXr19HTOTAL WEIGHT FLOW =PF6.10H LH/SEC . /r42Xr39HAVERAGJECT3560
ODU654 1F MIXTURE KATIO OF THE ELEMENTS _rF7.3r/r41Xr401(OVERALL MIXTURE RAJECT3570 .
UUU355 4TIU FUR THL INJECTOR _rF7+3r//r9Xr34HELEMENT TOTAL OXIDIXER FLOW 	 JECT3580 lgUOU656 3	 = ► F6.1r7ti L[)/SEC#21Xr26HELEMENT TOTAL FUEL FLOW 	 =rF6.1r7H LE3/JECT3590
i	
^
U00357 4t' ECr/r9Xr34HTOTAL OXIDIZER FILM COOLING FLOW -rF6.1r7H LB/SECr21XrJECT3600
COOLING	 Ll3/SECT/r9X#34HINJECTOR TOTAJECT3610^,.UOUa5E3 5,^6HTOTAL FUEL FILM. 	 = ►F6,1r7H
UOuj59 6L OXIDIZE(	 FLOW	 =rF6.1r7H LB/SECr21X ► 25HINJECTOR TOTAL FUEL FLJECT3620
000660 7'0W=rF7.107H LB/SEC#/r9Xr37HOXI0lZER OVERALL INJECTION VELOCITY =,FJECT3630
s UUUJ61 bb.1r7H FT/SEC#113Xr33HFUEL OVERALL ;INJECTION VELOCITY = rF6 .1v7H FT/JECT3640
3 UOU3u2
9SECr//)	 JECT3650
OOO;Sd3 780 FORMAT(9Xr23HFUEL LOSS COEFFICIENT =rF5.3r/r9Xr27HPERCENT FUEL FILJECT3660 t
UUu36' 4 1,q COOLING =rF5.l,r/r9Xr31HPERCENT OXIDIZER FILM GAOLING = ► FS.Ir/r9XJECT3670
OOu3ca5 Zp361I0IAMETER OF FUEL FILM COOLING ORFICE =rF7.505H IN.	 (NOTE..THIJECT3680
UUi1Jv6 35 MIGHT ETE AN EQUIVALENT 	 DIAMETER FOR MULTIPLE-ROW COOLING)# /r9XtJEC13690
OOUSU7 442HDIAMETEK OF OXIDIZER FILM COOLING ORFICE = ► F7 5 ► 21H IN.	 (SEE ABJECT3700
UOu..)08 5UVE NOTE)./r9Xr5lHNUMBER OF FUEL FILM COOLING ORIFICES PER INJECTOJECT3710
UUUJb 9 b,	 =r F5.Or/ r yXr54HNUMlTER OF OXIDIZER F ILM COOLING ORF'ICES PER INJECJECT3720
qtr OUu37U
OOu.j71
7TOk =rFS.Or/t4Xr1E3HUXIDIZER DENSITY _ri= ^'* 2r4H PCFr/r9Xr14HFUEL DENJECT3730
85ITY =rF6 0 1r4H PCFr///)	 JECT3740
UOU372 790 FORMAT(////r3Xr114HSECTION 4.,RESULTANT FLOW DISTRIBUTION '(MU) AS JECT3750 {
UUU373 1A_FUNCTI'O.,j OF ONLY THE RADIUS. I.E.. AVERAGE OF MU IN A RADIAL HANJECT3760
UOu.^74 2ji	 ///r 32Xr6HRAUIUSr15X'P5h(:•-1(R)rl1Xr13HMU(R)/tAU(MAX) ► /r34Xr3f1It4JECT3770
3,r//)	 JECT3780(00UJ75
I ODU37b 800 F'01414AT(13XrI3r18XrI2r4Xr4(IOX.F10.5))	 JECT3790
UUU477 810 FOKAAT(//r2Xt 49HSLCTION 2... ELEMENT LOCATION AND INJECTION TYPEJECT3800
'•_ UO J37t3 l r /// r l l 'X ► 	 7HELEMENT P 15X P 4HTYPE r 17X r1HR r 17X r 5HTHETA r 17X r 1HX r 19X r 1JECT3810
UOU379- 2iiYr/r13Xr	 5HN0e# 18Xr 3HNO * #14X#	 8H-(INCHES) r12Xr 	8H(DEGREE)012Xr	 8HJECT3820 i
UUU.):3U 3(INCHES)'rl2Xr8H(INCHES)r//) 	 JECT3A30
UUu.61 820 FOK,AAT(///r3X. 74H5ECTION 1....MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION FOR INJECJECT31140
ouu,582` -1 rOK DESLGIVL• D BY PROJECTS	 P/)	 JECT3850
00u333 830 FOitiAAT(//tbXr 4bHp...	 ..INPUT INFORMATION USED IN_ COMPUTATIONS 	 ► /JECT:5860
ODU^:)84 1/r9Xr 23HTOTAL PROPELLENT FLOW =rF6.1r7H'LB/SECT/r9Xr 59HTOTAL NUMJECT3870
OUO3i35 2oER OF ELEME14T TYPLS (SYMMETRICAL SECTION ONLY) _ r13v/r9Xr 54HTOTJECT:5880
UUU`3d6 3;;L igUM(3ER OF ELEMENTS (SYMMETRICAL SECTION ONLY) = rI4r/r9Xr 27HOXJECT3890
00U367 4IDIZER LOSS COEFFICIENT =rF5.3t)	 JEC13900
1
OUu.566_ 84U FORMAT(//r2xr 78HSECTION 3....TYPE DESCRIPTIONrORIFICE AREAa PROPEJECT3410
UOU669 1LLA,4T FLOWF AND MIXTURE RATIO.//r3X ► 84HTYPE`	 *-------- OXIDIZER JECT3920
UOU.590 20RIFICE DATA -----**---------- FUEL ORIFICE DATA --------*r /1r93XrJECT3930
000291 3 5H70TALr5Ar 5HTOTALt5Xr 5HTOTALr4.Xr 7HMIXTUREr/r12Xr 6HNUMBERr34XJECT3940
U O U J •92 4t 61ir4Uti lBEK r 33X r	 8H0X I D I ZER' • 4X r 	 4HFUEL r 3X;r l OHPROPELLENT r 3X r 	 5HRAI I OJEC T3950
UUU393 5r/.r,14Xr2HOFr5Xr 8HDI.AMETERr4Xc, 4HAREAr6Xr 4HFLOWr7Xr2HOFr5Xr 	 BHDIAJECT3960
UJuS94 6MET:Rr4Xr 4HAREAo6X r 4HFLOW ► 6X ► 4HAREA ► 6Xr 4H'AREAr4Xr 9HFLOW RATEPJECT3970
0Ou395 7/.11X ► 7HOKIFICEs6Xr3HIN.r5Xr 7HSO*	 IN.r4X ► 6HLB/SECr3Xr BHORIFICEJECT3980
00u .)96 3HIN.'r0r 7HSQ.	 IN.r4Xr 6HLB/SECr3Xr 7HSQ.	 IN.r3X ► 7HS(1. ;IN.JECT3990
UUu397 9r4Ar 6HLB/SECT//•)	 JECT1000
UOuJ95 850, FOKilAT(3Xr113r7XrI2)	 JECT4010
UOU399 860 FbRAAT(22XrF6.4r3XrF8,6r2XrF8.6)	 JECT4020
GUU L+UO 870 FORMAf(540 I2) 	 JECT4030
UUU i+U1 880 FORMAT(62XrF6 * 4r3XrF8 6r 2XrF8.0	 JECT4040t. UOULtO2 890 FOkfIAT(91XrFB.5r2XPPB.5r2XrFB.4r3XrF7.4) 	 JECT4050
' 00UwU3 9OU FORMAT(91XrF6.5r2X ► F8o5r2X ► F8.3r2Xr-8HINFINITY) 	 JECT406.0
UUU4U4 910 FORMAT (///1OX15HELEMENT RESULTS ) 	 JECT4070
UOU4U5 920 FORMAT	 (32X1.5r11XFIO.3r10XF10.4i11XF10. 4>)	 JECT4080
JUu4u6 930 F(K;AAT (//3lX7HELEMENT14X6HRADIUS15X5HANGLE 1 1X12HGISTR IBUTION/90X JECT40901
UUUwu7> 111HCOEFFICIENT/34XSHNO.35X7HRADIANS15X2HMU// ) 	 JECT410'0

















U l	 9W tLl S U 701#6 10291
	 UBali
o0uu01 SUBROUTINE
	 INJDIS INJD 10
INJD 20 ;i
UUuuu.i C *^***x******	 DECK MODIFIED 20 AUG 67
	
********************* INJD 30
OOuU04 C INJD 40
UOuuub REAL IPP#IPRrIPT#INTEG#IPX IIJJD 50
Ouuuub INTLGER	 DS(.R1)r	 TIML INJD 60 .
ODUUU7 LOGICAL
	 LOGTKr	 SL1 ► 	 SL2 ► 	 EORJr	 IRUN INJD 70 jT
UOUDub COMMON	 /PkOLOG/	 LOGIK(50) ► 	 5L1# SL2#;EORJ INJD 80
UOOU09 COMMON




	 uA.l.!MA#	 Ninr	 WCr	 AVN#	 BVNr	 CVNR ► 	 CVNI#	 CEr	 CI Ih)JC) 110
IONI,)1 MEWS 1?.0
"	
UUUU12 ; 1	 U	 (1000) #	 AVr4
	 (	 30	 #	 BVN	 (	 30) r	 CVNR	 (	 30) r
INJO
I FI^)D .130 lI00Uu13 2	 CV-11
	 (	 30) ► 	 RR	 (1000) ► 	 THATA
	
(1000) ► 	 F113ST	 (	 30)r TfJ.JCZ 140 t
OODU14 3	 SECONO	 30)#
	 L	 (	 2) ► 	 INC	 (	 30l0, INJn 150
Uuuu l b 4	 I PP Q U) ,	 OPP (bO) r
	
IPR (50) r	 oPR (50) ► 	 I PT (50) r	 OPT (50) ►, INJD 160
UODU15 b	 X	 (100U)r	 Y	 -(1000) INJD 170
ul)uu17 LQUIVALENCL
	
(	 IRUNr	 LOGIK(9)	 ) ► 	 _ INJD 1,80
ODUuld
UODU19
1	 (E1	 rDATA(1)) ► 	 (XM
	 #DATA(3))9
2	 (XN	 rDATA(4))r(V
	 v	 `(6))r#DATA(6),)r(SVN	 DATA
INJD 190
1
IWD 200U0Uu2U 3	 (f'00 	 ► UATA(13)) #	 {71	 PDATA(15)) ► INJD 210
UODU21' 4	 - (Wit' X P 	DATA(1921)	 ) r (THATA'r
	 Yo	 DATA(P921)) # It). ► D P20 =000u22 b	 (U	 "r DA I A ( 3921)) r 	 _ I .IJD
uuuu23 6	 (IPP	 r DATA (20)) s Iti,in 240
UOuu24 7	 (OPP'	 r LiAtA(70))r(IPR	 rDATA(` 120))r	 (OPR	 r=DATA(170)) r INJD P-50
uuju25 8	 (IPT	 . DATA (220)) ► (OPT
	 rDATA(270)) r (TFLP ► DATA(9596))r INJD 250UUUU2b 9	 (TFLftr DATA (9; 97) )-r (TFLTrDATA(959B)) 1HJ,) 270 f	 'Uuuo?_7 C Ir'hJD 280 {
GOuu2d 10 I=OWIAT (//12X3011RESULTS OF DESCRIfiING FUNCTION // 23X10HELEMENT INJD 290
uuuu29
C




uuuu3U 2 4 X 9i]FLOW-liATElOX2HFPlZX214FR12X21IFT` //
	 )` IflJf) 310
UODU31 2U	 FUHMAT	 (1QXF4) .4#I9rF11.3rF10.4rFll.5r2X3F14.6
	 ) INJD 320
00uu32 30 FORMAT (//
	 12X41HkESULTS OF INJECTION DISTRIBUTION EFFECTS // INJD 330 t'
UUUU33 143XbH0MEGAbX3HAVNUX3H(3VN7X311CVN7X3HCVN / 48X3(6X4HREAL `)96X4HIMAG/ INJD 340 jUODU34 2/	 ) IIJJ(1 350
Guuu3b 40	 F'ORAt AT	 (3 rjX5F"10.4	 ) INJD 36000 ^► u36 ' 5U FURAAT (
	 44X5HALL'	 4F10.4 ) INJD 370 l
UGuU37 60 FORMAT ( // 5X39HINPUT TO INJECTION DISTRIBUTION PROGRAM//10X9f
-ICONINJD 3$'0
;U0uu38 iSTAiyTS//1013FINUMBE.R OF OMEGAS - 13//14X20HNUMBER OF ELEMENTS =I59INJD 390
UUUU39 1	 1311 FOR EACH OF I4#
	 2.0H SYMMETRIC SECTI,ONS.: INJD 391
uOuL40 2//14X22HRAUTAL DIVISIONSiXM)
	 = F5.0//14Xa4HAN'^'aJLAR DIVISIONS 	 (XN) TNJD 400
UUUu41 3=F5'.0//14^,?7HACOUST'IC`MODE NUNIBER(SV"t)
	 4X30HORDER OF BESSEINJD 1110 I,
U0uu42 4L Fu!4CTIOtv'b(V)
	 = F3.0//14X17HINJECTOR RADIUS =F8.3 ► 5Hr IN.//14X321iINJD 420 i
UUUu43 bnATIO OF SPECIFIC HEATS(GAMMA) <=F7.:4//14)(39HMAXIMUM PRESSURE A, 11fLITNJE, 430 #
UUJu44 6[UUL RATIC)(POO)






	 =F7.3	 ) INJD 460
00uu47 7-0 FORMAT	 l// 10X17HINPUT FREQUENCIES
	 )' INJD 470
UOUu48 8U FORAAT	 (/	 7X 5F20,4	 I_' INJD 480
UODU49 9,0 FORMAT	 (///10X19HELEMENT INFORMATION.) INJD 490
'UOuu 5U 1UU r=ONMAT
	 ( 3 / 3 1X7HELEMENT1 t1X614RADIU^,15X5HANGLEIIXl2HDISTRIGUTION/90X INJD 500
O Ulu ubi	 '; 111NC:0EFFIC1 tIvT/34X3HN0. 17X3HIN.`15X7HRADIANS15X2HMlJ// 	 )' INJD 510 M
000052 11U	 FO,'4AT	 (32x19#11XF1U.3010XFlQ,4#11XF10.4')
	
-- INJD 520
ii GUu'u53 12U ,FORt!AT	 TABULAR NONLINEAR EFFECTS//11XIIHPRESSOIiE11X10EICOMINJD 530 J
UUUu54 1,WST101412xbriRADIAL12X1OHCOMUUSTIONIoX10HTANGENTIALIUX1UHCOMaUSTIONINJD 'St}Q
'.uuuu55 2/51'ABHVELOCITY32XtlHVELOCITY/ 9X 3(121-1PEKTUk.8ATION13X4HGAINI2X)





AODU56 130 FOkMAT	 (	 6(F1$.3 p 2X)	 ) INJD•560
OOuu57 140 (//33X65H***********	 THE ,SE VALUES PERTAIN TO A STANDINGF ORMATOGUU^b
UOJu59 150
1 ^E	 *****.r****	 )
F01414AT (//,13X65H***********
	










	 )	 - INJD 600	 r
UOuGol 160 FORMAT (2;X42HTHE VALUE OF IZZIT. IS ZERO AND NOT ALLOWEU) INJD 6.10
OOuu62 170 FORMAT(23X45HVALUE OF BESSEL ARGUMENT.T00 HIGH.OR LOW 1 = F10.4) INJD 620
Couuu3 C INJD.63U	 i
OODU64 180 USCRB = 1 INJD 640
UUuuOb IF (
	 .NOT.	 IRON )	 GO TO 190 INJh 650	 j
UODU66 CE = 100*0 INJD 660	 i
000u67 aSCRd = 2 INJD 670
u0uuu8 G0 f0 200 IFJJp 680
UUuU69 190 NW = 1 INJD 6300UuU70 oc(1)	 = 1.0 IrJJD 70000Uu71 200 TIME = 1	 ,
INJDUUuu72 k 114 = DATA(9574) 720
UUUU73 NE	 DATA(9571)	 +0.0001 INJD 730UODU74 5	 DATA(:)	 +	 0*0001, I14JD 731UUuU75 NUM:3k = DATA(9599)
	 + 0*0001 INJD 740
p 0uU 76 WIT = DA^TA(2) INJD 750 fyOODU77 K = V +060u01 IPJJD 760
UOuu Iii
UODU79







0 0u u80 M=L±1
'UuuUs1 i4=L+2 }
00uJs2 C ONLY THE REAL PART IS USED..
UUUU63 IF	 (	 E1	 LE.	 0 * 0	 )	 E1 = 0.0001
	 4 INJD 810	 {^
00L,
 6,14 IF	 ( NUMBR * LE * 0	 NUMBR = 10 INJD 820	 }i
Uijuu6b IF ( CE	 * LE * 99.0 )	 GO TO 260 INJD 830
0uu08,b CALL
	
PAGE	 ( 70 1 INJD 840	 r
uuuu..i7 wRIT'E
	
(6 ► 6U)	 I4W PNE i NSPXMoXN r SVN rVPRINJPGAMMAPP00 .Tf=LI- r#TFLRPTFLT INJD 850
GOuudt3
210
60 i0	 (2.2Ur210)v	 DSCRH INJD 860
uouu9U wR1fE	 (6r8U)	 ( WC(IW)r	 IW	 =	 1`F-NW)
INJD X70
I V.. ?	 2_
u0uu y l 22U (.INKNT _ 0 'INJ	 0	 6






	 * GT * 	 0)	 GO TO 230
CALL
	
PAGE	 (	 70 )	 _
INJD 910
INJD 920	 j
UODU95 j,Ri*rE	 (60U) INJD 930 
0Ouu'46 WRITE	 (6rlUU) INJD 940
06Uu97 LINKNT _ 50 INJD 950.
[ ODUU98 230 ;;RITE	 (6#110)	 J•	 RR(J) ► 	 THATA(J)p	 U(J) INJD 960
UODU99 LII.4KNT = LINKNT — 1 INJD 976
ouciluO 240 CONTINUE INJD 980
UOulul GU TO	 (26or , 250).	 D5CRg INJD 990
GUu102 250 A CITE	 (6 p 120) --Il4JD1000,
f	 ? 0DU103 wH1TE	 (6#1.50)
	
(IPP .(I)tOPP(I)PIPR(I).OPR(I)PIPT(I)POPT(I)PI=10 1 50)_ INJD1010
U p u1U4 CXXXXXXXXXXXXXX;,AXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXINJD1020
00uA0to C RUNNINU DESCRIILING FUNCTION IMPLIES THAT THE EXPANSION - INJg1030'
uOvIU6 C COEFFICIENTS AVN p
 BVNr AND CVN ARE FUNCTIONS OF THE FREQUENCYrOMEGA._It4JD1040
0,0U1'u7 C THEkEFORE, AN OMEGA 'LOOP ,MUST RE ESTABLISHED. OTHERWISE ► ,THIS.LOOP TNJD1050
OUulus C IS G014L 'THROUGH ONLY ONCE * INJ01060
aouiu9 CXXXXXXXXXXXXXX>AXXXXXXX.XXXX.XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX:XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXItJJ01070
0 G 'u 11 u 260 uO 470	 I'W = '1't
	
NW INJ010$0
LU'.`utll wCR = WC(IW) INJp1090
Uuj^112 VOO = P00/(GAMMA*WCR) INJDilUO`	 `ms`s
UU^^113 SUMP = 000 INJ[)1110











II, D, Program Listing (cont.)
00ul1 5 SUMT = 000 tJ,in 1130
OUullb LINKNT = 0 ^NJD}140
OU.ul17 ^ 0 450	 = le NE INJD1150 s
UUUlla R	 =- RR(J)/KII'•1J ItJJG11e,0
UOU119 j_TA = U(J)/(XM*XN) ItJJ[:117O
uuu12U C«***4 **«+**** *******************************.^******* ************* **
0OU121 C	 'jFHL ANSWEt,S WILL BE
j ODU122 C	 STUIEU	 IN Tltc FOLLOW I NG FASH ION
	
J(V-1)	 = FIRST(L) r
	 J(V)
	 = INJD1230
'UOU123 C	 FIRS1 (M) r 	 Atjt1	 J(V +1) FIRST(N). INJD1240 a
Ouu124 c* **«* ** ** *,-* *.** *»************** *,** *****«********:** ***#****
	 IIJJn12^0
OUu12t) KEkR = t) INJD1260ODUI26 L(1)
	 =	 5VIt*fj INJO1270 1UUUIGJ L(2)	 U.0 IfJJD1280 1
uuul2b CALL	 bESSLL
	 (	 FIhST (1) ► 	 SECOND( 1) r	 KK r	 Z(1) v	 KERR	 ) INJPIP90 I'UUulc9 ' IF	 (-KURR	 )	 27Ur270r550
- INJD1300'00ui3U 270
	 ;, IVf'J	 =	 FIRST(M) IIJJCt1310
ODU 31 JS1VN =
	
(	 V*FIRST(M)	
- Z(1)*FIRST(N)	 )/R INJD1320'
uuul3^ 4(l)	 =	 SV'i INJf).13.SU iUUU133 Z(2)	 = 0.0 INJD1340I UouiS CALL	 E3^SSLL
	 (	 FIRST(i).	 SECOrJU(
	
)o	 KKr	 Z(i) r 	KERB	 ) iNJUi3;o ta UUUlSS IF	 (	 KLRR	 )	 28OP28OP550- INJD1300
UOU136 28u 60	 TO (2` 0P320)t	 1IME IWJh'1370
I 0uu1157 290	 IF	 ( K	 )	 3UOP30UP310 INif)1.380
GUul.)is :SOO D =	 C FIRS;T(M)*FIR5T(M)
	 + FIR"(L)*FIRST(L)





310	 =	 (	 FIRST(M)*FIRST(M)FIRST(L)*FIRST(N))*3./(2.0
INJD 400
U	
- —	 14159*DATA(5))It.IJL,1410P 000141 12U IF
	





s^c1UU143 C	 IlltT IS NEGATIVE FOR STANDING MOUES AND POSITIVE FOR SPINNING MODES INJCT1440
`UOu 1 ,44 CXXXXXXXXXX`XXXX; A XXXXX X XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXIIJJT;14` 0 (°;









UUu 14 ', 34U	 CV'T	 =' 1.0 INJ01500
S'J'f	 =	 1.0 IhJJ(3 1510
UUU151 350 FP = 1.0 IrJJU1520
UUU1:)2 FR = 1.0 INJDI530
JOU153 FT = 1.0 INJD1540
UOul54 (;U	 TO	 (42,1)#360)p	 DSCR g IrJJL11550
U0U1t)5 360 NO = AIIS(PUO*SIVN*CVT) INJD1`i60
uUU156 VO = ABS(VUO*DSIVN*CVT) INJD1570
0Uu.L 7 vi  = AUS(VUO*SIVN*V*SVT/R) INJD15130
v. UUU158 A = -3.14159 INJf1.1500 i
UUU159 b = -A INJ01600
uUu16U IF	 (	 TFLP )	 37UP38OP370 INJD1610
UUU161 370 SAVED = 1.0/(3.34159*PO*TFLP INJD1620
UUU1b2 CALL INTGR(ArBrPSIrNUMBR) INJO1630
000103 371	 CON I INUE
G0Ulh4 CNSi	 = COS-(NSI) t	 II4JD'1640
UUU165 IPX = I'0*CN5I INJD 1650 [
UUUiob' CALL	 INT4(lPP(1)r	 UPf'(1)r
	 IPXr	 OPX) IhIJ(71t;60 `I
UUUlb7i F = OPX*CPSI i INJDI670
UUUlb& CALL INTGS($371rF,INTEG'E1.MM)
UOU169 - FP = SAVEI'*IIJTEG INJD1690
UOul7O 380	 IF	 (	 TFLR	 )	 390P40OP390 INJD1700
00-17,1 390 SAVER = 1 -U/,13.14159*VO*TFLR)' INJO1710
uUv 172 (-ALL _INTG p (A r BPPSIPNU!ABR) INJC1720
UUut73 " 391	 CONI INUE
3 Page: 20^` 	 ^.a^.
v	 o-	 r	 4
nReport 20672-P3D
II, D, Program Listing (cont.)
E=000174 CPS1 = COS(PSI) INJD1730
000175 IPX _ VO*CFSI INJD1740
U00176 CALL INTO (IPR(1)r OPR(1) e	 IPXP OPX) INJD175000U177 F = OPX*C!''SI I14JD1760
UOu178 CALL INTGS($391rFrINTEGrEI#MM)
0OU179 FR-.= SAVErt*INTEL INJD1780
UUUldo 400 IF	 l	 TFLT )	 41Ur420r410 INJD1190
0OU181 410 SAVET = 1 * 0/(3.14159*w0*TFLT) *NEW
UOU182 CALL INTGR(ArBrPSIrNUMBR) INJD1810**•1
OOUI83 411 CONTINUE f
OUulcs4 rP^1 — COS(PS I)C LNJD1820
_ . UOuli15
UUulau
IPX = WO *CNSI
CALL INT4	 (IPT(l)r
	 OPT(1)v IPXr	 OPX)
INJD1830
INJO1840.
00U.k67 F = OPX*C}^5I INJD1850	 !
UUul:ih CALL INTGS($411rFrINTEG•E1rMM)
UOUI89 FT = SAVET*IPITEG INJD1870
UUU19U 420 'TERi/P = ETA *FP*'.SIVN**2*CVT**2 INJD1880UOU191 Buhr = SUP,-.P + TERmP INJD1990
UUUl)Z VLRMR = ETA*FR*SIVN*DSIVN*CVT**2 - INJD1900	 j
GOuia)3 SUMI( = SU;.I(2 +	 TrRMR INJD1910
000194 TERiv1T = —E(A*. FT*SIVN**2*CVT*V*SVT/F2 INJD1920	 i
s 0OU195 SUMT = SUvj + TERMT INJO1930
' 0OU196 TIME = 2 INJD1940
UOU197 V0 To (45(#430) i	 DSCRB INJD1950
UOU198 430 IF ( LINKNT . GT. 0 )
	 GO TO 440 INJD1960
	 1000199 CALL	 PAGE	 ( 70 )	 _ INJD1970
UUU?-UU MME (6r lU) INJDV30
OOULUI LINKNT = 5U INJD199U
0DUe-U2 440 tjHITE	 (6r2U)	 WCRr	 J ►
 Rr THATA(J)r ETA# > FPr FRr FT I`NJD2000
UUt)eUS L"INKNT = LINKNT - 1 INJD2010	 i
UUucU4- 450 CONTINUE" INJD2020
UUUcU5 DD = D INJD2030




bVN(IW) = SUMR/OD INJD2050INJO2060	 1
UUu2U9 1F	 (IZZIT * GT * U)	 G0 TO 460 INJD2070
Uuu210 CVNH (Iw) = SUMT/DD INJD20'80	 -
ouueii CVNI(IW)	 = 0 * 0 INJD2090
U0ue12 GO TO 470 I NJD21'00
f UGu213 4b0 CVNR`(IW)	 = 0.0 INJD2110
UUut14 CVNI(IW) = SUMT/DD INJD2120
UOUI^15 470 CONTINUE INJD2130	 f
OOU216 IF	 (CE "* LT.-10 * 0	 )	 GO TO 530 INJD2140







U0U[19 - GO TO (48Ut-490)r	 USCRB - INJD2170
UOue2U- 480 ,4RITE
	
(6 p 5U)	 AVN(1	 )r	 !JVN(1
	 ) ► 	 CVNR(1 ')r	 CVNi(1
	 ) IJJD2180
ODUZ21 60 TO 500 INJO2190
OOUe-22 490 " )rWRITE	 (6r4U)	 t	 WC(I) ► 	 A jVN ( IBVN(IIr	 CVNR ( I)r	 CVNI ( I)r I=1rNW )INJ02200.
t7Out23 500 IF	 (	 IZZIT
	
) 510.560#520 I'NJD2210
000224 510 ,jRITE(6#14U)	 >" INJD2220
UOUe.2b Go TO 530 INJD2230
OUue2b_ 520 wRITE	 (6r1b0) INJD2240
UOu227 b3U CONTINUE INJD22'50
OOu2?B 540 i2ETURN INJD2260
UUUle29 550 ,RITE	 (6r1"/0)	 Ztl)	 '' INJU2270
OUJ2.5U GO TO 540 INJD2280
uUuc31 56U ,4H 	 TE	 (6t 1b0) I14JD2290
OOU[32 tiQ TO 540 INJD23'00
Page-201





-_'3Sa;*as:k	 '° ^x.iaa	 YK.m'i_ s. a ^-	 —^ "i4s 1	 x	 _	 -. _	 -..	 ..	 t 	 ._:	 _
Report 20672-P3D





























































r II, D, Program Listing (cont.)
f






rBLLAL SUBROUTINE CALCULATES XX VS U2TOL FROM NOZZLE GEOMETRY
SIMPSONS RULE IS USED WITH KN INPUT ODD AND CHANGED TO KN/2+1 IN
*ANNUn03O
MAIN*ANN00040





LOGICAL	 LOGIKr	 SLIP	 SL2r	 EORJ


































l	 r	 XX	 • UPTbL	 r	 DESIRE
	
r. RAT	 r
2	 r	 RC 'f	 r	 HANG	 r	 G	 r	 K 'N	 r
3	 r	 YOUT	 ► TLMP	 r E	 • XTAHLE r
4	 r	 R	 r	 AM	 r	 AP	 r	 AMP`	 r






6	 r	 G1	 r	 G2	 P G3	 r G4-	 r
7	 r	 K	 + NN	 r PI	 PROD	 r
6	 r	 SALFA
	
r	 Tl	 ► 12	 r	 T3	 r
9'	 r	 ZZ I 	 r	 LZ2	 •	 ZZ3'	 v	 Al	 r
COMMON , /AbCDF/
1	 A11	 r	 ALPHAI	 ►
 ALPHAR r	 ARI	 r
2 	 r	 alu
	
r	 Bl	 P	 U 2	 P ti3	 r
3	 P	 6f,,	 a	 B7	 r	 88	 P	 B91	 r
4	 r	 Bil	 P	 Hell	 P	 C2	 r	 C3	 r
5	 r'	 CIl	 r	 CHI	 r	 C	 r	 D10	 r
6	 r	 D2	 r	 D3	 ► D4	 r	 D5	 •









9	 r-	 H	 r I
	
0	 IWO	 ► 	 'IW	 r
C014MUN	 /AbCDF/
1.	 MUESIR	 r	 NK	 P	 NP	 •	 S2	 r
2	 r	 U2	 0	 U	 r	 W2	 r	 W	 r
























































































UIME;NSION Y (3) rYP ( 8)! PYOUT ( 8)'rTEMP ( 16r8) rE(8')






( XKvGRAD)r(EXTRA ( 91)PRATI ) P ANNU0410
IODU41
00uu42 C
l	 ( EXTfIA ( 93)rRACI)	 (EXTRA ( 94)rRCCI ) r(EXTRA(95 ) PHANGI) ANN00420
ANNU0430
OOuU43 FKN = KN ANNU0440
00uu44 KNM1	 =..,KN - 1 ANNU0450
O'OUu45 DELAM = 'l,U/(FKN+100)` ANN110460
UUuu4U' I'3	 3.1415927 ANNU0470
U.DOU47 C ANNU0480
OUuu48 00 10 J - =_x200 ANNU0490
UOuu49 /Z(J)	 _	 0..t) ANN110500'
` u0,uu5u'
00uu51
A(J)	 =	 0.0 -
k( J) 	 _ -0.0
ANNUO510
ANNU0520
OUu u52 AMP(J)	 = 0 , 0 ANNUO530
&uuuJ3 ;kNl(J)	 =	 0.0 .; ANNUO540 c
U!Uuun4
uuuuU5
XX(J)	 =' O , U







II, D, Program Listing (cont.) ^	 k
ODUU56 10 AP(J)
	
=	 O.0	 ,	 t ANN00570., 1
ODUU57 C ANNLJO580
UOU05B R(1)= RAT ANNU0590
UQuub9 HI = RATI ANNU0600
i uuuuu RCfl = EXTRA(92) ANNU0610
UUutjc,l A(1)	 = NI*(R(1)*R(l)-RI*RI) ANNU0620
GuuU62 u2TOL( l) =1.0 ANNU0630
UUUUU3 Ft(KN)	 = RAC A (VA Jn 640 w
' UUUU64 ALFA = HAtJb* * 01745329 ArJlluoh50
Ouuuu:5 CALFA=COS(ALFA) ANtIU0660
UGuuu6 SALFA=SIN(ALFA) AIJPIl10670
UOuub7 CTALFA=CALFA/SALFA AM 1110680
u uuubd r;S f A l=HAT 4 !<C'T* (1 * 0 —CALFA) ANN00690
ODUU69 1;SfA2=RAC—XCC*(1*0—CALFA). ANHU0700
UUuu 7U ZZ1=hCT*SpLFA AIJN00710






UUuU75 JFLAG2 = 1 ANNU0760
UGuu76 IF
	
(	 kACI	 .El.	 U.0
	
.AND. RATI	 .EO. 0.0 )	 JFLAG2 = 4 AIVAU0770
UUUU7 -1 ALF l = HANUI*.01745329 ANHUf,1780
00uu70 CALF 1	 = C0s(ALFI) ANNU0790
UODU79 SALFI = S1N(ALFI) ANNUOR00
UODU(30 CTALFI = CALFI/SALFI___ ANt1Ut)ti10
00uurs1 Rll =RATI + RCTI*(1_90
—CALFI) ANMIM20




`i (JOuu )3 ZI1 = RCTI*$ALF1 ANH110840
r ODUU64 ZI2 = ZI1 + CTALFI*(RI2-RI1) ANNUn850
1:i,Uuui35 Z 1 = Z12 + RCC1*SALFI At1[1LJO,1360
U0uu8t) 1-4 = ZZ3 ANNU087C
'j Uuuu(37 IF	 (	 Z13	 .i^T.	 ZZ3	 )	 Z4 _= ZI3 Af111001130
uuuu;3t; DELT1 = Z4 /	 (FKN-1.0) ANNU0890
Uuuuci y C ANNl10900
uUOU y U C)0 80	 I = 2#KNM1 ANNU0910
' UUUU91 ZZ (i) '- ZZ (I-1)
	 + UELTZ ANNU01320
00uu92 Z = ZZ(I) ANNU0930




2U k (1) =RAT+r;C T-50iI T (1iCT**2-ZZ (I) **2)
IF (rt (1) —RST A1) 7U # 7U P 3o
ANN00950
ANNLJ0960
UUUU90 30 JFLAGI=2 ANNU0970
00uu97 40 H (I) =RST. A1+(RSTA2—HSTA1) * (Z: (I) —ZZ1) / (ZZ2-ZZ1) ANNU0980
60uu98 IF	 (	 Z—ZZ,?	 )	 70v	 70#	 50 ANN110990 _.
' UUuu^y 50 JFLAG1 = 3 Atgjul000
0ouluo 60 IF	 (	 Z—ZZ3' !	 62r	 65#	 65 AI11lU1010
uuulu1 -62 ri(1)	 = "RAC - RCC + SORT
	 ( RCC*RCC - ( ZZ3-Z )**2 ) ANJJI11020
PUU102 G0	 10 70
_ UUUlOS 65 R(I)	 = RAC ANNU1030
U6U104 JFLAG1 = 4 Aj4tjU1040
Uuulu5 70 60 TO	 (	 7eF 74• 76• 77 ) ► 	 JFLAG2 AblAU/1050
Uculob 72 Tx = SGRT	 ( RCTi *RCTi - Z*2 ) Arl;lU1060 i
UOU107 IF	 t	 RCTI	 .LT.	 0.0
	
)	 TX = —TX ANNU1070
UUulUB ft1	 = RATI	 + RCTI	 — TX' A14rJU10110
OOul09 IF	 (	 Z-411)	 7$¢"`	 7$1, 	 73 ANNUif)^i0
OOG11^ 73 JFLAG2 _ 2	 _ ANHU1100 "" t
OUulll 74 j^j	 = RI1





(	 Z — ZI2








rII, D, Pra am Listing conF	 8	  (	 t. )
f 0001.15 - IF	 t RCCI	 .LT. 0.0 )
	 TX = -TX ANNU1150
000116 FBI = RACI - RCCI + TX ANNU11600OU1.17 IF l Z-ZI3 )
	
76r	 77P	 77 ANNU1170DOul18 77 t(i = RACI ANHIJI180
UOU119 JFLAG2 = 4 PINU1190 tYUUU120 78 A(I)	 = PI•(







UOU123 ZZ(KN) = ZL(KNM1) + OELTZ ANN012310
000124 A(K14) = PI*r, RAC*RAC - RACI *RACI	 ) ANNU1240UOU125 AMM = 1 * 0+ DELAM--' ANNU1250
DUU126 G1=2.0/(G +1,0) ANNIJ-1260 11 	 .UOU127 G2 -(G - 1.0)/2.0, ANNU1270
UOU126 (;3 =	 (G + 1.0)/(2100*6 - 2.0) ANNU1280
0OU129 G4=1 0/G1 AIJIIU1290U0u130 C ANrIIJ1300 r
UUul31
U00i32
DO 90 J = 1 ► KN
A	 - ANNLI1310AMM =	 M M	 UELAM ANNU1320








00u1:57 00 IOU K = 2tKN ANNIJ1370 ..
UU6138 CALL`INT4(AP(1)vAM(1)fA(K)#AMP(K)) ANNU1380µ 0 00139 AM'2=AMP(K)**:2 ANNI11390O o u 140 ii2 tuL (K ) = (64*AMP2) / (1 , 0+G2*AMP2) AtJNI:J 1400
UOJ141 100 CONTINUE 1(.NNU1410ODU142 -C ANIJU;1420
Uuul''^3 -UESIRE ='AMP(KN) ANPJU1430'
i 00u144 XINT = U.(i ANNU1440
00014 L1l 1) =0.0	 _
UUu14o NN = KN - 2_ ANNU1450
000147 K = 1 ANNU1460
UUul48 IF	 (-RCTI	
-EQ.	 0.0
	 )	 RCTI`= 100 ANNU1470
,. U0ul4l3 GRAJ = SGjjl	 ( G1*(RAT/RCT - RATI/RCTI )/( RAT*RAT	 RATI*RATI ) ) ANtJU1490
_0OU150 1.*RAT
00u1)1 PROD ? 290*XK*UELTZ/3.0 ANNU1490
UOuls2 00 110 J = 1PNNr2	 - ANNU1500
000153 `tl = SGRT(U2T9L(J)) ANNU1510:-
UOUtv4 T2 = SG1RT(U2TBL W+1)) AtJtlU152000U1`)5 T3 = SGRT(U2TBL(J+2) ) ANt+.tiU;1530
Ujult.)b XINT = XINI t PROD*'(T1 +4..0*T2+T3) AN#jU1540
OUu157
ODU15,3
<K = K + l
XX(K)` = -X1NT/RAT. ANI'JU1550ANIJU1560,
u0ulb9 t1(K)=ZZ(K-1)+2.*OELTZ
000160 u2TuL(K-1) = U2THL(J) ANNU1570
UCYU161 110 CONTINUE ANNU1580 
UUul'2 U2TljL;(K)	 _ U2THL(KN) ArlNU1590'
Oouio3 C********** AMNU-1600
00u 164 RETURN At!+JNU1610



















LJUUU06 ENTRY INT( S (SPF PXrEPM)
UUuUU7
UUuuOB c
GO TO (1 2^3YrI
FIRST TIME
U0uuU9 1 X=i3




1ODU14 2 FE14U = F+FU


















3 KF = MOD (k - 1#4)+1,
60 10	 (1001i 1F	 2r13)#KF





UUUU61 GO TO 14







00uu37 IF(K,NE.N ) RETURNl
UUjuU36
uuuus9
lSuMl = DX/3.*(FEND+ 2. *(F2+F4) +-4.*(F1+F3))
!,u,,42 = 2*D^/3.*(FEND+ 29*F4+4**F2)
CUUU4U ER=	 (SUM1-SUm2) /15.
U06u41
000042
IF(A3S(E9/-^,UM,1).LT.E)	 G6 ,10 15
IF(H.GT.NL)	 GO TO 15
{ GGUu44 30 TO 20
UuUU45 15 Y=SUM1 + ER




U p uU48 ENU





II I D, Program Listing (cont.)
W LLr SUB25*i#700717P 49712
0AUU01 SUUROUTINE DISTR 03INP XOUTP CAP KER
DOUUO2 c HYMN 36
00uuu3 c CALCULATES COMBUSTION PARAMETERS	 HRP HI HYMN 40
00OU04 C PROGRAM BY	 LW VERNON
	
FROM	 11MAY67 ANALYSIS OF	 AJ SMITHP JR HYMN 50
OUUU05 C INCORPORATES CORRECTIONS To ANALYSIS THRU	 I JUN 67 HYMN 60





RHOP RHOL CONVENTIONS CORRECTED
	
22JUN 67





000UU9 c HYMN 100'U'Ouulu HYMN 110
Uouull c HYMN 120
U9UU12 LOGICAL	 LUGIKt HRUNr CKOUTP SIMPLP KNOT# LIMIT# TASLR HYMN 140
010UU13 COMPLEX EtSIGMAtOlSIPOICI ► 02SItQ2CIPH#OMEGCtSWC#CSORT *NEW
0 !0 JU 14 C HYMN 150
0' uuulb COMi,iON	 /PROLOG/	 LOGIK(38) p 	 HEAD(12)o	 SLl p 	SL2t	 LORJ HYMN 160
0 10UU16 COMMON	 /AbCDF	 DIN (4300) HYMN 170
UUUU 17 U11AE"ISION	 B	 240	 e	 ZZ	 102
Vouu 18 L	 u	 (	 102	 DU	 (102	 UL	 102
ODUU19 2	 RHO	 (	 102	 RHOL (102
	 ZING	 6
Uouud-j 3	 UBAR	 (	 102	 SlMP	 (	 6	 ZIP3	 102
0 iu u u 2-, 1 4	 ERRZ	 (	 6	 ZIPS	 (	 102 ' )	 r	 ZF	 6	 )	 p
O iQuur! 2 5	 71IR	 30	 THI	 (	 30	 )	 BIN	 240	 )	 P '
Uouu23 b	 XOUT	 100	 WC	 28 )	 WET	 30 )	 P ^^
000024 7	 ERT	 30	 )	 EIT	 30	 )
	 r	 ZDIST(	 20	 )	 v
OUUU25 b	 DISTM(
	 20	 ))uu2b EQUIVALENCE HYMN 360
GOUU27 •1	 (	 11RUN	 r	 LOGIK(	 8)) ► (	 CKOUTP	 LOGIK(13))#(	 SIMPLP	 LOGIK(14)) p HYMN 370
ODUU28 2	 (	 KNOT	 t	 LOGIK(15))P(
	 LIMIT#	 LOGIK(16))#(	 TABLRP	 LOGIK(17)) HYMN 380
O0UU29 EGUIVALENCL HYMN 390
ULUU3u 1	 (	 B(l)	 t	 SNH	 )P(	 B(	 10)	 v	 ZINC	 )#(	 DIN(	 14)	 #	 RCH	 )v HYMN 400
J	 090U.3 1 2	 (	 B(2)	 t	 ZE	 )t(	 B(	 18)	 #	 XNE	 )P(	 UL(l)	 v	 ULO	 ) p HYMN 410
OIUUU32 3	 (	 B(3)	 v	 GAM	 8(	 19)	 v	 XNW	 )P(	 RHOL (l)	 P	 RHOLO	 )• HYMN 420
0 1iOuu.3 3 4	 (	 B(4)	 P	 uE	 )t(	 B(170)	 P	 wc	 )F(	 B(20)	 P	 WET	 ) ► HYMN 430
I	 U : (j uu 14 b	 (	 11(5)	 P	 SOUND	 )P(	 B(200)	 t	 ZDIST	 )P(	 13(50)	 v	 ERT	 )f HYMN 440
uluuu35 6	 (	 13(6)	 t	 ULIM	 8(220)	 t	 DISTM	 )P(	 H(80)	 v	 EIT HYMN 450
O i!UuO36 7	 (	 B(7)	 r	 XK	 B(8) , P 	XCMPL
00UU37 HYMN 550
G;;u u038 c HYMN 560,
UOU639 14AMELIST /lA05/SWCoSNHvWtOML GC#EPSIGMAPUlSlOQICIP02SIP02CIPH *NEW
0D004U 10 FORNIAT	 65H TRANSVERSE STABILITY PROGRAM... CALCULATES	 HRO HI HYMN 570
0!0UU41 I
U'O'UU42 20 FORMAT	 11H INPUT DATA// 9X3HSNH12X2HZElOX5HGAMMA9X2HUE9X HYMN 590
O .OUU43 I	 14HSOUNU (FT/SEL) 2X13H ULM (FT/SEC)	 5X 9HXK	 (DRAG)4x11HXCOMPL HYMN 600 &J,
ODUU44 2(IN)	 F15*8t	 F14.8t	 F12,5#	 F14,8t	 F16 * 2#	 2X 3F15#6 HYMN 610
00045 3 5X10HINCRLMENTS/ bXFB.1//),
(OUU46 30 FORMAT	 25H NOZZLE ADMITTANCES INPUT//	 15X9HOMEGA(cH)	 12X HYMN 650
O 'OUW47 1	 3HERT	 17X3HE
,
I-T .//)
6	 'U481U 6 40 FORMAT ( ////22H CALCULATED RESULTS... 10X 29HFIRST-ORDER SOLN UHYMN 650:
ODUU49 1r-4IF	 INJ 	 )//	 17X.5HO.AEGA
	
12X6HH REAL 14X6HH,.IMA6
u '0 u 'u t) o . 50	 FuRiviAT	 ( -9-XF 15.7t2L2U.8 HYMN 680
obou51 ' 6 ()	 FORMAT	 ( , 9XF15*7#2E20.8L)
UPUU52 - 12HOV4TEGRALS 6E18.8 HYMN 730
u'uuu53 110	 IAT ( 6H ERROR 6X6E18981-PORM	 E , 0 HYMN - 740
U^i^ u54 C HYMN 840
u uub!3 C HYMN f350,
Report 20672-P3D
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i
00JU56 C+**********s*#****** ***********+******************#*






`HYMN SAOUUuu5t3 NWI d DIN0408) + 0.01 HYMN 89,0	 j
ODUU59 TABLR	 _	 NwIGE	 3	 , .	 , ,
	 „ .:	 r ,HYMN 900
	
.
uouu60 ,	 i	 ^UO 170	 I	 = 1 p	 240	 ! . HYMN 910	 IODUU61 170.	 B(I)	 =	 dIN(I)	 , HYMN 920	 j





PAGE	 (	 70 ) HYMN 940
UODU64 KOUT = 2 HYMN 950	 !i
00uU65 14ET = XNE HYMN 960





^ UUUUoE3 200	 WklfE
	






OODU7U WRITE	 (6r6U)	 C WET(I)r
	 ERT(I')rEIT(I)Pl= ltNET 	)
Ouuu71 CKOUT =	 ( CA .GT. 200.0	 )
00OU72 C HYMN110,0
1-3 OOuU73 C GENERATE NORMALIZED DISTRIBUTION AND OTHER TABULAR FUNCTIONS HYMN1110
00u074 C HYMN1120
OODU75 220 ZC
	 = XCMPL / RCH HYMN1130
UODU76 CC = ZE HYMN1140	 f
CODU77 1DZ = ZINC + 0.001 HYMN1150	 j
ODUU78 CALL	 INTO	 ( ZDISTr OISTMP ZCr UENRM ) HYMN1160
QOUu79 SCALE = UE It UENRM HYMN1170
000u8v SIMPL = I'DZ .LE.	 0 HYP+1N1180
ODUU61 IF ( 5IMPL )
	 GO TO 230 HYMN1190	 ^d
OODU62 INT = 2
^,
UOuUd3 IUZ- = IDZ/4 * 4 HYMN1210HYMN1210000Ub4 C `-	 MUST BE POSITIVE MULTIPLE OF FOURr '' LESS THAN
	 101 HYMN1220-	 >,
UODU85 GO TO 240 HYMN1230	 1
oouudb C
,. HYMN1240
Uouu87 230 1NT = 1 HYMN_1250
UOU088 IDZ,= —IDZ/2 * 2 HYMN1260
U00069 C HYMN'1270
OUuu(U 240 IF
	 (	 (	 IDZ .Ea.	 0 )	 06RO
	
IDZ . GT.	 100	 )	 )	 IDZ = 80 HYMN1280^
OODU91 C HYMN1290-
00OU92 C IDZ
	 IS NUMBER OF 'Z—INCREMENTS. HYMN1300
OUuu93 C HYMN1310
ODUU94 IDZP = IDZ +'1 HYMN1320'
UO^JU95 UZ	 - ZC / FLOAT(IDZ) HYMN1330
-`O OU_U 9 6 C, HYMN -1 ,340






	 =	 0`,U HYMN1370
OUul00 RHO(1)= 1.0 HYMN1380
-
;y
0 UOu102 Yc)Fl =	
IUOM^SOGAM 1.0)
HYMN1400
0OU1u3 -2.0GF2 =	 tGA^^t-1.0)	 / HYMN1410	 -
00ulu4 KHOLE _ ( 1.6 + GF2*UE*UE ) **GF1 HYhN1420`-
0 oUlUS RHOLO = RHOZE- * UE / ULO HYMN1430
UUUlGb uHAR(1)	 = U.0 HYMN1440













Z = 0.0	 V
HYMN1480`
HYMN1490	 +
UUu112 C J r, HYMN1500'
UO0113 ,D0 250 I Z"= 2 ►° IDZP HYMN1510











	 -•	 Y...	 • CF.	
.'»,'	 Y'#,	 S	 "	 :1++ 	 L54Ees Twcn	.•	 '$'Y"q`	 t	 ^^u .4`r^#x'.at	 ^r&a•-.:.	 _ a..r..s:Ybsv_-.z^..... ;.;tiu'"i,^WUY... 	 ".h«	 `e^'.wrcsL	 au ..s3r..	 i	 a	 ^ av^.c	 '3 	 .^	 - 	 s
Report 20672-P3D }t_^ E
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000117 U	 ( IZ)	 =	 U(IZ )*SCALE HYMN1550
00GA18 DO(IZ)	 = DU(IZ)*SCALE HYMN1560
0lull y UL(IZ)	 = UL(IZ-1)	 + XK*DZ*(	 U(IZ-1)-UL(IZ-1)	 )/UL(IZ-1) HYMN1570
00u120 TEMP =	 1,0	 + GAM*(	 U(IZ)-UL(IZ)
	
)*U(IZ) HYr4N1580
UOU121 RHO(IZ)	 _	 (	 190 + GF2*U(IZ)*U(IZ) 	 )	 **GFI HYMN1590
UOU;122 RHUL(IZ)	 _	 (	 RHUZE*UE _ RHO(IZ)*(J(IZ)
	 )	 / UL(IZ) HYMN1600
000123 U	 QUAR(IZ)	 =	 (	 (	 1,0 - GAM*U(IZ)*O(IZ)`)*RHO(IZ)*DU(IZ) HYMN1610
000124 1`	 - GAM*U(IZ)*RHOL(IZ)*XK*(	 U(IZ)-UL(IZ)	 )	 )	 / TEMP HYMN1620
OOU125 ZJP3(I/3' = DU(IZ)	 +	 t)U(IZ) HYMN1630
000126 ZIP5(IZ)	 = FHOL(IZ)	 / RHO(IZ) HYMN1640




U (IDZP) = UE
HYMN1660
HYMN 1.67O
000130 UU(IDZP)	 _ 000 HYMN1680
00u131 RHO(IDZP) = RHOZE HYMN1690
000132 RHOL(IDZP)	 = O,U HYMN1700
00u133 ubAR(1UZP) = 0,0 HYMN 1110
00J 134 Z1F'3(IDZP)	 = 000 HYMN1720
0;00135 ZIP;i.(IDZP)	 =	 000 HYMN1730
UOu136 C HYMN1740	 -
000137 C UBAR• ZIPS• ZIP5
	 AS TABULATED ABOVE ARE FREG-INDEPENDENT PARTS HYMN1750
OOUi138 C OF INTEGRANDS, HYMN1760
000139 C HYVN1770 --




********* ***, ******************************************************* HY(AN2310
000143 C HYMN?320 FE
uu	 144 C LALCULATIO14S FOR EACH FREQUENCY• W HYMN2330
0OU=145 C HYMN2340
00u146 C***** *********************************************** ****************'HYMtl2350
00J147 C HYMf412360 "°}
000148 UO 820 IW = It	 NW HYMN2370
000149 W = WC(1w) HYMN2.380
00 U 15(1 UMEG2 _ SHH*SNH - W*W HYMN2390
000,151 OMEG = SORT (AbS (OMEG2)) HYMN2400
0Uu452 LIMIT = ,FALSE, HYMN2410
0DU153- C +1YMN2420
ODU154 CALL	 INTO	 ( WETr	 ERT•	 Wt ER
	 ) HY1412430
OD0,155 CALL	 INT4	 ('WET•	 EIT•	 W ► 	 EI	 ) HYMH2440
00 C	 ,156 IF	 (	 OML62 )	 280.290.300 HYMN:>450 
ouoj157 280	 IM = 1 HYMt.42460
u'0 U,156 GO TO 310 HYMN2470
O'O 01159 C HYMN2480
00t7:0Q 290	 1M = 2 HY7y,ItJ?_490
O l0u161 OMEG = 0.5E-10 HV'MN2500 .
U U U'lb2 - OIAEG2 = U , 25E-2Q MNLl510
0';0 U1163 Go TO 310 /`	 *NEW
010 0,164 C AYMN2 520
U^^U;165' 3OU	 LM = 3 IHYMN2530
0!O U;166 C -	 q HYMN2540
o00167 C EVALUATION OF SIX INTEGRALS	 BY 	 BOOLE	 FORMULA	 ( OR SIMPSON. ) HYMN2550 ,•
001.168 C BOOLE INTEGR gTION IF_ ZINC INPUT POSITIVE• 	 ELSE ­ -5 1_MPSON RULE	 i!
-_
HYMN2560 ='
00JA69 C ( BOOLE IS SIMPSON ' RULE WITH-ERROR FORMULA )	 j	 ^ ^^^ HYMN2570
UO^U170° C _..`t	 ^i H:YMN2580
OOU171 C IM	 IS	 t	 i• '2•	 3_)	 AS	 OMEG2	 IS	 ;	 -• .0•	 +	 )•	 % HYMIN2590
UOU'172 C THEN USL	 ( CIRCULAR# LIMIT• HYPERBOLIC )	 FUNCTIONS HYMra2h00 ;










TL, D, Program Listing (cont.)
1
000174 310 DO 320 1 = It 6 HYMN2620
000175 320 ZINGII')	 = 0.0 HYMN2630
0OU176 NOD = 3 HYMN2640
000177 00 430 1Z = It	 IDZPP	 INT HYMN2650,
UUU178 Z = ZZ(IZ)' HYMN2660
000179 GO TO ( 350 04O r 330) ► 	 NOD HYMN2670 -
00ul8O C HYMN2680









0OU185 340 WT	 2.0 HYMN2730
UOU166 IF t	 IZ .EQ. IDZP )	 GO TO 330 HYMN2740
0OU187 NOD	 'l HYMN2750
UUUltia GO T0 , 360 HYMN2760
ODU1.89 C HYMN2770
UOU190 350 WT s 4.0 14YMN27PO
ODU1:91 NOD = 2 HYMN2790
000192 C HYMN2800
ODU193 360 PSI = OMEG,*	 (ZE-Z) HYMN2al0
000194 GO TU (3900370r380)r	 IM HYMN2820
UOu195 C HYMN2830
ODU196, 370 ZEZ = ZE - Z HYMN2840
A
uUG197 +	 IZ',)	 *ZEZZF(l)	 - QBAR( HYMR12850
ODU198 ZF(2)	 =	 GBAR ( II I Z)	 _; HYMN2860
000199' ZF(3)	 = ZIP3 (IZ) * ZEZ HYMN2870	 x.
UOUe00 ZF(4)	 _ ZIP3(IZ) HYMN2880
' UOU201	 : ZF(5) = ZIP5(IZ)	 * ZEZ HYMN2890 
00U2U2 ZF(6)	 = ZIP5(IZ) HYMN2900
u0u2U3 GO TO 4-10 HYMN2910
i' 000204 C HYMN2920
I	 t UOU2u5 380 CF = COSH(PSI) HYMN2930
UUU06 SF = SINH(PSI) y,:	 F,HYMN2940
00'ULU7 , GO TO 400 HYMN2950	 3
000208 C HYMN2960
0OU209 390 CF = COS	 (_.PSI) HYMN2970
IT OOUGIU SF ,= SIN !	(PSI) HYMN2980000211 C NYMAl2990
( UOU212: 400 ZF(I)	 = QBAR(IZ)	 * SF HYMN3000
OOu213 ZF(_2)	 = QBAR(IZ)	 * CF HYMN3010
-4 000214 ZF(3)	 = ZIP3(IZ)	 * SF HYMN3020
(UUc15 ZFW ,_ ZIP3(IZ) * CF HYMN30;30
HYM004000udl6 ZF(5)	 = ZIP5 ( I'Z)	 * SF }
OOU?-17 ZF(6) = ZIP5 ( IZ)	 * CF HYMN3050
0OU218 C ZF ARE CUMPLETE INTEGRANDS HYMN3060
^.r 000219 C HYMN3070
UUUL2() 410 DO 420 1 = It 6 HYMN3086
000221 Z1NG ( I)	 = Z3:NG ( I) + WT*ZF ( I) HYM143090	 !
UUu222 420 CONTINUE HYMN31:00.t






( 460 r 4,40) r	 INT :, HY146130
0OU226 ' C -	 _ HYMN31'40HYMN315000(j?-27 440 '=INT	 1
': HYMN31'60..UOU2^-, 6	 ,`
00'0[29 450
450	 '_DO	 I	 i r_:6	 ;:.,
SIMP ( I)	 = 2ING ( I)*QZ/1 . 5` i HYMN3170
UOue.30 C SIMP IS SIMPSON INTEGRAL, FOR I0Z/2 INCREMENTS HYMN3180
k UUu231 VO TO 310
HYMN3190





0OU233 460	 UO 470 1 = I  '6 HYMN,5210
000234 470	 ZING ( I)	 = ZING ( I)*DZ /3-0 HYMN3220 }
000135 C ZING IS SIMPSON , INTEGRAL FOR
	
IDZ	 I14CHEMENTS HV013230 a
0OU236 C HV-1113240 t
00ui^37 INT = 2 HYMN3260**-1
0OUL38 DO 480 I = l r 6 HYMN-4270 1
OOU139 ERRZ(I)	 -	 (	 ZING( I)-SIMP ( I)	 )	 / 15.0 HYMN3260
000240 IF	 (	 A13S (ERRZ(I)/ZING(L)
	 )	 .GT.	 0905	 )	 CKOUT =	 .?RUE. HYMN3?90
000241 C Z114Gr SIMP Al2E SIMPSON INTEGRALS WITH
	 IOZr	 IDZ/2	 INCREMENTS HYMN'9300




	 ZLNG	 IS NOW	 E300LE INTEGRAL HYUtJ'5320
000244 480	 CONTINUE FIYMN3330
00Ur45 C HYMN3340
00ue- 46 C AE30VE	 ZING(I)	 ARE THE REQUIRED INTEGRALS HY'1N3350
OOU2 ia7	 ? C HYNIN3360 ?	 r000248 yWC;;,Nk1*Slqt1-W*W *NEW
0OU24y OMEGC=CS0RY(SWC) *NEW u
U0u150 E = CMPLX( ER rEI) *NEW
000251 SIGMA=CMPLX(0.sW) *NEW i
000252 QISI=SIGh1A*(ZING(3)+(GAM-1.)*ZING(1)+XK*SIGMA/(XK+SIGMA)*ZING(5)) *NEW
000ct)3 UlC1=SIGP,IA* (ZING(4) +(GAM-1.) *ZING(2)+XK*SIGMA/ (XK+SIGMA) *ZING(6) )- *NEW
0OU254 G11GI=-QICI *NEW
0Ou255 OISI=-Q1SI *NEW Ir
000256 Q2S1=SIGMA*GAM/2.*ZING(3) *NEW
ODuc57 Q2CI=SIGMA*GAM/2.*ZING(4) *NEW
U DU.256 ll= (OMEGC *OMEG*CS INH ( OMEGC * ZE) - (0. p i .) *OMEG*W	 *E*CCOSH (OMEGC*ZE) *NEW
wU-j2by 1-O141EG*01CI+(0.r19)*W	 *E*Q1SI)/(OMEG*42CI--(U.o1.)*W 	 *E*025I) *NEW
0002,0 GO	 TO	 (510 ► 500r510),IM *r-JEW
000261 500	 1=(-(0. ► 1.)*W	 *E-GlCI+('O.rl.)*W 	 *E*Q15I)/(Q2CI-(0.rl.)*W *NEW
0002u2 1*E*W2SI) *tdEW I
000263 510 CONTINUE *NEW t
000264 HR=REAL(H) *NEW }
ODU?-u5 HI=AIMAG(H) *NEW
}
000266 WRITE(6 ► TAbS), *NEW i
UOU467 C HYMN3880*-50
0OU268 THR(IW)
	 = HR -HYMN3890
000269 THI( IW)' = HI HYMN3900
00u27U C HYMN3910
1)0U271 820	 CONTINUE HYMN7090"
UOU272 C END' OF ld W-LOOP HYMN7100 r
000273 C********************************************************************** HYMN7110
000274 C HYMN7120 i00uG75 KER_= NW HYMN7130
00u276 XOUT(9) = XNW HYMN7140
000277 C HYMN7150
00ue76 C HYMN7170
0OU279 DO 830 IW = lr NW
_HYMN7180
00U, 80 XOUT (IW+ 9)
	 = WC` (IW) HYMN'7.190 I
OUuedl XOUT(IW+39)
	 = THR(IW) HY1-1N-7200 {
U0u2ti'2 XOUT(IW+69)
	 = THI(IW) HYMN7210
000z ,,63 830	 CONTINUE
	 - HYMN7220
U0uc84 (O TO 840
000265 840 IF	 ( CKOUT )	 CALL PAGE	 ( 70 ) HYMN7240
°,f
ooui^ 86 WRITE` (6r4U)	 -	 -, HYMN7250
0OUL87 ;T'RIT'E	 (6r50)	 (' WC(I)r
	
THR(I ) r	 THI ( 1)P	 I	 =	 it	 NW	 ) HYMN7260
00u?d6 13 0 CONTINUE_
^^^^^^'6UU[fl9 C Hkr HI ARE'FINAL RESULTS OF THIS SUBROUTINE. THEY DO NOT INCLUDE"
OUu290 C ANY INJECTION'D ,ISTRIBUTION EFFECTS- 	 TO GET N AND TAU GO :TO ODD^,,,t
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000U01 SUBROUTINE ADSET(N ► FrD#FP#ToX•HA#E)
{ UODUO2 IMPLICIT REAL*8(A—HPO—Z)
OOuUO3 ^EAL F ► DrFPtX.HArE ► TP
° ODUuO4 6IME=NSION F(1)tD(i)rFP ( I)PT(8•8) PHA(1) • E(1) ► AC ( 6r3)PAU(10)#AH ( 10) 00000030 d
j fjuuui)5 1,ACC(6) PER(60)







'j ODUU09 2	 U UUPO,[)UPO. DUPO.DOrO.DOPO.DOPO.DO/ 00000050
UOuulO DATA	 AD	 /2.ODOr-1.ODO x0.D0r0.D0rj4.UDOr-4.UDOr1.000O8.0[)Qr-12.0DOr0OOOOIOD
UJUull 1	 l6.ODO/ 00000110
UUU012 DATA	 All /(I•bf)U ► O.1c5D O#0*0.625D0r0. 03"a062500t0.25D0r0:125DOr 00000120'
ODUU13 1	 0.07fil2,[)0r0.12bD0r0.09375D0r0.0625DU/ 00000130
UUuul4 [)A FA CONI P COIJ2/	 0.9462151DO.0.0537t348DU/ 00000140
UOuul5 C 00000150 j.
uOuulb C**** THIS SUBROUTINE WILL INTEGRATE N DIFFERINTIAL EQUATIONS. 00000160
OUuU17 C WHERE N MAY HE NO LARGER THAN THE SUBSCRIPT ON ER 00000170 r j
0U.UUl8 C**** THE CALLIrlb SEQUENCE IS AS FOLLOWS. 00000180
OD19O	 U C**** wIS THE NUMBER OF EoUATIONS 00000/90
UUUU20 C**** F IS THE ARRAY OF FUNCTIONS 00000200
'j OODU21 C**** D	 IS T'f{E AFFRAY OF DERIVATIVES OF THE FUNCTIONS f 00000210
ODUU22 C**** FP IS THE ARRAY OF'THE PARTIAL STEP VALUES OF F AT X = TP 0000O?20
UODU'23 C**** T- IS AH ARRAY OF b*N WORDS 00000: 30
ODUu24 C**** 'WOREHA IS FITHER AN ARRAY OR A SINGLE 00000240
00UU26 C**** IN DITHER CASE HAO.)	 IS THE INITIAL STEP SIZE GUESS 00000250
i 0OUu2b C**** IF THE ARRAY FEATURE IS USED TtiE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS HOLDS 0000Q2.60'
UUuu27 C**** IF HA(2)	 1S EQUAL TO 1111 'THEN STET' SIZE IS LIMITED OUO('i(11270
UUUuc'fS C**** 11A(3)
	





HA(4)	 IS THE LARGEST VALUE OF THE STEP SIZE ALLOWED
IF HA(2)	 IS EQUAL TO 2222 BOTH THE LIMIT AND THE CORRECTED
00000290
00000300 -`
OODU31 C**** OERIVATIVES ARE USED. , 00000310
OCUU32 C**** IF HA(2) IS EQUAL TO 33',3-ONLY-THE CORRECTEU DERIVATIVES ARE00000320
ODUO33 C**** IF HA (2)	 IS NOT DEFINED THEN NEITHER ARE USED 00000330
UOuU34 KKF=O 00000340
OODU35 C*** * SET FOR NO RECAL OF DERIVATIVES 00000350-
OUub l u CALL EL11
-;UOuu37 H=HA(1> 00000360
GODU if3 ) illi ,4=0.D0 000`00370
OODU39 tiMAX=1.D30 00000380
ODUU `40 IF(HA(1).LT .O DO)	 HMIN_—HMAX 00000390'
w ODUU41 IF(HA(1)L'(.OD0)	 HMAX=O.DO 00100400
000042 C**** ;;ET ;SAX —MIN STEP SIZE 00000410
t 000043 IF 0HA(2)	 EQ.l	 ll@,DU)	 GO TO '400	 - 00000420
000044 IF(HA(2)	 EU.2222.DU)	 GO TO ;401 00000430
000045. I(=(HA(2)	 'EW.3333.DG)	 .KKF=1 (I'D000440
f 000046 403 00 TO 4 00000450
OU.Uu'47 4UO riM1N=HA(3) 00060460`
000U48 NMAX=HA (4) 00,000470
CODU49 GO TO 403 00000480
000050 4U1 KKF=1 00000400
000051 GO 'TO 400 000-00500




000Ub4 ENTRY ADI'NT 000005.30'
; 000055 I ENf=1	 oh,	 ' 00(1U^Qb^40












':o„p --..x:..... a.+kdr	 _	 .-, s,e+are.,	 _	
-..,...
.; .^ ,.	 -^.....^*ye
	 ,wr	 " _.. 
	
__	
..:.	 .a.., __.;c::..^^ _ .	 ,.._:.: ti•t,z	 ..^_. __.	 ^	 _. _ '"_ ^a:.,.agp*ra._.. 	 _	 _,..	 .,.	 .a ....	 ^.- -- 	 .=ExF'b'	 w.: *^an,ar.._.	 ,_.
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00005E IUF=O 00000550
OODU57 IF(INT.EQ.0)	 GO TO 20 00000560




UO 10	 100 00000590
OGuuul 2u H=HA( 1) 00000600
UOUub2 506 UO 504 I=IFN 00000610
OODU63 IF(E(I)„LT.1.D-9) ;E(I)=1.0-9 00000620
0Duub4 504 CONTINUE )0000630
uUUUbS 520 IF(IENT.NE*O) RETURN ° 00000640
GODU66 RETURNI 00000650
UUUU67 C )0000650
UOU068 ENTRY ADCOk(*) 00000670	 -
00uU69 KENT=G 00000080
OOuU70 2 IF(INT•EQ.U)	 GO TO 23 00000690
000u71 22 IF"(KKF EQ.2)
	
GO TO 34 00000700
00bu72 DO 41 I=ItN 00000710
U00073 T'( 8pI)=
	
F ( I) 00000720
OUuU74 41 T(1 ► I)=D(I) 00000730
OODU75 KF=2 00000740
ODUU76 GO TO 100 _ 00000750
UOU077 C 00000760
ODUU78 23 I'NT=1 00000770
GUuu79 UO 40 I=10I4 00000780
00u0bu T(7,I)	 _F(1) 00000790
Uuu(J8l 40 1(2 # 1)	 _1)(1) 00000",00
UODU82 GO TO 21 00000.810
00uu8,5 C 00000 20
OODU84 C TEST ERROR TERM , HERE: 00000830
UUuubb 42 CONTINUE°	 _ 0000034.0
UUUUdb IUF=2 00000 350
000087 UO	 16 I=IPN 00000860
}? uuUU86 DO'f_F(I) 00000870













ODUU96 19 IDF =1 00000950
UODU97 GO T0;500 00000960
ODUU98 18 IF(126.D0*ERR.LT9E(I)) GO TO
UODU99- 33 IUF=O " 00000;9130
00ul00 16 COVINUE 00000990
00ul01 340 IF (KKF. NE.0) GO TO 404 00001000
0OU102 C NEW DIFFERENCES; 000011,010	 -
DUU103 34 1F ( NS.G'T•5)	 NS=5 -:...,	 00001'020
4 0OU104 12 UO 17'	 I=l p N ~.-.	 00001030
000145 T(7.I)	 =	 F(I) 00001040
UOU106 TE = D(I) 10000050
0OU107 UO 15 K_2rN5 09001060..;
? UOuloa TF = TE -T(KrI) 06001070
u0ulu9 T>(K.I)=TE 0,&U01080
UUu11U 15 TE =TF -	 0000110-90
00u111 17 T_(14S+1vI)=TE 00001100
00u112 AF(KKF*NE,0) KKF=l, 00001110
OUu113 ` NS=N541 00001120








IL, D. Program Listing (cont.)
fit
000115 Sul RETURN 00001140 i





t DOU119 C ., 00001180
i UOU120 C HALF	 - 00001190
{ UUu12.1 5Uu IF(H.LE.HMiN)	 GO TO S40	 s.	 ,,	 , 00001200
OUui22 502 INT =INT +1 00001210








' 000127 GO (0 28 °00001260
U0u128 _ C uOuri4E 00001270 .,..
U00124 25 IIJT =1 00001280
UOU130 IF(2.J0*H.GE.HMAX)`RETURN 00001290 1
' UOU1,S1 510 it=H 4-H 00001300i GOU132 fiA(1)=H 00001310 ^.
3 ' UU0133 28 IJN=(JS -2 00101320
UOu1 4 IF(NN.EQ*U')
	
GO TO 260	 {
UOu135 UO 26 I=1 ► N 00001330,
t UUU166 ER(1)=ER(I)*64*DU**(2*IDF-3)
00U137 KKK=1	 (1' 00001340T OOU1.36 UQ 26'-t=lrNN 00001350
0Ou139 TE=u.DO 00001360
001u140 D0 27 K=LtNN
	
= 00001370
000141, 60	 TO	 (44,45) r IDF 00001380
Y# UOu142 44 TF=NH(`KKK) 00001390
,i 00U143 v0 TO 29 00001400 ..
UUU144 45 TF =AU `(KKK) ' 00001410
0UU145 29	 • TE = TE +TF*T(K+2r I) 00001420
' UQU146 27 KKK=KKK+1 00001430
6OU147 26 T(L+2 p l)	 =TE 00601440 
i00Ul k18 2Fi0 IF(TDF-2)21 ► 5U1r21 00001450 ,.,.F,
' 0Uu14 C 00001460
ODU15U EJJTRY ADPAK(TP)
00Ulv1 3 KF = 3 
00u152 p'!	 (TP=1 	 ) /H
OCGU153 p2 =P*P 00001500
00u1a4 PS -P*P2` •,_ 00001510 u
0OU155 "^ p4 = P*P3 \ 00001520;
GOulab ^^	 `' N5 = P* p 4	 - 00001530
000157: ACC(2)=P 00001540
uUu15t - ACC(3)`=P2/2*p0 00001550
000159 A.CC(4)	 ci2•DO*P3+3.D0 *P2?/12.D0 00001560 Pfi
1 -O'J)ulo0 ACC(5)	 =( p4+4'.DO*(P3+P2))/24 * DO 00001570
00ul61 ACC(6)	 =(F..DO*P5 +45,* DO*P4+110 * DO*P3 +90.DO*P2)/720 * D0 0000158
J GU01.u2 GO TO 100 00001600
' UUU164 C 00001610
u
u U0u164 :'	 43 U0 46 I=1 #N .
000165 46, r,P(1)' =	 F(1)
00uIu6 :,	 '' RETURN 00001650
01u167,^ ,-,	 C OOQO1E^60
_",'O0U _4 'ADRESENTRY 00001670 
-4 INT=OU	 r	 ^>^ 0 0001680
O.OUa''7U H=l 1'/32.DO
G.arul 11 HA (11'=H 000017i^fl
UJU172 N`.>=2 0000173-0 =:

















00U176 100	 UO 101 I=IPN 00001770
0k:"J 177 YT=(1.D0 00001780
tu
OL;0178 UO 102 K=1rNS	 - 00001790
OGul79 102	 TT = YT + AC(K?KF)* T(KvI). 00001800;
0uu180 F	 (IY = Y T -*N	 +	 T(7rI) 00001810
UGUli^l IF(KFeEQ.l•AND*NS,iE0.6)
	
F(I)	 F(I) -C3NI*ER(I) 00001820
UOu182 101 CONTINUE 00001936

















=.t•	 ry'1	 ^ ^
r
_. yM _- 	 A.	 y-F	
BSI	 ''2M	 5
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2
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II, D, Program Listing (cont.) -
• f
00101 1* *NEW
OOlul 2* SUUROUTIAE CCC(DINrDUUTrWCrCODEvNER) NOZM 10
OUlul 3* C
6uiul 4* C*********«*********** **********x**** *********** *»***** *************NOZM 15 -
GUlUl 5* C***** THIS PROGRAM WAS WRITTEN FROM A REPORT ON NOZZLE ADMITTANCE*'*****NOZM 20
00101 0* C***** THEORY FROM PRINCETUN UNIVERSITY. 	 THE ANALY4IS WAS DONE BY******NOZM 25
OU1U1 7* C***** CART_ (_UNDELIUS AND THE PROGRAMMING BY JERPY HOWARD.JOB 8052******NOZM 30 4
Oii1U1 d* C****.*******
OUlUl 9* C	 fvOLt•i!r i^10DIF1ED 25 JUL 67	 TO SUPPLYCR1rCT1 IN'' PLACE OF BRl#RI10 I
' UJ 01 10* C	 (•.OZV.IT MODIFIED BY '.S I AUGH AND DUDLEY MARCH 70 TO EXTEND NOZZLE
GOlUl 11* C	 AS A CYLINDEk STN INCHES Y
00161 i2* 35
. Oul"Ul 13* C NOZM 40
OU1U3 1'4* LOGICAL	 LOG1Kr	 SL1r	 SL.2r	 EORJ NOZM 185
6UIU4 15* COMPLEX	 GHPSC ► XJKrF3rX.1 ► X2rZETA
UUlUS lb*
p	 _
COMPLEX T1X ► UQrF3P ► X1P ► X^PrZETq, ► DZFTPrDF3PrD
X1PrbX2P
OU1U6 17* COMPLEX ASCRPFBSCfiPPLSCRPrESCRP - ^•
' Q0107 18* C0P•NN0N	 /A !3CUF/	 EXTRA (100) r	 ABLOK ( 600) NOZM: 45
OU107 19* 1	 r	 XX 	 r	 U2TvL	 r	 DESIRE	 r	 RAT	 P RAC	 r RCC NOZM 50
OUlU7 2t)* 2	 v	 RCT	 r	 ALFA	 ► 	 G	 r	 KN	 r Y	 r YP 140ZM 55 ,4
OUIU 7 L1* 3	 .	 YOUT	 r	 TEMP	 r E	 • XTABLE t YTABLE r A NOZM 60'
O,UlU7 e.1* 4	 r	 R	 r	 AM	 r	 AP	 r	 AMP	 r ZZ	 r AMM NOZM 65 r
U.U10 23* 5	 ► 	 AMP2	 CALFA
	 ► CTALFA ► DELAM	 r DELTZ	 r FKN NOZM 70
UU10 1'+1+' 6	 r	 G1	 r	 G2	 ► 	 G3	 r	 G4	 r JFLAG1	 r KNMI. NOZM 75 a
6UlU7 25* 7	 r	 K	 ► NN	 r	 PI	 r PROD	 r RSTAl	 r RSTA2 NOZM 80
Ov1U' ^:6* 8	 -r	 SALFA	 r	 T1	 r	 T2	 •	 T3	 r XINT	 r XK NOZM 85 :.
0U1U7 27* 9 '	 r	 ZZ1	 r	 ZZ2	 r	 ZZ3	 r	 Al	 r ABC	 r	 AB[)' NOZM 90 {
QUl U 2tl* CO(MMUN	 /ABCUF/ NOZM 95
0110 L1	 r	 ALPHAI	 ► 	 ALPHAR	 r	 AR1	 r 8101	 r	 (3102 NO Z.M' 100
t,
OU110 " „^UL L	 E310	 r	 f31	 r	 p2'	 ► 	 63	 r 84r B5 NOZM 105
` 0U1tU 31* 3	 r	 86	 ► 	 37	 r	 B8	 r	 f3'91	 r 092	 f	 U9- NOZM 110 .
00110 32* 4	 r	 oil	 r	 URI.	 r	 C2,	 ► 	 C3	 r CHII	 r CHIR NOZM 115
• ^^U1lU :i.i* 5	 ► 	 CIi	 r	 CR1	 ► 	 C	 r	 010	 r 011	 r D1 NOZM' 120 ' s	 ytVF 	 _..
UU11U Jib* 6	 r	 D2,	 r	 U3	 r	 D4	 r	 D5	 r D6	 r	 U7, NOZM 125
i/U110 ,i:is 7	 ► 	 DB	 r	 U9	 r OC2 	 r	 D	 ► DU2	 r EI NOZM 130
OU11U JET * 8	 r	 ER	 r	 F3I	 ► 	 F3R	 P	 FI	 r FR	 ► 	 H1 NOZM 135
UU1'lu 47-t^ 9	 r	 H	 r	 I	 r	 IWO	 r	 IW	 -r IWW'	 r	 J NOZM
140 f
quill jj* COMMON	 /AbCUF/ NOZM 145 P
U'vlll 69* 1	 MDESlR	 r	 NK°	 r	 NP	 S2	 r S	 r	 TT NOZM 150
001`11 40*- ?_	 r	 U2	 r	 U	 r	 W2	 W	 r XIO-I	 t	 XIUR NOZM 155
bU1;11 41* 3	 r	 X12I	 •	 XI2_k	 ► 	 XI	 r	 XJ1	 r XJR	 ► 	 XMNE1N NOZM- 160
U0111 42*! 4	 r	 XMOLU	 r	 X.NEW	 r	 XOLD	 ► 	 XPT	 # X	 r ZI NOZM`165
^Ulll L+3* `5	 r	 Zf^` 1JOZM' 170
U0112 4.4* COMMON	 /PROLOG/	 LOGIK (!50) t	 SL„l r ' SL2 r	 EORJ , NOZM ' 180 .
UG112 45*> C NOZM 235
UUll3 4b*' UIi•1ENSION XX(2UO) ► U2T3L(200)tXTABL'(200)rYTABLE(200) r ZZ(20 0 ) NOZM 195
U0114 47* DIME14SION Y(6) tYP(t3) ► YOUT(8) rTEMP(16PB) ► E(8)
J0115 46*' UIh;f`JSION A(200)rR(2UU)rAM(200)rAP(200)rAMP(200`) NOZM 205
Uullb 49* bI.il[ N"a'19N_	 0I-0(1) ► ' UOUT(l) F,WC(1-)-:	 - NOZM 210
OU117 J*` E'GUIVALENCE	 C VELPOTr EXTRA(101) 	 ) r	 E STN# EXTRA(102)	 )
0612U b1* EQUIVALENCE	 ('GRAD	 r	 XK;	 ) _
i U120 ;i2* C NOZM 320 t.
(),0120 53* C*************************;*************************************** {^.
04 U1ZU ;a4*; C NOZM 330





II, D, Program Listing (cont.)
}
GU 121 t)6* NER






NOZM i 350,00121 tu*
OulLl ` 59* C ****#****** NOZM 355
00122 bJ* G	 =	 DIN(l) NOZM! 360
O U 123 6149 NOmEG=WC (2) +2.0001 NOZM !. 365
00124- 02* MDESIR	 =	 DIN(2)	 +	 .0001 NOZM 370:(i> •	 _OG1 52 E,3* ^	 *lG+	 U *S0 T(DIN 4 *DIN 7))GLD-.S	 1.	 )	 R	 (	 )	 ( NOZM 375	 _
OU 126 b4* (CODE)	 0 ► 30r5U>IF	 	 )	 1 NOZM 3 80_.
00131 65* 10 WEH =
	
1	 - NOZM 385
OU132 66* 3U RETURN NOZM 394
UU133 b7* 50 IF(WC(1))70r90r70 PIOZM;395
00136 ud* 70 WCONST=DOUT(3)/(6.2831853*.DOUT(1))- NOZM 400
04137 by* GEO=GEO/DOUT(l) NOZM 405
r 00140 70*` GO TO	 ILO- NOZM 410
00141 71* 90 ViCUNST=[)OU •t• (3) / ( 6.2831853*ROUT (2)) NOZM 415
UU142 7L* GFO=GEO/DOUT(2) NOZMj420 j..
OU143 73* 110	 IF(CODE-9990)l90r190tl30 NOZM'425
OU143 74*, C ******w******** NOZM 430
rill 00143 75* C PRINT OUT INPUT*	 _ NOZM 435
UU143 7b* °'C'************** NOZM 440
3
06146 77*0 130 CALL PAGE(5) NOZM'445 i
UU147 1j^ wRITE	 (Gr150) NOZM 450'
Ovltbl Ty * 15U FORMAT (lHO r 75H PROGRAM	 C	 INPUT	 CALCULATES NOZZLE ADMITTANCE NOZM 455
u i3u * 1COEFFICIENTS USING 8U52'	 ) NOZM 460
001b2 bl* LyRITE	 (5r170)Gr	 MDESIR }465UG1;6 U2*' 17U FORMAT	 (1H0 ► 5Xr3HG = rF9,3#-llH •	 MDFSIR .r I2	 ) NOZM
UU157 t33* 19J CONTINUE NOZM! - 475
OU157 64* G'***********«**************************************************** NOZM 460; I`
001:)7' u5* C' MUESIR=1#INPUT TABLE ► INPUT DESIRE. M,DESIR_2rCALCULATE TABLE ► INPUT* NOZM 485,' j
r Oulb7 bb *' C DESIRE
	 ADESI.K=3 ► CALCULATE TABLE O CALCULATE DESIRE (AT LAST POINT)* NOZM 49000157 67* C ************•*****,************************************************ NOZM 495 `;...}
Oulbo 66* GO TO
	 (290r210r21U)-► MDESIR . ^ NOZM 500
00161 09* 210 'RAT
	 =	 DIN(4)
-NOZM 505
,A 001.62 yU*; RAC_	 =
	 DIN (5) 'NOZM '510
OU163 91*' _kCC
	 =	 DIN (6) NOZM 515 4
00164 52* RCT
	 =	 DIN(7) NOZM 520
00165 y3* ALFA
















00173 97* VJRITE	 (6r250)
	 RATrRACvRCCrRCTrALFAr1(NrSTN =
002U4 56* 25U FORMAT	 (111 05X5HRAT = ►F793 p
-6HrRAC =rF7 * 3r6H ► RCC =rF793r6H#RCT =0 NOZM 550OU2U4 99* 1	 F7,3r 711PALFA = F7 * 3r'5HrKN = I4 p 6HPSTN = F7 * 3	 )00205 IU0* ti 27U	 cot-4TI'NUE NOZM 560
002U6 lul* CALL TRLCAL NOZM 565-06207 - -! lu2* K11 _ KN/2 + 1 NOZM 570, >>
0Uk10. *biA6N0STIC* 1 7HE TEST FOR EOiUALITY BETWEEN NON'-INTEGERS; MAY NOV HE MEANINGFUL.
OU210 !1U3* IF	 (	 ST IN .EEC *	0.0	 )	 GO TO	 370
0UZ12 lU4* H= SURT- ( U21 BL (KN)) /RAT* GRAD*2.0
00213 1U5* KNl = KN+l'
OUL14 1U6*' KN3 = KN+3`
00215 1U7*` DO	 280	 NK	 KNir	 KN3`
l? ,2ZU lUts* XX (JY) = XX (!^K- 1) 	- H*0.01
UO221 1u9* ZZ(.!K). r ZZ(lVK=1) +.0i
` 0U222 110* _U U2!bL;!NK) 	 U2-TBL(KN)28	 _
00224 111* XX(K.r'43)	 = XX(KN)	 - 'H*$TN
0U2GS 112*' "ZZ(K.`J3)	 ='ZZ(KN)+ST.N
	 ±r} s UU2i6 ` 11.3 Kti = KN3	
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9Ut27 115* C **********************»*****************************` NOZM 580OU20 110* C READ VELOCITY POTENTI AL TABLE, FIRST POINT IS (0#1)* NOZM 58500227 117* C *****r******************************************** NOZM 590Qu2e6u 116* 290 J = 10 NOZM 595UU231 119* UO 330	 I = 19200 NOZM 60000234 1cJ* XX(I)	 =	 DIN(J) NOZM 61000235 1e1* U2TBL(I)
	 =	 DTN(J+1) NOZM 615OU236 1L2«''
-
^ = J+2^„
 NOZM 620 `	 .OU237 123* IF (I)
	 3300300 ,103 Q NOZM 625
q
OUc 42 1^4* 310	 IF	 (	 XX(I)
	 )	 330#350#350 NOZM 630OU245 lib* 330 CONTINUE NOZM 635 i126* (: ****+******************************************* i^00245 NOZM 640
OU245 127* C KN = COUNT OF TO1AL NO. OF POINTS IN THE TABLE.* NOZM 645OU245 148* C * *** *******#********************************k* NOZM 650 EOU247 leg* 350 K 
	 = I - 1 NOZM 65500250 130* 37U COiAlIIVUE
OU251 161* FORLT=U2TfiL (2 )
00252 1i2* - IF(CODE-199.U)470r47Ur390
00255 133* 39U CALL PAGE(70) NOZM 665U U25b 1.34+ WRITE	 (6P430) NOZM 670OU2bO 135* KKKN-= K14/2
OU261 166* UO 410 I=1rKKKN NOZM 680_f)u2u4 1.>!* 1 KK=KKKf!+I NOZM 685 ;.




'	 OU3U1 141* 41U CONTINUE NOZM 705
1	 063u3 142 * 430 FORMAT(//r'40k#
	 251IVELOCITY POTENTIAL TABLE.:r//#35X ►
-46HZ = AXIAL PNOZM 710
0U3U3 143* 10SIT ON IN NUZZLE (INCHES) 	 r/#35Xr39HX = VELOCITY.POTENNOZM 715_
OU3U3 144+ 2JIAL (NONOIMLNSIONAL)
	 r/r35XP 69HV = AXIAL VELOCITY 	 (UNDIMENSIONALNOZM 720S NOZM 725
G03L3 -146* 41L//r5Xr5HNO1t4Tr11Xr1HZ#16XN1HXri!iXrlHVr16Xr5HPOII^4T'P11X#1HZr16X ► 1HtJOZM` 730
f	 OU303 147* 5xf16X.1HVr// ► ) NOZM 735
TO
,...,,
UU3U4 146* 4b0	 FORMAT( 6Xrl3#6Xr3(E12. 5r5X)r*X#13r6Xr2(E12.5r5X) ► E12.5r) NOZM 740OL3U5 149* 47U	 COIJTIIJUE NOZM 745
C:i;:iUS lbU C ****	 *».******************************************* NOZM 750
Uu3U5 lbl* C REVERSE ORDF-R OF TABLE VALUES AND SET UP FOR INT4D* NOZM 755
OU3U6 lb2* 490 N'K = KN+1 NOZM 765 OU307 lb3+` XTAB EMK) = 0.0 NOZM 76500,510 154.1 Y1 ARSE (NK) - = 0 * 0 NOZM 770
O0311 lbb* UU 510 I = 1rKN NOZM 775<00314 15u* _ NK = WK - '1 NOZM 780
OU315 lb71, XTABLE(I)	 = AX(NK) NO^ZM 785
00.)ib 156* YTAHLE (I)	 = U2TBL (NK) o
_7^ ,.





OU317 1b0+- C tJOZM A00
00321 161« VELPor = XX(KN)
00321 162 .E C **t*****r***^*********** NOZM 805 ¢Q	 -1 21 1r,3* C }BEAD OiJc C,1SE AT A TIME* NOZM 810
Ou321 IU441 C' 15
.
OU322 lo`_i« IIV;^t	 =	 410 NOZM 820
00323 166* I'w0
	 =	 2 NOZM 825
06324 1u'7 IJP	 _	 DIt•J	 3)	 +	 .0001	 -' NOZM- -830
0u325 lc)b* IF	 (C QE	 -	 99.0)	 570P57OPS30 NOZ 835
W51 0 1t,9*" 53U IJPR
	
=	 NFL` , + 3 `NOZM 840
00331 17U* NPT	 =	 3 * NP	 + 4 09 -- NOZM '845
UU332 171* CALL	 PAGE 6,1PR) NOZ'N 850
OU333 172* WRITE	 (6x550)(	 DIN(I)#	 I	 =	 410r	 NP^T	 ) NOLt^1 855
00341 173- - 550 FOWAIAT (^1HO ► 39X o 6X r 4H	 WN #.12X r 6H (SNH ) N ► 10X r 4H DES //' NOZM 860
00341„ 17 1}* ' i	 (44)Xr3E16.6')) NOZM 865OU342 175* 570 CONTINOE	 - NOZM 870
OU343 176*'- 590 IF
	
(CODE '-	 9.0)	 670c670r610 NOZM 875
-	 -	
Page -222	
-- - - -
;t
rReport 20672—P3D
II, D. Program Listing (cont.) i
00343 177* C NOZM.880__
Eu OU343 173* C PRINT HEADER AND OUTPUT SYMBOLS* NOZM 885
OU343 179* C *************#************* ***** NOZM 890
00346 160*





























OU3'56 167* 1r14Xr21ABIr14X t 2HCR ► 14X#12HCl/4Xr6H ( SNH)N ► 5X?HWNr9Xr1HGr6Xr13H AR/(MNOZM 930
00356 168* 2ACH
	









003b0 191* -	 . -	 'DO 1310	 IW =	 1rNP NON 950
003t)3 192* W	 =	 DIN(IWW) NOZM 955





GO	 TO (,69OP690010)r MDESIR




	 I'Ww ,=	 IWW + 3 NOZM 975 i







OU372 260* XMOLD=66'0 NOZM 985











	 = - . 001'
-NOZM 995
NOZM1000
OU377 2U5* X - 000












004U3 2(19* H-XI NOZM1020









Ou4U6 213* C *********************************** NOZM1640
OU4U6 214 * C	 INITIALIZE 
.
8 EQUATIONS AT X=O.* NOZM1045 IE
004U6 215* C NOZM1050 I















CALL BTLDA (tXTRA(9 1)rEXTRA( 92)PRATrRCT ► GrFTT)
ZETA = ((W2-S2)/4.0-(G-1•)/4.0*SC)/(A1+SC)













X2(' = ;1.0/( 2.0;*A1 +P..O*SC7
00425 2cd* Y(1).'=	 0.0
OC426 229* Y(,2	 _ 0.0





















I1 9 D. Program Listing (cont.)
00435 230* YP(1)	 =	 05
UU436 237* YP(2)	 = 0.0
06437 2zb* YP(3)	 = HEAL
	
(X1P)
00440 2,,9 YP(4)	 = AIMAG	 (X1P)
'	 OU441 240* YP(5)	 = RE	 AL	 (X21-1)
00442 241* YP(6)	 = AIMAG(X2P) -
00443 242 •x YP(7) _ REAL(ZETAP)
00444 243* YPW) = AIMAU(ZCTAP)
OU445 244* X _ DXI





OU453 250* -	 Y(5)=Y(5)+DXI*YP(5) ?r
004.54 2b1* Y(6)=Y(6)+UX1*YP(6)
00455 252w Y(7)=Y(7)+GXI*YP(7)
00;456 2'ti.3* Y (s)=Y(8)+nXl*YP(8)
OU457 cl Z)4* 75U	 CALL ADINT
06457 255* C ****«*** ***************************:«***** 140ZM1245
00457 2bu* C INTE;RPULATING 014 VELOCITY POTENTIAL TABLE* NOZM1250
06457 257* C ********»********************************* NOZM1255
UU4bU 2511* 77U CALL	 IN'f40-(X')A13LE(1)rYTAf3LE(1)#XiU2PDU2) NOZM1260
!. 00461 255* IF (U2-FORLT) 772 072 t 771)0 4o4 2r,0* 771	 U2 = 1.+X+13T*X**2
004b5'' 2r)1* UU2 = 1.+2. *bT *X
00466 2b2* 772 C2 =	 o 5* (G+1.0-U2* (G
0040 263* C=SGRT(C2) NOZM1270 > ;.
OC470 2U4* U=5ORT-(U2) NOZM1275
OU471 2b5* UC2=•-.5*(G-1#0)*DU2 NOZM1280
i	 00471 26u* C NOZM1285
116471 267* C SIAGULAI:ITY AT THROAT-FAKE EWJATI-ONS 7 AND 8 UNITIL PAST * NOZM129b
60471 203* C NOZM1295
00472 2u9* C2P = CP**(1.0/(U-1.0))
OU473 270* SG = Al*U2/C2*DU2
00474 271* St	 = 4*U2
00475 2 -12* XJ =	 .2.5* (Y2-U*C2P**(^*S2)
UG4Zo 2 .7.3* XK1=-(G-1.)/4*U2/C2*DU2*W
00477 2'74* GH = CMPLX(SGrSH)
UU5U0 2`75* uo = SC/2./U2
Ou5U1 216* U = U2*(C2-U2)
0002 277*. XJK=C^IPLX(XJrXK1)
O U5U3 2 1Ei* F3P_	 C!gPLX (Y ( 1 . ) r Y (2;).)
005U4 279* X1P= CMPLX(Y(3)#Y(4))
OU5U5 2t;O* X2P=	 CfA.-PLX(Y(5)9Y(F))
OuSU6 261* ZETAP= CMF'LX(Y(7) ► Y(6))
Q G:iu7 202* GZLI P =	 (GFI*GETAP-XJK) /Eli-ZETAP**2'
00510 2b,3* T1X =ZETAP-SL*(.5/U2+1 /A1/(1,0-U2))
OU511 204* UX1F' =, -T1-X*XlF'+S2/A-1 /4.0/U*C;2P
F00512 285* DF3P = 0%*F3P+.5*UU2
06513 1 tab* UX2P = -T,).X*X2f+1.0/ai*((DF3P-F3P /C2*DC2)/C2+52*C2P*U/2F..b t	 1
00 13 2d7* 1 /SC * C I G 07 U2) /2.0/t12.+F3P/U2))
0 U 514 266* 1 P (i)	 = REAL (OF3P )
00515 2b9* YP(2)_' = AIMAG(()F3P)
0U516 2 y U* YP(3) '- REAL(DX3P)
0Gb17 291*1 _' Yp(4)	 = 1 AIMAU(f)X1P)
UU520 292s^ YP(,5)	 = REAL (D)(2P)
005'21 253*} YP(6)	 -;AIMAU(0X2P)
00522
 294 * YP (7)	 = REAL ('DZETP)
0052`3 255* YP(8)	 = AIMAO(DZETP)





II D P rogram Listing. (cont.)
E
^	 i	 •
O(J573 351* C NOZM1900
OU573 3b2* C FOR S=0 USE,COE.FFICILNTS A AND C IN CONC
U0573 3b3* C
















00004 3u2* GO TO 1170 NOZM1950
0Ut,U5 306* 1150 CONTINUE NOZM1955
00606 3v4 .* UOUT(IW+19)=w/GEO NOZM1960
OU607 3tjb* DOUT(IVJ+49)=T1 NOZM1965
00610 366* GOUT(IW+79)=T2 NOZM1970







OU614 370* IF	 (	 CODE
	
_	 9.0)	 1310r1310r1190 NOZM1990










OGti24 374* 121U KKKt4=KKKtJ-1 NOV42010 ,'	 ^a
O0b25 37!^* 1230 "'KCOUIVT=KCOUNT+4 NOZM2015











Uub34 379* •KCOU''JT=U NOZM2035











OGt35 303* C *** *.w***v*********** NOZM2055,
00656' 364* 1270 WRITE	 (6r129.U)WC(1).WC(KKKN) ► DESIREPARIPAIleBRlPBIleCRIPCIlPSrWPGPNOZM2060
OU636 3t>b* IALIIHAfitALPFIAI ► TlPT2pLHIRICHIIPVELPOT
OOoo3 3tt>* 129U FORD,!;;T(2(3XPF7.4#2;:+F • 7.403XPF7.4P6EI6 5/)) NOZM2070
0060 3o7* FCCPS=%W'CONSr*WC(KI:KN))*12.0 NOZM2075
OU665 3o6* 'ARITE	 (6 p l33U)FCCPE NOZM2080 5=







/► T(4XPB it C(CPS)=FIO*4//)
UOUT(205)=DESIRE N07_M2090NOZM2095
00674 39?-* IF(S) 	 1.570r1650P1370 NOZM2100 ,-









00702 59u* 1370 UOUT (18) =NP - NOZM2120
007u3 397* BOUT( •JP+21.) I=U,O NOZM2125
0 U 704 .5913* UOUT (tdP+51) =O.0 NOZM2130
OU7U5 -399* DOLJT'(NP+ 81)=U 	 O NOZM2135
007U6 400* DOU1'(NP+11.1)=O.O NOZM2140
00707 401*' UOUT(ilP}141)=0.0	 -' NOZM2145-`
OL1710 4L?-* RETURN NOZM2150
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II, D, Program Listing (cont.)
'w	 LL) sUukb# l#70U70So 29803
OOuuul SUBROUTINE STLDA (RSATIPRSCTI ,oRSATO#RSCTOFG.BT )
UUUUO2 UIMENSION	 XM(10)	 , ZS(10) • XMS(10 ) rXMS2 ( 10)	 PHI(IO )i' 
00uUO3 1	 T1(I0 ) rT2(10)rT3(10) ► W(10) ► C ( 10)PALPHA ( 10)PBETA ( 10)PA(10)
00OU04 2,B(10)
000005 jIMLNSION i(10).ARAT(10 ) vZSA(10)#ARA(10)
	
t
ODUU06 L = 0
U0uu07 J = 0
OOODUB f`J	 =	 5
a, OODUU9 KC = L
UUuulu  = 2,
UODU11 ARAT(1) = 1.
UUUU12 XM(1)	 =	 1,
OODU13 xMS(1)	 =	 1•
UODU14 ,XM(2)	 =	 099
OODU15 XM52(l)	 = 1.
UOJulb ZSG=-ABS(RSCTO/2.)	 *NEW
OOuu17 Un 20 I = 2P5	 **-1
'-' Ul!UO1E3 XM(1+1)	 = XM(I)=001
00uu19 ARAM)	 = 1,/XM(I)*(2./(G+1.)*(1 +(G-1.)/2.*XM(I)*XM(I)))**(('G+1.)
0;1Uu2U
00UU21 20	 XFIS M	 = [.;Lvr^T((G+1.)/ 2.*XM(I )**21(	 .+(G-1.)/2.*XM ( I)**2))
UUUU22 4ti (6U = RSATU+RSCTO-SQRT(ABS(RSCTO*RSCTO-ZSG*ZSG))'
! ODUU23 jj5I = RSATI + RSCTI-SQRT(ABS(RSCTI*RSCTI-ZSG*ZSG))	 -
UUuUr'4 IF	 (RSCTI)	 47#49F46	 -.
UUUU25 49 IF	 (RSA.TI)	 51#51.46
UOOU26 51	 R51 = 0.
UUuu27 GO TO 46
OODU28 47 jZ5I = RSATI + RSCTI+SORTCABS(RSCTI*RSCTI -ZSG*ZSG))




UUUU31 52	 IF(N1	 .'EQ.	 2)	 G O TO 60
UOUJ32 ZSG=ZSG/2.	 r	 .,





" ODUU36 IFUA .EQ. 1) GO TO 60
ODUU37
" ODUU30 60 10 48
ODUu39 60	 ZSA(2) = ZSG/5.
40uu40 uZ = ZSA(2)'
l UODU41 ZSA(])	 = 0.




UO 60	 I	 = 21r5
RSO = RS•ATU +RSCTO-SORT(ABS(RSCTO*RSCTO-ZSA(I)*ZSA(I-)))
OODU45 RSI = RSATI+RSCTI-S©RT(ABS(RSCTI*RSCTI-ZSA(I)*ZSA(I)))
UUuu46 IF(RSCTI)	 62#83`#81
OUJU47 83 IF	 (RSATI)	 $4#$4#81
UOUu413 84 I<SI	 = U.
ODU049 GU TO 81
DUOU50, 82 RSI = RSATII+RSCTI-SQRTCABS ( RSCTI*RSCTI -ZSA(I)*ZSA(I)))
UUUU51 81 ARA ( I)=(RSQ*RSO-RSI *RSI)/(RSATO *RSATO-RSATI*RSAT:I)
00uuD2 80 ZSA(I+1)=ZSA(I)+DZ
U0uus3 (.AI..L ORTHLS( ZSA 	 PARAl• WPNP Lo J#CrALPHA#BETAPKPT1rT2rT3plND1).
G(,UU b4 CAL[: COEFS( J#C•ALPF lAtBETAPKC , APTItT2rT3r. ,INU2)





TI, D, Program Listing (cont.)
F
i
GODU5b 90	 LS(1)	 =-SORT(-(A(1)-ARAT(I))/A(3))
Uuuub7 CALL ORTNL.S(ZS,X IS ► WP1J`rLoJ.CtALPHAPBETAPK ► T1eT2 ► T3 ► IND1)
Oouubti CALL COEFS(JrCPALPHAPBETAOKC#B ► T1rT2rT3tINU2)
uouub9 oii(1)	 =	 06
uuuUOU 00 30	 I	 =
, 2r5	 ^r
uouuul PHI(I)	 = 2•*H(2)	 *(B(1)*ZS(I)+B(2)/2.*ZS(I)**2+B(3)*ZS(I)**3
UOuu02
u ODU66 30	 XMS2 (I) = XMS (I) **2
ULUUU4 CALL OliTHLS(WFiIPXMS2rWrNrLrJ ► CPALPHA ► BETA ► KrTlPT2rT3tIND1)
0uUU sb CALL COEFS(JPC#ALPiiA#BETAPKCPFPT1rT2rT3rIND2)
















I1, D, Program Listing (cont.)
1 Report 20672-P3D
4 LLr SUj29o1070U707• 30007
00uu0l SUBROUTINE ORTHLS	 (X#Y.PWPN#L#JiCPALPHAPBE'rA#KPTIPT2oT31 , INDI)	 ORTHLS
OUOUU2 C --------------------------	 ----"--w 0RTHLS
00Uu03
Oouuu4
c	 THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE POLYNOMIAL c-	 ORTHLS
c	 EQUATION OF DEGREE K AND THE ALPHA AND BETA PARAMETERS,	 ORTHLS
uuuuu b C---'-----c.---- -----------w- 	 ------------	 -- ---- ORTH!-Z
00uuu6 ulMENSION X(N)#Y(N)PW(N).P-C(K)tALPHA(K)#LiETA(K)FT1(N)PT2 M)PT3(N) 	 ORTHLS
------ 
	 ORTHLS A^jUU0007 C-------------•--------------------------------- -----------
uuuuob c	 1.)HOORAM I
.
OTIALIZATION9	 ORTHL S
0uu uu9 C- 	 --------
u0uulu KJi=K-J+1	 ORTHLS
00uull IF (KJ1,LEoO) GO TO 16	 ORTHLS
OUUU12 S(jM=0.0	 ORTHLS
(JUU013 IF	 (L.EQ-i)	 Go TO 3	 ORTHLS
OUUU14 UO	 2	 I=lt[,I l 	 ORTHLS
000015 13(L)=X(I)	 ORTHLS
uouulb IF	 (J * GT * o i )	 Go TO I	 ORTHLS
OOJu17 SUM=SUM41.0	 ORTHLS
uuuulb GO TO 2	 ORTHLS







UUUU2,2 3 [)0 b	 ORTHLS
uuuu23 WI)=x(l)	 ORTHLS
00(;024 IF	 (J.GT.0) GO TO 4	 ORTHL5
uuuu25 SUM=SUM+W(I)	 A	 ORTHLS
uuuul:iu GO T0,_5 	 <	 ORTHLS
0 0 u U2 7 4 5U!A=SUNl+W(I)*X(I)**(2*J)	 ORTHLS
UUJ026 5 X(1)=W(I)*A(I)	 ORTHLS
OOUU29 6	 f(l)=W(I)*Y(I)	 ORTFILS
oouu30 7 B=u.o	 ORTHLS
OUUU61 RO-blim	 ORTHLS
U00032 Do 9 I=I•tl	 ORTHLS
Ouuu33 IF	 (J * GT-0) GO TO 8	 RTHLS
OUJU^54 ORTHLS
0 u U u 35 GO TO 9	 ORTHLS
00uu3b 8 T2(1)=T3(1)**J	 ORTHLS
Uuuu37 9 Tl(I)=O,O	 ORTHLS
(Judu-38 C-..; ------------- m -------------------	 ---------------- M---ORTHLS
OUUU39 C	 bEGIN COMPUTATION *	 RTHLS
UUUU40 C--------------------	 ------ mm----ORTHLs
000U41 ORTHLS
UUUU42 10 S=U,o ORTHLS,
11, -I-=lpl q 	 ORTHLSUOOUJU43
0Uuu44 11 S=S+Y(I)*Ta(l)	 ORTHLS
UOUU45 c--------- M ----------- --------------------------	 - ----------------- -- ORTHLS
60UU46 c	 COMPUTATION OF A COEFFICIENT IN THE POLYNOMIAL-":EQUATION, 	 ORTHLS
OU UU47 C ---------------------------------------	 ------
00UU48 -HLSC(11)=S/RO	 ORI-T	 I
OUUU49 IF	 (II-GE-fKJl).GO TO 15	 ORTHLS
OGUU50 --------------------= ----------- ------------•- -------------- awi------ORTHLS li
uuuu 'sl c	 COMPUTATION OF AN ALPHA FOR THE POLYNOMIAL EQUATION.,	 ORTHLS
000052 ---------	 ---------	 -------C--m -----------	 --------------- ORTHLS
Oujul.)3 suMAWS=0.0	 ORTHLS
`UuUU54 00 12 1- •ORTHLS
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------------------ ------ ORTHLS ^i
UUuub6 C	 COMPUTATION OF A NLW POLY.NO.MIAL.	 ORTHLS
OODU59 C--------------------------------------------- ----------------- mORTHL.5
0OU060 U0 13 I=1,N	 ORTHLS
^ UUUUol TEMP =	 ORTHL5 k I !.
0 0 u u u 2 (2(I)=( r3( 1)-ALPHA(II))*T2(I)-B*T1(I)
	 OIR1IHL5




	 1C----------- --------------------------°------_ 	 --'—ORTHLS
C	 COMPUTATIoN OF A BETA FOR THE POLYNOMIAL EQUATION.
	 ORTHLS
r
OUuuotb C----------------------------------	 04fiT'HLS :' 100tjUu7 it=u.0	 Of%lTHLS
UuUU66 U0	 1 i+ I=1014	 ORTHLS
UOuUa y 14	 ft=R+W(I)+T2(I)*T2(1)	 RTFILS
'UUUU70 - 1JL1 A (I I) =(4/RO
	 ORTHLS . 1 COJU'U71 ORTHL.
a UOUu 72 H=ULTA (I I)	 ORTFU.S
OUuU73 11=II+1'	 ORTHLS
UUuU74 UO TO 10	 ORTHLS
ojuul5 C -------- — 
---------------------------=-------------..__------------------- ORTHLS I




- 0 U U U'76 15	 I (IU 1=+1	 ORTHL5 ki L1
UODU 79 	- RETURN	 OR,THL.S
0 Uu060 ---------------------------------- ORTHLS
UUuu^l C	 LRROtj RETURN,
	
SET ALL C COEFFICIENTSP ALPHA AND BETA TOZERO. 	 ORTF(!_S
Uuuu,32 C-------------- -------------------------------------------- — ------------ 0RTJILS
ODUU33 16 UO 17 II=1PK	 ORTHLS
UUvUci4 (,(,I1)--Q,U	 ORTHLS ,..
ODUU05 ALPHA	 (3I)=0.0	 ORTFILS
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}
iv Li- F SU (j36 • 1 # 700 !07 v	 30008
00UU01 SUBROUTINE COEFS (J ► CPALPHA ► RETA,KC#ArTlPT2rT3rIND2) 	 COEFS
0uuu0a C-------------------------------------------------------------- ----------COEFS ka
004JUO3 C	 THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE A COEFF 77CIENTS FOR A POLYNOMIAL	 COEFS .a
OUuuu4 C	 OF DEGREE KC WHERE KC IS LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO K. 	 COEFS xt-
i 00JU0 C-----------------------------------------------------------------------COEFS f^
- O'OuOUq vIIvIEN;SION C(KC)PALE'HA(KC)PBETA(KC)#A(KC)PTl(KC) ► T2(KC) ► T3(KC)	 COEFS




C	 PROGRAM INITIALIZATION.	 COEFS
C-----------------------------------------------------------------------COEFS !4
O0uU10 KCJI=KC—J+1	 COEFS
uuuull IF(KCJ1,LE.0)	 GO TO 9	 COEFS
000u12 U=0_-0	 COEFS = z
GUuU13 00 1 NN»IrKCJl	 COIFS f,f
Ut uu14 A(NIJ)=C04N)	 CCEFS
GUuG15 f	 (14N) =0 e 0 	 COEFS r
OUuu-1 6 T2(NN)=0.0	 COEFS
_.r OUuU17 1	 1'3(NN)=0.0	 COEFS-
Ouuula IF	 (KC.LE.J)	 GO TO 5	 COEFS
LOuu19 1I=2	 COEFS
UU uu20 C--------'------------------'----------------------------w----------------COEFS
UODU21 C	 BEGIN COMPUTATION.	 COEFS
rUOuu22 C-----------------------------------------------------------------------COEFS
UODU23 2 T2(II)=1.0	 COEFS
ODUU24 U0 S NNs2r`lI	 COEFS t
uUUU25 T3(iirl)=T2(NN-1)—T2(NN)*ALPHA(II-1)'-B*Tl(NN) 	 COEFS t
OOUu26 C---------------=-------------------------------------------------------COEFS a	 t
uuuu27 -C	 COMPUTATION OF AN A COEFFICIENT. 	 COEFS
U06U28 C-----------------------------"----------------------- ------------------COEFS
UODU29 3	 A(NUJ-1)=A( fJid-1)+C(II)*T3('NN)	 COEFS
0Uuu30 _IF	 (II.GE ,KCJ1)	 GO TO 5-	 COEFS i
UUuu31 C ------------------ --=—w-----------------------------------------------COEFS._. :.
UUUU32 C	 ttESETTIN;G THE VECTORS FOR THE NEXT COEFFICIENT.	 COEFS f'
--------------------- ------------------------ COEFS t
00uU:34 DO it NN=1, 1I 	 COEFS
uuuu3b Tl(NN)'=T2(NN) 	 COEFS
000U36, 4; T2(14N)=T3(NN)	 COEFS r
GUuU 7 t3=tipTn(II,-I)	 COEFS
UOuu38 II =II+1	 COEFS j
UUUU59 Go f0` 2	 COEFS
00uU40 5 IF	 (J.LE-0)	 GO TO H	 COEFS y
001JU41 C ------------------- -----------------------•-•--•--------------------- m—COEFS
ODUU42' C	 ARRANGE CUEFFICIENTS PROPERLY IF J IS NON ZERO.	 COEFS
--------------------------- --•---------^ -•---------------- ------- — ------ COEFS a
ss' 0UuU44- p0 6 NN=II KCJI	 COEFS1 uUuu4'5' i-41=KCJ1-14tv+1 	 COEFS
O U U U46 f42=141+J	 COEFS
UUuu47 6 tk,042)=A(NI)	 COEFS
60UU48 u0 7 NN=lpJ	 COEFS
00uU49 7 A(NN)=0.0	 f,	 COEFS
UUuu50' C---	 ------ —	 -----+------------__—=--_--=—=-----=—.:-------=---_------- -	 OFFS
(jUuU51 C	 SUCCESSFUL RETURN-. 	 OEFS'
^ CUuu J 2 C-----^----------------	 ------------------------------------ ---------- OEFS'
uuuu:)-3 6 INU2=+2	 OEFS-
UOuu;4 RETURN	 OEFS
I^
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i,
ELT 6E:,Jr1 ► 690714r 35959










!,i Uuuuu4 10 1ER=1 BESJ 4
ODUU05 RETURN BESJ 5 ,-
Ouuuu6 2U IF(X)30r30r31 BESJ 6
OOUuU7 30 IER= 2 BESJ 7
UUuuub RETURN BESJ B.
U0uuQ9 31 IF(x-15032r3204 BESJ 9000010 32 ;iTEST=20.+10.*X —X** 2/3 BESJ 10
uuuull (;U 1-0 36 BESJ 11
0JuU12 34 I 14'TEST =90.+A/2, BESJ 12 iUUUU13 36 1F04-NTEST)4'0r38#38 BESJ 13 I
00uU14 38 1FR=4 BES J. 14
ODUU15 RETURN BESJ 15 '.
OODUlb 4U IER =U BESJ 16
o 00uU17 iJl— iv +l BESJ 17_ UUilUlb PREV=-0 FiESJ 19
OODU19 C COMPUTE STARTING VALUE OF M BESJ 19
00uO2U" IF(X-5.)50r60r60 BESJ 20
i 00uu21 50 ,.IA=X+6._ BESJ -21
0Ui,u22 GO TO 70 BESJ 22







' UtjuUZii IF(N1A—MB)8Ury0r90 BESJ 26
00u627 80 ,A ZERO=M(3 BESJ 27
00uu25 C SET UPPER LIMIT OF M	 _ BESJ 28
UODU29 90 AX--NTES'T' BESJ 29
u 0 u 
	
30 100 1)0 190 M=1vZE:RO r MMAX r 3 BESJ 30
_ UOUu31 C SET F(M)@F(M-1)	 _ BESJ 31
GUuu32 FMl=1.0E;-2ts BESJ 32
"-; 0uu0:53 - FM= U BESJ 33
OUu034 ALPHA=.O BESJ 34
ODUU35 IF0A—(M/2)*2)l20r110r120 BESJ 351
x
UUuu36 110 J1"-=-1 'BESJ 36
UUU.US7 GU JO 130 BESJ 37
UODU38 120 JT=_1 HESJ 38
GOUuj9 130 ,A	 14 BESJ 39
uOU040 - jO^	 160 K=l#M2 BESJ 40


















O0uU48 S=1+JT BESJ 48
00 0049 160 ALPHA=ALPHA+BMK*S BESJ 49
uuu'- FM-F BESJ 50
ODUU51 1F(J)180r170P180 BESJ 51
OJUG52 170 BJ=6,vK BESJ 52
ODUU53 180 ALPHA=ALPHh+BMK BESJ 53
UUuu^4 jJ=^iJ/ALt'+•;A BESJ 5.4
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I'I, D, Program Listing (cont.)
sim	 LLT BESY ► 1r690714#	 35961
UUuuui SUBROUTINE BESY (X ► NPBYPIER) pESY 1
ODUUO2 C	 CHECK FUR ERRORS IN N AND X BESY 2
^
0DUUu3 1F(N)180 ► 1Ur10
 BESY 3000004 10	 IER=O' BESY 4ODUU05 1F(X)190r190 ► 20
 5
UUUU06 20 NI=3.141592653 BESY 6UUuuu7 C	 BRANCH IF X LESS THAN OR EQUAL 4 BESY 7OUuuua BESY '800uuu9 C	 COMPUTE YU AND Y1 FOR X GREATER THAN 4 BESY 90DUU10 30	 (=4./X BESY 10GUuu11 PO=*3989422793 BESY 11UUUU12 (a0=—.01246d9441 BESY 12UU0u.13 P1=-3989422819 s{ESY 13 OuOU14 Ul=1.037L}006364 BESY i^^ODUU15 A=T.*T' BESY 150Uuu16 t3=A BESY' 16UUUU17 P0--F'0-*001"?b30620*{t BESY 17{ OUuu18 uO=X10+.00U456i+324*A BESY, 18
ODU019 P1=Pl+*0029218256*A BESY 19UOuu20 ^)lzo1-.000u3904*A BESY 20
ODUU21 A=A*A BESY 211 UUUU22 PU=P0+.00017343*A BESY 22-OuuU23
0UUO24
Q0= U0--. UOOU869791*A
P1={'1-.(100223203*A HESY 23BESY 24] 00Uu25 01=Ul+-0001064741*A BESY-, 25UUUU2 i A=A.V.B BESY 26f UUuUt7 P0=1'0-.0UOU487613*A BESY 27J. ODUU26 UO=GO+.00OU342468 *A - BESY 28UUUO29 P1 =N1+.0000560759*A BESY 29
UUUu3U 01=611-.000U398708*A BESY 30
1
t)UuU31 A=A*L3 BES Y 31,UUUu32 P0=NG+.000U173565*A BESY 32
ODUU33 ;0=0-.000014207$*A BESY 33
UODU64 P1=P1-.	 2UOpUcUU92*A BESY 340Uub.35 U1=O1+-00GU1622*A BESY 35 =
60uUS6 A=A*p BESY 36j 000037 P0=P0-*0000037043*A BESY 37{ U'UUu3d X10=U0+*0000032312*A BESY 38
j -OODU69 P1=F'1+.0000042414*q BESY' 39
000040 ^j1^U1-.00000365y4*A' UESY 40
000041 A=SORT(2.*PI) BESY 41a U'ODU42 b=4.*A BESY 42UUUU43 PO=A*P0 BESY 43 ....;!000044 st)0 =i3 *u0/X'	 _ BESY ' 44 rxUOuu45 P1=A*N1 BESY 45
U'Ouu46 01=3*01/X BESY 460UUu4'7 k`=X—P1/49 BESY 47 Al
UODU48 (3=5WRT(2./(PI*X)) BESY 48
3 0'0uu49 YO=Ii*(PO*SIN(A)+QO*COS(A)) BESY 49'
Ian 00uU50 Y1=0*(_—Pi*COS(A)+01*SIN(A)) BESY ;.50U.Uuu51: G.0 TO 90 BESY 51..
}
ODUU52 C	 COMPUTE YO AND Y1 FOR X LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO 4 BESY 52 i
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II, D, Program Listing (cont.)
1
00uU56 SUMO. BESY 56 C
000u57 TERivi=T BESY 57
i	 tiGuuSCi YU=T BESY 58 >
UUUU9 uO 70 L=1 P 15 BESY 59
+	 UUUuoU IF(L-1 )50,b0#50 BESY 60
00DU'61 50 SUM=SUM+1. /FLOAT (L-1) BESY 61
00UUu2 60 FL=L BESY 62
UOuu63 T;,=T-SUM BESY 63
ODUu64 TERtil=(TERM*(-X2)/FL**2)*(1.-1./(FL*TS)) BESY 64 }
GuUU6b 70 Y0=Y0+TERM BESY 65
OUuubd TERM = XX*(T-.5) BESY 66 fJ	 00t!u67 SUM=O. BESY 67  i
1	 Of;aUuFi Y1.='(£RM BESY 68
UUUU69 00 80 L=2r16 BESY 69
UUUU70 SU1v1=SUM+19/FLOAT(L-1) BESY 70
ODUU71 FL=L BESY 71 }
UODU72 FL1=FL-1, LESY 72
U0003 T'S=r-SUM BESY 73
UUUU74 TEiiM= (TER,v,*(-X2)/(FL1*FL))*((TS-.5/FL)/(TS+.5/FL1)) BESY 74
UUuU75 80 Y1--`Y1+TERti1 BESY 75
UUUu7o PI'2=2./PI BESY 76
UUUU77 YO=N12*Y0 UESY 77 f





CHECK IF ONLY YO OR Y1 IS DESIRED







C RETURN EITHER	 OR Y1 AS REQUIRED BESY 81
UOUuc 1 00 IF(N)11Or120r110 
YO
HESY 82
'	 OUuud3 110 UY=Y1 BESY 83
Ouuu84 (,Q	 TO 170 BESY 84
UUUU85 12U SY=YO BESY 85 i
GUuubb GO	 f0 170 BESY 86
UQuucT C PERFORM RECURRENCE OPERATIONS TO FIND .YN(X) BESY 87
000066 130 YA=YO BESY 88
UCuu89 YEs=Y1 BESY 89
UoUo q O K =1 BESY 90
UODU91 140 T=FLOAT(2 *K.) /X BESY 91
UODU92 YC=T*YB-Yq BESY 92
UUUU93 K=K+1 BESY 93 c
GUUU94 - 1F ( K — N) 150 p l60P15o BESY 94 r''
15 0 YA=Yb- BESY 95
U
uuu
UUU95 Yti=YC BESY 96
ODUU97 GO TO 140 E1E`aY 97 ^—
UUUU9E1 160 0Y=YC BESY 98 ?
UODU99 170 1;c ruiaj BtSY 99
UOUIOU 180 1EK=l BESY 100
OOulul REfURN BESY 101
06ul02 190 IER=2 BESY 102
UOuiO3 RETURN BESY 103I









1.	 Univac 1108 computer, 65K of core minimum
1 2.	 46211$ for code, 72245 8 for data
.. 3.	 FORTRAN V
4.	 Executive II monitor system
5.	 No plot output required
6.	 No punch output required
7.	 Units 12, 13, 14 are used for temporary storage.
B. ESTIMATED RUNNING TIME
i Because of the extremely large number of ways of running this program,
it would be very difficult to give a,formula for running time.	 As a guide, the :a
sample case given in Section III,L ran in 2.30 minutes. The nozzle admittance
_
calculation is the single most time consuming portion of the program taking about
















It is necessary to discuss the general organization of the data
` as well as how the data actually get into the computer beforeroceedin^P	 g
with any further discussion of the computer program. 	 Hereafter, the input
r^! data deck will be referred to as a set of data packages.
j
The manner in which the data deck is assembled is shown in
Figure 17.	 It can be seen that the data package (one package required per
case), is divided into four sections. 	 The first section contains the data
for MAIN CONTROL and for Programs A, B, C, D and F.
	 The second section is
one card that has the letter T punched in card column one.
	 This card serves
r i
the ,purpose of an end-data signal and of a header card such that all informa-
tion that follows the T will be printed on the top of each output page.
	 The
third section contains the data for Programs E, I, and J.
	 The fourth section
b' is a T-card that is used only to signal the end of that data.
c
It should be noted that if programs E, I, or J are not run, Section
	 III ,
and IV are not needed.	 Sections I and II however, must always be in the data
package.
i,
Running Multiple Cases i
y1
The flexibility, of the program is such that stacking cases (i.e.',
-	
Y
running multiple cases) is an easy task. 	 All that is required is to add the
required number of data packages to the data deck.	 There is no restriction ?	 ;;;
as to the flow paths of individual data packages; therefore, data packages (K
1
of parametric studies involving the use of one program can be interminghei	d- 1


















IF SECTION III IS NOT USED, SECTTON IZr PiUST NOT BE USED.












This may be punched on a single card as
(Example 1)
	
LO + 10.0 + 19.4 + 0.0 - 0.92 L8 + 6.4
(Example 2)	 LO + 10.0 + :9.4 + -0.92 + + + + + 6.4
(Example 3)	 L8 + 6.4 LO + 10.0 + 19.4 + -0.92
(Example 4)	 L39 + 0.21 + 3.14 + 5.0 + 1.5 -35.5 L39 + 1545.
Example 1 illustrates a normal load sequence for the given input.
No data are transferred into core locations L4 thru L7; therefore, any
previous data stored there remains there. 	 Example 2 illustrates flow
algebraic signs can be used to index the core location to the proper station.
Note also the L2, which is identically zero, has no number punched on the
card.	 This illustrates that the computer, when it sees no number following
the sign, loads the value of zero into that core location. 	 If data have been
previously stored in Locations L4 thru L7 and are to be used again, the use
of indexing presented in Example 2 will load zeros into those core locations;
consequently,	 the data will be lost.
Example 3 illustrates that the L-numbers do not have to be
punched in sequential order. 	 Example 4 illustrates the method of correcting
data.	 Specifically, L39 was initially loaded with 0.21 and later loaded with
1545.0;	 therefore,	 the former number is erased on core dnd the latter included
in its place.	 The most convenient method for correcting data cards is to
punch all the corrections on one or more cards and place these cards immediately
before
	





III,	 C, Deck Sequence
	 (cont.)
Presented below are some basic rules to employ when punching
data cards:
1.	 DO start each input card with L. 	 The L does not slave to be
punched in card column I but it must appear before the data.
2.	 DO pay close attention to the sequence of the remaining
data included	 the	 the	 data	 loaded into theon	 card so	 are not	 wrong core
location.
3.	 DO NOT use more than 8 significant digits (including decimal
point) for the input data.	 Exponential notion is permitted. 	 That is, the
number 0.0625 can be loaded as 6.25 E-02.
C
.
	DO NOT start the data on one card and complete it on
another.
.r"1•
5.	 DO NOT use more than 72 card columns for data input.
The computer looks at 73 to 80 but does not transfer that information to core.
Therefore, columns 73 and 80 can be used for the card sequence number in the
data deck or identification of some significant aspect of the .3ata so that
it can be identified at some later date.
6.	 DO include a T-card at the end of a data section in the
data package.	 The T must be punched in card column 1.	 If the T appears
anywhere else on the card,	 the computer will dump the entire run. r
7.	 DO include a description of the case on the '1-card of
Section 2.	 Tris information serves as a header for each output page. 	 This




III, C, Deck Sequence (cont.)
8.	 DO NOT use two or more T cards for a header. This can
confuse the computer's input logic.
Thus far the storage locations for the individual data bits have not
been	 They	 be	 in Section III,E.
	
It isnoted.	 will	 provided	 sufficient to state
here that the input data have reserved locations in core and that these data
remain in those locations unless over-written by the next set of input data.
Therefore, it is not necessary to input all the data on the next run if only
^l one parameter (e.g., the ratio of the specific heats) 	 is to be changed.
	 Only
J the data that changes from one case to the next have to be 	 input on successive
data packages	 (except for main control).
Operation of MAIN CONTROL
Since the computer obeys every command explicitly, it is necessary
to indicate correctly to the computer the programs that are desired for a
particular case.	 Furthermore, this must be done for every case because the
computer will turn off the switch that activated the program after it is through
with the program.	 This is done purposely to avoid using a program that 	 is
E
k
not needed for the second case.
E
The first 10 core locations are reserved for MAIN CONTROL in the
following order:
L0: Program A, Distributed Combustion Analysis (Transverse Modes Only)
L1: Program B, Concentrated Combustion Analysis
L2: Program C, Exhaust Nozzle Admittance Coefficients for
Longitudinal and Transverse Modes
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L3: Program D, Expansion of Results from Program B.
L4: Program E, Injector Nonuniformity Coefficients
L5: Program F, Final Solution of Instability Zones
L6: Program G, Not used in this package
L7: Program H, Not used in this package.
L8: Program I, Nonlinear. Combustion Response Analysis
L9: Program J, Injected Mass Distribution Effects
A number greater than zero instructs the computer to execute
this program at the time it is required.	 The program knows when to execute
the program and a number in the proper place tells the computer whether or
not to execute the program. Running Program A or B automatically runs D
and F as well. This is done to simplify the operation of this program.





Most programs have various options concerning the desired
output to be printed. These options are exercised by the same control number
that executes the program and are keyed by the magnitude of the number.
These print options are presented in the discussion of the individual programs.
However, a few examples are presented here to illustrate this point:	 7
EXAMPLE 1: EXECUTE PROGRAM C - PRINT NO OUTPUT
it
LO+++ 9.0 ++++++ ( 0 <L2<9.0)
EXAMPLE 2: EXECUTE PROGRAM C - PRINT OUTPUT'
i




III $ C, Deck Sequence (cont.)
EXAMPLE 3: EXECUTE PROGRAM C - PRINT INPUT AND OUTPUT






III, Deck Setup ( cont.)	 ^j
D.	 INPUT DATA
1.	 Program A: Distributed Combustion Stability Analysis
	 0
a.	 Input Requirements: The following data go into




LO -- To execute Program A LO must be a positive number. The
magnitude of the number determines the print options as
shown in paragraph III,D,1,b.
1.10	 Y	 Ratio of the specific heats.
Lll	 M	 Steady-state Mach number at the entrance to the exhaust
e	
nozzle. This can be determined by the contraction
ratio or by Program C. In the latter cE-se, leave Lll
blank.
L13 r * Chamber radius, in. also loaded in L3804,	 Program C.
c
L14 Lc* Length of cylindrical portion of chamber,	 in.
L15 co* Speed of sound in the chamber, ft/sec.
L16 u* Weighted liquid injection velocity,	 ft/sec.	 SeeI10 Equation (75)	 at the end of this section.
L17 rc Gas/liquid momentum interchange coefficient.
(x = 0 for no droplet momentum effects)
L20 a  Mode number.	 These numbers are given in Section III,D,1,e,
figure 9.	 Must not be zero for this program.
L21 N Number of chamber frequencies to be used. 	 Leaving
this column blank will turn on Program GENMEC which
will select 10 frequencies according to the relation-
ship given by Eq.
	
(76).
L22 Table of nondi_mensional, chamber frequencies arranged
in ascending order.	 A zero must be included at the
end of the table.	 The maximum number of frequencies
is	 28	 (including the zero point).	 This	 is	 left blank




III, D, Input Data ( cont.)
Core
Location Mnemonic Description
LSO Z* Table of ascending axial postions at which the com-
bustion distribution (i.e.,	 the variation of the
local Mach number with respect to Z) is known.
Dimensioned in inches.	 A zero value must appear at
L69 the last point.	 Minimum of four real data points'
is required.
L70 M ( Z*) The local steady-state Mach number that corresponds to
' the given Lz .	 A zero mus	 appear as the last value.
L89
L3017 N The number of input frequencies at which the nozzle
W
admittance coefficients are known. 	 This number must be
greater than 2 and less than 30.	 If the admittance for
a nozzle is unknown and Program C is run, C will provide
this number.
L3019 w The ascending table of chamber frequencies for which
^j the real and imaginary parts of the nozzle admittance
Ucoefficient Er, E i .	 If Program C is run to determine
the admittances, these frequencies will be automatically
L3048
E
transferred.	 The last point in the table must be zero.
L3049 The real part of the admittances corresponding to the
r above frequencies.	 The last point in the table must be
zero.	 These can be determined by running Program C.
L3078
L3079 E The imaginary part of the admittance corresponding to theO i
above frequencies.	 The last point in the table must be





0 < LO < 99:	 Execute A, print output
100 < LO < 100:	 Execute A, print input and output
(recommended)
200 < LO < 299:	 Execute A, print input and output,
print steady state tables and values
of integrals used in calculations.
C. Placement of the Data into the Data Package
















III, D, Input Data ( cont.)
d. Output
Label in Output


















Second tangential: s al = 3.0543
Third tangential: s31 = 4.2012




First radial:	 s02 = 3.8317
Second radial: s 03 = 7.0156
Third rad:al:	 s04 = 10.1734
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111, D, Input Data (cont.)






3T-1R: 8.0151s 32	 =
3T-2R: 11.3459s 33
3T-3R: s 34 14.5858
f.	 Auxiliary Equations
(1) Axial Liquid Velocity (Weighted)
_	 (MR)vx cos 0x + v  cos OF
U *	 M&+1	 ft/sec
MR = mixture ratio = wx/wF
v 
x 
= oxidizer injection velocity, ft/sec
vF = fuel injection velocity, ft/sec
Hx F = oxidizer and fuel impingement angle
(2) Selection of Frequencies b y GEWEG
(Transverse)	 -	 (1 + 0.10) s \)Il	 (76)
where	 s ^l = transverse acoustic mode number
v	
given in section III,D,l,e.
g.	 Comments:
When LO is made positive and all the other required input for
A is supplied an n, T plot for uniform injection is produced. This can be
modified to include non-uniform injection or non-linear effects by making L3







III, Dp Input Data (cont.)
2.	 Program B: Concentrated CombustionStabilityg 	i  	 Analysis
a. Input Requirements:	 the following data
	 intogo
Section I of the data package.
Core
Location Mnemonic Description
L1 -- Execute Program B. 	 Magnitude of number depends on
print options given in Paragraph III,D,2,b.
L10 Ratio	 the	 beats.y of	 specific
Lll Y. Steady-state Mach number at the entrance to the exhaust
e
no &.le.	 This can be determined by the contraction ratio
or by Program C.
	
In the latter case,	 leave 1,11 blank.
L13 r * Chamber radius,	 in.	 also loaded in L3804, Program C.
c









may not correspond to any physical dimension on the chamber.
Table I can be used to estimate the longitudinal mode
frequency.
	
L * is used as a non-disensionalizing factor for
longitudinal modes (aV11=0).
ttt!!!




1L0 Weighted liquid injection velocity, 	 ft/sec	 (see
Equation	 (75) .
L20 Mode number.	 These numbers are given in section 	 III,D,2,e,andsv.n
Figure 9,
1-21 N Number. of chamber frequencies to be used. 	 Leaving this
we
column blank will turn on Program GENMEC which will select
10 frequencies according to the relationship given by
Equation (77).
	 GENMEG gives first nude only.
L22 W Table of nondimensional, chamber frequencies arragged
in ascending order.	 A zero must be included at the
end of the table.	 The maximum number of frequencies is
28	 (including the	 zero point).	 This	 is	 left blank if
L21	 is blank.
L49
L50 Pc* Mean chamber pressure in pounds per square inch.
L51 L.* Length from injector to combustion front in inches.











L3017 N The number of input frequencies at which the nozzle
W
admittance coefficients are known.
	 This number must be
greater than 2 and less than 30.
	 If the admittance for a
nozzle is unknown and Program C is run, C will provide this
number.
L3019 W The values of the chamber frequencies, arranged in
: ascending order, for which the admittances are known.
L3048 Program C will provide them if it is run. 	 The last value
must be zero.
L3049 'tr or Er The real part of the nozzle admittance coefficient.
	 If
s^pp = 0 use %^	 otherwise use ^^_.	 These values must
L3078 correspond to r
 thefrequencies given above.
	 The last
point in the table must be zero. 	 Program C will provide
these values if	 it	 is run.
L3079
^i or i^ ImaginaryparP of the nozzle admittance coefficient.
	 If
s 	 = 0 use	 otherwise use Li .	 These values must
co;respond to the frequencies given above.	 The last point
L310^ in the table must be zero.
L3109 C* The real part of the entropy nozzle admittance coefficient.
: r These values correspond to the frequencies given above.
L3138
The last point in the table must be zero.	 Program C will
provide these values if it is run.
L3139
C 
The	 imaginary part of the entropy nozzle admittance coefficient.
These values correspond to the frequencies given above.
	 The
I,3168
last point in the table must be zero.	 Program C will provide









III, D, Input Data (cont.)
0 < L1 < 99:	 Execute B, print output
100 < L1 < 199: Execute B, print input and output
(recommended)
200 < L1 < 299: Execute B, print input and output,
and matrix before inversion.
C.	 Placemer.<t of t_c,e Data into the Data Package






III, D, Input Data (cont.)
d.	 Output
Label in Output	 Symbol in Analysis
GAMMA	 Y





SPEED OF SOUND	 c*
o


















III, D, Input Data (cont.)








s 21 =	 3.0543






First radial:	 802 =	 3.8317
Second radial:	 303 =	 7.0156
Third radial:	 s 04 = 10.1734
(3) Combined tangential-radial modes
1T-1R: 5.3313s 12	 =
IT-2R: s	 = 8.5263i3




2T-2R: 9.9695s 23	 =
2T-2R: 13.1705s 24	 =
3T -1R: 8.0151s 32	 =
3T -2R: 11.3459s 33	 =





III, D, Input Data (cont.)
0
e.	 Auxiliary Equations
(1) Axial Liquid Velocity (Weighted)
_	 (MR)v cos A + v
F 
cos A
uL0	 x	 MR+1	 F^ ft/sec	 (75)	 {
MR = mixture ratio = wx/wF
vx - oxidizer injection velocity, ft/sec
	
a
vF = fuel injection v-locity, ft/sec
A	 =
x,F	 oxidizer and fuel impingement angle
whe re
(2) Selection of Frequencies by GENMEG
(Longitudinal) _ (1 + 0.10) n	 (77)
(Transverse)	 _ (1 + 0.10) sv.n
TT = 3.14159 + = resonant frequency 	 i
(non-dimensional) for longitudinal
modes
s	 = transverse acoustic mode number
v^	 given in the Program 3 writeup.
(3) Other Information
a	 mode a resonantFor	 longitudinal
	
frequency
of n is true for a very short nozzle. 	 It may be necessary to override GENMEG
to find an n minimum. Also GENMEG gives only the first mode.	 Other modes,	 such
as	 1T-1L,	 can be obtained be specifying the frequencies to be run.
When L1 is made positive and all other required data
for program B is supplied an n, T plot for uniform injection is produced. 	 This
can be modified co	 include non-uniform injection effects or non-linear effects
by msking L3 or L4 pcsitive with the corresponding data for programs D and E.
i






III, D, Input Data (cont.)













III, D, Input Data (cont.)
U
3.	 Program C: Exhaust Nozzle Admittance Coefficients for
Longit udinal and Transverse Modes
a.	 Input Requirements: The following data go into
Section I of the data package.
	 U
Core
Lo cation Mnemonic Description
L2 Riin pr ogram C if positive.
L3801 M = 1.:	 the table of velocity potential values within
the nozzle is input and the Mach number to the
entrance of the nozzle is input.
= 2.:	 the Mach number at the entrance to the nozzle
is input but the velocity potential table must be
calculated.
= 3.:	 the Mach number and the velocity potential
table must be calculated.








Radius of chamber curvature at the nozzle entrance, in.
L3806
RCTO Radius of curvature at the throat, in.
L3807 ao Nozzle convergent half-angle, deg.
L90*
RATi Radius of center-body throat,	 in.
L91* R*CTi Radius of curvature of the centerbody throat, in.
L101 Length from end of nozzle to combustion zone when using
Program B (zero for Program A).
may be plus or minus,
	 see Figures 14 and 15.Note	 1: These values






L92*	 R*Aft Radius of chamber of centerbody, in.
L93*	 RCCi
	
Radius of curvature of centerbody at the nozzle
entrance.
L94* ai Centerbody nozzle convergent half-angle, deg.
L20
sVn Transverse acoustic mode number is given on the
previous page for cylindrical chambers.
	 For annular
chambers see Table 1, Section I,B.
L3808 KN If L3801 > 2, then KN is either
(1)	 An odd integer less than 200 telling the desired
size of the program generated velocity potential
table,
	 or
(2)	 Blank and program will assume KN = 101
(recommended)
L3809 Dimensionaless velocity potential table (199 values
L3811 maximum) in the odd numbered locations only.
	 If
L3813 L3801 > 2, this is not necessary.
L4205
L3810 —2q	 (Z) Squares of the reduced velocity table (199 values
L3812 maximum) in the even numbered locations only. 	 If
L3814 L3801 > 2,	 this not necessary.
L4206
*Note 1: These values may be plus or minus, see Figures 14 and 15.













III, D, Input Data (cont.)
When this program is run by itself the frequencies to be
run must either be input or generated by GENMEG. As discussed later this
admittance calculation is done for every other input or generated frequency.
To run Program C by itself the above data must be supplemented as follcws.
Core
,. -- , ,.
	 Description
Y	 Ratio of specific heats
Me	Steady state Mach number at the entrance to the





III, D, Input Data (cont.)
Core
Location	 Mnemonic	 Description
L13	 r*	 Chamber radius, in.
c
L14	 L*	 Chamber length, in.
L15	 co	 Speed of sound in the chamber, ft/sec.
L21	 Nwc	 Number of chamber frequencies to be used leaving
this column blank will turn on Program GENMEG.
Admittances will actually be calculated for every
other frequency as discussed later.
L22	 w	 Table of non-dimensional chamber frequencies
arranged in ascending order. Last point must
L49	 be zero.
b.	 Print Options
0 < L2 < 9: Execute Program C, print no output
10 < L2 < 99: Execute Program C, print output
100 < L2 < 199: Execute Program C, print input and
output (recommended)
200 < L2 < 299: Execute Program C, print input and
output, and print the nondimensional
velocity potential table.
C.	 Placement of the Data in the Data Package






























III, D, Input Data (cont.)


























(1) The Selection of the Chamber Frequencies to be
Used
Because of the long execution time of this program
for a given value of w, the program starts with the first chamber frequency
and uses every other frequency thereafter; that is,if n is the total number
of chamber frequencies ) Program C will use m number of frequencies according
to the relationship
Page 261
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III, D, Input Data (cont.)
M = 2 + 1
In computer language, m and n are whole numbers.
Therefore, if n = 11
m	
21 + 1
M = 5 + 1 (where 0.5 has been truncated out)
M = 6
(2) Nondimensional chamber frequency







* = denotes dimensional variables
subscript c denotes chamber conditions
f*	 chamber frequency, cps
co = chamber speed of sound ft/sec
VAC = chamber length L* or 	radius r*
(depending if longitudinal or transverse
modes respectively are desired).







 RATo_ 	 RATi
	 R* 2 











III, D, Input Data (cont.)
4.	 Program D: Expansion of Results from Program B
a.	 Input Requirements
The following data go into Section I of the data package:
Core
Location Mnemonic Description
L3 Must be greater	 n	  	  tha	 zero to run this program.	 Use only
if AVi)) BV, I CV .1 are input or calculated in Program E.
L3405 lr/T1 The ratio of the radial velocity coefficient to the
pressure interaction index.	 Generally set equal to zero.
L3406 le/ The ratio of the tangential velocity coefficient to the
pressure interaction index.	 Generally set equal to zero.
L3407 = 1 for linear combustion response.
	 >1 for nonlinear
combustion response.	 This parameter indicates.the
number of frequencies for which the injector nonuniformity
coefficients,	 •, B	 , and C 1 , are known	 The running
de^erineof Program I w ill'
	 this number.	 (Not required
if Program B is run.)
L3408 The number of chamber frequencies
(Not required if Program B is run.)
L3409 to The	 table of frequencies arranged in ascending order.
The
	 last value must be zero.	 (Not required if
L3431
Program B is run.)
L3439 hr(w) Real part of the damping effects computed in Program A or B.
Q
The last value :rust be zero.	 (Not required if Program A or B
L3467
is	 run.)
L3469	 h (W)	 Imaginary part of the damping effects computed in Program B.i	
The last value must be zero. (Not required if Program A
L3497	 or B is run.)
L4522
	
The values of chamber frequencies for which the







L4539 The pressure nonuniformity coefficient corresponding to
Av ,n the above frequencies (w).	 !v1 = 1.0 for uniform
L4555
injection distribution.
L4556 Bv,1 The radial velocity nonuniformity coefficient corres-
ponding to the above frequencies w. 	 Generally set equal
L4572 to zero.
L4573 The real part of the tangential velocity nonuniformity
:
C
v1JR coefficient corresponding to the above frequencies w.
1,4589
Generally set equal to zero.
L4590 The imaginary part of the tangential velocity non-
; Cv,^ I uniformity coefficient corresponding to the above
L4606 frequencies w.	 Generally set equal to zero.
NOTES:	 a.	 All these data, with the exception of
l r /T) and l e J
'p ,	 can be calculated using
Programs B,
	 E,	 and I.
b.	 This program was constructed specifically
try include
	
















0 < L3 < 9:	 Execute D, print no output or input
1 0 < L3 < 99:	 Execute D, print output only
100 < L3 < 199: Execute D, ptint input and output
C.	 Placement of the Data into the Dat p Package
data package.
	












































5.	 Program E: Injector Nonuniformity Coefficients:
Avn , BVn, CVTJ
a.	 Input Requirements (not programmed for annular chambers)
MAIN CONTROL requires L4 in Section I of data package.














III, D, Input Data (cont.)
Core
Mnemonic	 Descriotion




	The number of radial divisions desired on the injector
face (10 < XM < 21) .
X 	 The number of angular divisions desired around the















SECTOR	 The number of symmetrical sectors that the injector
can be divided into, (1 < SECTOR < 180).
V	 Order of transverse mode in tangential direction
1, 2, 3, etc. For radial modes v = 0.
S'	 Transverse acoustic mode number given by tabulation
VTJ	 presented in Program B write-up.
R.inj	 Injector radius, in.
NE	 Number of elements per symmetrical sector. The
maximum number of elements is 1000. Ignore if Program J
is run.
The radial position of each element within the
r	 symmetrical sector, in. Program J supplies these
data when they are run.
The angular displacement (from any convenient
6	 reference line on the injector face) of each element
within the symmetrical sector, radians. Program J
supplies these data when they are run.
The element injection distribution given by Equation
u	 (81) at the end of this section. Usually Program J




III, D, Input Data (cont.)
e
b.	 Print Options
0 < L4 < 9:	 Execute E, do not print input or output
10 < L4 < 99:	 Execute E, print output only
100 < L4 < 199: Execute F, print input and output
C.	 Placement of the Data into the Data Package
Main control data: Section I of data package.
All other data: Section III of data package. Section IV
must be included in the data package.
d. Output









Distribution coefficient, p 
-1
(WTs E /(As ) E 	 1	 (WT)E (81)
E	






III, D, Input Data (cont.)
where
(wT)E	 total weight flow rate of element, lb/sec
w 
	 = total weight flow rate of injector, lb/sec
(As ) E
 = surface area serviced by the element, in.2
Ainj	 = total surface area of injector, in.2
6.	 Program F: Final Solution for Instabilitv Zones
a. Input Requirements
The input for this program comes directly from
Program D and consists of the following parameters:
The frequency in the chamber, w
The radius of the chamber R* AC$ in.
Speed of sound in the chamber, c*, ft/sec0
Real and imaginary parts of the damping parameters
h corresponding to the above frequencies.
This program can be run by itself if the data are













10 < L5 < 9:	 Execute Program F, print no inputand output
10 < L5 < 99:
	
Execute Program F, print o ,;tput only
100 < L5 < 199:
	




III, D, Input Data (cont.)
e.	 Placement of the Data into the Data Package
These data are included into Section I of the data
pacKag,-.
d. Output
The following output results from this program:
f*	 frequency of oscillation, Hz
W	 nondimensional frequency
T* = sensitive time lag corresponding to the above
frequency, millisec
n	 = pressure interaction index
At the bottom of the page, an effort is made to
locate the minimum interaction index. In most cases, this information is
valid. However., effects from an adjacent mode will intervene occasionally
thereby invalidating this information.
e. Other Information




f* _ ?n 
R*
°	 for transverse modes.
AC






III, D, Input Data (cont.)
Pressure interaction index, n
h 
r 




Sensitive time lag, T, millisec
R*ACo




for a longitudinal mode replace 
R*Acoby
 Lc'
7. Program G: Obsolete and deleted from the listing.
8. Program H: Obsolete and deleted from the listiij8.
Program H is not operational. Recommended procedure
is to place a negative number in load location L7 of MAIN CONTROL.
9. Program I: Nonlinear Combustion Response (Option for
Program E)
a.	 Input Requirements
MAIN CONTROL requires L8 for Section I of data



















ALL THE DATA REQUIRED TO RUN PROGRAM E AS WELL AS:
LO	 E1	 The permissiblC error. If blank, the program will
assume E1 = 0.001.
1,12 Poo The ratio of the maximum pressure amplitude at the
injector face to the steady-state pressure value.
L19 IPP The values of the pressure perturbation associated
L68 with the pressure-dependent nonlinear element.
L69 OPP The values of the combustion perturbation corresponding
L118 to the above IPP values.
L119 IPR The values of the radial velocity perturbation associated
L168 with the velocity-dependent nonlinear element.
L169 OPR The values of the combustion perturbation corresponding8 L218 to the above IPR values.
L219 IPT The values of the tangential velocity perturbation
L268 associated with the velocity dependent nonlinear element.
L269 OPT The values of the combustion perturbation corresponding
L318 to the above IPT values.
L9595 TFLP The linear transfer function for equivalent linear
operation associated with the pressure-dependent non-
linear element.
L9596 TFLR The same as TFLP except for radial velocity-dependent
nonlinear element.
L9597 TFLT The same as TFLP except for tangent{.al velocity-
dependent nonlinear elements.
L9598 NUMBR The number of steps to be used in the integration scheme
associated with this problem.	 If left blank, the computer





III, D, Input Data (cont.)
b.	 Print Options
0 < L8 < 9: Execute I, print no input or output data
10 < L8 < 99: Execute I, print output only
100 < L8 < 199: Execute I, print input and output
C.	 Placement of the Data into the Data Package
These data are included in Section III of the data package.
Along with these data, Section IV must be included.
d.	 Output
The output of this program is as follows:
The frequency, w
The element number, location, fractional flow rate,
Fp , FR , and FT necessary for Program E.
This will automatically change the output from Program E
as follows:
The frequency, w
The frequency dependent expansion coefficients AV.,
















III, D, Input Data (cont.)
	
10.	 Program J: Injected Mass Distribution Effects (Not
Programed for Annular Chambers)
a.	 Input Requirements
MAIN CONTROL requires L9 in Section I of data package. The remaining













L328	 X or r
L320 + 4n n	 n
L321
L325
L329	 Yn or An
L321 + 4n
Element number (maximum = 1000) within symmetrical sector.
Element location, in.











Type of injecti:)n element. The details concerning
this type number are given next.
L4	 DX	 Number of symmetrical sectors, DX = 1 for no
symmetry.
L4944	 -	 The data input in this section serves to define the
to	 element types and consists of a maximum of 100













III, D, Input Data (cont.)
a. The element type number (< 100)
b. Number of oxidizer orifices for that type
c. Diameters of all the oxidizer orifices
d. Number of fuel orifices for that type
e. Diameters of all the fuel orifices
EXAMPLE
ith elementlet	 Ti type
NXi number of oxidizer orifices for the ith type element
diameter of the j th oxidizer orifice in the i th type elementDXij
fuel orifices for the i thNF =	 number of type element
=	 diameter fuelof the j th orifice in the i th type elementDF
ij
Then a typical .input would read
L4944 + T 1 + NX1 + DX 1, 1 + DX 1,2 + DX 1,3 + NF  + DF1,1 + DF1,2 + T 2 + NX2
+ DX2 1 
+ ....
If NFi or NXi is zero, then do not set DFi 1 = 0 or DXi 1 = 0.
Assume NX 1 - 0.0, then








III, D, Input Data (cont.)
Core
Location Mnemonic Description
L9569 NT Total number of injection types
L9570 NE Number of elements per symmetrical sector
L9571 COORD COORD - 0:	 elements are located using polar
coordinates
COORD > 0:	 elements are located using Cartesian
coordinaces
L9572 WT Total injector weight flow, lb/sec
L9573 Rinj Injector radius,	 in.
L9574 MR Injector mixture ratio
1,9575 NFFC Total number of fuel film cooling holes
L9576 DFFC Diameter of fuel film cooling toles
In the event of fuel or oxidizer film cooling, either the percent film cooling
or the actual orifice dimensions can be used to describe the cooling. Place
a zero(s) in the one(s) not used.
*I
0
L9578 ROX Oxidizer density, lb/ft3
L9579 ROF Fuel density,
	 lb/ft3
L9584 CDX Oxidizer orifice loss coefficient
L9585 CDF Fuel orifice loss coefficient
L9588 PFFC Percent fuel film cooling
L9589 PXFC Percent oxidizer film cooling
L9590 XFC Total number of oxidizer film cooling orifices
L9591 DFFX Diam. ter of film cooling orifices
L2, L3, and L4 from Program E.
^.w
III, D, Input Data (cont.)
b.	 Print Options
0< L9 <9:
10 < L9 < 99:







Execute J, do not print output or
input data
Execute J, print output only
Execute J, print input and output
Execute J, print input and output,
and, if error occurs in J, dump
error message with input data.
C.
	
Placement of the Data into the Data Package
Main control data: Section I of the data package.
All other data: Section III of the data package.
Section IV must be included in the data package.
d. Output
The following output results as a consequence of this
program:
Miscellaneous information concerning the total orifice
area, circuit pressure drops, overall mixture ratio, etc.
Element number, injection type, and location.
Description of various parameters associated with the
different types of injection elements.
Elea.ent number, location, and distribution coefficient_.
The distribution coefficient as a function of the radius








III, Deck Setup (cont.)
E.	 RESTRICTIONS AND LIMITATIONS
1. One limitation of the distributed combustion analysis (Program A)
which cannot easil; be implied from the information given in this manual is
the frequer_cy limit_ in transverse mode analysis. This limit is implied from
the relationship
C1 s inh 0 Z < 0 (Me )
This limitation means that combined transverse-longitudinal modes cannot be
analyzed with this program. Long chambers (long compared to their diameter)
may also produce erroneous results for the pure transverse me des. This
limitation does not apply to the concentrate's enmhustion analysis (Program B).
2. The restrictions of the annular nozzle analysis have already
been aiscussed in Section I,B,4,b,(6) of this manual.
3. The distributed combustion (Program A) analysis is restricted
to low Mach numbers, those less than approximately 0.3. It is aiso limited to
low combustion intensity b y the assumption that dz is the same order of
magnitude as u^.
4. The sensitive time lag theory is developed for liquid
propellant rocket engines. Before applying it to gas injection, many
assui!iptions must be examined critically.
5. Calculations of the distribution coefficients Avn , Bvn , and








III, Deck Setup (cont.)
F.	 OUTPUT DEFINITION
1. Program A
Label in Ou tput	 Symbol in Analysis
GAMMA
	 y






SPED OF SOUND c*
0















Label in Output	 Symbol in Analysis
GAMMA 1r




041!u BER LENGTH L*C





III, F, Output Definition (cont.)
Label in Output Symbol in Analysis
































III, F. Output Definition (cont.)























































































































































III, Deck Setup (cont.
G.	 INPUT FARM
A tabulation of the input for the illustrative problem given
below is shown immediately following the discussion of the problems in
Figure 19.
1.	 Llustrative Desk Problem
a.	 Longitudinal Mode Analysis
The following data concerning a hypothetical engine
will be used for this analysis:
Engine Geometry: See ?figure 19
Y	 = 1.218
C*o = 3ti00 ft/sec
K--ch Number: unknown
Momentum interchange coefficient = 0.0
Combustion front location: 2 inches from injector face
Combustion distribution: a linear ccmbustion
distribution with complete combustion occurring at
6.4 in.
Pc
 - 600 psi a


























L*	 = lli.8, in.
C








U	 = 15 .00





















III, G, Input Form (cont.)
b.	 Transverse Mode
S 11 = 1.8413 and s 12 = 3.0543
Injector
Number of radial baffle compartments = 180
Total weight flow = 150 lb/sec
Mixture ratio = 2.0
Injection occurs at three radii:
Unlike doublets at r = 2.0 in.
Triplets (X-F-X) at r = 4.0 in.
Pentads (4F-X) at r = 6.0 in.
Injector radius = chamber radius
No film cooling
Storable propellants
Fuel and oxidizer loss coefficients = 0.75
Spinning modes
Tangential mode numbers = 1 and 2
No radial or tangential velocity effects
For the transverse case, the problem will be to find the
n,r zones for the first tangential and the second tangential modes. The data




III, G, Input Form (cont.)
C.	 Nonlinear Combustion Response
For this case, the first tangential mode will be exam-
ined using a deadhand nonlinear element. In addition to the above injector


























T LXAMPLG NROu?LEM... FIRST TANGENTIAL MOUE. HYPOTHETICAL ENGINE
LU+J+1KU+LdJ+18U+1++1.8411838







































III, Deck Setup (cont.)
H.	 SAMPLE OUTPUT












uR!sr *^.' , a• .,_ ,	
_	 wit, y twn+M4'fIRN{E	 m	 p..,
—f ^ M.	 000
DAIS	 25 JUL 70	 EXAMPLE PROBLEM- /'r; ?4ITUDINAL MODE FOR HYPOTHETICAL ENGINE 	 PAGE	 1
a	 B	 C	 D	 E	 F	 G	 H	 I	 J.
0. 201. 201.	 0.	 0.	 0.	 0.	 00	 00	 0.
*****s****t*******t***** THE FOLLOWING MAIN CONTROL DATA WILL BE USED IN THIS CASE ************************
RATIO OF SPECIFIC HEAT (GAMMA) = 1.2180
DESIRED MACH NUMBER = 	 .00000	 (=0 IF BEING CALCULATED)
CHAMBER RADIUS =	 6.400 (INCHES)
ro
CHAMBER LENGTH = 14.800 (INCHES)
OQ
m	 SPEED OF SOUND = 3800.000 (FT/SEC)
N
CID	 CHAMBER MODE DESCRIPTION =	 .00000 (=0 FOR LONGITUDINAL MODES)
t*t******* CHAMBER FREQUENCIES (WC) **********
2.uu700	 2.50000	 3.00000	 3.25000	 3.50000
s	 3.75000	 4.00000	 4.25000	 4.50000	 4975000
5100000	 5.50000	 6.00000	 6.50000	 7.00000










DATE	 25 JUL 70	 EXAMPLE PROBLEM(- / I r :?4ITUDINAL MODE FOR HYPOTHETICAL ENGINE	 PAGE	 3
PK06KAM C INPUT - CALCULATES NOZZLE ADMITTANCE COEFFICIETITS USING 8052
u	 1.218 . MOESIR = 3
HAT = 3.580PRAC	 6.4000RCC = 3.0009RCT = 7.160PALFA _ 15.000#KN = IO1rSTN = 12.800
DATE 25 JUL 70 EXAMPLE PROBLEM<-/*r:74ITUDINAL MODE FOR HYPOTHETICAL ENGINE
PAGE	 3
VELOCITY POTENTIAL TABLE
Z = AXIAL POSITION IN NOZZLE (INCHES)
X = VELOCITY POTENTIAL (NONOIMENSIOIVAL)
V = AXIAL VELOCITY (UNDIMENSIONALIZED BY SPEED OF SOUND AT THROAT)
PuI yT Z X V	 POINT Z X V
1 .00000 100000 .10000+01 28 .64055+01 -.13654+01
.3292?+00














,86862+00 31 .71172+01 -.14498+01 .30340+00 N
'd
















.74314+00 34 .78289+01, -.15277+01 .28075+00 rt
















37 .85406+01 -.15999+01 .28072+00
Iv 11 .23724+01 -.70156+00 .59834+00 38 •87779+01
-.16228+01 .25455+00
.24863+00 N









.52390+p0 41 .94896+01 -.16885+01 .23737+00 W14
15 .30641+01 -.89657+00 .50326+00 42 .97268+01
-.17093+01 .2320=+00 t^
16 .35584+01 -.94650+00 •48426+00 43 .99641+01 -.17298+01
.22691+00
17 +01.37958 -.98279+00 ,46650+00 44 .10201+02
-.17497101 .22195+00













.42006+00 47 .10913+02 -.18071+01 .20805+00
21 .47448+U1 -.11377+01 .40642+00 48 .11150+02
-.18254+01 .20377+00













•36987+00 51 •11862+02 -.18788+01 919815+00
2y .56937+01 -.12736+01 .35893+00 52 911872+02 -.18796+01 .19815+00
26 059310+01 - .13051+01 .34854+00 53 .11882+02 -
.18803+01 119815+00















DATE 25 JUL 70 EXAMPLE PROBLEMG-/ I .:?4ITUDINAL MODE FOR HYPOTHETICAL ENGINE PAGE	 4
PROGRAM
	 .0 OUTPUT
(ShH)L wC MACH NO AR Al BR BI CR Cr
(SNH)N kN G -AR/(MACH NO) -AI/(MACH NO) T1 T2 -CR/(M,ACH NO). -CI/(MACH NO)
,u00u 2.ouuj .1685 -.26984+00 .27232+00 .00000 .00000 -.61422-01 -.26865-01
.uu0u .7587 1.2180 .14315+U1 -.14444+01 -.32866+00 .33168+00 .32580+00 .14250+gG
-2.b302
FC(CPS)= 980.7386
.u0uu 3.000u .1885 -.97749+00 -.28783+00 .00000 .00000 .34497-01 .57043-o1
.uouu 1.1381 1.2180 .51849+01 .15267+01 -.11906+01 -.35057+00 -.18298+00 -.30257+00
-2.03u[
FC(CPS)= 1471.1079
.uouu 3.5000 .1885 -.8',266+00 .37683-01 .00000 000000 -.35382-01 .30422-01
.U000 1.3278 1.2180 .46288+01 -919988+00 -.10629+01 .45898-01 .18767+00 -.16136+00
-2.o302 10
(D




.UUuu 4.000U .1885 -082148+00 -.12272+00 000000 .00000 -.18879-01 -.32672-01 ^y






,u00u 4.5000 .1885 -.10790+01 -.61946-01 .00000 100000 .31844-01 -911966-01 0
.u0uO 5.7072 1.2180 .57234+01 .32858+00 -.13142+01 -.75451-01 -.16891+00 .63468-01
-2.x302
FC(CPS)=.2206.bbl8
.u0uu 5.0000 ,1b85 -.9218b+00 .25215+00 .00000 .00000 .84186-02 .20991-01
.u0uu 1.8969 1.2180 .48898+01 -.13375+01 -.11228+01 .30712+00 -e44655-01 =.11134+00
-2.d3u2
FC(CPS)= 2451.8464
.uJuu 6.0000 .1685 -.67979+00 -.75759-01 100000 .00000 .10422-02 -.13956-111
.UzuO 2.2762 1.2180 .36058±01 .40185+00 -.82799+00 -.92274-01 -955280-112 .74026-01
-2.d3G^
FC(CPS)= 2942.2157


































5OAIE	 25 JUL 70	 EXAMPLE PROBLEM<-/ I r: ?4ITUDINAL MODE FOR HYPOTHETICAL ENGINE
TKANSVERSc STABILITY PR05RAM,ev CALCULATES HRe HI
IwPUT DATA
514h	 ZE	 GAMMA	 UE	 SOUND (FT/SEC)	 ULM (FT/SEC)
.00100000	 2.31250000	 1121800	 .18852762	 3800.00	 20.420000
NOZZLE ADMITTANCES INPUT
OMEGA(CH)	 ERT	 EIT	 CRT	 CIT
2.0000000
	


















_. ^, _ _•we f'r.eerohMlln W,  ..i;





^i	 e _. 4'.-..	 f
DATE	 25 JUL 70
CALCULATLU RESULTS

































































































.15386 2.124821483.7 3.02564 014461 2.218961546.5 3.15385
.13655 2.258031b09.4 3.28205
.12894 2.283621672.3 3.41026
.12177 2.30069 fD►^	 ''
N 1735.2 3.53846 .11377 2.37642 p1798.0 3.66667




.08928 2.96544 N1986.6 4.05128
.08449 3.14990 O2U49.5 4.17949
.08205 3.27774 Cn2112.4 4.30769 .07984 3.39624 V2175.2 4.43590
.07776 3.5J808 [v2238.1 4.56410 ,07488 3.61243230100 4.69231
.07128 3.71256 W2363.8 4.32051




.05062 4.994612678.2 5.46154 904671 5.453092741.0 5.58974 ,04315 5.95343280309 5.71795 003982 6.52140286608 5.84615 •03680 7.143382929.6 5.97436
.03413 7.79593299295 6.10256
















DATE	 25 JUL 70 EXAMPLE PROBLEM+/r # 41%ST TANGENTIAL MODE! 1 2-%?THETICAL ENGINE PAGE	 9
A	 B	 C D	 E	 F	 G H	 I	 J
lu0.	 0.	 lu. 10.	 100.	 0. 0.	 04	 0.	 100.
**********+*** ***#****#* THE FOLLOWING MAIN CONTROL DATA WILL BE USED IN THIS CASE *#*****#*****#***#**#***
RATIO OF SPECIFIC HEAT (GAMMA) =	 1.2180
DESIRED MACH NUMBER =	 000000	 (=0 IF BEING CALCULATED)
CHAMBER RADIUS = 	 6.400 (INCHES)
CHAMBER LENGTH = 	 14.800 (INCHES)
ro
A3
SPEED OF SOUND =
	
3800.000 (FT/SEC)




**#******# CHAMBER FREQUENCIES (WC) **********
1.69389 1.73071 1.76754	 1.80436 1.84118
1,87801 1.91483 1.95165	 1.98848 2.02530
***** MACH DISTRIBUTION IN CHAMBER AS A FUNCTION OF LENGTH *****
CHAMBER MACH CHAM(lER	 MACH CHAMBER MACH




2.50000 2.50000 6.41000	 6.40000 50.00000 6.40000
5.00000 S.00G00 6.42000	 6.40000 .00000 000000
6.30000 6.30000 6.43000	 6.40000 000000 000000
6.35000 6.3000 6.50000	 6.40000 .00000 .00000
b.38000 6.38000 7.50000	 6.40000 .00000 .00000












DAIE	 Z,~= JUL 70	 EXAMPLE PROBLEM+/*'41%ST TANGENTIAL MODEI 9 2-%?THETICAL ENGINE	 PAGE	 10







ELEMENT TOTAL OXIDIZER AREA
	 = 3.48462972 S3.	 IN. ELEMENT TOTAL FUEL AREA = 5.22700441 SQ- TN.
TJfAL OXIJILLR FILM COOLING AREA = .00000000 Sl•
	
IN. TOTAL FUEL FILM COOLING AREA =	 .00000000 S9 9 IM.
INJECTOR TOTAL OXIDIZER AREA
	
.	 = 3.48462972 SQ. IN, INJECTOR TOTAL FUEL AREA = 5.22700441 SO. IN.
B....INJECTOR PRESSURE DROPS FOR ABOVE INJECTOR DESIGN
oAlOIZER PRESSURE DROP =	 36.6PSI FUEL PRESSURE DROP =	 6.5 PSI
C....PROPELLANT FLOWS AND INJECTOR VELOCITIES FOR ABOVE INJECTOR DESIGN
TOTAL WEIGHT FLOW = 150.0 LB/SEC
AVERAGE MIXTURE RATIO OF THE ELEMENTS =	 2.000
OVERALL MIXTURE RATIO FOR THE INJECTOR =	 2.000
ELEMENT TOTAL UXIUIXER FLOW
	
= 10090 LB/SEC ELEMENT TOTAL FUEL FLOW	 = 50.0 LB/SEC
TOTAL UXIUIZER FILM COOLII46 FLOW = 00 LB/SEC TOTAL FUEL FILM COOLING	 = .0 LR/SEC
INJECTOR TOTAL OXIDIZER FLOW
	 = 100.0 LB/SEC INJECTOR TOTAL FUEL FLOW= 50,0 LB/SEC












D ...... INPUT INFORMATION USED IN COMPUTATIONS
IOTAL PROPELLENT FLOW = 15000 LB/SEC
TOTAL NUMH£R OF ELEMENT TYPES (SYMMETRICAL SECTION ONLY) = 3
TOTAL NUMBER OF ELEMENTS (SYMMETRICAL SECTION ONLY) =
	 3
OXIDIZER LOSS COEFFICIENT = .750
FULL LOSS COEFFICIENT = .750
PERCENT FUEL FILM COOLING
	
00
PLkCENT UXID14ER FILM COOLING = 	 00
UiAMETER OF FUEL FILM COOLING ORFICE = 9 00000 IN. (NOTE. . THIS MIGHT BE AN EQUIVALENT DIAMETER FOR MULTIPLE-ROW COOLING)
UlAMETER OF OXIDIZER FILM COOLING ORFICE = . 00000 IN. (SEE ABOVE NOTE)
NUMBER OF FUEL FILM COOLING ORIFICES PER INJECTOR = as
NUFidER OF OXIDIZER FILM COOLING ORFICES PER INJECTOR = 	 0.
OXIDIZER DENSITY = 89.52 PCF







0A)E	 25 JUL 70 EXAMPLE PROBLEM+/4 1 41%ST TANGENTIAL MODEi 1 2-%7THETICAL ENGINE
bLCT10L 2.9.. ELEMENT LOCATION AND I14JECTION TYPE
ELEMENT TYPE R THETA X
140. NO. (INCHES) (DEGREE) (INCHES)
1 1 2.00050 1000000 1.99970
2 2 4.00000 1.00000 3.99939

































DATE 25 JUL 70 EXAMPLE PROBLEM+/W'41%ST TANGENTIAL MODE ! 9 2-%?THETICAL ENGINE PAGE 12
SECTiOI+ .5 .... TYPE DESCRIPTION ► ORIFICE AREAr PROPELLANT FLOW# AND MIXTURE RATIO
TYPE *-------- OXIDIZER ORIFICE DATA ----- **---------- FUEL ORIFICE DATA ---
-----*
TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL MIXTURE
































PAGE	 13DATE	 25 JUL 70	 EXAMPLE PROBLEM+/r'41%ST TA'GENTIAL MODE! + 2-%?THETICAL ENGINE
ELEMENT RESULTS





1	 2.000	 .0175	 4.4444
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DATE	 2S JUL 70 EXAMPLE PROBLEM+/W $ 41%ST TANGENTIAL MODE! 1 2-%?THETICAL ENGINE PAGE	 14
SL.C T IO14 4.-RESULTANT FLOW DISTRIBUTION (MU) AS A FUNCTION OF ONLY THE RADIUSP I.E.. AVERAGE OF MU IN A RADIAL BAND






2 . 479 .000 .0000
2.862
.000 .0000 (D3.200 .000 .0000
F d 3*505 0000 00000 O











.000 .0000 N5.160 .000 00000 (
5.355 .000 .0000 b5.543
.000 .0000 W -
e 5.724
.000 90000 d













I14PUT TO INJECTION DISTRIBUTION PROGRAM
CONSTANTS
NUMBER OF OMEGAS = I
NUMBER OF ELEMENTS =	 3 FOR EACH OF 180 SYMMETRIC SECTIONS.
RADIAL DIVISIONS(XM) = 20.
ANGULAR DIVISIONS (XN) = 18U.
ACOUSTIC MOUE NUMDER(SVN) = 1.8412
UNDER OF BEbSEL FUNCTIONS(V) = 1.
INJECTOR RADIUS = 	 6.400. IN.
RATIO OF SPECIFIC HEATS(GAMMA)	 1.2180
MAXIMUM PRESSURE AMPLITUDE RATIO(P00) _	 0000
TRANSFER FUNCTIONS FOR LINEAR OPERATION
PRESSURE(TFLP) _	 0000






























DATE	 25 JUL 70	 EXAMPLE PROBLEM+/W'41%ST TANGENTIAL MODEi 1 2-%?THETICAL ENGINE PAGE
	
17
RESULTS OF INJECTION UISTRIBUTION EFFECTS
OMEGA	 AVN	 BVN CVN	 CVN
REAL	 REAL REAL	 IMAG
ALL	 1.2745	 .8766 .0000
	
-1.8125
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r# DATE 25 JUL 70 EXAMPLE PROBLEM+/W $ 41%ST TANGENTIAL MODE! 1 2-%?THETICAL ENGINE PAGE	 18
PKOGKAM	 C OUTPUT
e -
(SliH ) C WC .MACH NO AR AI BR BI CR CI
(S1410N WN 6 -AR/(MACH NO)
-AI/(MACH NO) T1 T2	 -CR/(MACH NO) . -CI/(MACH NO)
1.u939 .1885 -.49834-03 .39852+00 -.42140-01 -.40101+00 .43929-02 -.38922-03
2..7421 1.4861 1.2180 .26433-02 -.21139+01 .23613+00 .46052+00 -.23301-n1 .20645-02
1.878b
FC(CPS)= 1920.6346
l.d412 1.7675 .1885 .11057-01 .33418+00 -.53721-01 -.36851+00 .38370-02 -921846-n2 (D'b










1.b412, 1.9148 .1885 .35725-01 .18962+00 -,47438-01 -.29679+Oo .17772-03 -.42791-n2




1.d41z 1.988b 91885 ,44991-01 .10706+00 -928209-01 -,26732+00 -.22948-02 -.37970-n2
2.7421 1.7445 1.2180 -023865+00 -.56789+00 1118923+00 .11622+00 .12172-01 .20140-01
-1.b7db
FC(CPb)= 22b4.6926
1.d412 2.0253 91885 .48110-01 .62812-01' -.15334-01 -.25637+op -.34685-02 -.30747-n2














NS*C =	 ( .520b975UE+D0O .000ODU00E+00)r
SNH = .18411b37E+U1r
(D M = .lb938t39uE+01 r
OMLGC =	 ( .72159372E+00r .000OOOOOE+00)r
Lo E ( .23ol2978E+000 .46052134E+00)r
00 SIGMA
_
a	 ( •DUUUOUuUE + UOr .16938890E+01)0
G1SI =	 ( .00000000E +0UI -.12950017E+01)r
GICI =	 ( .000U0UUUE+00r -.14993784k+01)e
02SI =	 ( .000UOouuE+00r .71299743E+00) ►
G2CI =	 ( .00Q,00000E+000 ,82565935E+0,0).
H =	 ( ..175U4949E+U1, -.65148008E+01)0
SLI.D
SIA85
S*C =	 ( .39459112E+JOr ,00000000E+00)r
S l^li = .18411637E+01 r
w = .17,507127E+010
0061EGC =	 ( .626164b8E+U00 .00000000E+00)r
E _	 ( .22d63699E+U0r .41863286E+00)0
SIGMA =	 ( .000UUUOOE+00t .17307127E+01)r
GiSI =	 ( .o00000ouE+00r -.10085253E+01)0
a1CI =	 ( ,OODUOOUOE+UOr -.12387506E+01)r
G2SI =	 ( .0UUu0(j0UE+J0r .Z)b528)l-bF+00)0
de.l =	 ( .00jJUUuUt+00r .b82l8i327E+00)0
ti =	 ( .17280367E+010 -.22175635L+01)0
SEND
STABS
SAC =	 ( .2b577279E+U00 .00000000E+00)r
S;rH = .18411837E+U10
ra = .l7u7b3u4E+010




















DA)t	 25 JUL 70	 EXAMPLE PROBLEM+/W r 41%ST TANGENTIAL MODE! 9 2-%?THETICAL ENGINE
TRANSVERSE STABILITY PROGRAM... CALCULATES HRr HI
If.PUT DATA
SNH	 ZE	 GAMMA	 UE	 SOUND (FT/SEC)	 ULM (FT/SEC)	 XK (DRAG)











E	 = ( .22195471E+00r .37663660E+00)r
SIGMA	 = ( .000UOOOUE+OOP .17675364E+01)r
G1sI
	
= ( .000UOUOUE+UOr -.78727534E+00)r
GILL	 = ( .000JOOUuL+UDP -.10742069E+01)P
Q25I
	
= ( -ODUUODUOE+O09 .43349116E+00)r
Q2cl	 = ( .000UOODUE+UOF .b9l63223L+00)r
H	 = ( .17U21257E+O1r -.17422520E+01)r
SL.gL,
SfABS
SwC	 = ( .13424250E+000 .000OOOOUL+00)r
SNH	 = .18411837E+019
w	 = .18U43bUUE+Olr
OMF-GC	 = ( .35039119E+UOP .0000000oL+00)r
E	 - ( .21548416E+UOr .33461957E+00)P
SIGMA	 = ( -OOUOOOUOE+O09 .18043600EE+01) 0
G1bI
	
= ( .000UUOUJE+UO# -.53023429E+00)r
G1LI
	 = ( .00J000GUE+00r -.91210546E+00)•
02bI
	 = ( .000OOUODE+000 .29197411E:+o0)P
u2C1
	
= ( .000OODUOE+OOP .50241572E+Oo)p





= ( .23841856E-06P .00000000E+00)9 7d
Stvtl	 = .184118a7E+Ulr (D
w	 = .18411837E+01r toOOMLGC
	 = ( .48628125E-039 .000OOOOOE+00)r H 
E	 - ( .20942160E +UOP .29232068E +00)9 tt 
SIGMA	 = ( •ODUUUDUUE+UOP .18411837L+01)r
G15I	 = ( .00OOOOOOE+OOF -.66701029E-03)r
4)1CI	 = ( .000OOUOOE+UOP -.75323950E+00)r O
025I	 = ( .000000DOE+00# .36731105E-03) ►
02CI
	
= ( .000UODUOE+00r .41497515E+00)r N
H	 - ( .16040049E+U1r -.73145898E+00)r 1^
TEND
sTABS w
dSWC	 = (-.13695401E+00r .00000000E+00)r
SNH	 = .18411837E+U1r
w	 = .18780073E+01 ►
OMEGC
	 = ( AOOUOOOUOE+COP .37007298E+00) ►
E	 _ ( .20376244E+OOP ,24960378E+00)r
S16MA	 = ( .ODUU0000E+00r .18780073E+01)r
015I
	 = ( .00000UOUE+OOP --,47517942E+00) ►
G1CI
	 = ( .D000OOUOE+00r -.59836961E+00)r
G26I	 = ( .000OOODUE+009 .26168950E+00)r
02Cl	 = ( .000000UUE+UOP .32972904E+00)r
H	 = ( .15051324E+01r -.i6932303E+00)r
SLNO
STABS




	 = ( .000UOODUE+00 P .52594693E+00)r
E	 _ ( .19+351034E+OOP .20618086E+D0) ►
516MA	 = ( -OOU00OOOE+UOr .19148310E+01)r
G15I	 = ( .000OOODUE+00r -.63188915E+00) ►
G1CI
	 = ( .D000OOUOE+009 -.44821967E+00)9
02SI	 = ( -000UOOOOE+009 .34801620E+00)9
02CI
	
= ( •OOUOOOOUE+00 9 .24707574E+00)9











Stvc =	 (-.41699833E+UOe ,00000000E+00)0
.18411837E+U10
h = .19516547E+Olp
OMEGC =	 ( .000OOOUOE:+OOO 64730080E+00)0
E _	 ( .19369543E+00e .16172541E+00)e
SIGMA =	 ( .D000OOOUE+000 .19516547E+01)0
GISI =	 ( -OOOJOOUJE+OOP -.72407361E+00).
Q1LI =	 ( .000UUUUJE+uO# -.30347320E+00)0
Q2^I =	 ( .UUUUUUUUE+O00 .,59881757E+00)e
02LI =	 ( iUUUUODUJE+000 .16739143E+00)e
H =	 ( -977'.)89Ut,E+00O .1180162'tE+01)7
SL14D
STABS
Swl, _	 ( - .564U8640E+OOP .00000000E+00)P
.18411837E+010
w = .19564783E+U1P
OVE6C -	 ( .000OQUuOE+OOP .75105823E+00)r
E	 _ ( .189233ooE+OOP .11621b83E+00)0
Siw4A =	 ( .O000OUOOE+000 .19884783E+01)0
G1SI =	 ( .00000000E+00P -.77798069E+OO)e
;i1LI =	 ( .00u000UuE-^`00e -.16477U04E •
 00) 0
02SI
	 = ( -000UODOOE+UOP .428545b4E+00)0
U2CI	 = ( .D000OOUDE+00 ► .91028284E-01)e
H	 = ( .212876b2E+OOr .19509883E+U1)e
SEW
i,(,tas
SnL	 = (-.7118904t,E+UOP .00000000E+00)e
Si.}t	 = .18411b6/E+U10
W	 = .20253020E+U1P
OMEGC	 = ( -UUUUUUUUE+OOP .54373bO1E+00)e
E	 _ ( -1obl82b7E+UOP .b8934424E-01)t
S1G,►,A	 = ( .000000UJE+UOe .eO253O2OL+01)e
QISI
	 - ( i000U00UUE+000 -.80446833E+00)e
t]1t.I	 = ( .UUUUUUUUE+UOP -.32703302E-U1)e
QLbI ( .UUUUUUUUE+OOP .44317819E+00)P
Q2CI


















DATE	 25 JUL 70 EXAMPLE PROBLEM+/W I 41%ST TANGENTIAL MODE°.'2-%?THE1', !.CAL ENGINE PAGE	 20
CALCULATLO RESULTS.., FIRST-ORDER SOLN t UNIF INJ )











1.951b547 .977589064•UO .11801624+01 fD
1.9dB4783 .21287062+00 .19509883+01
^d 2.02b3bz0 -.14011486+01 .22003332+01 0N rt
(D PROGRAMD	 OUTPUT
..S
W OMEGA(C) HTR HTI CCF-4
^
VN
1.693889 1.3735U2 -1.973252 1

























































EXAMPLE PROBLEM+id`41%ST TANGENTIAL MODE ? 1 2-%?THETICAL ENGINE












































































































































































. 2287.0 2.01680 .16146
2296.6 2.02530 .13912











;	 `	 !^	 t ^	 ^	 a










A	 B	 C	 D	 E	 F	 G	 H	 I	 J
U. 100.
	 0.	 10. 100.	 10.	 0.	 00	 0.	 Os
*++***********ai***** *** THE FOLLOWING MAIN CONTROL DATA WILL BE USED IN THIS CASE ************************
RATIO OF SPECIFIC HEAT (GAMMA) = 1.2180
DESIRED MACH NUMBER =	 .00000	 (=O IF BEING CALCULATED)
CHAMBER RADIUS =	 6 * 400 (INCHES)
CHAMBER LENGTH = 14.800 (INCHES)
SPEED OF SOUND =	 3800.000 (FT/SEC)
CHAMBER MODE DESCRIPTION = 3.05424 (=0 FOR LONGITUDINAL MODES)
********** CHAMBER FREQUENCIES (WC) **********
2.80990	 2.87098	 2.93207	 209315	 3.05424
3.11532	 3.17641	 3.23749	 3.29858	 3.35966
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INPUT TO INJECTION DISTRIBUTION PROGRAM
CONSTANTS
NUMBER-OF OMEGAS =	 1
NUMBER OF ELEMENTS = 	 3 FOR EACH OF	 180 SYMMETRIC SECTIONS.
RADIAL DIJISIONS(XM) =	 20. s
ANGULAR DIVISIONS (XN) = 180.
ACOUSTIC „ODE NUMBER(SVN) = 3.0542
'b
g
Ed ORDER OF BESSEL FUNCTIONS(V) = 2. O ?
rt
OQ INJECTOR RADIUS = 	 6.400 ► IN. „
N
r	
W RATIO OF SPECIFIC HEATS(GAMMA) = 1.2180
F_




TRANSFER FUNCTIONS FOR LINEAR OPERATION Wb
PR£SSURE(TFLp) _	 .000
RADIAL VELOCITY(TFLR) _	 .000








DATE	 25 JUL 70	 EXAMPLE PROBLEM+/W O S54OND TANGENTIAL MODE2 HYOOTHETICAL ENGINE
ELEMt-NT INFORtiATION
ELEMENT RADIUS ANGLE DISTRIBUTION
COEFFICIENT
NO. IN. RADIANS MU
1 20000 .0175 4.4444
2 4.000 .0175 7.7778
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PAGE	 29
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A	 y	 C	 D	 E	 F	 G	 H	 I	 J
	
0.	 0.	 0.	 0. 200,.	 00	 0.	 0.	 50.	 0.
**++********************* THE FOLLOWING MAIN CONTROL DATA WILL BE USED IN THIS CASE ************************
RATIO OF SPECIFIC HEAT (GAMMA) = 1.2180
DESIRED MACH NUMBER = 	 .00000	 1=0 IF BEING CALCULATED)
CHAMBER RADIUS =	 6.400 (INCHES)
CHAMBER LENGTH = 14.800 (INCHES)
SPEED OF SOUND =
	
3800.000 (FT/SEC)
CHAMBER MODE DESCRIPTION = 1.64118 (=O FOR LONGITUDINAL MODES)
********** CHAMBER FREQUENCIES (WC) **********





























PAGE	 35DATE	 25 JUL 70	 \T LODE2 RHOWING EFFECTS OF.DEADBAND NONLINEARITY
INPUT TO INJECTION DISTRIBUTION PROGRAM
CONSTANTS
NUMBER OF OMEGAS = 6
NUMBt:R OF ELEMENTS =	 3 FOR EACH OF 180 SYMMETRIC SECTIONS.
RADIAL DI V ISIONS(XM) = 20.
ANGULAR UIVISIONS (XN) = 180.
ACOUSTIC ;.BODE NUMBER(SVW = 1.8412
Fd	 ORDER OF 3ESSEL FUNCTIONS(V) = 1.
(D INJECTOR RADIUS = 	 6.400. IN.
RATIO OF SPECIFIC HEATS(GAMMA) = 1.2180
N
MAXIMUM PRESSURE AMPLITUDE RATIO(POO) = 1.000
TRANSFER FUNCTIONS FOR LINEAR OPERATION
PRESSURE(TFLP) _	 0000
RADIAL VELOCITY(TFLR) = 1.000
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i
' LLEMENT INFORMATION
+ ELEMENT RADIUS ANGLE DISTRIBUTION
COEFFICIENT
N04 IN. RADIANS MU
:" 1 2.000 .0175 4.4444
^,
'q
? 41000 .0175 7.7778




































PRESSURE COMBUSTION RADIAL COMBUSTION TANGENTIAL COMBUSTION
VELOCITY VELOCITY
PLRTURBATION GAIN PERTURBATION GAIN PERTURBATION GAIN
.000 .000
-5.100 -5.000 .000 .000
.u00 .000
-2.100 -2.000 .000 .000
.000 .000
-1.100 -11000 .000 .000
.000 .000
-.600 -.500 .000 .000
.000 .000





.uou .000 -.100 .000 .000 .000
.000
.000 -.090 .000 .000 .000WOOD .000 -.o50 .000 .000 0000
.000 .000 -.010 .000 .000 .000
.000 .000 .010 0000 .000 .000
.000 0000 .050 1000 .000 .000
.000 .000 0090 .000 .000 .000
,000 .000 .100 .000 .000 .QOO
.000 .000 .110 .010 .000 .000
.OuO .000 .150 x050 .000 .000
.000 .000 .200 .100 .000 .000
.0ou .000 .600 .500 .000 0000
.000 .000 1.100 1.000 .000 1.000WOOD .00u 2.100 2.000 .000 .000
W OOD .000 5.100 5.000 .000 .090
.000 .000 .000 .000 .000 00000000 .000 0000 .000 .000 0000
0 000 .000 0000 11000 .000 0000
.000 .000 .000 0000 0000 0000
00uu 1000 0000 0000 .000 00000000 .000 .000 0000 0000 .000
.0Ou 0000
.000 0000 .000 00000000 0000 0000 0000 .000 0000
0 000 1000 .000 WOOD .000 0000
0 000 .000 .000 0000 .000 00000000 1000 9000 0000 .000 .0000000 WOOD 0000 0000 0000 0000
.000 .000 .000 .000 .000 W0o0
.000 .000 .000 0000 .000 .000
.000 .000 0000 .000 .000 .0001000 .000 0000 0000 0000 .000
.000 .000 .000 0000 0000 .000
.000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
.000 .000 .000 .000 .000 0000
.000 .000 0000 .000 .000 00000000 0000 .000 0000 .000 .0000000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
.000 .000
.000 1000 WOOD 0.000
.000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
.000 .000 .000 .000 0000 1000
.000 .000 WOOD .000 .000 .000
.000 0000 .000 0000 .000 0.000



















25 JUL 70 \T LODE2 RHOWING EFFECTS OF DEADBAND NONLI14EARITY
RESULTS OF jESCRIBING FUNCTION
ELEMENT KADIUS ANGLE FRACTIONAL
OMEGA NO. RAD FLOW-RATE FP	 FR FT
1.6939 1 .313 .0175 600123 1.000000	 .678814 1.000000'
1.6939 2 .625 .0175 900216 1.000000	 .493693 1.000000

















DATE	 25 JUL 70 \T LODE2 RHOWING EFFECTS OF DEADBAND NONLINEARITY PAGE	 38
RESULTS OF pESCRIBING FUNCTION
ELEMENT RADIUS ANGLE	 FRACTIONAL
OMEGA N0. RAD	 FLOW-RATE FP	 FR FT
1.7b75 1 .313 .0175	 .00123 1.000000	 .665192 1.000000
1.7675 2 .625 .0175	 .00216 1.000000	 '.472795 1.000000













25 JUL 70 \T LOUE2 RNOWING EFFECTS OF DEADBAND NONLINEARITY PAGE	 39
KESULTS OF DESCRIBING FUNCTION
ELEMENT RADIUS ANGLE FRACTIONAL
OMEGA N0. RAD FLOW-RATE FP	 FR FT
1.8412 1 .313 .0175 900123 1.000000
	 .651640 1.0000001.8412 2 .625 .0175 .00216 1.000000
















DAIE	 25 JUL 70 \T LODE2 RHOWING EFFECTS OF•DEADBAND NONLINEARITY
RESULTS OF ,DESCRIBING FUNCTION
ELEMENT RADIUS ANGLE FRACTIONAL
O;+IEGA NO. RAO FLOW-RATE FP	 FR FT
1.9148 1 .313 .01.15 .00123 1.000000	 .637977 1.000000
1.9148 2 .625 .0175 .00216 1.000000	 .432330 1.000000











































DATE	 25 JUL 70 \T LODE2 RHOWING EFFECTS OF DEADBAND NONLINEARITY PAGE	 41
RESULTS OF DESCRIBING FUNCTION
ELEMENT KADIUS ANGLE FRACTIONAL
O.dEGA NO. RAD FLOW-RATE FP	 FR FT
1.9885 1 .313 .0175 100123 1.000000	 .624504 11000000
1.9885 2 .625 .0175 .00216 1.000000	 .412330 1.000000
























.. . , ,. ,.... h^,^ *^-^ •. =fig--=	 _ ,
PAGE	 43DALE	 25 .;UL 70	 \T LODE2 RHOWING EFFECTS OF DEADBAND NONLINEARITY
KESULTS OF INJECTION OISTRIBUTION EFFECTS
OMEGA	 AVN BVN CVN tVN
REAL REAL REAL IMAG
1.6939	 1.2745 .430P .0000 -1.8125
1.7675	 1.2745 .4158 .0000 -1.8125
1.8412
	
1.2745 ,4020 .0000 -1.8125
1.9148	 1.2745 .3881 .0000 -1.8125
1.9885	 1.2745 .3744 90000 -1.8125
2.0253	 1.2745 .3676 00000 -1.8125
b
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SECTION I -- PROBLEM
r
A. ABSTRACT
This analysis deals with a feed system coupled one-dimnnsionau.
stability problem for a gas tapoff cycle using gaseous hydrogen and
oxygen. The tapoff cycle considers that a portion of the combustion product
gases are "tapped off" for use elsewhere. This program can be run with
or without the tapoff cycle included. It includes the wave motion and heat
motion (entropy wave) in the chamber. The burning process is treated as a
process of temperature, molecular wei ght ands
 pecific heat change. AP	 P	 G	 P	 g
very general expression relating injection rate to burning rate is used.
The many equations obtained are solved using matrices. The
matrix operations however are used only on the equations involving real
variables. The complex arithmetic used on the complex equations has been
built into the program so the program can be used on a variety of computers.
The final result of the analysis is a system characteristic equation.
Stability of the system can be determined using the Nyquist criteria, Ref. 1.
B. TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
The feed system coupled stability problem at low frequencies can
be analyzed conveniently by dividing the problem into two parts, the feed
system and the chamber. 	 Each part can be analyzed separately and then
combined to determine the system stability. 	 Method of analyzing the feed
system is well developed, Ref. 2, but the traditional method of analyzing
! the chamber is quite primitive. 	 The traditional method, Ref. 	 3	 and 4
considers the volume of propellant injected into the chamber to be negligible
and the burning to be a process of gas generation. 	 In other words the volume
of unburned propellant is assumed negligible compared to the volume of
^ K
burned gases.	 This is a good assumption for liquid propellants burning at
low chamber pressures.	 But when the propellants are gaseous, especially
gaseous hydrogen, this assumption is not good. 	 Actually unburned gases
flow into the chamber and when burning occurs gas properties (such as mole-
cular weight, temperature and specific heat) change. 	 The same weight flow of
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Ii, Technical Description (cont. }
This analysis looks only at the chamber analysis but has provision
for adding the feed system effects. For simplicity the combustion is
assumed to occur at one discrete plane. This is justified since the com-
bustion does occur over a length that is small compared to the wave length
of the oscillation. After combustion the gas goes through the sonic ex-
haust nozzle. The dynamics of a sonic exhaust nozzle have been well
analyzed in reference 5
	 The results of that analysis will be used here.
In addition to the propellant feed lines an additional feature must be accounted
for in the gas tapoff cycle, the dynamics of the tapoff duct. To analyze the
combustion front the following relationships must be used:
Conservation of mass









w  h  + w f h f + wt ht
 = w  hp
Definition of enthalpy for a chemical system
T
x
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li, Technical Description (cont. }
T
p
h = hO +
	 CP dTp	 p	 P
TR
hOp = Y  hOH + y  O hOH O
2	 2	 2	 2
Definition of the product specific heat in terms of its composition
CPp = y  CPH + y  O CPH O2	 2	 2	 2
Definition of the mass fraction of species in the products






R = R g
MW
Definition of the molecular weight of the products
MWp	X  MW 'H + X  O MW  O2	 2	 2	 2
Page 3
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B, Technical Description (cont. )






MW 	 MWHZ O
XH2O = 1 - X H 2
The analysis of the sonic exhaust nozzle results in a relationship between




	 + oC p' p +	 Sp	 = O
The entropy can be related to other properties through the thermodynamics
equation
T ds = dh -
	 1	 dp
gP
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'X 	 _	 e
P X
	 Z 







w t	 __	 1
P'x	 Z t
The final equation which completely characterizes the system stability can
be written as
-iUjT- iWTX	 fF e	 + G e	 +	 H -+ l = 0
Z 	 Z f	 Z t
The problem then amounts to the determination of F, G and H from the
previous equations. To do this, all variables must be written as a mean
value plus a perturbation value which varies with time. Each equation can
then be divided into a mean equation and a perturbation equation. There are
27 perturbation equations which must be solved simultaneously. This is done
with the help of matrices. Since 22 of the equations contain only real co-
efficients they will be solved using matrices as follows:
[AA] [BB] + ' f CC] wx ' + [DD] w f ' + [EE] w t ' + [FF] PI  + [GG] S' p -[0]
The matrix [AA, is a 22 x 22 matrix and the others are column matrices.
All the coefficients of these matrices are real. The remaining 5 equations
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There are some important assumptions that are implied by the
basic equations presented. First in the momentum and energy equations,
the gas momentum and kinetic energy terms have been dropped. This
assumes that the Mach number is small compared to unity. Also, in
developing the perturbation equations, products of perturbations are
neglected which means that only small amplitude oscillations can be
treated (small compared to the mean variables). In defining the proper-
ties of the products only hydrogen and water are assumed to be in the
products which infers that the engine must be running fuel rich. The
analysis is limited to an engine using gaseous oxygenand gaseous hydrogen.
C.	 EQUATIONS
The following equations are used to determine some of the mean
variables which are used as coefficients in the perturbation equations:
_-1
-1
T = T yp 2 M 2 + 1o
P	 p




w f = w 	 (1 + MR) -1
w 
	 w (MR)
Cx	 7'xg	 MW	 TxX
C = C	 ^wp 
	
M 2 + lp	 o	 2	 p
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h  = CPH
2
(TX - `rR)
(T f - TR)
Report 20672-P3D, Appendix A	 iJ
The perturbation equations are:
K^
w t ' + wx ' + w f ' - wp ' = 0	 J
4
P' ^ P' = 0	 3
X	 p
h  wX ' + w  hx ' + wf' h  + w  hf ' + wt ht + wt ht - wp hp ' - wp ' hP = 0	 v
h ' - CP T ' = 0X	 x x
h' -f	 CP f T f ' = 0
h ' - hO ' - CP	 T ' - CP ' (T - TR ) = 0
P	 P	 P P	 P	 P
hOp ' - YH ,	 hO Pt
	
- YH ' 0 hO H 0	 02	 2	 2
CP'p - YH , CP H - YH` 0 CP H 0 = 02	 2	 2	 2




Y l	 _ 9 
wx	
J 9 wX	 w' = 0H 2 0 88 —
	 8 w 2	 pwP	 p
P I - R  Tx Tx ^ R  Tx P x -
P f ' - R f P f Tf' - R  T  Pf'	 0	 i
PP , ^ ^x x	 , = 0





I -	 x - 
^























H	 mw H 0
YH 2
mw H 0 MW H2
Y^ 2 0	
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v














p	 P "TR	 0P	 P P P
	 P 	 P	  P P
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The 22 equations above will be solved using matrices. The remaining
perturbation equations are:
Px ' - P	 = 0
- iutTX





%,— Pf ' = 0
Zf
. ,	 1	 ^
wt - Zt	 Pt = 0
vp ' + oC Pp' +P Sp ' = 0






MW = 32 lb
x lb - m. ole
M W f = 2 lb
lb - mole
(R., =	 1545	 lb
lb - mole 0R
g	 -	 32.172 ft/sect
Page 10
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C X 0-=




C	 = -(f R
pf	 (rY f-1) MW f
= 2710ft-lb
_lb OR
hOH 0 = -4. 498 x 106 f t-lb2lb
CPH 0 = 555 ft-lb
2




MW  0 = 18
2
hOH = 0. 0
2
For convenience a diagram of the matrices is shown on page U. The co-










A21, 12	 _	 —
YH2 	 + YH2O
MWH 
2	 MW  2 0
7	 Page 11




mw mw  O
_	 2	 2
A21, 13	 _	 2










A22, 12 - 
	 2
YH2 	 +	 YH2O
	MWH 2
	






YH 2 O	 TH2
+






2 O I 
2
2YH2	 YH2O
MW H	 MW H O
2	 2
Page 12




	 r*rp4aFK'3#^	 •i	 ^ i	 E+w i	 4 !.1
y{
/ 2 3 4 S G 7 6 9 /0 // /2 /3 /0' /S A. 17 /B /9 20 21 22
fA
-w 9A^
-hP GV YV --W
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I
D.	 DEFINITION OF TERMS
A Area
AA 22 x 22 real matrix
nozzle admittance coefficient
BB column matrix multiplying AA
C speed of sound
C"' characteristic exhaust velocity
..
e nozzle	 admittance coefficient T
CC column matrix multiplying wx
CP specific heat at constant pressure
m.1
DD column matrix multiplying w£"
e base of the natural logarithm ^.
EE column matrix multiplying wt'
F coefficient in characteristic equation
FF column matrix multiplying Pp'
g acceleration of gravity
G coefficient in characteristic equation
GG column matrix multiplying Sp"
h enthalpy
h0 enthalpy of element at reference temperature of 77°F
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oc nozzle admittance coefficient
nozzle
	 admittance coefficient
'y ratio of specific heats
P dens ity
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SECTION II - PROGRAMMING
A.	 SUBROUTINES
This program consists mostly of subroutines. Subroutine CMPLX
is really part of the main line of the program and is therefore flow charted
in a subsequent section of this report. The subroutines in this program are
used for matrix inversion, matrix multiplication, complex multiplication,
addition, subtraction, division, and to output results of the programs.










The subroutine MINV is used to invert the square matrix AA. This
subroutine was developed at Aerojet-General Corp. The method was taken
from Ref. 6. The following is excerpted from an Aerojet reference Manual.
IDENTIFICATION
MINV - Matrix Inversion Subroutine
Written by F. Yee
Aerojet-General Corporation, Sacramento, California
17 April 1967 .
Page 17
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PURPOSE
To find the inverse of an n x n real matrix .
RESTRICTIONS
The subroutine could compute an inverse to a singular matrix because
of round-off erros introduced in the numerical computations.
METHOD
This subroutine uses the Gauss-Jordan .method with complete
pivoting.
The subroutine is called with the statement:
CALL MINV (A, N, DE T, NDE T, NA, ITEM)
where:
A	 =	 initially the input matrix, finally, the matrix inverse.
N	 =	 the input matrix order.
DE T =	 the scaled  determinant .
NDET =	 exponent in powers of ten for the scaled determinant
NA	 =	 1st dimension of A; i. e. , A(NA, .. . . )
ITEM =	 temporary storages with dimension size at least equal
to N. After the return from MINV, if ITEM (1) _ -1,
the inverse has been computed; if ITEM (1) - °0, 1, 2, ... ,
^-	 the matrix is singular and the positive integer is the rank
of the matr ix.
The elements a 	 the matrix A are stored according to the matrix convention
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B.	 Block Diagrams




Develop coefficients of the
matrix equation
Invert matrix and solve
for each of the 22 variables
in terms of the remaining 5
Read frequency dependent
information to solve the
remaining complex equations
Solve complex equations for
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Page 22
9	 ^'
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w LT GS ABrE	 T	 1 r70	 6r 60 79"dµ1	 b
OOuuul C PROGRAM 021504 GAS—GAS FEED SYSTEM COUPLED STABILITY PROGRAM
{
000002 C CODED BY R.H. MARLER
OODUO3 C CUSTOMER R.C. WAUGH
OODUJ4 C
OOOU05 DIMENSION LL(22)rMM(22)rHH(22)
GOuUO6 pIMENSION AA(22 ► 22) rBB(22)rCC(22)rDD(22)rEE(22)rFF(22)rGG(22)
00uuU7 COMMON	 DR(72)
OOuOuB X	 ► A(2)rC(2)rALPHA(2)rBETAl2)





	 2)) ► (WMX rDR(	 3))r (WMF rDR(	 4))
UUUU12 X	 ► 	 (R	 rDR(	 5))r (GRVTY ► DR(	 6))r (CPX #DR(	 7))r (CPF ► DR(	 8))
UUUU13 X	 r	 (HOH2O0DR(	 9))r (CPH2OrDR(10))r (TR rDR(l1))r (WMH2 rDR(12))
OODU14 X	 ► 	 (elMH2O ► DR(13)•) ► (AC	 ► DR(14))r (TO rDR(15))r (TX rDR(16))
OODU15 •X	 r	 (TF	 rDR(17))r (GAMAPrDR(18))r (RM rDR(19))r (WP r0R(20))
UODU10 EQUIVALENCE
00ui,17 X	 (PM	 rDR(21))r (WMP
	
#DR(22))r (PO rDR(23))r (AX rDR(24))
00uu18 X	 r	 (TP	 rDR(25))r (CO	 ► DR(26))r (WX rDR(27)) ► (WF rDR(28))
OOUO19 X	 r	 (RX	 #OR(29)) ► (RF
	
rDR(30))r (PP rDR(31)) ► (CP rDR(32))
UODU20 X	 r	 (CPP	 PDR(33))r (VP	 ► DR(34))r (PF rDR(35))r (CAY1 r0R(36))
Guuu21 X	 r	 (CVP
	 #DR(37)) ► (PX	 rDR(38))r (RHOP ► DR(39)) ► (HX rDR(40))
0GUO2[ EQUIVALENCE
UGUJ23 X	 (HF	 rDR(41))r (RHOF	 rDR(42))r (RHOX rDR(43))r (VX #DR(44))
UOJu24 X	 r	 (HP	 rDR(45)) ► (YH2
	 r DR(46))r (YH2O rDR(47))r (DENOMrDR(48))
000025 X	 r	 (CP02
	 #OR (49)1r (CPH2
	
rDR(50))r (CX2 #DR(51))r (RP rDR(52))
OODU26 X	 r	 (Al	 rJR(53))r (B1	 rDR(54))r (Cl rOR(55))r (D1 rDR(56))
U0uU27 X	 r	 (El
	
►
 OR( 57))r (152
	 rDR(58))r (B2 #DR(59))r (C2 rDR(60))
00uu2t3 LQUIVALENCL
UODU29 X	 (b'	 rDR(61))r (E2	 rDR(62))r (A3 #DR(63))r (63 rDR(64))
00uu30 X	 r	 (C3	 rDR(65))r (D3	 rDR(66))r (E3 rDR(67))r(FRl:Q rDR(68))
UUuu.31 X	 r	 (WT	 FOR(69)) *NEWQuuu.52 C
OODU.33 I IN =	 b
UOuu34 I OUT=	 6
OOUO35 GAMAX=	 1.4
000030 GAMAF=	 1.4
OUuu37 WMX	 =	 32.0
ODUU.58 *PF	 =	 2.0






0OU043 HOH2O=	 4.498 E*06
UODU44 HOH2 = 0.
OODU45 CPH2O=	 55b.
UODU4b TR	 =	 537.
UODU47 NMH2 =	 2.
UOuu u b rrMH2O=
	 lb.
000U49 C















-? O00001 C 
00uU52 t2EAD	 (IINr4o)ACxTorTX#TF#GAMAPrAXrRMrWPrPM ► WMPxPOxWTxCHECK
ODUUO3 40 FORMAT(1Xr4E15.6)
000U04 1F(CHECK)4brb5r45
^'c UUuu05 45 WR1TE(I	 OUT r50)
UODU00 5U FORMAT(	 16tH INITIAL VALUE-
00u Un 7 ^IUTE(I	 OUTr40)(DR(I)rI=1r2v)
00OU68 C
000uo9 55 AC = AC / 144.
06uU7U AX = AX / 144.
Uuuu71 PO = PO * 144.
i J 000072 CON1 =(GAMAP-1.0	 )*PM/2.0	 '*PM + 1.0
UJuU73 IE.Q=	 1
UOuu74 IF(CON1	 )14000x100
OODU75 70 WRITE (I	 OU)x80)IEQ 
0UUU7b 80 FORMAT(21FN DIVIDE CHECK IN EQ rI2)
000u77 90 4RITE(I	 OUTx40)(	 UR(1) ► I=25#52)














0Uuud7 140 6RITE(I	 OU1r15U)IEU
Uuuu;IH 150 FORMAT(29 HU SORT OF -X ATTEMPTED IN EQ ► I2)
000089 GU TO 90





170 dF = WP/(RM+1.0	 )
i OUJU94 wX = WF* RM
UODU95 RG = R*GRVTY
OOuU96 RX = RG/WMX
00uu97 CX2=GAMAX*HX*TX
UUUU98 RF = RG/WNiF
ODUU99 RP = RG/ WMP
00uluO PP = PO/CON1**(GAMAP/(GAMAP-1. 	 ))
UOU101 CP = CO /	 SQRT(CON1)
000102 CPP= GAMAP/(GAMAP-1.0 	 ) * R / WMP
000103
00u104
VP = CP* PM
TCALC = GRVTY * AC * AX
UUU105 IF(TCALC)190r18Or190
UJu1Jo 180
Uuulu7 GO TO 70
000108 190 CAYI=WX**2 /TCALC*R / WMX *TX
UUu109 C
00u110 TCALC= PP**2-4.0	 *CAY1
UOullly
ODU112 IF(TCALC)l4or21Ur2UO
ODU113 200 TCALC= SQRT(TCALC)
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000115 I IEG = 13 **-1
u0ullb IF(GAMAP)220r70e0'20
u0u117 280 CVP:CPP/GAMAP
00u118 PF = PX
UUU119 lEG = 15
0OU120 IF(TP)230r70r230
UOU121 230 RHOP = PP/RG * WMP/ TP
u001z2 CPo2z CPX
000123 CPH22 CPF
ODU124 HX=(TX-TR)	 * CP02
UUU125 HF=(TF-TR)	 * CPH2
OUu126 IEG = 18
000127 IF(TF)240r70 ► 240
0Uul2fi 240 RHOF = PF / RG * 2.0	 /TF
ODU129 IEG = 19
AUU130 lF('rX)250p	 70x250 ly
UOUl3l 250 RHOX = PX /RG *32.0	 / TX
UOU132 TCALC=RHOX*GRVTY*AX
0uu1J3 IEG = 20
UOU134 IF(rCALC)2bOr70	 '#260
GOU135 260 VX =' W)( / TCALC
UOU130 IEG = 21
UUJ137 IF(WP)270r	 70.270
OOu1J6 270 rIP= (MX*WX+WF *HF)/WP *NEW
UU6139 IEG = 22 **-1
Ouu140 TCALC = WF + WX
0Uul41 IF(TCALC)280r	 70#260
0OU142 280 YH2 =	 (WF - WX/B.	 )/TCALC
000143 YH2O= 1.	 -YH2
UOu144 c
OUL-4h VENOM = YH2O/WMH2O + YH2 / WIAH2




Ouul5U 300 wRITE(I	 OUrr3i0)
ODU151 310 FORMAT( 21HO COMPUTED PARAMETERS 1 x.
UOU152 WRITE(I	 OUr#40)(	 UR(I)rI=25.52)













UUulL) q 1F(CHECK)3J0.360 ► 33U
UUulo7 330 V;RIrE(I	 OUT ► 340)
OUulub 340 FUR-•IAT(	 53HO COLUMN VECTORS 	 CCr	 DDr EEr FF AND GGr RESPECTFULLY )
DOU109 35U FURMAT(1)i,#	 5E15*6)
UUul7U WRITE(I	 OUT#350)(CC(I)PDD(I).EE(I)rFF(I)rGG(I)vI=1.22) is
UOu171 C
UUU172 360 TCALC = RHUF*RHOP





	 It	 1)= 1.0
UOU176 AA(	 2r	 3)= 0.	 -GRVTY + AC
000177 AA(	 3r	 1)= U.	 -HP
0OU178 AA(
	 3r	 4)= WX
DOU179 AA(	 3r	 5)= WF
Ouul6U AA(	 3r	 6)= WT-WP
Ouulhl AA(
	 4.	 4)= 1.0
000182 AA(	 40	 7)= 0.	 -CPX
Ouu183 AA(	 5x'5)= 1.0
000184 AA(	 5r	 8)= 0.	 -CPF
000165 AA(
	 6 ► 	 6)= 1.0
UJuldu AA(	 6 ► 	 9)= 0.	 -1.0
VOOld7 AA(	 6x10)= U.	 -•CPP
UOUldd AA(	 6x11)= TR-TP
UOU189 AA(	 7r	 91= 1.0
UOU190 AA(	 7x12)= 0.	
-HOH2
OUul y l AA(	 7 ► 13)= 0.	 -HOH2O
0Uu192 AA(	 8 ► 11)= 1.0
00ui93 AA(	 8x12)= 0.	 -CPH2
OOUl94 AA(
	 8 ► 13)= 0.	 -CPH2O
OOU19b AA(	 9 ► 12)= 1.0
UOuldb AA(	 9013)= 1.0
UUu197 AA(1()r	 1)= WX 1 WP * 1.125
	 / WP
UOJ198 AA(1Or13)= 1.0
ODU199 Wilt  3)= 1.0








OOVZ0b AA(13r	 3)= 1.0
UUU20b AA(13r14)= 0.	
-GAMAX / RHOX * PX
U6U207 AA(14r15)= 1.0
OOu2u8 AA(14r16)_ U.	
-GAMAF / RHOF * PF
uOut09 AA(15r	 2)= 1.0
0Ou2lo AA(15r14)= VX / RHOX
UOu211 AA(16o	 1)= x•190/ GRVTY /AC / RHOP
ODU412 AA(16r17)= 1.0
000213 AA(16rl8)= VP / RHOP
00uc14 AA(17r10)= 0.	 -RP * RHOP
ulu215 AA(17,18)= 0.	 -RP * TP
000216 AA(17r19)= 0.	 -RHOP * TP
000217 AA(18r	 6)=-1.0
UUUt18 AA(19r19)= 1.0




UOu222 AA(2or22)= 0.	 -WMH20
0uu,:23 TEM1	 = 1./wMl)2 /DENOM
Ouue24 -	 AA(21P12)•= (TEM1*YH2 -1.
	 )*TEM1
UOu,^2S AA(21rl3)= TEM1/DENOM / WMH2O * Y142
00.,22b AA(z1r21)= 1.0
CO3;e27 TEM1 = 1./iiMH2O /DENOM
OOut26 AA(22 ► 13)= (TEM1 * YH2O -1.	 )* TEM1
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OOu233 360 WHITE(IOUT# 390)
00u9,34 390 FORMAT( 28HO MATRIX AA BEFORE INVERSION)
ODU435 400 FORMATl1H 12/0H
	 5E15#6))
0Ouc.,5b DO 410 I =1F22
0009,37 410 WRITE(I	 OUT#400)I#(AA(9oJ)#J=1F22)
000238 C
000239 420 CALL MINV(AAF22#OET#LL#MM)
O0Ue40 IF(CHECK)430#450#430
00u241 430 WRITE(IOUT#480)
000242 DO 440 I=1#22
000243 440 wRITE(IOUT#400)Ir(AA(I#J)PJ=1P22)
00u244 450 1F(DET)50OF460#500
000246 460 WRITE(I OUT#470)
000246 470 FORMAT( 23HO MATRIX AA IS SINGULAR	 1
000e47 480 FORMAT( 27HO MATRIX AA AFTER INVERSIONI )
000,M, ;.,0 TO 91









uuuebb 510 CALL MINV(AA#22FDETFLLFMM)
000457 WRITE(IOUT#512)	 DET
000258 512 FORMAT01MATRIX AA RE-INVERTED# 	 DET=#E1395//) 
000c59 UO 514	 I =1#22
OOJ2o0 514 WRITE(IOUTF400)I'#(AA(I#J)#J=1#22)
000261 520 WRITE(IOUT# 530)(85(I)#CC(I)#DD(I)#EE(I)#FF(I)#GG(I)#Iai#22)
u0U2b2 530 FORMAT( # 1)iUVECTORS B8tCC#DDvEE#FFFGG#AFTER MULTIPLICATION #/
OOulo3 X	 (1H bE15.6))
x;	 OOUc64 540 CONTINUE
n 0Ou20b Al=-CC(3) *NEW














0Ou9,80 CALL CMPLX Q IN#IOUT#CHECK) *-15
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000001 SUBROUTINE CMPLX(IINrIOUTrCHECK)
OODUO2 DIMENSION	 CREG1(2)rCREG2(2)rCREG3(2)rCRE,34(2)





O0UuO8 X	 (GAMAXrDR(	 1))r	 (GAMAFrDR(	 2))r (WMX ► DR(	 3))r	 (WMF rDR(	 4))
000009 X	 r	 (R	 ► DR(	 5))r	 (GRVTY ► DR(	 6)) ► (CPX #DR(	 7))r	 (CPF rDR(	 8))
oJuulu X	 r	 (HOH2O ► DR(	 9))r	 (CPH2OrDR(10)) ► (TR rDR(11))r	 (WMN2 rDR(12))
ODUuil X	 r	 (WM1120rU1((13))r	 (AC	 ► DR(14))r (TO rDR(15))r	 (TX ► DR(16))
UOUul2 X	 r	 (TF	 rDR(17))r	 (GAMAPrDR(18))r (RM PDR(19))r	 (WP rDR(20))
UOOU13 EQUIVALENCL
OODU14 X	 (PM	 rOR(211)r	 (WMP	 #DR(22)1r (PO #DR(23))r	 (AX PDR(24))
OODU15 X	 r	 (TP	 ► DR(25))r	 (CO	 OR(26)) ► (WX rDR(27))r	 (KF PDR(28))
OOuul6 X	 r	 (RX	 #DR(29))r	 (RF	 #DR(30))r (PP rDR(31))r	 (CP rDR(32))
OUuul7, X	 ► 	 (CPP
	
rUR(33))r	 (VP	 rDR(34))r (PF ► DR(35)) ► 	 (CAY1 rDR(36))
000u18 X	 r	 (CVP
	
rUR(37))r	 (FA X	 rDR(38))r (RHOP ► DR(39))r	 (HX rDR(40))
OODU19 EQUIVALENCE
00uJ20 X	 (HF	 #DR(41))r	 (RHOF	 rDR(42))r (RHOX rOR(43))r	 (VX #OR(44))
O0uU2l X	 v	 (HP	 ► DR(45)) ► 	 ('(H2	 ► DR(46))r (YH2O #DR(47))r	 (DENOM ► DR(48))
ODUU22 X	 v	 (CPO2	 #DR(49))r	 ((,PH2	 rDR(50))r (CX2 rOR(51))r	 (RP rDR(52))
O0uO23 X	 e	 (Al	 ► DR( 53))r	 (131	 10054))p (Cl rDR(55)) ► 	 (U1 rDR(56))
ODUU24 X	 r	 (El	 rDR(57))r
	 (A2	 rOR(58))r (62 PDR(59))r	 (C2 rDR(60))
UOuud5 EQUIVALENCE
JuuU26 X	 (02	 rDR(61))r
	
W.2	 rDR(62)) ► (A3 rDR(63))r.(B3 rDR(64))
ODUU27 X	 r	 (C3	 ► UR(65))r	 (0'3	 rDR(66)) ► (E3 rDR(67))r(FREQ rDR(68))
ODUu28 X	 r	 (WT	 rOR(69))
OOuG29 10 HEAD(IINO2U)A0CrFLAGrFRZG
OODU30 20 FORMAT(1Xr4E15*6 ► F2.OrF9.2)
UODU31 IF(CHECO2505r25
UUJU32 25 WR1TE(IOUT ► 30)
0OUO33 30 FORMAT(34H1INITIAL DATA#
	 COMPLEX EQUATIONS )
OOuU34 WRITE(IOUTr20)ArCrFLAGtFREIi'
000U35 35 IEQ = 26
OOuu3b IF(PO)	 80r 4000
UOuU37 40 4RITE(IOUTr50)IEQ




OOU040 70 FORMAT(1H	 ► 4E15.6)
OODU41 GO TO 160
OODU42 SO TCALC = CO/PO*GAMAP
000043 CALL CCMLT(TCALCrArALPHA)
000044 IEG = 27
OODU45 IF(CPP)90r40 ► 90
000046 90 TCALC = CO/CPP*GAMAP
000047 CALL CCMLT(TCALCrCrBETA)
JOUu48 IEQ = 28
ODOU49 IF(E3)92r4ue92
OODU50 92 E4(1)	 =(BEIA(1)/GAMAP + E2)	 /•E3
000051 t4(2) = BEIA(2)/GAMAP / E3
OUuu52 IEQ = 29
U0uu53 CREG2(1)=ALPHA(1)/GAMAP + D2
UUuO^4 CREG2(2)=ALPHA(2)/GAMAP



















000056 CALL CSUB (CRE62#CRE03PD4)
OODU57 IEG = 30
000058 CALL CCMLT(C3# E4	 #CRE63)
OODU59 C4(1)
	 = C2 - CREG3(1)
000U60 C4(2)	 =	 - CREG3(2)
UODU61 IEG = 31
OOU062 CALL CCMLT(B3r E4	 #CREG3) *^
00DUb3 84(1)
	 = B2 - CREG3(1)
000ub4 64(2)	 =	 - CREG3(2)
000065 IEG = 32
OODU66 CALL CCMLT(A3r E4	 rCREG3)
OCUU67 A4(1)	 = A2 - CREG3(1)
UOOUoB A4(2)	 =	 - CREG3(2)


















0000017 CALL CDVID(CREG1rCREG4#F ► IERR)
00uu86 IF(IERR)40r110r40
OOOU69 110 CALL CDVID(CREG2rCREG4#G#IERR)







FORMAT( r OCOMPUTED VALUES OF A4#B4#C4#D4rCREG1#CRE62rCRE63#CREG4#
OODU94 CUR(I)#1=5rb8)#A5#Bb#C5rD5#E5	 r	 )
000095 wR1TE(IOUT#140)A4#84rC4rD4rE4#CREG1rCREG2#CREG3rCREG4#(DR(I)#I=5#
OODU96 X	 67)#A5#B5rC5#D5#E5
00uu97 140 FORHAT(1H E16.6rE14r6#E16r6#E14.6)
QUUU96 150 CALL OUTPT(IOUT)
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I'l w OUTPTr1r700416r 60799ELT
OODU01 SUBROUTINE OUTPT(IOUT)







2))r	 (WMX rDR(	 3))r (WMF FDR(	 4))
OOuuu7 X	 r	 (R	 FOR(	 5))r	 (GRVTY ► DR(	 6))r	 (CPX FOR(
	
7))r (CPF FOR(	 8))
OOOD08 X	 r	 (HOH2O ► DR(	 9))r	 (CPH2OFDR(10))r	 (TR rDR(11))r (WMH2 tOR(12))
OODU09 X	 r	 (WMH2prDR(13))F
	 (AC	 rDR(14))r	 (TO rDR(15))F (TX rDR(16))
000010 X	 r	 (TF
	 rDR(17))r
	 (GAMAPrDR(18))r
	 (RM rDR(19))F (WP rDR(20))
00uJll EQUIVALENCE
OODU12 X	 (PM	 rDR(21))r
	 (WMP	 rDR(22)) ► 	 (PO rDR(23)) ► (AX rDR(24))
u0Uul3 X	 r	 (TP	 rDR(25))r	 (CO	 rDR(26))r	 (WX rDR(27))r (WF rDR(28))
UUUU14 X	 r	 (RX	 FDR(29)) ► 	 (RF
	 FDR(30))r	 (PP FDR(31))s (CP rDR(32))
OOUulb X	 r	 (CPP	 ► DR(33))r	 (VP
	 rDR(34))r	 (PF rDR(35))r .(CAY1 rDR(36))
OOJul6 X	 r	 (CVP	 rDR(37))r	 (PX	 rDR(38))r
	 (RHOP rDR(39))r (HX ' rDR140))
OOuul7 EQUIVALENCE
OODU18 X	 (HF	 rDR(41))r
	 (RHOF	 ► DR(42))r	 (RHOX FDR(41)) ► (VX rDR(44))
OOGU19 X	 r	 (HP	 rDR(45))r	 (YH2
	
rDR(46))r	 (YH2O ,DR(47))r (DENOMrDR(48))
OODU20 X	 r	 (CP02	 rDR(49)) ► 	 (CPH2	 ► DR(50)) ► 	 (CX2 POR(51))r (RP ► DR(52))
OODU21 X	 r	 (Al	 rDR(53))r
	 (81	 0R(54)) ► 	 (Cl rOR(55))r (D1 rDR(56))
000022 X	 r	 (E1	 rDR(57))r
	 (A2	 rDR(58))r	 (B2 rDR(59)) ► (C2 FDR(60))
OODU2S EQUIVALENCE.
000U24 X	 (02	 rDR(61))r	 (E2	 +DR(62)) ► 	 (A3 POR(63))r (B3 rDR(64))
000025 X	 r	 (C3	 rDR(65))F
	 (D3	 rDR(66))r
	 (E3 rDR(67))i(FREQ POR(68))
OOOu26 X	 r	 (WT	 ► DR(69)) *NEW
OOuU27 10 FORMAT(1Hl//////r47X
	 27HAEROJET—GENERAL CORPORATION
000028 X	 /1H r46X
	 27HCOMPUTING SCIENCES QIVISION




J OODU31 Z	 /1H ► 37X	 45HGAS-GAS FEED SYSTEM COUPLED STABILITY PROGRAM )
000032 20 FORMAT(//lHOr49X21HREAL INPUT CONDITIONS
OODU33 X	 /1HO 16X2HAC14X2HTO14X2HTF11X7HGAMMA P12X2HAX14X2HMR)
0OUO34 30 FORMAT(13XL13.6r5E16.6
000035 X	 /1H0 ► 34X2HWP14X2HMP12X4HMW P14X2HP014X2HWT *NEW
000036 Y	 /28XL13.6r4E16.6	 ) *NEW
UODU37 40 FORMAT(//1H0r41X3BHCOMPLEX NOZZLE ADMITTANCE COEFFICIENTS **-2
0DUO38 X	 /IHO ► 34X41i)tEAL11X4HIMAG14X4HREAL11X4HIMAG
OCUU39 Y	 /	 40XBHSCRIPT A25X8HSCRIPT C
000040 2	 /	 30XE13.6FE15.6rE18.6 ► E15.6
00Ju41 W	 /1HO 40X5HALPHA29X4HBETA
000042 L	 /	 30XE13.6rE15*6FE18.6 ► E15.6 )
OODU43 50 FORMAT(//1HO 41X36HCOMPUTED COMPLEX COEFFICIENTS IN THE
000044 X	 /1H	 4BX23HCHARACTERISTIC EQUATION
OOU045 Y	 /lH039X41H(F)* ,WX I	 +	 ( G)* WF I	 +	 ( H)* WT I + PX I = 0.
000U46 Z	 1HO 45X 19HFOR A FREQUENCY OF ► F10.3/)
00uu47 60 FORMAT(//2UX SH( F )
	 E14 * 7r3H + E1497F6H * I r3HOR E14 * 7r18H TIM *NEW
-- 000U4B VE5 E TO THE I E14.7/ *NEW
000049 W	 2UX 8H( G ) c E14.70H + E14 * 7r6H * I	 r3HOR E14.7r18H TIM *NEW
OOJUbO XES E TO THE I E14.7/ *NEW
OP0051 Y	 2UX 8H( H ) = El4.7r3H + E14.7r6H * I ► 3HOR E1497r18H TIM *NEW
06U052 ZES E TO THE I E14.7 ) *NEW
UOU053 C **-3
000054 C
000ub5 WRITE(IOUT ► 10)
Page 31
0000 y6 WRITE(IOUTr20)
00007 TPO 3 PO J 144.
OOJU54 TAC i AC 3 144•
GOuU59 TAX = AX * 144.
UGUO00 FA = SQRT(F(1)** 2+F(2)**2) *NEW
UCU061 FP = ATAN(F(2)/F(1)) *NEW
UOOUO2 IF	 (F(1))	 10), ► 1U2r102 *NEW
CUUUOS 101 FP = FP+3.1415927 *NEW
UOuub4 102 CONTINUE *NEW
000065 GA = SORT(G(1)**2+G(2)**2) *NEW
000066 GP = ATAN(G(2)/G(1)) *NEW
00DU67 IF	 (G(1))	 201*202r202 *NEW
OUuuba 201 GP = GP+3.1415927 *NEW
OODUb9 202 CONTINUE *NEW
UODU70 HA = SORT(H(li* *2+H(2) * *2) *NEW
UODU71 HP = ATAN(H(2)/H(1)) *NEW
UODU72 IF	 (H(1))	 501#3U2r302 *NEW
OODU73 301 jjP = HP+3.1415927 *r)EW
OODU74 302 CONTINUE *NEW
000075 wRlrE(IOUT.30)TACrTOrTFPGAMAPrTAXrRMpWPrPMrWMPrTPQrWT *NEW
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000001 SUBROUTINE KINV(ArNrDrLrM)
000002 DIMENSION A(I)PL(I)OM(l)
ODUUO3 C SEARCH FOR LARGEST ELEMENT
OOUu04 D=1.0
000005 NK=-N






000012 DO 20 J=KrN
ODUU13 I'l=N*(J-1)
OOJU14 DO 20 I=KrN
OODU15 IJ=1Z+I














000030 30 A(JI)	 =HOLD
000031 C INTERCHANGE COLUMNS
000032 35 I=M(K)
UOUu33 IF(I-K)	 45r45r38
OOVU34 38 JP=N*(I -1)





OODU40 40 A(JI)	 =HOLD
OODU41 C DIVIDE COLUMN BY MINUS PIVOT (VALUE OF PIVOT ELEK!:NT IS
CODU42 C CONTAI)JED IN 9IGA)
OOUu43 45 IF(UIGA) 006r48
OODU44 46 0=0.0
OUOU45 RETU)2N
UODU46 48 DO 55 I-1,N





OUuu52 C REDUCE MATRIX
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000056 DO 65 J=1,N
000057 IJ=IJ+N
0Ou058 IF(I-K) 60#6510






ODU065 C DIVIDE ROW BY PIVOT
000006 KJ=K—N






UUUJ73' C PRODUCT OF PIVOTS
ODU074 U=U*dIGA
000075 C REPLACE PIVOT BY RECIPROCAL
UOuu76 A(KK)=I.O/dIGA
00uu77 80 CONTINUE






















UUu100 130 A(JI) =HOLD
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000001 SUBROUTINE MVMLT(ArBrCrNrM)
000002 C SPARSE MATRIX * VECTOR MULTIPLY ROUTINE--MOVES B INTO Co THEN B=A*C
000003. C N = N0. ROWS IN .A
UODUU4 C M = NO. COLS IN A = NO. ELEMENTS IN B
ODUU05 C A = N*M MATRIX STORED SEQUENTIALLY BY COLUMN
000006 C B = VECTOR OR COLUMN MATRIX OF LENGTH M
OOUO07 C C = RESULTANT PRODUCT VECTOR OF LENGTH M (MUST BE DIFFERENT FROM B)
000006 C MAP OF MATRIX A STORGE --
000U09 C
00DU10 C 1	 N+1	 2N+1	 ..	 .	 ( M=1)N+1
000011 C 2	 N+2	 2N+2	 a	 (M-1)N+2
Uuu012 C 3	 N+3	 2N+3	 .	 .	 (M-1)14+2
U0uU13 C
UUUU14 C
UODU15 C N	 2N	 3N	 .	 M*N
UOUu16 C
000017 DIMENSION A(l) ► J(1)rC(1)
OJuUIU DO 5 J-1rM
OODU19 C(J)=B(J)
000020 5 B(J)=0.
OODU21 DO 30	 I=1rN
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W ELT CARD+100 0724P 29528
000U01	 SUBROUTINE CADD(APBFC)
OOUO02
	 COMPLEX ADDITION C = A + B WHERE EACH VARIABLE IS A 2-CELL
UODUO3	 C	 I.E.r	 CONSIDER THE COMPLEX NUMBER X = U+V*I.
000004	 C	 THEN	 X(1)=U	 AND X(2)=V.
uOuuu9	 C
OODU06	 DIMENSION A(2)PB(2).C(2)
000007	 C(1) = A(1) + B(1)
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V ELT CSUB#lr700724# 29529
000001	 SUBROUTI14E CSUB(ArBrC)
000002	 COMPLEX SUBTRACTION C =A-B
000UO3	 C
ODUO04	 DIMENSION A(2)rB(2)rC(2)
OOUO05	 C(1) = A(1) - B(1)
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W ELT CMULTPIP700724r 29530
6OU001	 SUBROUTINE CMULT(A#B..C)'





OUuUO5	 CR	 = A(1)*B(1) - A(2)*B(2)
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y
W E-1,T CCVLTr1e700304v	 44516
OOOOUI M TtSUBROUTINE CC	 ► XrY)L	 C
OOU002 COMPLEX SCALAR MULTIPLICATION 	 Y = C*X
000003 C	 wHERE	 XvY ARE COMPLEXt
000004 C	 C IS A REAL SCALAR
OOU005 DIMENSION X(2)r	 Y(2)
OODU06 Y(1)	 =	 X(1)	 *	 C
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W El.T CDVID#1r7006O4r 44517
000001	 SUBROUTINE COVID(A#B•CtIERR)
OOOOU2	 COMPLEX UIVISIOrl C = A / 0
000uU3	 C	 IERR = 0 IF DIVISION SUCCESSFULt IERR=-1 IF DIVIDE CHECK OCCURRS
UODU04	 UIMENSION A(2)vB(2)0C(2)
UOuu05	 UL14 = BM412 + B(2)**2
OOOuub	 IF(DEN )30r20t30
O0uuU7	 20 lERR=-1
OODU08	 GO i0 40
OODU09	 30 CR	 = ( A(1)*B(l) + A(2)*8(2)) / DEN
0OuU10	 Cl
	
= (A(2)*B(l) - A(1)*3(2)) / DEN
0ODU11	 C(1.)=CR
ODUU12	 C(2)=CI
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E.	 METHOD OF VERIFICATION
The results of this program at zero frequency should be reasonably
close to the simple quasi-steady analysis using C* and the change in C*
with mixture ratio (Ref. 7). This was the guide used in checking out the
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SECTION III - DECK SETUP
A.	 COMPUTER CONFIGURATION
1. This program should be -able to run on any of at least
3 computers: IBM 360-65, IBM 1130, UNIVAC 1108. Only two variables
it-rust be changed to change from one computer to another, IIN and IOUT.
These variables are defined in the first part of the main program and
refer to the UNIT numbers in READ and WRITE statements.
2. FORTRAN language is used in this program.
B.	 RUN TIME
Run time for one frequency including compilations is 13 sec
on the UNIVAC 1108.
C.	 DECK S. EQUENCE
The deck sequence shown below include the control cards
as required by the EXEC II Monitor system for the UNIVAC 1108 as des-
cribed in Ref. 9. For use with other computers the instruction manual for








To run multiple cases see FLAG under INPUT DATA.
n
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^ I
D.	 INPUT DATA
The following is a list with definitions and units of all input
variables including special flags with an explanation of their,' purpose:
AC	 Cross-sectional area of the chamber in square inches.
TO	 Stagnation temperature of the burned exhaust gases in degrees
Rankine. This comes from thermochemical calculations.
TX	 Temperature of gaseous oxygen entering the chamber in
degrees Rankine.
TF	 Temperature of gaseous hydrogen entering the chamber in
degrees Rankine
GAMAP Ratio of specific heats for the burned exhaust gases. This
would be obtained from a thermochemical calculation. It
is primarily a function of mixture ratio.
AX	 Total oxidizer injection area in square inches.
RM ' Mixture Ratio
WP	 Total weight flow of exhaust gases, pounds per second.
PM	 Mach number of the chamber. This can be calculated from
the chamber contraction ratio and'GAMAP.
WMP Molecular weight of the burned exhaust gases. This also
comes from thermochemical calculations.
PO	 Stagnation pressure in the chamber in pounds per square inch.
WT	 Weight flow in tapoff line in pounds per second (normally negative).
CHECK This is a flag which controls the output of the program..
If CHECK. is less than zero all input variables and variables
needed to calculate the coefficients of the matrix are listed.
The coefficients of the matrices, and the inverse are listed.
The inverted matrix is then reinverted to check the accuracy
of the inversion. This result is also listed.
If CHECK is greater than zero all of the above is done except
the reinversion is not performed.
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If CHECK is zero only the input variables and final
results are listed. CHECK is normally zero.
FLAG	 If FLAG is negative only one case is run _U
If FLAG is zero a new frequency with the same
chamber is run
If FLAG is positive a complete new case is rup
Q,	 FREQ.	 These are longitudinal admittance coefficients and
their corresponding frequency. Q and C are complex. They




E.	 RESTRICTIONS AND LIMITATIONS
11,
1. Low Mach number in chamber and feed lines.
2. Fuel rich (mixture ratio less than 8).
3. Gaseous hydrogen and gaseous oxygen are used as propellants.
4. Perturbations are assumed to be small
5. No pressure sensitive combustion is included.,
F.	 DIAGNOSTICS
Any division by zero will cause the program to print DIVIDE CHECK
IN EQ, IEQ where IE Q is an equation number in the program. If a square
root operation is attempted on a negative number a message is printed SQRT OF
-X ATTEMPTED IN* EQ, IEQ. If the matrix is singular a message is printed
MATRIX AA IS SINGULAR.
G.	 QUANTITY OF OUTPUT
h`
kIf CHECK is zero one page of output per frequency is obtained. It 	 i
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H.	 OUTPUT DEFINITION
LABEL SYMBOL UNITS DESCRIPTION
AC: Ac in Chamber area
ALPHA CK - - Nozzle admittance  coefficient
AX Ax in Oxidizer injection area
BETA 9 -- Nozzle admittance coefficient
F F sec/in2 Coefficient of characteristic
equation
G G sec/in2 Coefficient of characteristic
equation
GAMMA P I - ratio of specific heats ofproducts of combustion
H H sec/in2 Coefficient of characteristic
equation
I
MP M -- Mach number of products ofcombustion
MR MR -- Mixture ratio
MWP MW -- Molecular weight of prodiucts
of combustion
PO Po lb/in2 stagnation pressure of products
of combustion
A,SCRIPT A -- nozzle admittance coefficient
SCRIPT C C -- nozzle admittance coefficient
TF T 0 temperature of fuel
TO To 0R, stagnation temperature of
products of combustion
WT wt lb/sec weight flow rate in tapoff line
WP w^ lb /sec weight flow rate of products
of combustion
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I,	 INPUrT FORM
The format of the input data cards is shown on Page 47 and a
listing of the input data cards for the sarr.,pl.e case included herein is
given on Page 48.
Page 46
AU; L5 oiaU-IUO
JO6 NUMBER	 REPORT TITLE	 DATE	 PAGE
OF
1 2	 3	 a.'	 S	 6 1	 7 1	 8 1 9	 101 11	 12	 13	 14 " 15 116 17 118 119 ^ 20 121 j 22	 23	 2a	 25	 26	 27 28 129 130 131 32 133 134 135 j36 i 37; 38 139,40,411421 43 	 44' 45 146 47 ^ 48 149	 50 151 152 1531 54155 1 561.571581 591 TOl 61 168 169 170171172 173 174 175 176 1 77 11 78	 79	 80
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I	 I	 I	 IGI.W tPl	 i	 I	 I	 I	 I I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I A N	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I! 1	 I	 I	 i	 IRI^	 11	 I	 1	 I	 i	 I I	 I!	 i!	 iwg	I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I 1	 i	 I	 I	 I	 i	 I	 i	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I
I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 i	 I	 l	 i	 i	 I	 I	 I l	 l	 l	 l	 l	 l	 l	 l	 l	 l	 l	 l	 I	 I 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 I.	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I I	 l	 i	 l	 i	 t	 l	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I (	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I
I	 I	 I	 I	 PM	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I 1.1	 1	 1	 1	 IwMPI	 I	 I	 I	 I I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 1w J] 	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 1	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I
1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 I	 I	 i	 I	 I I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 l	 i	 l	 i	 l	 l	 1 I	 i	 l	 l	 l	 l	 l	 l	 l	 l	 i	 l	 i	 l I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 i	 l	 l	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I
I	 I	 I	 T C H]E;Ci	 I	 I	 t	 l	 1 I	 l	 l	 l	 l	 l	 l	 l	 l	 l	 l	 l	 i	 l I	 l	 l	 l	 l	 l	 l	 l	 l	 l	 l	 l	 l	 l	 l	 l	 l	 l	 l	 l	 l	 l	 l	 l	 l	 i	 l	 l	 l	 l	 l	 l	 l	 l	 l	 l	 l	 l	 i	 l	 i	 l	 l	 i	 i	 l	 l
I	 I	 i	 i	 I	 I	 i	 I'I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I I	 I	 I	 i	 i	 l	 l	 l	 l	 i	 l	 i	 l	 l I	 I	 i(	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 i	 l	 l	 i	 l	 I	 l	 i	 l	 l	 i	 l	 l	 l	 l	 i	 i	 l	 l	 l	 l	 i	 l	 i	 l	 i	 l	 l	 l	 l	 l	 f	 l	 i	 l	 f
11	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 i	 i	 l	 l	 l	 l	 l	 l	 l	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 1	 I	 f	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 i	 I	 I	 L	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 i	 I	 I	 1	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 1	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 1	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I
I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 i	 I	 I	 I	 I	 NOZ1	 E I A	 I	 1	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 1	 I	 I	 1	 I	 i	 I	 I	 i	 I	 I	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1!	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I
7




I	 I	 I I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I 	 TMAQ I!	 1 ii	 I	 I	 I C-I	 iRB AI.L	 I	 I	 I I I I I I IG IMALG I I I I I	 I	 11 I	 I	 I	 1
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J.	 SAMPLE OUTPUT
The following pages consist of the output of a typical case for the












GAS-GAS FEED SYSTEM COUPLED STABILITY PROGRAM
REAL INPUT CONDITIONS
AC	 TO TF	 GAMMA P AX
.177000+03	 .b80000+04 .530000+03	 .120000+01 .290000+02






COMPLEX NOZZLE ADMITTANCE COEFFICIENTS











COMPUTED COMPLEX COEFFICIENTS IN THE
CHARACTERISTIC EQUATION
(F)* WX I + (G)* WFI + (H)* WT I + PX I = 0.
FOR A FREQUENCY OF	 177.890
(	 F	 )	 = - 4 1b57541+01 + .5268061+00 * I ,OR 91739243+01 TIMES E TO THE I	 92833865+01
(	 G	 )	 = - - 8b78599+01 + .2761513+01 * I #OR .9107361+01 TIMES E TO THE I	 .2833525+01
(	 H	 )	 = -.8683373+01 + 92761445+01 * I POR 99111690+01 TIMES E TO THE I	 .2833691+01
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GAS-GAS FEED SYSTEM COUPLED 'STABILITY PROGRAM
REAL INPUT CONDITIONS
AC TO	 TF	 GAMMA P
	 AX MR
.177000+03 .680000+04	 .530000+03	 4120000+01	 .290000+02 0500000+01
WP	 MP	 MW P
	 PO WT
.290000+03	 .274000+00
	 .117400+02	 .100000+04 -.500000+01
COMPLEX NOZZLE ADMITTANCE COEFFICIENTS










COMPUTED COMPLEX COEFFICIENTS IN THE
CHARACTERISTIC EQUATION
(F)* WX I	 +	 ( G)* WF #	+	 (H)* WT I	 + PX#	 = 09
FOR A FREQUENCY OF	 553.670
(	 F	 )	 = -.9958138+00 +	 .8208317+00 * 1 #OR	 .1290508+01 TIMES E TO THE I	 .2452220+01
(	 G	 )	 = - .5208834+01 +	 94300611+01 * I #OR	 96754791+01 TIMES E TO THE I	 .2451413+01
(	 H	 )	 = - .5214180+01 +	 94301570+01 * I #OR
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I
SECTION I -- PROBLEM
A	 ABSTRACT
This analysis uses the sensitive time lag theory in both combustors
of a staged combustion cycle. It considers only longitudinal modes and no
feed system effects are included. The primary and secondary combustors
are coupled by including in the secondary analysis the flow oscillation
generated in the primary combustor. As in other analyses using the sensi-
tive time lag theory an n and -r curve for neutral stability is obtained
(Ref. 1). Since a staged combustion cycle has two combustors there are
two sets of n's and T's, one set for the primary combustor and one set
for the secondary combustor. In this analysis the n and 't- for the primary
are assumed known and and the analysis solves for the n and T of the
secondary.
The only input parameters needed by the program which are somewhat
obscure are the n and T for the primary combustor and the specific acoustic
admittance of the sonic secondary exhaust nozzle, er
	 The first of these,
n and -r , mast come from experiments on primary combustors fired alone.
What limited data that exists is published in Reference 2. The second, the
specific acoustic admittance of a sonic nozzle, can be obtained from a computer
program. described in Reference 1.
B.	 TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
There are many possible variations in configuration of staged com-
bustion cycles. The one analyzed in this program is shown on Page 2,
Figure 1 also includes dimensions and variables used in the input to the pro-
gram. The purpose of the primary combustor is to generate gases to drive
the turbine which in turn drives the propellant feed pumps. In this analysis
the turbine is simulated by a pressure drop which is assumed to be propor-
tional to the square of the flow rate through the turbine. No effect of turbine
speed change or vibration is included. The distance between the turbine inlet
and the point where the primary gases are injected into the secondary chamber




SCHEMATIC OF STAGED COMBUS'
Figure 1
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B, Technical Description (cont. )
into the secondary combustor is assumed to have a time delay , °r° fs between
injection and combustion. This time delay is a mean total time delay as
distinguished from the sensitive time lags -r and -r	 The chambers and
nozzles are analyzed using one-dimensional acoustics with a finite but small
Mach number.
Both chambers' are analyzed acoustically the same way so the following
development applies to both the primary and secondary combustors. The
fe,.11owilg equations are used in developing the model:
Conservation of mass.
at + a - ( P U ) = 0	 Eq. 1
Conservation of momentum.
P . bt + Pu aZ +	 Z = 0	 Eq. Z
Conservation of energy.
at	 (p e o) + aZ (pu ho) = 0	 Eq. 3
where,
e 	 = c v T + u2	Eq. 4







c = Y RT	 Eq. 7
P
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p = pRT	 Eq. 8
The energy equation is simplified if the kinetic energy terms are neglected.
These terms become important only when Mach number is near 1. With this






au	 + u ap = 0	 Eq. 9
The above equations have built into them the assumption that the area of the
chamber does not change with the distance Z. It has also assumed no com-
bustion. The combustion will be assumed to occur at the injector face and will
be included in the analysis as a boundary condition.
All the dependent variables in the above equations will be assumed to
be composed of a mean part which does not vary with time and a perturbation
part which does vary with time.
p = p + p' eSt
p = p + p' eSt
	
Eq. 10
u = u + u' eSt
The variable S is the Laplace variable and is in general complex. When these
are substituted into the equations and products of perturbations are neglected
(which implies that only small amplitude oscillations will be considered) 'the
following equations result
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B, 'Technical Description (cont. )
- _ du' + dp'pSu + pu dZ	 dZ - 0	 Eq. 12
SP + YP dZ + Yu 72 = 0	 Eq. 13
In obtaining the above equations du dp	 dz
	
aZ	
were all set equal to zero
dZ
since the area is not changing and no combustion is occurring.
These three equRti.on.s can be combined to give:
2	 2
^- d 2 (^) - ( I ° YM2) P t = S {Y+1) Z {- PL	 Eq. 14S	 dZ	 l 	 )
d2
 ( pi ) _ _S2 ( pp	 = 0
dZ^ P	 c2 p
From Equations 11 thru 14, velocity and density can be obtained in terms of
pressure.
U1 	 1	 p'	 1	 c 2	 d	 p'
-d-Z (- 1	 E q.. 16
u	 Y p	 Y S u	 p
P'	 _	 1	 P	 E q... 17
7	 Y	 P
Eq. 15
where M is the Mach number and c is the acoustic velocity, c = YgRT. If
the Mach number is small enough YM2 is negligible compared to 1. For an
even smaller Mach number the right-hand side can be neglected. The governing
equation, then becomes the homogeneous Helmholtz equation:
Equation 15 is a se cond order equation and requires two boundary conditions.
At the nozzle entrance the velocity and density are related by the specific
acoustic admittance.
u'/u
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B, Technical Description (cont.),
At the injector the burning rate and pressure are related by the sensitive
time lag burning expression.
-(emu)—_	 pt	 where	 ^= n (1-e -S'1,	 q• 19
Pu	 p
The solution to equation 15 is:
.	 i
SZ	 _ SZ
p	 = c1 e c	 +	 c 2 e c	 Eq. 20
P
Combining Equation 20 with the 2 boundary conditions, after considerable
algebra, the following expression is obtained.
1-Bexp (ZSL
M (1,YP) =	 2SL	 where B = 1 + A'M Eq. 211 + B exp ( c )
This expression applies without qualification to the primary combustor:
2SLf	 I -- B exp
	
p
p	 ( c	 )	 1 + AM
Mp
 (1 Y ?OP)--	 2SL
	
where Bp
 = 1 - apMp	 Eq. 22
1 + Bp exp (	 p) 	 p p
c 
For the secondary combustor Equation. 21 must be modified slightly to include
the flow injected from the turbine exit as well as the pressure sensitive
combustion:
2SL
-ST	 1 - B exp	 s
MS 1•- Y (G e	 fs + ^) =	 s	 2SL
	
Eq. 23







_rmrrib+unwro	 _arvw+	 vvvav^w.wsaa.++.A^t:F.c>. ..u.w!.....w--..^w........,,u+w- 	 ,,.v^.^,.	 _	 .
2 ( p - Ps )
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B, Technical Description (cont. )
The factor e	 -S rfs is the combustion time delay for the fuel entering the
secondary. The term G is determined as follows: Define G  = wp,





_P	 (1 + q'p )	 Eq. 24
PP
The admittance upstream of the turbine is related to the admittance down-
stream of the turbine by:
I The G in Equation 23 is non-dimensional. To convert G fs to G divide by w P
w	 s
G = G 





2 (p -P )
1 p
- 1






s	 s	 P	 Eq. 26




where Rs is the mixture ratio of the secondary chamber.
Equations 22, 23 and 26 are the governing equations for the system.
These equations can now be solved simultaneously for
2SL
exp ( c p )
P
and C1 = Mp (1-a P )where ^E3 =
Report 20672-P3D, Appendix B
C.	 EQUATIONS
Equation 22 must first be solved for 4'p
_
fl (1+,6 	 - 1+
P	 P (n (1-,e) - p - 1)
Equation 26 can then be used to get G.
R	 P	 1
G =	 s	 s+R	
-P2( — 1_ P
	 Y
2 (P -P)	 + q'
S
	 P
Finally equation 23 can be used to solve for 70 s'
2SL




1+ B s exp(----s}	
-Sr
- _.	 cs	 — G e	 fss 
- YMs







Set S= 0+ iw and solve for n(w) and 'r(w)
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D.	 DEFINITION OF TERMS
B Intermediate term defined in equation 21
C 1 - -C 2 Constants in Equation 20 to be determined by the boundary
conditions
C Specific heat at constant p ressurep	 pp
c v Specific heat at constant volume
e Base of Natural Logarithms
e Internal energy of stagnant combustion gases
G Nondimensional weight flow admittance injected into
secondary chamber
G Dimensional weight flow admittance upstream of theprimary exhaust nozzle
ho Enthalpy of stagnant combustion gases
L Length of cylindrical portion of chamber
M Mach number in cylindrical portion of chamber
n Pressure interaction index measuring the amount of
interaction between pressure oscillations and burning
rate oscillations
p Pressure
R Universal gas constant




T Tempe rata re
U. Velocity of gas
w Weight flow rate
Z Length dimension
CY Specific Acoustic admittance (_ -^.^	 where f-( is from Ref. 1)
MY Ratio of specific heats
' h=as d	 -si.ty
Page '^
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D.	 Definition of Terms (cont. )
ifs	 Total time lag of the fuel injected into the secondarychamber in seconds
W	 Frequency of oscillation
r	 Sensitive time lag in seconds
w	 dimensional frequency in radians per second







Mean value - does not vary with time
Perturbation value
Page 10
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E. SPECIAL OPTIONS
This program is restricted to the problem described in Section B.
F. NUMERICAL METHODS OF SOLUTION
Complex arithmetic is used in this program. The specific acoustic
admittance of the second combustor a s is input as a table. An interpola-
tion function GNINT, taken from the UNIVAC MATH PACK, is used to
interpolate for values of R' s between those input in the table. A third
order polynomial is used in this interpolation.
G. REFERENCES
1. Stability Characterization of Advanced Injectors Design
Guide Vol. 2 Operation of the Computer Program 20672-PZD Jan. 1970.
2. Stability Characterization of Advanced Injectors Design
Guide for Stable H 2 /O2 Combustors. Vol 1: Design Application 20672-P2D
May 197 0.
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Interpolate for ac's and
Calculate Equations 22,


















OODUU2 C TttiS P R O GRA M, CriLCI LHTES i,N EN, TAU ZO`fE FOR THE SECONDARY INJECTOR OF A
00uUO3 C 5TAbLD COMBoSTIJN CYCLE.
	 THE EN AND TAU FOR THE PRIMARY ARE INPUT TO THE
UOUOU4 C PROGRAM ALOwG WITH A FUEL TOTAL TIME LAG FOR THi
	
SECONDARY.	 THE ANALYSIS
OOuou5 C IS ONE DIMENSIONAL AND APPLLES TO LONGITUDINAL MODES WITHOUT FEED SYSTEM
11()uLUU G L-OU LING,	 :I	 A.4iiLY:-i5	 APPEARS
	
IN THE
U1juuu7 C A-RUJET UE%ERAL REPURT is M,J-" t 	 u	 . -.u	 z: U7?^i'' 	 Tac	 i;rr'UT PAaA:DETERS A RE AS
UODU06 C FOV,LUdS:
U00009 C XLS Y LENGTrt OF SECONDARY CriA'/,i:r( lN FEET
uouu1O C XPL = LF.f,GTH	 OF PRI,-;ARY
	
C r{i'%63	 t	 tJ	 F1'-:ET000011 C CS = SPEED OF SOUND if, StCG:;D,; Y I:; F;=ET ?Ea ScuaD
000012 C CP = SPEED] OF SOUND IN i'i,I1:ARY T.t; FEET PER Si_=.o
OODU13 C TAUT' = SENSITIVE TIME LAG	 .N P;II',;A ;IY CHAt:RCR I:; SECONDS
&OU014 X;;P = INTERACTION Ii,.JEX I;c Pkl--*1RY CriAMBER	 (DI'-',z%S,I0NLE.SS)
UOUu15 UuP = MACH NLYISER IN PRIV.A^2Y Cai.i';;tR
OODU1.6 L UuS = MACH F+J:4BER IN SEC0 ; 3 i.RY C IA73E'2
-	 GODU17 C GAM = RATI,fj uF SPECiFIC t;EATS
OODU18 C k5 = MIXTURr- RATIO GF SECO"i7ARY C.lAVsK:P
ODUU19 C PUS = SECO;;JitRY CHi, v,3E.q PRESSvR:?
	 I": P G!1'd 3S PER SaUARE	 INCH
uOuO20 C pap = PRI.V' liY CHA':3=^i PRESSURE I:; POU:.DS a En Su.1A2_ INCri
UOOU21 C Fl = INITIAL FRE0lE7v.CY AT '',' rilCr( T-tE EX AND TAI) ARE TO BE CALCULATED.	 RZ
ODU(J22 C U	 = INCitEh!LNT	 3Efrlct;•: FREQL)E.dCIcS
UODU23 C Fw = NUMBER OF "rREUUENCIES
000024 C TAUFS. = TOTAL TIi,'rE LAG OF FU'-:'L IN SECONDARY CO3 G;;3ER IN SECONDS
UUUu25 C AStir ASI = hEAL AND IMAGINARY PARTS OF SPECiFTC ACOUSTIC ADMITTANCE AS
ODUU26 C DEFINED BY CROCCO	 (CALLG;) ALP'fT) r	 7I;-0 :fSiD;;L^55
OODU27 C OMEGN = FREwUENCY Ai v:rilCH THE ASR, A4E GTVEN - RADIANS PER SECO'aD
ODOU28 DIMENSION	 ASR(50)rASI(50)rOMEG(4(5U)rSN(IDO)rTAUMS(100)rHERTZ(100)




000u33 101 FORMAT(	 uF10.1)





OODU38 103 FORi4AT(1XrlbHINPUT DATA	 //1Xr35HLENGTH OF SECONDARY CHAMBER IN
OoUUS9 1FEET=rF10,43 1X#64HLENGTH OF PRIMARY CHAMBER IN FEET=rF1o.4/
OODU4U 21Xr55HSPEEu OF SOUND IN SECONDARY CHAMBER ZN FEET PER SECOND=,F10.
ODUU41 34/LAr53HSPr.ED OF SUL)N:) IN PiRIMAfiY CHAMBER IN -FEET PER SECOND=,F10.
ODUU42 4.F/1Xr12HTAU PIII+IAi2Y=FFIO.4/1Xr26HINTf=RACTION INDEX PRIMARY=,F10.4/
UOU043 51Xt20iyACrt NUMBER PRI;kARY=rF10.4/1Xr22HMACH 'JUtiiBEk SECONDARY=rF10.
ODUU44 64/k4t611GA.-AA=rFlO.4/IXP24HMIXTURE RATIO SECONDARY= ► F10.4/1Xr33HbtEA
OUuo45 7,4 CHAMBER PRESSURE SECONDARY =rF10.4/1Xr30HMEAN CHAMBER PRESSURE P
UODU46 6RIMARY=rFIU.4/lXr33HTOTAL TIME LAG OF SECONDARY FUEL=rF10.4//1X.41
ODOU47 9HSECONDARY NOZZLE ADMITTANCE (OMEGArARrAI)/(lXr3F20.4))
0DUU48 wRITE(br104)
OOUu49 104 FOh,AAT(!Xr bHO0TPUTr/r1Xr98H	 FREQUENCY	 N


































dowAdmim	 000	 *64,	 04-4 *0-4 wi—A tow














OOuJbu GO TO 26S
JUuuol 400 6KITE(b,Suu)






ut;000U ,._rr=tu.	 '•^_.	 -,	 • ^r^..t_	 .. - ^>.	 :^..0	 - •r.=r /:u..r•tu:)r.t•.J -v.'.Y.
•
'U
UUUUt.b l ,rr')	 i .. u-
	 A ')'; -c Ike r -1 I. u)) C)
uU.u67 ,=- ,<S/(:.U•.(S)•r'S,/2.0/iPPJ'
- ;'	 ,,.(:<J/(:.5 - tP^}?/2.„/(PyP -rb5)) r"Y




UUuu71 H =- ( il.u- •C,.t_X?;,)/11.(J+,3S+Ea PS) -U1:1) /GA'? /Ua5- ;,sPnLFS
00J072 HI=AIM:.Gtn1 v•v
UUUu73 n,:=.iLAL(H)
UUu•r74 ALFPR (I) =mLAL ( ALA, 3 ; 'C
01,uu15 ALFPI(I)=AiAAG(ALrr) W
UOuu7u 5t.(I):tr,il
	 t+ni •n:r/:;,<•;,.'5 Cj
00uu77 1415yt7-2.U.4-.A% (HI /r.'R)
UODU7n TAUMS ( I ) =:,




uuuurtl AklTE((.,3uu)	 (HLrtTL(I) ► `'J(:),T;.i^:`,(1).r,L^^rt(:),;.L^r'I(I).^=1•'^F) :3
OUuucs2 3UU FUrL. AT(1X,:);: 2U.5) Q
u0uun3 v0 TO 1 N-
ODUUr4 ENU X
4. LIST	 (,trItdf 10:04:36
`*	 ^	 6r=r0rrri	 ^rar-ri	 ^	 arM11Mt+1/
	 ^	 e.+.rt.-r/
ELT GNINT p 1 ►70u722r 3b216
UOOU01 FUNCTION GNINT(XrYrNrLDrXBARrDra) GNINT
uUUUO2 C-----------------------------------------------------------------------GNINT
000003 C GREGORY-NEWTON INTERPOLATION AND EXTRAPOLATION GNIp:T
ODUU04 C FH'1S SUBPROGRAM DETERMINES GNINT
OODU05 C 1.	 WHETHER EXTRAPOLATION OR INTERPOLATION I5 REQUIRED. GNINT




UUUU08 C ARGUMENT 7cF1N*1TID1: GIJI^'7
-UUuuu9 C X	 -- ARRAY OF N INOEPE.duENT VARIABLE VALUES GNINT
000010 C Y	 -- ARRAY OF N DEPE:NDE tJ VARIAELc. VALUES GNINT
oouu11 C N	 -- NU'fbER OF DATA PO•I;•ti5 GNIIJT
OODU12 C LD	 -- DESIRED DEGREE OF INTERPOLATIN G, POLYNOMIAL GNINT
OOuu13 C AAR -- INDEPEN!,ENT VALUE FOR {.,Y.7CC( GNINT IS THE INTERPOLAP)T GNINT
000014 C OR EXTRmPOLANT GNINT
OODU15 C U	 ARRAY OF LD+1 ELEMENTS USED FOR TEMPORARY STORAGE BY GNINT
UOD01b C Gt.poL. GIJINT
O0uu17 C GNINT STOR ES S-ACING O	 X ARRAY ELEMENTS IN D(1)- GNINT
oouu18 C - EIN;ROR EXIT I	 EXTtiAPOLATIG^t,	 CE55ARYP AND X?nR IS MOREGNItv7GNI „TUODU19 C
THAN 5 SPACES FRO ,41 11_1N.I r	 OF X ARRAY.
D00020C-------------------- 	 -	 ---- ------ ---------	
-------------------- GNINT
Vi UUuU21 C OTHER SUBPROGRAMS t<-EFERE NCED GNINT
ODUO22 C GNPOL -- DETEk,41NATIJV OF INTERPOLATING POLYt •:Oi•IiAL VALUE GNINT
F d OOUJ23 C AT	 XBAtt. GNINT
OOUu24 C GNEXT -- GREGORY —N-EWTO)J EXTRAPOLATION. GNINT
OQ 000025
-------------- ---------- -------------
-'------------------------------GNINT(D 000026 C REFERENCES GNINT
f' OODU27 C F. B. HILDEBRANo r 	I;TRODUCTION 70 NUMERICAL ANALYSIS. GNINT
V OODU28 C MCGRAW—HILL bOOK CO.r	 1956. GNINT
ODUO29 C J. B. SCARaUROUuHr	 NUMERICAL MATHEMATICAL ANALYSISr GNINT
000030 C JOHNS HOPKINS PRESS#	 1962. GNINT
OOUO31C--- -------------------------------------------------------------------GNINT
000032 C GNINT PERFORMS THE FOLLO:VING SET OF OPERATIONS GNINT
UODU33 C 1.	 DETER;-11NES POSITION OF XHAR r;ITHIN X ARRAY. GNINT
OODU34 C 2.	 REFERENCES GNEXT IF EXTRAPOLATION) IS NECESSARY. GNINT
UOUO35 C 3.	 -DETERMINES MAXIMUM OBTAINABLE INTERPOLATING POLYNOMIAL DEGREErGNINT
000036 C AS LIi,i TED 8Y N AND POSITION OF XBAR. G14INT
OGUU37 C 4.	 REDUCEb LD IF IT IS GREATER THEN MAXIMUM OBTAINABLE DEGREE. GNINT
OODU38 C 5. -DETERMINES WHETHER FORWARD OR BACKWARD INTERPOLATION IS TO BE GNINT
oouu39 C PERFORMED. GNINT
000040 C 6.	 INITIALIZES ARbUMENTS FOR GNPOL. GNINT
UODU41 C 7-	 REFERENCES GNPUL TO OBTAIN INTERPOLATING POLYNOMIAL VALUE GNINT
OODU42 C AT XBAR. GNINT
000U43 C--------------------	 -------------------------------------------------G)JINT
UOOU44 C INITIALIZATION OF J(1) AS X ARRAY SPACING. GNINT
000045 C JETERMINA(ION WHETHER INvTERPOLATION OR EXTRAPOLATION IS REQUIRED• GNINT
OODU46 C---------------------------------------- -------------------------------GNINT
000047 DIMENSION X(N1rY(tN)rD(1) GNINT
GUOU46 J(1)=X(2)—A(1) GNINT
DODU49 IF(XBAR.LT .X`(1).OR.XBAR.GT.X(N))	 GO TO 3 GNINT
UODU50C---------------------------------------------------------------- -------GNINT
OODU51 C INTERPOLATION REQUIRED. GNINT




OD6054 J=(ABAR-X(1))/D(1)	 +1- GNINT,

















hx, •e,+'y^yy^	 33 ^a' ^^' e . j” .E S^ K. s^5 w^	










OODU56 C	 DETERMINATION OF DLG;iEE OF I I ;TERPOLATING POLYNOMIAL.. 	 GNINT
b UOuU57 C	 ',I IS MAXIt4u%; POSSIBLE DEGREEP .LD IS DEGREE USED- 	 GNINT
OUuUbB C ---------------------------------------------------- ------------- ------ GNINT
4
UODUb9 M=MAC @ (JpN-J) 	 GNINT `)
f 000060 LU=MINO (M, LD)	 GNINTGNINTODUUbI	 C---------------------------------------------__----_^------ _----------
COU062 C	 INITIALIZATION OF ARGUMENTS FOR GNPOL. 	 GNINT
ODU063 C------------------------------------------------------------------------ GNINT
000064 J=J+?	 GNINT
} 4Uuub6 vv TO 2	 G+ I NT t0
" UODUb7 GO	 TO	 1	 G'J :,:T 't7
uUuUu s J=—,j	 -	 GNINT 0
GUUU69 S=-S.	 G X f
00uU70 C--------------- - -- -	 - --- - ---------
O.J 
----------------------------- -




C	 :tEFERENCE rUNCT I	 JUhk^hVVriA'•i iJ;.i^JL TO v ?T:,. +	 I::TLiti'G_: TI)^G	 G*JI;:T N
Kz UL'uU72 C	 eOLYNOMIAL VALUE AI XbAm. 	 GNINT p
e ro JUUJ73 C-------	 __ -----------G INT ON
_ W UUUU74 1	 (,NlNT=GNPOL(Y#JFSoL5,;;)G.,rT
V
N
E pp UOUu76 RLTUR(J	 vvlr;T
fil (fl :000u7o 2	 (;Nl;	 i1-jlJT=Y (J) F'd
0:Ud077 i(ETUR(:	 G JI:,T Wd
c
00 000076 C------------------ -----	 --------- ---------------- -----------------GNINT
00JU79 C	 REFERENCE. rui .iCTIO,, 1 SU •,;PR7vRr1`, GNEXT TO PE: 'FOR	 ^Ottv.AR' OR	 G`:IkT
UUUU60 C	 UACKwARD EXTRAPOLATIO.:. 	 GNINT
GODUfil 3 GNINT=GNEXT (XPYPN,L^rXBAR , ur54)	 GNINT 10
Q000ii2 R TURNGNINT '0
OOUJ83 4 RETURN 7	 GNINT
3 OODU84 END	 GNINT p,
,' W










E"T GNPOLPJ # 70 0722 F 38217
000001 FUNCTION GNPOL( y# ,JPSPLD#D )	GNPOL
UO0002C-----------------------	 ---------------------------------------------- GNPOL
000003 C	 CALCULATION OF GREGORY-NEWTOi4 INTERPOLATING POLYNOMIAL VALUE 	 GNPOL
000004 C ------------------------------------------------------------------------ GNPOL
000005 c	 INITIALIZATION-	 D ARRAY INITIALIZED AS Y ARRAY VALUES	 GNPOL
uuuu0b ------------------------------------------------ 	 -----------
OOUU07 DIMEtlSION Y(I)#D(l)	 GNPOL
oouuos COEFF=I.	 GNPOL
OOUU09 L=IA6S(J)	 GNPOL
oouoio GNPOL=Y(L) 	 GNPOL




000013 1 U(4+1)=YiL+K1	 GNPOL
00u014C------------- ------------ -------------------------°------------------- GNPOL
000015 c	 LOOP THROUGH ALL DIFFERENCES 	 GNPOL
rdOOUU16 L- ------------ ------- ------------------------------------------------ GNPOL
000017 UO 3 K=1-Lb	 GNPOL
OQ o0ou18 i	 LDM=LD-K+1	 GNPOL
moouul9 -------------------------- ------------- -------------------------------- GNPOL
H 000020 c	 CALCULATE KTH COLUMN OF DIFFERENCES_	 GNPOL
OOUU21C--------------- --------------------- -------------°------------------- G14POL
OOUU22 UO 2 L=lPLDM	 GNPOL
0ouu23 2 U(L)=D(L+1)-D(L) 	 GNPOL
OUuu24C----------------------------------------------------------------------- GNPOL
ODOU25 c	 CO,+JUTE DIFFERENCE COEFFICIENT (COEFF) # POLYNOMIAL TERM(TEmvi),	 GNPOL
OOUU26 C	 AND POLYNOMIAL SUM(GNPOL).	 TEkM SUBTRACTE D FOR ODD BACKWARD DIFFSGNPOL
000027 C ----------------------------------------------------------------------- GNPOL
UOUU2,8 COEFF=COEFF*(S-K+I.)/K 	 GNPOL
000029 IF(J.GT.0)	 LDM=l	 GNPOL
OOUU30 TERM=COEFF*D(LDN1)	 GNPOL
000031 IF(J.LT.0.AND.MOD(Kv2)-E0.1) 	 TERM=-TERM	 GNPOL
000032 3 GNPOL=GNPOL+TERM	 GNPOL
000U33 RETURN	 GNPOL
000034 END	 GNPOL










W EL1> GNEXT#1#70U722# 38219`
UOOU01 tUNCTION GvqEXT(X#Y#NfLD ► XBARv0#S)
uOUuO2 C-----------	 ---------------------------- 	 -----------------_---------GNEXT
OODUO3 C	 GREG09Y-NEWTON EXTRAPOLATION 	 GNEXT
0000J4 -	 GtdC	 INITIALIZAPION OF VARIABLES AN	 L20P P.AtlA4cTERS.'	 EXT
UOGUJSC------- ------------------------- ------ ------------------------------GNEXT
- 1,uu6'LO 7:'
OuvUU7 ' 'VL =X-A;2	 G.
f?. uUuuu9 ! F (AijAR.LT•X(1.)) 	 G'v i0 , 1	 GNEXT
'
OOUvIU J=+^	 G:-X T
uU0U11 i=-1	 GtC E XT
UODU1L XT 
00Ju13 _ GZ;	 TO '2	 G,'•:vaTt OODU14 1 J=1	 G':E}Tr. 00uu1S I=1	 GNE
000016 G' EX 
0 u4U17 2 1 TEi4P=0	 Gt:c XT
u0uu18 FI=i	 GNEX?
ilUUU29 X32=.v1+^:-2	 G;.EXT 'd




UDUU23 C	 IF ,MAGNITVJE OF S LT 1 ,	 T iwL:E DUES :40T HAVE To 6E EXTEf.;.)-J.	 G'..-:XT N
UODU24 d C	 RECOMPUTE S.	 G`-XT O
oouu2 !j ----------------------------------------------------- -------- - 	 -X.
` OOuuzb IFIABG(S)	 uT.5.)	 GU TO o VN
00uu27 IF(..NOT.A_S'(S).,T.I.)	 GO TO 5	 u	 XT
bA)' U000i't3 XtlAoi =X (J) -F I *ry  	 vr:X700 3',(;NEXT=GNPGL-(Y#1#4vFIrLD#0) 	 GlN XT W
`r N Ouuu.30 - 1TEAP=ITEtir'+I	 GF)EXT	 - Cy
UOuu.51 1t11P(I:TE,*-W)=Y(Niv) 	 G EXTp OOuu.32 _DU 4 K=N1# t'-2 	 G',IEXT 9
;t	 uuuu33 4 Y(K)=Y(K-I)	 GN=-XT 'd{; UODUS4 Y(J)=GNEXT -	 GN-- XT
GOuu3b S= (SAVE-XoAR)/H*FI	 GNICXT
UUUU36 IF	 NOT. 	 GC 70 5	 GNEXT fy
00uu37 AliAR=XbAR-' I*F(	 GNEXT W
iLUOU3d v0	 f0 3	 G'.EXT X
' UOuu39 C----------- ---------------------------------------------------------	 GNEXT
UODU40 C	 ONLY ONE ((-,ORE) EX)RAPOLATIO4 TU BE PERFORMED. 	 GNEXT
------------------------------------------------------GNEXT
i.` UOUu42 S ABAR=SAVE	 GNEXT
.. 1	 OODU43 GNEXT=GNPOL(Y#I*J.S.LQ.D) 	 GNEXT.
OODU44 C------	 -- -----------------	 ----- ------------	 _	 -----------------	 -GNEXT
OOUu45 C	 RLSHIFT Y ARRAY	 (IF NECESSARY) SO THAT IT IS ORIGINAL INPUT ARRAY.GNEX7
' UOuu46 C---------------------------------------------------------------------	 G`.FXT
.;' UOUu47 IF(1TEMP.Eu•0) 	 RETURN	 G")EXT_
t. ,u. 06DU413 v1=''J1-I	 GNEXT(''	 ; UUUU4^I Li'=iv?-1 	 GNEXT




fps OUOUb4 S u0 7 K=ITE,%,,P#1.-1 _
000U5b OO b J=N2#Nl#I






u0uu58 KE FURN	 G.NNT
OOuub9 8 kETURN 7	 GNEXT
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D. METHODS OF VERIFICATION
The only method of verification of the results of this program is
based on the experience of the engineer with the sensitive time lag theory
and its application. The correctness of the numbers can only be evaluated
as reasonable by an engineer who has become familiar with the similar
analysis for a single chamber as presented in Program B, described. in
the main portion of this report. The test case given herein is a convenient







7 ASG A = TAPE #8
7 RUN CARD8
INPUT DATA
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SECTION III - DECK SETUP
A.	 COMPUTER CONFIGURATION
1. Univac 1108 computer, 65 K of core minimum
2. 462118 for code, 72245 8 for data
3. FORTRAN V
4. Executive II monitor system
5. No plot output required
6. No punch output required
B.	 ESTIMATED RUNNING TIME
The sample case presented in this section took 11 seconds to run
including compilation. This case can be assumed to be a representative
case as far as computer run time is considered.
C.	 DECK SEQUENCE
The deck sequence shown below includes the control cards as required
by the EXEC II Monitor system for the UNIVAC 1108 as described in Ref.	 3.
Multiple cases may be run by stacking the data cards for subsequent
cases immediately behind the data cards for the original case.
Page 22
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D.	 INPUT DATA
Symbol Name in Program Units Definition
Ls XLS ft. Length of cylindrical
portion of secondary
chamber
Lp XLP ft. Length of cylindrical
portion of primary
chamb e r
c  CS ft/sec Speed of sound of burned
_	 gases in the secondary
chamber
C CP ft/sec Speed of sound of burned
-D gases in the primary
chamber	 "
'^ TAUP secs Mean sensitive time
p lag for the primary
n XNP —' Combustion interaction
p index for the primary
chamber
M UBP -- Mach number in
p primary chamber
M UBS — Mach number in
s secondary chamber
`y CLAM — Ratio of specific heats
R RS — Mixture Ratio of
s secondary chamber
P s PBS psi Mean pressure in
secondary chamber
P PBP psis Mean pressure in
p primary chamber
F'i FI (Hz) Initial calculationfrequency
AF DF Hz Frequency increment
of calculation
Nf FN -- Number of frequencies
to be calculated
Tfs TAUFS sec Total time lag of fuel
entering the secondary
chamberPage 23
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Symbol




	 —	 Number of actin ittanc e
values input
ASR	
—	 Real part of specific
acoustic admittance
06s	ASI	 Imaginary part of
specific admittance
W	 OMEGN
	 rad	 Frequency at which
sec	 specific acoustic admitt-
ance is given
E. RESTRICTION AND LIMITATIONS
Number of input admittances is liz sited to 50 per case. Number
of n, t points output is limited to 100 per case. Applies only to longitudinal
modes. Mach number in both chambers must be low.
F. OUTPUT DEFINITION
All input parameters are output as well as the following:




n N —	 Combustion inter-
action index for the
secondary chamber
T TAU sec	 Mean sensitive time
lag for the secondary
chamber
APR --	 Real part of specific
p acoustic admittance
of primary nozzle
API __	 Imaginary part of
% specific acoustic of
primary nozzle
G.	 PUT FORM
The format of the input data cards is shown in Figure 2 and a
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H.	 SAMPLE OUTPUT
The following pages consist of the output of a typical case for a
staged co-rin.bustor. The input data for this case is that given the previous
section.
r.





LLi:bTH OF SECONDARY CHAMBER INFECT=
	 00100
LLNuTtl OF PKIAARY CHAh pjER IN FELI=	 .U250
SPLE:D OF SOUND IN SECU14DARY CHAMBER IN FEET PER SECOND= 6520.OnOU
SetED OF SOUND IN PRIM i1HY CHAMBER IN FEET PER SECOND= 5500.0000
TAU Pillb,.RY=	 .0005




MACH 14UMOLR SLCONDARY= 	 .2740
GAMMA='	 I.:30uu
MlA rut`E ttt, rw SECONDAR f=
	 6.00u0
MLAI4 I.H,1.4UEK PRESSURE SECONDARY = 3000.0000
MLW,' LI(;I,+ILUeR P HkSSURL PR I MA RY= )ubo.0000
TU I AL l lilic. LA. OF SECOIIUARY FUEL
= 	.0010
SLCONUART NOZZLE +%DMITTANCE (OMEUA.AR.AI )
11 n .UuUO	 .1138









































































	 8.51178	 I:599.99999	 1.90267
	 .22842
	 .06779	 10.59970	 !b9 g .99998	 2.26283
	 .21349
































































-226.79218 387013182399.99985 3927948 .13994
-36.76532 209.295942499.99985 3.30218
.13662
-8.20351 132.802832599.99985 3.3b707 913541
-988121 94.649272699.99982 3.42553
.13704 1.33372 72.093222799.99979 3.44515









32.760353199.999b9 2.41349 .17043 .67847 27.87432
3299.99966 2.13358 .16929 .27351 23.860033399.99963 1.86012
.16381
-.09607 20.491343499.99960 1.65897 .15394


































a 5199.99915 2.08463 .08307 .43685






-26 4758255990999J2 2.22894 906650 -1.24876
-30.47047bb99.999U2 2.44108 .Ob507
-2908274
-34.989305799099d96 2.60493 906597
-3.10316
-40.216665899.99896 2.b9594 .07208
-4.31850 -46.45850
- 5999.99d9b 2.70202
.07512 -5.75063
-54.,23857
r
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